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OPENING SPEECH
University Professor Ion Gh. Rosca, PhD
Rector of the Bucharest Academy of Ec onomic Studies
I salute the initiative to continue the debates on economic and ecologic problems
from the second edition of the conference on “Ecologic performance in a competitive
economy”.
Assuming the values

of sustainable

development underlines the care

and

consideration for future generations. As we strive to satisfy the aspirations of economic
growth and social development for the present needs we should make sure that the
chances of future generations to satisfy their own aspirations are not compromised. In a
practical way, this means the intensification of research efforts for the development of
clean technologies through which the promotion of economic increase and social
objectives is possible. M aximizing the profit in the conditions under the conditions of an
increase of social and environment performance represents the equation of durable
development al microeconomic level. In order to solve the equation several operational
formulas were developed which are implemented in a higher and higher number of
enterprises - eco-efficiency, industrial ecosystem, social responsibility. The fact that 80% of the
biggest 250 companies in the world elaborate social responsibility reports proves the recognition
of these values and their promotion in the first business sector on world level.
M an owns the house of life. The balance of nature though maintains human dynamics.
Resources can be rationally administrated if there is a managerial capacity and an
ecologic and economic report is maintained so that man maintains, controls economy
dimensions. Non-promoting the

adequate managerial dimension in context with

environment demands leads to the appearance of dysfunctionalities and risks, to
disequilibrium with irreversible effects.
Improving environment management assumes abandoning polarized debates and
building partnerships that surpass scientific, political, economic, social and geographical
boundaries.
Success in the global competitive economy depends on surpassing the boarders of
conforming to legal demands. Ecologic performance is a competitive advantage on the
global market, with both short and long term implications. Companies that integrate the
principles of environment protection and durable development, the care for the

environment is shown not only in business relations. It defines the way economy operates,
respectively the activities in each compartment and production section. The wide
participation at this event proves the increasing interest for the environment and
acknowledging the importance of eco-economic problems in the context of extremely
dynamic processes that characterize social and politic international climate.
Environment challenges are extremely serious in Romania: air pollution requires high
costs in terms of human health; the drinking water and used water infrastructure is
insufficiently developed and deteriorated; the list of hot points and critical areas is
alar mingly long. Assigning funds to solve environment problems is extremely difficult in
the context where it coexists with social priorities such as protection, education, health
and the retirement reform, with the urgent problems induced by the global economic
crisis.
Achieving the objectives of durable development involves, aside from respecting
environment standards and improving ecologic performances, new cooperation and mutual
learning means.
Of course there may be voices that consider such initiatives a passing green
enthusiasm, in times of economic recession. However these prove a prospectless horizon
because the environment legislation becomes more and more complex and broad, having
effect on all types of economic activities; public authorities are about to implement the
Local Agenda 21 program; and the public much more aware of environment problems.
We hope that following occasional conference debates will state the necessary
premises for enterprises to reduce ecologic impact and to assure continuous improvement
and progress towards operational management in environment management.
In this context we consider the debates initiated by organizers a special opportunity
that creates the premises for the compilation of methodologies adaptable to the most
varied situations. We also salute the collaboration with the Academy of Economic Studies
in Moldavia, The National Statistics Institute, The National Economy Institute and The
Geography Institute of the Romanian Academy, which we hope will assure a very good
correlation between the analysis of information referring to physical phenomena and the
realistic possibilities that economic resources can assure.
We welcome you to The Academy of Economic Studies in Bucharest and wish you the
most interesting debates!
November 2009
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MESSAGE
University Professor Grigore Belostecinic, PhD
Rector of the Moldavian Acad emy of Ec onomic Studies

Dear Mr. Rector,
Ladies and gentlemen,
Honored assistance,
I gladly and anxiously address you my greeting message, to you, the organizers and
participants to this Conference.
Ladies and gentlemen,
We have a great pleasure to answer Your Invitation to participate the second edition
of the International Scientific Conference “Ecologic performance in a competitive
economy”. We appreciate the efforts carried out by the organizers to profitably realize
this scientific forum that will impulse and continually increase our common achievements
in order to respond to the current challenges of science and economic practice as rapidly
and efficient as possible. We also show a great gratitude for the success obtained by ASE
Bucharest and especially the Faculty of Agro-alimentary and Environment Economy for the
hard work and notorious successes registered in the evaluation of ecologic components
and their integration in the economic decision making process and regional and national
development program achievement.
Dear colleagues,
The themes and subjects discussed in this scientific forum are of a great importance
and theoretical and practical topicality.
The increase of environment demands is more and more obvious in all fields of
activity. The economy does not represent an exception. Respecting these demands
however represents an important challenge for enterprises, but also for the authorities.
This is due on one hand to the various changes necessary to reduce the ecologic impact,
changes that, in their turn, require important resources. On the other hand, the moment
of change also means various opportunities created by developing the green economy and
the new types of relations between the public and private participants of economic life.
5

The debates of the first edition certify the high complexity of problems, as well as
the need to continue the confrontations between theory and practice, between
researchers, representative of the university environment and of public administration,
business men and consultants, representatives of the civil company to identify and
evaluate the increase channels of ecologic performance in the context of an economy
characterized by a high competitivity.
Improving economic productivity on ecologic criteria is a mandatory desire to
achieve under the conditions of health degradation and the impossibility to assure
people’s security and safety. Obtaining ecologic performance has become and important
demand of the market economy of The European Union to contribute to the improvement
of social dimension and economic development as a whole.
The agenda proposed by the organizers and the themes the participants bring into
discussion cover a wide range of problems connected to the cause of production, analysis
indicators, monitoring, communication and ecologic management. These tackle various
environment subjects such as foreground problems like climate change, biodiversity loss,
waste management, air quality protection, reducing energy input, using regenerating
energy, the pollution of seas and oceans.
We hope that the debates initiated here help us establish what must be done, so that
we obtain useful information for those directly involved in environment management.
Finally, I wish the organizers and to all participants at this important scientific
manifestation a lot of success and accomplishments in finding and subsequently
imp lementing the most efficient methods of increasing ecologic performance at macro
and micro economic level.
November 2009
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MIGRANTS’ REMITTANCES - A POTENTIAL SOURCE OF INVESTMENT IN GREEN BUSINESSES
Dumitru MIRON
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
Email: Dumitru.M iron@ase.ro
Andreea Florina RADU
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
Email: andre.radu@gmail.com

ABSTRACT
While remittances play an important role to the improvement of emigrants’ families life standards (lift
recipients out of poverty, providing adequate food, clothing and safe shelter), yet so far these monetary
flows have not substantially affected economic growth or economic opportunities back home. Instead, the
vast majority of remittance money goes to consumption. Some believe it actually fuels dependency, as
more local community members are incentivized or even have to migrate in order to support their families.
Because, in fact migration is the result of developmental imbalance: people tend to move when the
expected future benefits outweigh the financial costs and personal sacrifices associated with migration.
The present paper recommends the use of remittances to invest in “green activities”, such as the creation
of an agro-tourist pension, a measure which creates new jobs and promotes local rural development. Why
to invest in a green business? Because a green business is founded on the principle of sustainability, which
takes into account a long-term strategy, recognizing the interactions between the environment, social
justice and economics. Moreover, because it is time entrepreneurs understand that treating the
environment with respect does not impede economic progress. In addition, the environmental standards
represent a prerequisite for a competitive business within a Member State of the European Union.
KEY WORDS
Migration, remittances, economic growth, investments, green economy

INTRODUCTION
M igration represents a global social phenomenon, with direct impact, both on the
countries of origin, as well as on the countries of destination. There are 25 million migrants
from developing European nations worldwide. On average, 10% migrate abroad to live and
work. In 2007, 150 million migrants worldwide sent more than 300 billion US dollars (400
billion euro) to their families in developing countries.
There is no universal accepted definition attributed to migration, but in general, it
represents the flow/ movement of persons outside the borders of the origin country. These
movements generate the creation of complex social, economic and cultural relation networks
among the emigrants and the population in the receiving countries.
There are several types of migration:
 Voluntary migration (movement of persons, based on their own will and
decision)
 Forced migration (movement of persons, caused by extreme natural
phenomena or human dependant actions such as: wars, nuclear disasters,
starvation etc.)
 Controlled migration (movement of persons, on legal basis and the respect
of all formalities: visa, working procedures, residence right etc.)
 Uncontrolled migration (high risk of human trafficking)
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I. MIGRATION - AN OPORTUNITY FOR LIFE IMPROVEMENT
1.1. The emi gratio n phenomeno n in Ro mani a
As long as de ve loped economies need migrant labor, immigr ants will continue
to migr ate. According to the Green P aper of th e Romanian p opulation (2006), the
labor force is characterized by the followin g fe atures:
- High -skilled labour force (age between 25 and 40) working main ly in the
fie ld of: science, technology, education, health ;
- Medium-skilled labor force working mainly in the field of: construction
industry (Germany, Israel), health system (Italy 1 , United States, Canada,
Switzerland), hotels and restaurants industry, public administration (Belgium,
Luxembourg);
- Low-skilled labor force working mainly in the field of: agriculture, housing
(Spain, Portugal, Greece).
Fundamentally, migrat ion is the result of de ve lopment al imb alance: people
tend to mo ve when the expected future benefits outweigh the financial costs and
personal sacrifices associated with migr ation (see Tab le 1).
Table 1: The net average salary in Romania, compared to the salaries in the some
destination countries (2007)
Country
Romania
Switzerland
Germany
Spain

Field of activity/month
at national level
Sanitary, housekeeping
Agriculture, hotels and restaurants
industry
Sanitary, housekeeping
Agriculture, hotels and restaurants
industry
at national level

Net average
salary/month
300 Euro
2500-3100
1970
1200
800-1200
670-1500

Source: Average Salary Income & Expenditure, International Comparison, 2007

Over the time, by means of its cumulative effects, the temporary migration
outside Romania’s borders has deepened the economic and territorial disparities.
“The top twenty countries of origin in terms of inflows accounted for fully 60%
of all inflows in 2006, with China, Poland, and Romania at the top of the list. Bolivia,
Romania and Poland have seen the largest increase over the six years ending in 2006.” 2
The counties and villages have become poorer compared to those which
benefited from remittances sent by emigrants. Remittances make an important
contribution to alleviating the developmental imbalances that lie at the heart of why
millions seek a better life abroad3. Though, besides the well-known positive impact of
remittances on the decrease of the current account deficit and improvement of life
quality of the emigrants’ families 4, there are also several possible negative interfacing
effects that we have to recall (see table below):
1

Since 2002, Romania ns are the largest foreign community, which lives, lega lly, in Italy.
2
International Migration Outlook, SOPEMI – 2008 Edition, pg.23.
3
Remittances recipients often come from the lowest income layers of the population.
4
In some cases (mostly, undeveloped or even under development countries), the a mount of
remittances that return each year to the communities is far higher than foreign aid and often
higher than foreign direct investment in a country.
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Table 2: The negative effects of migration in the country of origin
Registered tendencies at local/regional level
Resulting effects at national
level
 The loss of human capital 5 (acc. to the National
Agency for Labor Force, Romania registers deficits of
M ACROECONOM IC
labor force, mainly in the sectors of textiles and
IM PLICATIONS
construction industry); reflects the low capacity of
the Romanian society/economy to generate working
opportunities and decent earnings.
 A decrease in birth rate;
DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES
 Tendency of depopulation, especially in the rural
(DEM OGRAPHIC AGEING)
areas (many emigrants come from rural areas);
 An alarming increase in the rate of non-integrated
children, deriving from migrants’ families;
 Increased abandonment of school – the choice to
emigrate, to the detriment of schooling;
SOCIAL DISORDER
 An increase in the divorce rate;
 Reorganization of the roles within the emigrants’
families;
 High risk of human trafficking, in the case of uncontrolled
migration
Source: own source, based on the Green Paper of the population in Romania,
the statistical data provided by the National Institute of Statistics and other relevant studies

II. M IGRA NTS’ REMITTA NCES - A POTENTIAL SOURCE OF ECONOM IC GROW TH
A T L OCAL LEV EL
2.1. The role o f remitt ances at macro eco no mic l evel
In 2007 and 2008, Romania was among the first 10 countries, worldwide, as
regard the volume of remittances (6.2 billions euro in 2007 and 6.3 billions in 2008 6). In
2008, the official inflow of remittances represented 6% of the GDP, out of which 40% came
from Romanians working in Italy and 30% from those working in Spain.
According to the data provided by the National Bank of Romania, 80% of the
financial transfers registered in 2008 result from the emigrant workers. More than 50% of
the total remittances go to the rural areas. It is estimated that approximately 35-40% of
the remittances are sent through informal ways (acquaintances, colleagues, relatives etc).
The global financial crisis has brought with it a new set of challenges confronting
migrant workers and the contributions they make to their family me mbers back home.
Different actors in the remittance market are currently analyzing the impact of the
financial crisis on remittance flows, and they are not always reaching the same
conclusions. The impact of this decline in growth, however, is more complex than ever
before, as families, communities and economies throughout the region are impacted in
fundamentally different ways. Given the recessions still undergoing in the major
5

By comparison, the countries of destination benefit from immigration: “target countries benefit from
an already trained and competitive labor force, obtained with minimum costs”. (The National
Commission for Population and Development, 2006).
6
BNR – The National Bank of Romania
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destination countries, the Romanians have lost their jobs and savings and remittances
registered a decreasing trend during 2009.
Judging from a practical point a view, there are four variables that influence the
economies in the country of origin: telecommunications, tourism, (remittance) transfers and
transportation (see Figure 1). These migrant activities create an important cross-border
economic link with direct effects on local economies, companies and the national economy
as well. In the context of the present crisis, migrant workers find themselves under pressure
and are forced to decrease spending on each of these activities, cutting remittances to
family as a last resort. M any of them have been forced to re-migrate. And the crisis is not
yet over.
Figure 1: The four variables that influence the economy of the country of origin

Tourism

Telecommunicatio
ns
Transportation

Transfers
(remittanc es)

Source: own source, idem
2.2. Making remittances a sustainable earning
The debate on the role, remittances can play in boosting economic development
has become an very active one. While remittances play an important role to the
improve ment of emigrants’ families life standards (lift recipients out of poverty, providing
adequate food, clothing and safe shelter), yet so far these monetary flows have not
substantially affected economic growth or economic opportunities back home. Instead,
the vast majority of remittance money goes to consumption. Some believe it actually fuels
dependency, as more local community members are incentivized or even have to migrate
in order to support their families.
Little is done to stimulate local or national economic growth through productive
investment, as result of remittances.
Even if the European Commission advised the Member States to elaborate concrete
strategies to sustain the investments from remittances, so far, the Romanian authorities
have focused, mainly, on reducing the costs of remittances transfers through formal
channels such as banks with quite a lot of success. The costs of transferring money to home
countries by emigrants have fallen precipitously, allowing them and their families to keep
more of the funds earned. M igrants and their families are encouraged to put funds in local
and international banks, leading to more savings and investment capital. But these changes,
while beneficial, do not increase investments in productive activities in the home
communities. Therefore, the local economic development is quite limited in the places most
starved for investment capital.
Business development data for Romania show important differences between the
regions, in terms of micro-enterprises, the highest rate being registered in the N-E Region
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(13.8%), and the lowest in the S-W Region (7.6%), while Bucharest-Ilfov Region registers
23.6 % 7.
According to the National Rural Development Programme 2007-2013, the
entrepreneurial development in the rural areas is weak represented. The main causes are:
limited material resources, educations and utilities, temporary migration phenomenon to
urban area or abroad.
Although, rural tourism has registered an important increase lately, this sector of
activity represents a significant potential which has not yet been sufficiently capitalized.
2.3. Measures to encourage investments from remittances
We already discussed about the fact that the resources raised and invested by the
migrants stimu late business and employment growth in the difficult regions of the country.
Therefore, the responsible authorities have to undertake concrete actions, on one hand,
to promote a more stimulating transfer of remittances through formal instruments (banks,
existing financial institutions) and on the other hand to encourage the investments of
emigrants’ remittances into a sustainable business. Authorities have to develop pilot
programs aimed at directing remittances into rural economic development. We propose
several possible measures in this direction:
Measure no 1:
Measure no 2:
Measure no 3:

Measure no 4:
Measure no 5:
Measure no 6:
Measure no 7:
Measure no 8:
Measure no 9:
Measure
10:
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no

Encouraging the participation of senders and recipients of
remittances in the formal banking system, to decrease informal
transfers;
Involving the emigrants into the economic development of their
hometowns, with the scope of creating jobs so as to stabilize the
community in the long term;
Elaborating studies as regards the sector potential at the
national and regional level, to help investors gain a better
understanding of the local market and identify; Developing models for
productive investments;
Facilitating emigrant investors’ access to financial resources
(e.g. European funds, other funds, as well as credits from the
banking-system);
Pro viding bet ter in for mat ion sources me ant for the
underst and ing o f t he legal framework, financ ial uses, need s etc;
Addressing the lack of business skills, market and information
access for the potential emigrant investors;
Enhancing the skills required for marketing agricultural
products from rural areas;
Imp ro ving the re mitt ances in vestors unde rst and ing of the ir
potential market ;
Preparing proactive strategies for the development, at the
NUTS 2 and 3 levels, in order to disseminate them, in real time,
within the Romanian Diaspora from the EU Member States.
Imp lementing specific schemes/programmes, to the Romanian
emigrants addressed, with the aim of co-financing the delivered
projects, according to the different axes of the European Structural
Funds.

INS – National Statistical Institute, the Romanian Statistical Yearbook, 2006.
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2. 4. Investing remittances – Project rationale and approach
Phase 1: BUSINESS PLAN DEVELOPM ENT to invest remittances. This phase consists of
two components:
a). Prospecting the market potential

At national level, as regard the sector activity (e.g.: Elaborating diagnosis
analyses in terms of the specific evolutions of each sector of activity; Identifying
the challenges, factors and drivers of change; Designing successful scenarios in
each identified course);

At local level, as regards the local potential of the business idea (e.g.: small
production capacities, which make good use of the local factory equipment;
local infrastructure networks; start-ups; agro-tourist pensions8 etc).
b). Resorting to a specialized consulting company

Generating information on the market potential, as regards the goods and
services (supply and demand) and the main actors participating in the new
competitive landscape;

Being well informed about the legislative and institutional framework and
the procedures which apply to the desired type of business;
(Important! an agro-tourist pension is allowed to have maximum 8 rooms,
while an ordinary pension can have 15. The non-reimbursable funds for such a
business amount 70% of the total sum, but no more than 70.000 euro. The
evaluation procedure is transparent and each beneficiary can estimate its score.
It is important to notice that the score can be increased if the business
promotes alternative sources of energy and puts a high emphasis on
environmental management)

Identifying the eligible spending;

Developing the technical and feasibility studies, useful to set up a draft
strategy;

Being able to assess the profitability of the investment (the costsefficiency analysis).
c). Preparing the business plan for an agro-tourist pension

Drawing up the mission;

Setting up the medium and long-term goals and objectives (objectives
must be clearly and concisely set out and must contain the key way stages;
objectives must, at the same time, be realistic, demanding but achievable);
( Important! Open the agro-tourist pension as a "turn key operation" in an
area where the demand is high, but the offer insufficient. Demonstrate a minimum
of 65% occupancy averaged throughout the first year. Then, increase exposure and
market potential, by using direct advertising and modern promotional means
adapted to the specific area. Through incentives and increased exposure on
the media, the off-season occupancy is expected to increase by 30% in the first 3
years. Increase off-season use by divesting into other uses for property (cater parties,
receptions, weddings, etc).

Finding an appropriate location (Important! For the agro-tourist pension, the land
must be owned by the beneficiary or leased for at least 10 years. The costs of the
land are not eligible costs!);

Determine the services offer;

Organizing the management team;

Elaborating the SWOT analysis of the sector market and taking into
account each specific financial considerations;

Pension = Board and lodging
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Finding the keys to success.





Phase 2, BUSINESS PLAN IM PLEM ENTATION, which consists of the following
components:
a.
b.

c.
d.

Implementing the objectives settled in the strategy, step by step;
Assigning the tasks needed to fulfill the desired objectives (Important! the
tasks must be listed with responsible individuals for completing each task;
the tasks have to be simply and clearly stated; the results envisaged should
outweigh the time and effort devoted to the tasks);
Setting out a timescale (Important! each task and its duration must be
framed within a clear timescale);
Monitoring activities and progress achieved so far (this stage identifies
and rectifies the delays during the monitoring process; delays must be
highlighted).
Figure 2: Investing remittances - Project rationale and approach

Phase 1

Phase 2

Busin ess plan
develop men t

Busin ess plan
implementation

Ac tion 1.1: Prospec ting
the market potential

Action 2.1 Implementation of
the objectives settled in the

Action 1.2: Resorting to a

Action 2.2: Assigning the tasks

specialized consulting

Ac tion 1.3: Preparing the
business plan for the

Action 2.3: Setting out a timescale

A ctio n 2.3: Mon i tori ng acti vi ti es an d
th e prog ress ach i eved

Source: own source

III. REMITTANCES INVESTMENTS IN THE „GREEN ECONOMY”
3.1. The concept of “green eco nomics” – Wherefrom?
Green economics is a new concept, which “criticizes neoclassical economics,
proposing reform where needed at times, bringing new perspectives to conventional
economics” 9. While some societies, in general the developing countries, have chosen

9

Kennet and Heinemann (2006), pg. 71.
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ecological ignorance and arrogance, others have flourished living within ecological
constraints (those are in general, the developed countries).
3.2. Why investing in a green businesses?
Unfortunately, today’s economy has been shaped by market forces, not by the
principles of sustainability. “Sustainability is a principle which states th at economic
growth (i.e., the generation of wealth) can and should be managed so th at natural
resources are used in such a way that the resource needs of future generations are
assured” 10 .
In other words, sustainability takes into account a long-term view, recognizing
the interactions between the environment, social justice, and economics. These three
factors are often referred to as the triple bottom line (Roy F. Weston). The figures
below (Figure 3 and 4) display this relationship.

Figure 3: The triple bottom line of
sustainability

Figure 4: The triple bottom line of
sustainability

Source: Ott, K. (2003), "The Case for Strong
Sustainability."

Source: Adams, W.M. (2006). "The Future of Sustainability:
Re-thinking Environment and Development in the 21st
Century."

The European Union supports the micro and medium-sized enterprises to develop
green businesses. To impel such green actions, financial resources are availab le for those
businesses which integrate environment management into their activities and promote
eco-innovation, in order to minimize the impact of their activities on the environment.
Such programs are the Structural Funds, The Framework Program for Competition and
Innovation and LIFE+ 11.
The climate changes represent one of the most serious challenges of our century, a
result of the irrational human actions undertaken so far. The consequences are visible and
alarming. The last decade has been characterized by an increased concern of the world
leaders about the late effects of the climate change. The Kyoto Protocol 12 to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change was the first reliable proof to
strengthening the international response to climate change. Adopted in 1997, the Protocol
contains legally binding targets regarding the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) targets
for the signatory countries, for the period of 2000-2012 13.
10

Weiss, J. (2000). “Sustainable Schools: In PEB Exchange (2001), (35):14-16.
Total allocated funds amount 5 million euro for the period 2007-2013.
12
The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Changes (UNFCCC)
entered into force on 16.02.2005. Romania has ratified the Convention by Law no. 24/1994 and has
been the first party on the Annex I, which ratified the Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC by Law no.
3/2001.
13
Overall binding target is 5% reduction of GHG in the period 2008-2012, compared to 1990 – base
year, but for the European Union assumed 8%.
11
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3.2. Integrating ecological modernization, innovation and economic security
Environmental damage is not the price we have to pay for economic progress.
According to the “win-win” approach, treating the environment with respect does not
impede economic progress, but helps identifying areas of inefficiency and waste in the
economic cycle and unleashes innovation. “Tackling climate change or other
environmental challenges need not limit greater economic opportunity …economic
development, social justice and environmental modernization must go hand in hand”14.
If we refer to the extent of performance of an enterprise as regards the sustainability
criteria -economic, social and environmental indicators- several assumptions have been formulated,
as seen in the table below (Table 3):
Table 3: Accounting for sustainability of an enterprise
Enterprise
performance
Diversity

Economic

Social

Environmental

Diversification

Emp loyee diversity

Added value

Return on capital
Emp loyed
Profit margins

Intangible values
Knowledge
Emp loyee
and
Customer
Retention rates

Resource - Use (Renewable
or not)
Re-using “wastes”

Productivity
Integrity
Health
Development

Disclosure
Political
Contributions
Rating Agencies
Reports
Innovation

Complaints
lawsuits
Emp loyee Injury
Benefits
Emp loyee
education

Resource- Use Efficiency

Environmental
M anagement
Health risks of products,
facilities
Environmental
Technologies

Source: (Ceres Global Reporting Initiative); CERES.org/ORI1999

CONCLUSIONS
M igration can be a three-side benefic phenomenon: for the destination country,
for the country of origin, as well as for the emigrants, as long as it is controlled and the
authorities of both countries have feasible programmes to integrate emigrants in the
society (destination country), respectively re-integrate them in the home society (country
of origin).
The money transfers from the emigrant workers (remittances) make an important
contribution to alleviating the developmental imbalances that lie at the heart of why
millions seek a better life abroad.
The migrants’ remittances must not be limited only to consumption of goods and
buying houses, but become a potential source of economic growth at local level.
How can this target be achieved? Authorities must develop targeted strategies to
encourage emigrant workers invest in local businesses, which are proved to be sustainable (in
our case an agro-tourist pension).
14

Blair (2003).
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Why should money be invested in a green business? Because a green business is
founded on the principle of sustainability, which takes into account a long-term strategy,
recognizing the interactions between the environment, social justice and economics.
Moreover, because it is time entrepreneurs understand that treating the environment with
respect does not impede economic progress and not at least, because the European trends
distinguish clear environmental standards, which have become more and more rigorous.
Therefore, if an entrepreneur plans to start a long-term business, the environmental
measure of its activity makes the difference of tomorrow, in terms of competitivity.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to give an overview of the current state of organic farming in Romania and
throughout the European Union. There are addressed the following issues related to organic
agriculture: conceptual framework, principles, evolution of organic farming sector in Romania and
European Union and the policy support. In recent years organic agriculture is becoming of growing
importance in the agriculture sector of a large number of countries. In developed European Union
countries organic agriculture has come to represent a significant share of the sector, over 10% and
majority of the developing European Union countries have a growing organic agriculture sector and
small organic markets.
KEY WORDS:
organic agriculture, action plan, legal framework, health, ecology

INTRODUCTION
Organic farming is the opposite of intensive farming and it may be equally considered
an alternative to both traditional farming and intensive farming. This type of farming
strongly depends upon the ecologic factors, targeting natural environment protection and
food safety, consumers’ health and environment protection.
Organic farming implies fully giving up the use of chemical fertilizers, the necessary
nutrients being provided by non-conventional means. Thus, the bacterial activity makes it
possible to uptake the nitrogen from soil, and the crop rotations with leguminous crops
enrich the nitrogen contents in soil. The potassium is provided by burning the vegetable
waste, while the phosphorous is taken from the organic matter. The organic matters from
the livestock sector (manure), the treatment of slurries and compost are basic natural
fertilizers used in this type of farming system (Popescu G., 2001, see also Bran, Florina et
all, 2004).
As regards the agro-technical works, the organic farming is against the excessive
mechanization, in order to avoid soil compaction and the deterioration of the physicalmechanical and biological characteristics of the fertile soil layer.
From the technological and economic standpoint, organic farming does not need
significant financial investments, or large–sized farms; yet, it requires a larger amount of
labour.
Although the productivity of this agricultural system is quite low, as the average
yields per hectare or animal head are half of those from conventional intensive farming,
the efficiency of this system is justified through the higher prices paid for organic
products, and the positive effects upon the environment and consumers’ health.
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1. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
According to the FAO approach organic agriculture is a holistic production
management system which promotes and enhances agroecosystem health, including
biodiversity, biological cycles, and soil biological activity. It emphasizes the use of
management regional conditions require locally adapted systems. This is accomplished by
using, where possible, cultural, biological and mechanical methods, as opposed to using
synthetic materials, to fulfil any specific function within the system. (Commission of the
European Communities, 2004).
Organic production is an overall system of farm management and food production
that combines best environmental practices, a high level of biodiversity, the preservation
of natural resources, the application of high animal welfare standards and a production
method in line with the preference of certain consumers for products produced using
natural substances and processes. (The Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007)
The organic farming adopted a unique development pattern, substantiated on the
“laws of life”, with the following co-ordinates (Davidescu, d., Davidescu, V., 1994):
�
The soil is a living organism;
�
A living organism, no matter how simple it may be, is more complicated than a
computer;
�
There are still many biological processes that the man does not know, but practical
observations, many times appreciated as empirical, can be used, yielding good results;
�
The interventions in a biological process have an impact upon the whole organism;
certain interventions by man in the biological processes in soil have sometimes longterm effects;
�
The introduction into the biological process of certain industrial chemical inputs
(pesticides, herbicides) may have dangerous effects upon the living beings, as in
nature there were no enzymatic processes specific for their degradation at the
moment when these were used.
�
Certain traditional agricultural techniques, with empirical character, are not harmful
to the environment;
�
The modern agricultural techniques (use of chemical inputs, mechanization, irrigation)
sometimes represent aggressive interventions;
�
It is only with great caution that man must intervene in the natural biological
processes.
Codex Alimentarius Commission consider that an organic production system is
designed to: improve biological diversity within the whole system, increase soil biological
activity, maintain long-term soil fertility, recycle wastes of plant and animal origin in
order to return nutrients to the land, minimizing the use of non-renewable resources,
promote the healthy use of soil, water and air as well as minimize all forms of pollution
thereto that may result from agricultural practices, handle agricultural products with
emphasis on careful processing methods in order to maintain the organic integrity and
vital qualities of the product at all stages, become established on any existing farm
through a period of conversion, the appropriate length of which is determined by sitespecific factors such as the history of the land, and type of crops and livestock to be
produced (FAO).
2. PRINCIPLES
The organic farming principles start from the stimulation of “natural forces” in order
to re-establish the energy harmony between nature and the cultivated crops, through the
minimu m intervention of humans and the non utilization of industrial chemical inputs.
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM ) established the
principles of organic agriculture as the following:
21

the principle of health - organic agriculture should sustain and enhance the health of
soil, plant, animal, human and planet as one and indivisible;
�
the principle of ecology - organic agriculture should be based on living ecological
systems and cycles, work with them, follow them and help sustain them;
� the principle of fairness - organic agriculture should build on relationships that ensure
fairness with regard to the common environment and life opportunities;
�
the principle of care - organic agriculture should be managed in a precautionary and
responsible manner to protect the health and well-being of current and future
generations and the environment (IFOAM , Annual Reports 2005 and 2006).
The Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007 on organic production and labelling of
organic products regulates 14 specific principles applicable to organic farming. Among
these can be mentioned:
�
the maintenance and enhancement of soil life and natural soil fertility,
�
the minimization of the use of non-renewable resources and off-far m inputs;
�
the recycling of wastes and by-products of plant and animal origin;
�
maintaining of the local or regional ecological balance in taking production decisions;
�
the maintenance of plant and animal health
�
the production of products of organic livestock from animals that have been raised on
organic holdings;
�
the choice of breeds having regard to the capacity of animals to adapt to local
conditions, their vitality and their resistance to disease or health problems;
�
the feeding of livestock with organic feed and natural non-agricultural substances;
�
the maintenance of the biodiversity of natural aquatic ecosystems, etc. etc
�

3. EVOLUTION OF ORGANIC FARMING SECTOR IN ROMANIA AND EUROPEAN UNION
In Romania, the concerns for organic farming implementation are quite recent; these
were materialized after the year 2000 by the adoption of a specific legal framework,
adapted and harmonized to the EU legal framework.
Table 1. Registered organic land area in Romania, 2000-2008
SPECIFICARE
Total agricultural area, of
which:
Cereals
Pastures and meadows
Oilcrops, proteincrops
Vegetables
Fruits
Other crops

2000
17438

2002
43850

2004
73800

2006
143194

2007
190129

ha
2008
221411

4000
9300
4000
38
100

12000
20000
10000
700
50
11000

20500
31300
20100
300
200
1400

16310
51200
23872
720
292
50800

32222
57600
26491
310
650
72856

-

Source: M.A.D.R, www.maap.ro/pages/page.php?self=01&sub=0107&tz=010710, 22.11.2008

The agricultural land areas that are certified under the organic production system
totalled over 190.000 ha (around 1,2 % of the total agricultural area) in 2007 and over
221.000 ha in 2008 (2% of the total agricultural area); the main organic crops are grains,
fodder crops and pastures, oilseeds, vegetables and fruit (cherries, sour cherries).
(M inistry of Agriculture and Rural Development, 2008). From 2000 to 2008 the organic land
area has increased 12,7 times. Therefore the area cultivated with cereals had increased
8,1 times, the area cultivated with oilcrops had increased 6,6 times and the area
cultivated with vegetables had increased 8,1 times.
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The total organic area in Romania, fully converted increased from 17.438 hectares in
2000 to 221.411 hectares in 2008 (Table 1). This corresponds to an annual average growth
rate of nearly 21 %.
Table 2. Livestock in organic farming in Romania
SPECIFICARE
M ilk cows
Sheeps and goats
Laying hens

2000
2100
1700
-

2002
6500
3000

2004
7200
3200
2700

heads
2006 2007
9900
6265
86180 78076
4300
4720

Source: M.A.D.R, www.maap.ro/pages/page.php?self=01&sub=0107&tz=010710, 22.11.2008

The livestock herds raised under the organic system in the year 2007 totalled 6.265
dairy cow heads, 78.076 sheeps and goats for milk and 4.720 laying hens. The organic
products obtained in Romania are traded on the domestic market (20%) and on the export
markets (80%) (M inistry of Agriculture and Rural Development, 2008).
Table 3. Production of major organic products
SPECIFICARE
Cereals (to)
Oilcrops, proteincrops (to)
Vegetables (to)
Fruits (to)
Other crops (to)
Cows milk (hl)
Sheeps milk (hl)
Eggs (1000)

2000
7200
5500
600
202
58367
701
-

2002
16000
11000
4000
200
1100
92747
1360
-

2004
41000
37000
3000
500
5700
92868
1800
650

2006
48441
73082
8707
340
36003
122000
15500
1075

(tones)
2007
65127
52982
3410
1255
46538
85031
13273
1321

Source: M.A.D.R, www.maap.ro/pages/page.php?self=01&sub=0107&tz=010710, 22.11.2008

From the data presented above, it results that the organic farming system in Romania
has a very low size, yet in the future it might become a viable alternative to traditional
farming, in the first place due to the lower conversion costs, and secondly because over
60% of the country’s agricultural land area is operated by the peasant household farms up
to 10 hectares each.
In the European Union, because of its extensive character, organic farming has been
promoted and supported in the Common Agricultural Policy after 1992, following the
reform M ac SHARRY, but it intensified after the adoption of Agenda 2000. This type of
farming represents an alternative to intensive or industrial agriculture, thereby aiming at
mit igating the effects of crisis of overproduction and damage the environment.
The total organic area in the EU-27, fully converted and under conversion, increased
from 2.3 million hectares in 1999 to over 7,5 million hectares in 2008 (FIBL Survey 2008),
which corresponds to an annual average growth rate of around 20 %. The organic farming
reached 5 % of the total Utilised Agricultural Area of the EU in 2008, up from 2 % in 1999.
In 2008, the old M ember States with the highest procentage of organic agricultural
land in total agricultural area are the following: Austria 13,8% (382.949 ha), Sweden 10,8%
(336.439 ha), It aly 7,9% (1.002.412 ha), Portugal 6,6% (229.717 ha), Denmark 5,6%
(150.104 ha), Germany 5,35% (907.786 ha) Spain 4,5% (1.129.844 ha) and United Kingdom
3,9% (737.630 ha). The first three EU countries with the largest organic land area are Italy,
Spain and Germany. (FIBL Survey 2008).
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The new Member States with the highest share of organic agricultural land in total
agricultural area are the following: Estonia 9,5% (86.281ha), Lat via 9,1 % ( 161.624 ha),
Czech Republic 8% ( 341.632 ha), Slo vakia 7,3% (140.755 ha), Slo venia 6,1% (29.838 ha).
Although Romania has only 2% of the total agricultural area, the organic area is higher
(221.411 ha in 2008) to that of Eastern European countries mentioned above, except the
Czech Republic. In the same situation is Poland which has the organic area 2% (313.944 ha)
of the total agricultural area.
The average size of the organic agricultural holdings for 2005 (using data for the most
recent available year) it is between 2,3 ha in M alta and 462,6 ha in Slo vakia. However,
several M ember States have bigger average sizes in the organic sector: Slovakia 462,6 ha,
Czech Republic 305,4 ha, Portugal 148 ha, UK 142 ha, and it can also be seen in Hungary
76,8 ha, Sweden 52, 4 ha, Spain 51,5 ha, france 49,2 ha, Germany 47,4 ha (Eurostat, 2007)
4. THE POLICY SUPPORT
Support for organic agriculture in the European Union includes legal framework,
financing under the market and rural development actions as well as national action plans.
4.1. Legal protections
The legal framework regulating the organic agriculture has led by adopting the
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2092/1991. This Regulation has been amended on several
occasions; in 1999 the Council intended to cover organic livestock production - Council
Regulation (EC) no 1804/99. In 2004, the European Commission adopted the “European
Action Plan for Organic Food and Farming” whose objective is to facilitate the
development of organic farming in the EU with 21 concrete policy measures to be
imp lemented.
In 2007 the Regulation (EC) No 834/2007 on organic production and labelling of
organic products repealing Regulation (EEC) No 2092/91. The main provisions of this
regulation are about: aim, scope and definitions of organic farming, the objectives and
principles for organic production, the production rules, prohibition on the use of
Genetically modified organisms, prohibition on the use of ionising radiation, products and
substances used in farming and criteria for their authorization, conversion, production of
processed feed, exceptional production rules, labeling, controls, imports and exports of
organic products.
Also, in 2008 was adopted Commission Regulation (EC) No 889 laying down
detailed rules for the imple mentation of Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007 on organic
production and labelling of organic products with regard to organic production, labeling
and control and in 2009 was adopted Commission Regulation (EC) No 710 that amending
Regulation (EC) No 889/2008, as regards laying down detailed rules on organic aquaculture
animal and seaweed production.
4.2. Financing under the market and rural development actions
The recent reform of the Common Agricultural Policy established the changes of the
EU support schemes in the farm sector. At this time, the majority of financial support is
paid independently from the volume of production (decoupling principle) and under the
circumstance that farmers maintain the agricultural land in proper agricultural and
environmental conditions (cross-compliance principle) - the farmers who receive direct
payments must respect cross compliance standards in two ways:
�
Good agricultural and environmental condition: All farmers claiming direct payments,
whether or not they actually produce from their land, must abide by standards to be
established by the Member State. This new requirement is a consequence of the
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introduction of the Single Payment Scheme and is intended to avoid the abandonment of
agricultural land.
�
Statutory management requirements: Farmers must respect other cross compliance
standards called statutory management requirements set-up in accordance with 19 EU
Directives and Regulations relating to the protection of environment; public, animal and
plant health; animal welfare.
In the context of Rural Development policy, the Axis 2 measures aimed to improving
the environment and the countryside, and it has as priorities: the maintenance of
subsistence farming in mountain areas and other disadvantaged areas, to conserve the
environment, avoid land abandonment and settlement of problems such as soil erosion,
maintaining and enhancing the environmental benefits created by traditional farming
systems, protect endangered bird species and their habitats, afforestation of agricultural
land.
4.3. The European Action Plan
One of the key instruments of the future development of organic agriculture in
Europe is The European Action Plan for Organic Food and Farming. It sets out a series of
21 policy measures designed to encourage the development of the organic agriculture and
organic food at the European level. This document was based on extensive consultations
with M ember States and stakeholders. The plan aim to achieve measures such as:
improving information about organic farming, reorganization of public support concerning
to rural development, improving production standards, developing the market for organic
food and improving standards by increasing efficacy, transparency and consumer
confidence.
Moreover, several of the EU member states have achieved their own national or
regional action plans for the development of organic farming: Action Plan of the Czech
Republic for the development of organic farming until 2010, Danish Action Plan II
Development in organic farming, Action plan to develop food and farming in England, The
French Action Plan Document, The German Federal Organic Farming Scheme, The Dutch
Policy Document on Organic Agriculture 2005-2007, The Andalusian Action Plan for Organic
Farming, The Italian National Action Plan for organic agriculture and organic products,
The Plan of Long-Term Development of organic farming in Slovenia.
CONCLUSIONS
All the scientific currents that promote organic farming envisage an updating of the
traditional methods and their intertwining with the modern farming methods, which
confers to this type of farming the status of scientifically-substantiated agriculture, with
well-established methods, principles and techniques.
The need to introduce a non-polluting type of farming emerged immediately after the
initiation of the industrialization process, when currents criticizing the industrial
development appeared, pleading for healthy food for the population.
The increasing awareness of the importance of the quality of products upon people’s
health contributed to the development of the currents favouring the organic farming
practice and to the establishment of markets for these products, having in view their
specific characteristics (high prices of organic products and their low market share).
The increasing demand for organic products resulted in the organic farming high
development rate in the recent years, increasingly capturing the attention of agricultural
specialists.
Organic agriculture is becoming of growing importance in the agriculture sector of a
number of countries, irrespective of their stage of development. In developed European
Union countries organic agriculture has come to represent a significant share of the sector
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(13 % in Austria, 10,8 % in Sweden) and majority of the developing European Union
countries have a growing organic agriculture sector and small organic markets.
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ABSTRACT
One of the objectives of the paper is to demonstrate the viability of practicing the ecological
agriculture in Romania, in the conditions of a greater concern to those involved in this domain and
of developing and of consequent application of a coherent national strategies. Trough the case study
carried out at s agricultural society from the Botosani county, analyzing the use of the land, human,
economic-financial and patrimonial resources, the authors are contributing to the foundation of a
model of agricultural exploitation organized on the principles of sustainable development, which
will prove the long-term benefits, both from environmental perspective and from economic and
social perspective.
KEYWORDS:
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INTRODUCTION
One of the sever manifestation of the economic crisis, with which is confronting
Romania, now is the decline of the agriculture. This is primarily to the lack of a strategy
concerning the role and the place of the agricultural scientific research in all its
hypostasis, from the protection and economical use of the available natural resource to
ensuring with certain and healthy food appropriate to a sustainable agriculture, based on
the principles of the modern ecology (Vincze M ., 2000). To practice a ecological
agriculture with a model of organization of the farms includes the following elements:
- Zoning the crops according to the soil suitability and climatic conditions:
temperature, precipitations, etc. An essential condition is that of creating a agricultural
farm of optimal dimension.
- Using some technologies based on a competitive energetic system, to make use of
the non-pollutant sources, renewable, like the solar energy, wind energy, etc.
- The social component must reflect the link between the growth of the economic
process and the social finality, life quality, individual welfare. This includes a wide range
of social activities, from those are providing vital needs and to those who contribute to
the formation and development of human personality, the result being observed the best
in the level of living standards.
To obtain good results the agricultural sustainable farm must be helped trough
according consulting in the managerial, technical, financial and domain and by providing
of some important facilities for farmers (Rojanschi V., 2004). An agricultural farm will
have higher chances to become sustainable if it will become multidisciplinary. In addition
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to the production of production it will have to develop and the processing one, and why
not, of marketing.
1.

SHORT PRESENTATION OF SC MULTIAGRA SRL VLASINESTI

SC M ultiagra SRL is operating in the village Vlasinesti, at 30 km from the city of
Botosani, where he manages an agricultural and livestock farm. In 2007 the society began
the period of conversion to pass at the ecological agriculture, being monitored by Cerebes
GmbH Germany. The company also, has collaborative relationships with the Institute of
studies of the ecological agriculture, the University from Bonn, Germany, in this sense
existing collaboration with one of accredited consultants. The company has a full range of
agricultural machinery worth about 1.000.000 Euro. In 2007 the society has accessed
SAPARD funding of 500.000 euro, trough which has acquired agricultural machinery and
modern equipment: John Deere and Kuhn. The society has as object of activity the crop of
plants (mainly wheat, maize, sunflower, rapeseed, tobacco), the processing of the
resulted products and services for mechanization, agriculture chemicalization and plant
protection. The company is a unit of agricultural production, food service for the
production with the alimentary industries. She it is organized in farms of productions and
sectors of specialized service of the production farms, thus: 4 farms with vegetal profile,
1 farm of growing the dairy cattle, the service sector with profile of repairing the
agricultural machinery and execution of services specific to the agriculture toward the
farms of the society, the provision sector, selling, transport, the compartment of evidence
financial-accounting.
In present the unit owns in property: 250 suine, 8500 heads of egg canary, 560 heads
of sheep, 540 cattle. The society has leased 1326 ha of arable terrain and 207 ha. pasture.
Table 1. Structure of the
Nr. crt. Crop
1.
Straw cereals
2.
M aize grains
3.
Sunflower
4.
Potato
5.
Soybeans
6.
Peas
7.
Sugar beet
8.
Clover
9.
M aize silage
10.
M aize seed
Total

crops at S.C. Multiagra Vlasinesti, Botosani (2008)
Properly crop (ha) Seed crops (ha)
Total surface
370
249
619
42
0
42
175
42
216
34
25
59
42
16
58
4
0
4
42
0
42
151
29
180
10
0
10
48
48
96
917
409
1326

In addition, the company also is harvesting on small surfaces and other crops, as: oil
plants (rape), grain legumes (beans), medicinal herbs, etc.
2. OGRANIZATION OF THE LAND RESOURCES AT S.C. MULTIAGRA VLASINESTI,
BOTOSANI
The earth is in agriculture the only means of obtaining the vegetal plants strictly
indispensable both in the rational alimentation of humans, and in the livestock (Otiman
P.I., 1999). In the vegetal sector, the society has 1326 hectares arable terrain, terrain for
which is existing long-term contracts of lease and concession. In the zootechnical sector
the society has a livestock pf about 504 cattle heads. The society made the organization
of the arable terrain having in view: the number of crop rotation, organization of the crop
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rotation surfaces, tracing of roads of exploitation. In the table 2 are presented the
structure and the crop rotation in the years 2007 – 2010 at the analyzed agricultural
company.
Table 2. Structure and crops rotation in the period 2007 – 2010
2007

2008

2009

2010

Potato 60 ha
Wheat 40 ha

Wheat60 ha
Sunflower 40 ha

Potato 100 ha

Sugar beet 80 ha
Soybean 20 ha

Wheat 20 ha
M aize 40 ha
Sunflower 40 ha

M aize 20 ha
Wheat 40 ha
M aize 20 ha
Wheat 20 ha

Wheat 20 ha
Sugar beet 40 ha
Wheat 20 ha
Sugar beet 20 ha

M aize 20 ha
Potato 40 ha
M aize 20 ha
Potato 20 ha

Sugar Beet 40 ha
Corn 60 ha

Sugar beet 60 ha
M aize 40 ha

Potato 60 ha
Wheat 40 ha

M aize 40 ha
Corn 20 ha
Sunflower 40 ha

M aize
40 ha
Grain 60 ha

Corn 40 ha
Sugar beet 60 ha

Sugar beet 40 ha
Soybean 20 ha
M aize 40 ha

Corn 100 ha

Soybean 20 ha
Sugar beet 80 ha

Corn 20 ha
Potato 60 ha
Soybean 20 ha

Sugar beet 20 ha
M aize 40 ha
Sunflower40 ha

Corn 60 ha
Sugar beet 40 ha

Total 500 ha

Total 500 ha

Total 500 ha

Total 500 ha

The crop rotation was held on farms (4 vegetal far ms and 1 zoo-technical farm).
Through crop rotation S.C. M ultiagra Vlasinesti had in view respecting some principles and
recommendations (Van M ansvelt & Van der Lubbe, 1999) das: the stability of the crops
depending on demand and supply, ensuring optimal combination of the varieties and
hybrids, alternating crop of the plants with deep ties with the superficial root, rational
use of labor and of mechanization , staggered harvesting of the crops, systematic
cultivation of the plants for green manure and avoiding the peak of work. In what
concerns the optimal livestock the society does not exceed the optimal leve l from
ecological view, the cattle effective falling on 540 heads.
3.

ORGANIZATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES IN S.C. MULTIAGRA VLASINESTI

To achieve the activity objective, S.C. M ultiagra Vlasinesti uses a skilled and unskilled
labor, according to the requirements of the specific activity. The labor used is composed
from employees with individual employment contract of work on undetermined period and
seasonal employees with fixed – term contract on determined period.
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Table 3. Structure of the labor in 2006 – 2008
Personnel category

2006

2007

2008

Total personal, of which
Permanent employees
Personal TESA
Seasonal workers

162
91
21
50

122
61
21
40

82
39
21
22

The labor sources are composed from the neighboring communes and villages In
what concerns the dynamic and structure of the personnel used by the company (table 3),
is found reductions at mechanicals and animal attendant, the determined situation of
replacing in exploitation the low power operating tractors with others of high power,
which are having a productivity of 4-5 times higher and superior economic performances.
Given that the studied company works in the agro-alimentary domain, where the
climatic conditions have a big influence on the work productivity, appears a necessity of
following its level in dynamic on a greater period of time. The data from the table 4 shows
that through a goof organization of the work and dimensioning of staff, the company’s
manage ment has managed to perform an efficient activity, the labor productivity
increasing from one year to another. In the same time were respected the efficiency
correlations of using human resources, the most part of the turnover, resulting in the
expense of labor productivity, so, on intensive ways and not extensive.

Indicator

Table 4. Labor productivity and the efficiency correlations
2007/
2008/
U.M.
2006
2007
2008
2006 %
2007 %
lei
425.535
456.065
470.759
107,17
103,22

Turnover
Average
personnel
pers.
number
Salary fund
lei
Annual average
lei
wage
Labor
lei/pers
productivity

162

122

82

75,30

67.21

200.734

210.573

215.869

104.90

102.51

1239

1726

2632

111,92

112,57

2.626

3.738

5.740

142,31

153,57

4. ANALYSIS OF THE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF THE ORGANIZATION
BASED ON A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
A diagnosis with general character concerning the economic and financial effects from
an agricultural exploitation requires an analysis correlated between the revenues and
expenditures variations (Caia, coord., 1998, Ştefan G., 2000). To highlight the economic
and financial results of the society, in table 5 these are shown on the three types of
activities at the level of the analyzed period.
Table 5. Financial economic results of the activity of the agricultural society
Indicators
31.12.2006
31.12.2007
31.12.2008
Revenues from exploitation (lei)
55561310
53598388
61569948
Financial incomes (lei)
75625
76511
25868
Exceptional revenues (lei)
969323
-
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Indicators

31.12.2006

31.12.2007

31.12.2008

Total revenues (lei)

56606258

53674899

61595816

Exploitation expenditures (lei)

55259198

50923766

57579126

Financial expenses (lei)
Exceptional expenditures (lei)

1133956
24689

1042601
-

3055903
-

Total expenditures (lei)
Exploitation result (lei)
Financial result (lei)
Exceptional result (lei)
Total gross financial results (lei)

56417843

52042878

60635029

302112
-1058331
944634
188415

2674622
-966090
1708532

3990822
-3030035
960787

From the data analyze presented in table 5, is found that on 31/12/2008 the company
is registering a profit of 960.787 lei, decreased from previous years, which clearly comes
out and from the obtained results in 2006 and 2007 (provided that the revenues decreased
from 56.606.258 lei in 2006 to 53.674.899 lei in 2007, but increased from 53.674.899 lei at
61.595.816 was in 2008) In 2008 the revenue growth was driven by the increase of the
turnover which was been possible due to the company’s expansion activity by setting up
new production departments, by upgrading the old ones and by purchasing modern
equipment for the mechanization of the agricultural sector. Regarding the forming
method of the profit, it is noted that the profit generated from the exploitation activity is
3.990.882 lei, and the gross profit is 960.787 lei being reduced by the amount of the paid
interests for loans.
5.

Nr.
crt.
1.

GLOBAL DIAGNOSIS OF S.C. MULTIAGRA VASINESTI, BOTOSANI WITH THE HELP OF
SWOT MODEL
Component
Resources:
• land

• human

• fixed assets
• c irculating
ac tive
• financ ial
resources
2.

Relations :
• internal

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities
(favorable
conditions)

Has a surface that
1326 ha leased from
allows the efficient The land isn’t
individuals can be
use of the
owned but leased
bought over time
production means
Preparing young
Ensure with
A share very low of people to practice
qualified people for
the economists
sustainable
production
agriculture

Risks
(unfavorable conditions)
Individuals who have
leased and no longer
wish to work with the
company
Reduced level of the
wages

Using of fixed assets
not to become
profitable (psychical
wear)
Upward trend of the Decreasing the
Good possibilities of Great stocks
ecological products purchasing power
supplying
demand
Export opportunities - financial blocking
Low level of the
of ecological
- inflation
financial indicators
products
- high interests
Weaknesses in the Introducing of a
Competitiveness in
Good production
selling-of
complementary
the domain of
organization
management
system of
ecological products

Holds in property
appropriate
equipment

The degree of
Purchase of high
physical and moral capacity tractors
ageing
and combine class
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Nr.
crt.

3.

4.

Component

Weaknesses

• competition

Production
Production is largely segments are
competitive
inexistent or left
behind

• ecological

- Rational use of the
fertilizers and
pesticides
- Using the barn
garbage

Unresolved
problems of
assessing and
greening of the
wastes

Activities:
•turnover
dynamic

Real growth in
turnover over the
inflation rate

-

• produc ts

Multiplying the
quantity and quality
of products (by
It doesn’t have
applying the
products with
technological
added value
standards
recommended by
experts)

Results:
• incomes

• gross profit

5.

Strengths

Increasing the
incomes
Increase of total
revenues

Effic iency:
Increasing the
• ac tive rotation
rotation of active
• c urrent
liquidity

-

• global
solvability

-

Decreasing the
financial incomes

Opportunities
Risks
(favorable
(unfavorable conditions)
conditions)
sustainable
agriculture
By consultancy,
Research &
It appeared more
Development may be
firms “open to new”
assimilated new
ecological products
Using some funds
made available by
the international
organisms

Lack of the financial
resources for
ecological
investments

The crops of the
Granting some unreal
society are with 25 –
prices for the
40% higher then the
products of good
neighboring
quality
communes
competition
Modernizing the
Lack of financial
production by
resources for the R&D
introducing some
new varieties and activity
hybrids resistant to
diseases and pests
-

An increase in a
Increasing the
larger proportion demand of
of the expenditure ecological products
then of revenue
on domestic market
Reducing the
Investments in
active value as a tractors and
result of the high combines of high
wear degree
capacity
Unfavorable
Recovery of fixed
evolution in recent
claims
years
- Investments in
The debt degree immobilizations
- Increase in
increases
circulating actives

Rising the prices due
to inflation
- Inflation
- High interests
- Lack of own
financing resources
- high interest rates
- Inflation
- High interests
- Financial blocking
- Reduced liquidity of
the society

CONCLUSIONS
Following the financial evaluation using SWOT method, results that S.C. Multiagra
Vlasinesti Botosani isn’t viable in conditions of international competition, as a result of:
- inability of immediate achievement of investments in modern and efficient
equipments;
- high degree of psychical wear of some equipments;
- poor financial situation characterized by the lack of liquidities, which causes the
accumulation of new debts, operative un-assessing of the claim through lowering the
share of own capital, thus the increase of the indebtedness degree;
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- un-resolving the problems of capitalizat ion and ecological progress of the wastes.
In general, the problems with which are facing the agricultural exploitations from
Romania, in their way to the sustainability, are not easy. We still have to recover many
differences and disabilities to record the progress from the European Union. Therefore, it
is necessary to impose amplifying the efforts to achieve a modern agriculture, intensive
but in the same time sustainable, obligatory condition for the overall economic growth in
Romania and aligning with the EU requirements.
For ensuring the sustainability S.C. M ultiagra Vlasinesti Botosani we suggest:
�
improving the organizational structure of the farm appropriate to the profile,
specific conditions and not least taking into account the environmental protection
�
to include compact surfaces (in one body) and having direct functional links with
the production centers, populated settlements, processing centers and industrialization;
�
establishing an appropriate configuration of the natural limits (forests, streams,
etc), built (dams, canals) or conventional (inside the town, borders of the units, the
limitat ion of irrigation sides by spray irrigation);
�
ensuring the best use of all the production resources differently for the land
surfaces with ecological restrictions.
�
range of products by introducing the ecological products to improve the quality
and attract new customers;
�
investing in technical device, improvement and application of sustainable
technologies;
�
attraction and using some funds provided by international organisms foe
imp lementing a complementary system of sustainable agriculture and preparing young
people for its practice;
�
increasing the management efficiency and implementation of a motivational
wage policy;
�
development of marketing studies and applying the promotional measures to
increase the market share;
�
use of organic fertilizers processed at the expense of chemical fertilizers;
�
the milk industrialization to sale some products with higher added value;
�
it is desirable that within the compartment of human resources to insist more on
the development of some regular assessment grids and at the management level to
establish a reward system to make interested the personnel;
�
it is recommended greater transparency in the management relations with the
staff, who are informed on the matters from the company can contribute to a greater
extent through ideas or by the input at the workplace, at resolving some of them
We believe that the proposals made, for the most part, are viable and applicable to
other agricultural companies which is facing with similar problems to those presented in
this paper.
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ABSTRACT
The information and communication technologies (TICs) have become the most important and
indispensable factors for the economic development. Development models have been completely
revised immediately after the ICT apparition and the impacts both macroeconomic and
microeconomic abound. So there it’s the question of "new economy", introducing new concepts.
Development is not just a matter of equity but also it’s about "intangible capital". Thus all
development processes are required to use the material and immaterial resources to achieve its
objectives. But, if intangible resources do not pose a particular environmental problem, it’s not the
same for natural resources, badly exploited and misused can cause serious damages, sometimes
calling into question the development model itself. The objective of this paper is to see how some
new technologies and especially information technology and communication can participate in the
development process without jeopardizing the development of future generations. If we consider
that the information technology and communication are among the main factors of production
process, we can ask the following question: "Can we develop the economy without causing
environmental constraints?" To this main problem we will try to make some reflections about the
impact of these technologies on sustainable development.
KEY WORDS
development, sustainable development, TIC, environment

INTRODUCTION
The problem of the relationship between the environment and environmental risks on
one side and development on the other side is today in the developed countries with an
important industrial base more important then in the underdeveloped or emerging
countries in search of social welfare. The contradiction lies at a simple level. The more a
country aspires to develop, the more it tends to use various means to exploit natural
resources, increasing environmental damage, and thus calling into question the very
process of development.
Some countries have realized, and tried in their relationship with the environment to
develop technologies, laws, procedures to limit risk and preserve what can still be. The
results are not always satisfactory, but the awareness is in itself encouraging.
This awareness also affects many developed countries and countries in course of
developing but the means used are not the same, given the potential and capacity of both
financial and technological ways of each other. Moreover, some developed countries with
very large resources will not address this issue and continue their policy of exploitation of
resources without any action on the environmental risks posed.
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The natural balance is essentially perfect but the main cause is the intervention of
man in the operational process of use and the conversion of natural resources. We can
consider this process as irreversible or are there other ways to achieve the objectives
without damaging the environment.
Today we can talk of information technology and communications which are
considered as an alternative to traditional methods, which seem according to some
literatures more and more abundant as the future ways for countries aspiring to
sustainable development .
Also, this contribution will focus mainly on the role of TICs in the development process
by trying to see how they affect this process in the sense of reduced environmental risk.
1. FROM DEVELOPMENT TO SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
1.1. The concept of development
Before approach the information technology and communication, it seems useful first
to approach the concept of development and after the sustainable development.
Several development concepts have been developed to define its contours. Various
authors have attempted to define the concept of development through two fundamental
aspects: economic development or economic and social development and sustainable
development. Other authors [Odile Castel 15 ] introduced the theoretical development
concept.
Economic theories of development are mainly those of capitalist economies growth
and / or West industrialized countries, until very recently, starting from 1950. In most
writings of the economic theorists, an implicit assimilation of developing quantitative
economic growth (product, income, etc.) dominates. The term "economic development" is
almost never written textually. However, several reflections on the distinction between
economic growth and economic development have been made.
The abundant literatures on the development aspects highlight three dimensions in
development: economic, social and ethical dimensions.
Economic growth it’s not the same as economic dimension.
Thus, the development could be defined as a long term process characterized by
different cycles having as purpose the satisfaction of human needs and achieving an
acceptable standard of living. It’s based on the potential and existing wealth in a given
geographical area (country) that can be used under a policy set to achieve the objectives
of economic welfare and social development of all segments of population.
The economic and social relations are interrelated in the sense that there is a strong
correlation between the two of them. Indeed, the economic dimension can promote the
social dimension improved living conditions (e.g. food, health, education ...)
For Francois Perroux, development is "the fact that men eat better, take care of
themselves better, learn better so it's evolution during which the basic needs of man are
gradually satisfied."
To this it’s often integrated, into the development concept, the ethical dimension
[Sen, 1999], based on the principle of dignity and respect for the human person that can
be pursued in the social environment in which it lies.
The development, in addition to its quantitative aspect concerning the economic side,
is also qualitative, taking into account the evolution of the welfare of individuals and
households in society.
However all models of development, including those used by many developed
countries today, are based on the use and exploitation of natural resources. It was clear
that more a country had such resources more it’s having the chance to aspire to social
welfare and economic development.

15

Odile Castel : What development represents ?
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But the main problem that is always asked is how these resources were exploited.
This exploitation of natural resources is not considered optimal in light of several
criteria such as the used quantities and methods and their consequences.
1.2. Sustainable development
In 1960, at the Rome Conference, the warning was given about the sub-optimal use of
resources to ensure economic growth. The work to reflect about the degradation of the
ecosystem resumed in the Club of Rome, in 1971. In 1972, the United Nations held a
conference on the environment. But, in 1984 the World Commission on Environment and
Development (WCED) was held much better known as the Brundtland Commission.
In 1987 the famous Brundtland report "Our Common Future" was publicized. This
report used and popularized the concept of sustainable development.
Indeed leaving from the basis that any development model uses a set of resources, the
strictly economic aspects, if not "efficient", meant that such use has been made with the
only concern to make immediate profit without worrying about how they are used and
their implications in the process of production on the environment.
However, a degradation of the environment involves a set of consequences that can
ultimately cause major problems on these resources thereby accelerating the degradation
process. Thus, for example, pollution of water and or air has a significant impact on
population health and reducing the human development index and challenging available
resources today.
According to Bill Long a sustainable development can be defined as a triple
dimension of security [Long, B.,- 3rd Seminar on Cleaner Production, PNUE,1995] :

social security needed to ensure economic, educational, health,etc.

security resources is threatened when the company remain on account of
natural assets of Tere and not on account of dividends;

security to keep organic planet's ability to support a healthy lifestyle.
The Brundtland report defines sustainable development as: "The development that
meets the needs of present generations without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs". Efforts to reduce environmental impact, while not
calling into question the growth and development, continued to be supported by some
national or international organizations, but they encounter difficulties or unwillingness of
some countries that didn’t want to undertake them. The needed large investments to
maintain such policies are considered, after some, a "brake" for growth.

Source:Flipo,F.,2007,p.65

Figure no.1. The three dimensions of sustainable development
In 1992, the Earth Summit held at Rio brought together a large number of people from
various countries, and NGOs. This is about more than 20,000 people and 1,800 NGOs. The
summit has reinforced the need for the sustainable development concept which from that
date increased media coverage. At this Summit, sustainable development has been
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considered the balance between the three pillars – evonomic &social&environmentwhich represents [fig.no1]:
�
economically efficient because it must ensure that growth targets displayed;
�
socially equitable, to ensure social equity;
�
environmentally sustainable to protect nature and doesn’t jeopardize the natural
resources for the future generations.
The intersection between these three dimensions gives the vision of sustainable
development is presented in fig.no. 2.

ECONOMY
Profit
Viable

Equitable
SUSTAINABLE
SOCIAL
People

Liveable

ENVIRONNEMENT
Planet

Source : Khaled Hamrouni16 ,2007,p.31

Figure no.2. Aspects of sustainable development
Then in 1997year, the famous International Conference from Kyoto was held in the
Japanese city that named it and which involved no less than 160 countries to discuss and
reach consensus on reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the main cause of global warming.
Some countries have signed agreements known as the Kyoto agreements, while other
countries among the industrialized nations have turned their back to not penalize their
industries.
Other two equally important summits were held respectively in 2000 and 2002 at
Johannesburg. The first summit was called the "M illennium Summit" held under the
auspices of the United Nations has attempted to set the goals of the millennium
development. The second summit, called the "World Summit on Sustainable Development"
was attended by over 40,000 people and reaffir med the M illennium Development goals. In
addition to protecting the environment, he also became interested in the problem of the
fight against poverty and a series of concrete objectives have been selected to achieve
the goals of sustainable development.
2. TIC AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Apart from its economic role, the information technology and communication have
greatly contributed to the coverage of social issues that are among the objectives of
sustainable development, which has made access to natural resources easier even the rate
of water consumption is growing steadily - this is the development of means and
technologies used.
There is a significant relationship between information technology and communication
and environment. In particular, “Agenda 21”, which is considered among the most
16 Khaled HAMROUNI, Polytechnic Engineer and Consultant., Conference presented at 1st
International Workshop of PRIEV 2007, UNIVERSITY of Annaba, Algeria
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important results of sustainable development, debates in one of his chapters the most
important issues of XXI -st century "TIC 21".
The question that arises in this regard is:
"How information technology and communication can contribute to the
achievement of sustainable development?
To answer this question we must first explain the main objectives of sustainable
development:
�
Fight against global warming which is considered among the adverse effects of
CO2 emissions producing the greenhouse gas emissions, this can be achieved with lower
energy expenditure.
�
Protecting and managing various resources such as fossil fuels, water and
especially the protection of bio-diversity.

�
Implement Agenda 21 which seeks to strictly implement sustainable development
at local level.
�
Consider sustainable development in different stages of economic transactions to
limit the negative constraints indirect of the economic activities on the environment.
�
Respecting the various principles of sustainable development, particularly for a
fair inter-and intra-generations, social equity, economic performance and the
preservation of nature.
For this we consider that Internet represents the most developed technology among
the various information technology and communication, it can be used for awareness of all
regarding the overall sustainable development and protection of environment in
particular. Internet sites dedicated to expose the documents, reports and various pieces
of legislation concerning the coverage of environmental and social aspects. All this is a
service provided by the Internet for the sustainable development.
On the other hand, the sector of information technology and communication takes into
account the different environmental constraints among his activities. For example,
networks of broadband now allow the emergence of "Visio conference" to facilitate the
meetings between several people at different places with good quality picture and sound
without leaving and this can be a source of greenhouse gas emissions through the used
transportation.
The transport sector has, in turn, benefited greatly from developments in information
technology and communication. For example, the Global Positioning System - GPS, this
transmits maps, used within the cities. It helps determine the routes traveled by
automobile drivers and especially taxi drivers. It also allows, in some major cities to
indicate the way to ensure their service with greater customer satisfaction but also with
fewer emissions. Regarding the relationship of GPS and sustainable development, it
appears that its use can not be beneficial just for the drivers saving a significant time
savings but also will reduce emissions of CO2 with greenhouse gas emissions.
Specialized companies in the technology industry of information and communication
play a very important role in the field of environmental protection. Thus, some new
electronic components developed have significant benefits of used energy. Example: a
flash disk storage capacity of 1 GB and weighing a few grams requires only a few mill
watts for manufacturing, while a 1980s hard disk 10M B weighs about 2 kg and consumes 15
watt of energy17.
On the other hand, information technology and communication can lead to negative
impacts on the environment due to the poor operation of them. Leaving, for example, a
television or a laptop on overnight can cause excessive energy consumption leading to
increase the greenhouse gas emissions.

17
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http://www.alliance-tics.org/documents/TIC%20et%20DD%20version%20du%20110408.pdf

CONCLUSIONS
There is no doubt that climate change will continue during the XXI century, but Persis
important questions to how big will these changes and what effects they have on different
regions of Tere.
We believe that the rapidly evolving sector of information and communication
technologies plays a very important part of reconciling economic development and other
social development and protection of nature and, this by, replacing mechanical
components with electronic components, which has benefitted from the space and time
and facilitate recycling methods. They also helped to make available to various users,
information much more accurate, timely, but also much faster, thus making decision
processes more efficient, thus ensuring a better optimization of the necessary resources.
But unconsciousness and random exploitation of these technologies can lead to
environmental degradation.
Scientific understanding of climate change is now sufficiently clear to
to take necessary steps to be prepared to further climate change and the slow pace of
change. Human actions in terms of new information technologies and communications for
the coming decades, may have a major influence on magnitude and rate of warming of our
planet in the future.
However, reducing emissions will require national commit ments made at international
level, technological innovation, environmental compatibility of the enterprises and
human will.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the importance of the livestock sector, with accent on the pork sector, for the
Romanian agriculture. Following a brief analysis of the sector in Romania, it is found that pigs have
seen a decrease and 88% of them are found in rural households, particularly vulnerable in conditions
of economic crisis. Also, the consumption of pork has seen an increase which is provided in most of
the import of pork, making the trade balance poor in this sector. However, for the period 2009-2013
is expected to increase the pig and pork production, due to increased financial support, facilitate
access to structural funds and following the quality standards form the European Union.
KEYWORDS
swine, production, exports, imports, consumption

INTRODUCTION
The continuous development of human society, demographic explosion and
increasing nutritional requirements, lead to the objective need of development and
modernization of animal production. The chronic presure of the food needs is the main
source of anxiety for proper people of the state, economists, sociologists, scientists,
zootechnicians, etc..
The most important question is, in the fight against poverty and world hunger,
providing animal protein for maintaining health, vitality and good status of the human
species. Livestock in this struggle is the main weapon against poverty and swine
spearhead, is the essential source of meat. Biological and economic characteristics, and
meat quality makes pigs to be raised in almost all countries.
The growth of pigs due to its biological characteristics, presents a series of economic
and social benefits. Pigs have a high proportion of meat to ensure production for
consumption. This proportion varies from country to country but the world average
consumption of pork is over 40%.
In Romania, pork is a commodity in food and consumer preferences, it occupy over
50% of the total consumption of meat. M eat is the main production of pigs. It has an
important role for human food counsumption and providing the necessary key elements
namely: protein, fats, vitamins, mineral salts.
The pig is a specialized animal and appreciated for its meat, but at the same
time it is also a lab animal, a model recognized, being used for various scientific
researches in the field of nutrition, genetics, breeding, behavior, surgery, and cosmic
flights drug industry and the transfer of organs.
Sliding-scale production processes are constantly on the entire year and revenues
are standing particularly important to ensure the farmers and workers operating earnings
in that sector.
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1. THE ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF ZOOTECHNICS
� Zootechnics is the science of knowledge, growth, improvement and exploitation
of domestic animals;
�
Livestock has an integral role in harnessing the production of plant materials and
providing food;
� The products that provides are multiple and result from the exploitation of
vegetables products, thereby determines an increase of economic efficiency in
agriculture.
Romania must promote animal husbandry in the next period with a
multifunctional role and influence in the countryside. Thus, the practice of animal
husbandry shall consider:
�
maintainig tradition;
�
maintaining the rural characteristc;
�
maintenance of activities in rural communities;
�
maintaining population in rural areas in particular young people;
�
environmental protection.
THE ZOOTECHNICS FUNCTIONS
Zootechnics produces raw materials for food industry or industrial waste and has
an important role in the management of natural factors (water, soil, air, biodiversity,
etc..) and a particularly important role in sustainable development of the countryside.
The social effects of livestock culminates in ensuring rational rural labor force,
contributing to combating unemployment.
CURRENT STATUS OF THE ZOOTECHNICS SECTOR
In 2004 the agricultural production value of GDP represented 12.6% compared with
2008 when is 5.7%. From agricultural production, livestock production value represented:
in 2000 - 37.1%, in 2002 - 41.6%, in 2008 only 38%. The private sector has in Romania,
currently 100% of the total of 82 companies raising pigs - and pig meat producing 115 units
- to slaughter pigs. In 2008:
- total pig herd declined by 11.4%, meaning 4242 thousand to 4789 thousand
head ends in the same period of 2007,
- national production of pork decreased by 3.3% from 641.5 thousand tonnes in
2007 to 620.5 thousand tonnes in 2008 performed live.
Pork consumption per inhabitant in Romania in 2008 has seen a slight increase of
about 8% from 34.4 kilograms to 31.6 kilograms in 2007, which resulted in an increase in
the importation of meat pig by about 35%, from 274,072 tons in 2008 to 202,054 tonnes
during the same period / 2007. Exports of pork in 2008 was 473 tonnes to 138 tonnes in
2007.
The import price of pig meat in 2008 were:
- For pork live - 1.613 € / kg;
- Chilled pork meat frozen - 1.839 € / kg;
2. STATE AID FOR THE PIG FARMERS
Support from the state budget provided for the production of pig pork delivered
to approved slaughterhouses:
• 2006 - 168,16 million RON RON (3% increase over 2005)
• 2007 to 199.80 million lei RON (19% increase over 2006)
• 2008 to 230.00 million lei RON (15% increase over 2007)
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In 2009 financial support under the Government Decision no. 1627/2009 are for
improving the quality of meat production by helping to implement the system of
classification of carcasses. This grant 200,000 thousand lei for:
- Pig carcasses Class E - 120 lei / carcass
- Pig carcasses Class U - 100 lei / carcass.
In order to improve the quality and production parameters in commercial far ms
by supporting gilts from breeding farms in pure or hybridization at first birth, 6000 is
granted thousand lei (150 RON / head).
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PIG BREEDING SECTOR
• Increase the overall and jelly pig.
• Eficiency of pig prices by striking a balance between production sectors.
• Improving the genetic value of sows in order to increase the total production of
meat and quality.
• Improving production performance by adopting technologies and operational
growth.
• Conservation Fund genes of breeds at risk of extinction.
THE SUPPORT MEASURES FOR PIG SECTOR
1. Financial incentives to livestock farmers at the same level and under the same
terms given to livestock farmers in the European Union.
2. Support improvement of animal populations by providing financial support to
livestock farmers and breeders' associations, according to the principles of the European
Union.
3. Increasing expansion of biotechnology in breeding, especially artificial
insemination, including financing the breeding of biological material.
4. Encourage the development of breeding industry, to ensure the needs of
piglets for meat production for domestic consumption.
5. Support purchase of breeding material performance.
6. Support fund for the preservation and swine genetic conservation of
endangered breeds.
7. Support modernization of housing and the exhaust system of effluents for
compliance with animal welfare and environmental protection.
Pigmeat in the EU is governed by EEC Regulation no. 2759 / 1975 on the common
organization of the market in beef and pork.
FORMS OF SUPPORT FOR BEEF AND PORK - THE EU
- export reimbursment - not currently applicable in Romania because of swine pesta;
- aid for private storage of meat – it can be taken intervention measures if the
representative community markets average price for pig carcasses is less than 103% of
basic price and is likely to remain below this level, support granted for a maximum period
of 5 months.
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FIG. NO.1 – THE EVOLUTION OF THE SWINE HEADS

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Development;

Regarding the evolution of pigs number for the period 2009-2013, annual growth
is expected to find about 200 thousand heads, ending in 2013, a total of about 5260
actually mii head, representing an increase of 18% of 2009. There is a steady increase,
with about 15 thousand heads, representing 0.5% and the herd queen, reaching 2013 to
2009 all exceed 18%.
FIG.NO.2 – THE EVOLUTIN OF PORK MEAT PRODUCTION

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Development

For the period 2009-2013, production of pork will see an increase of about 21%
from 652 thousand tons in 2009 to 790 thousand tons in 2013, and production quality will
be improved following the introduction of the payments and the classification of carcasses
according to European standards.
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CONCLUSIONS
The pigmeat trade sector has a low technical performance compared with the EU as
a result of poor productivity in many units. While large producers have access to genetic
material of higher quality feed they used leaves to be desired, and handling and their
combination.
Eventhough the big producers have access to the high quality genetic material, the
animals fodder are not properly administrated and their quality is sligtly weak.
Another particularly important issue for organic waste storage area is one of those
units. Thus, the biosafety practices should be improved to avoid the risk diseases.
Among the proposals to improve the sector include:
1. Ensureing production of pork required household consumption and thus the
favorable balance of trade.
2. Aligning quality standards of the Romanian products on the EU level.
3. Creating incentives to attract investment in pig farming area and the use of
structural funds.
4. Increasing the relative weight of animal production in the economic and social
value of agricultural production.
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ABSTRACT
Multi-criteria analysis can be considered a better method to evaluate the investments in
exploitation of RES because it considers not only economic criteria but also technical, social and
environmental criteria. This paper exemplify the application of the multi-criteria analysis in order
to evaluate three types of investments in RES (biomass, wind and photovoltaic plants).Tthe criteria
and importance coefficients were set from the perspective of energy producer SC ENEL SA . By using
five multi-criteria methods we have classified these investments opportunities and the biomass
plants were the most feasible investments considered by all five methods, followed in the hierarchy
by wind turbines. The results we have obtained depend on the criteria considered in analysis and the
importance coefficient allocated.
KEY WORDS
renewable energy, profitability index, levelized cost of energy, multi-criteria analysis

INTRODUCTION
In the last decades there was imposing more clearly, as a global strategy, the fact
that the energy production from renewable resources is not an option, is more an
exigency. According to the Directive 2001/77/EC “the expanded utilization of electric
energy produced form renewable resources constitute an important part of the measures
package necessary to respect the Protocol from Kyoto at The Cadre Convention of The
United Nations for climatic changes”. Thus, the Directive 2001/77/EC establish for the
states that are EU member’s targets which must be accomplished until 2010 regarding the
proportion in the gross home consumption of energy from renewable resources (E-ERS). To
accomplish these targets it proves that it is necessary to develop some systems to
promote the E-SET due to the fact that this energy is more expensive that the one
obtained from conventional combustible (oil, rock gas, coal).
Romanian’s engagements to increase the energy production from renewable sources,
means the raise of E-RES to 33% in gross internal consumption until 2010, 35% until 2015
and 28% until 2020. To achieve these goals the national legislation was harmonized whit
the requirements of Directive 2001/77/EC.
We have to bear in mind the fact that exploiting sources of renewable energy has to
be done from the perspective of sustainable development principles. Sustainable
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development implies a trade off between economic development, social ethics, efficient
exploitation of natural resources and environment preservation. From this perspective
the investment decision in exploitation of renewable energy should be analyzed by taking
into account the three pillars (economical, ecological and socio-cultural dimensions) that
support the sustainable development of our society. As a result, the whole researches
made have rendered evident the necessity of increasing number of criteria needed to
analyze the efficiency of investment projects in E-RES. From this perspective the
investment decision in exploitation of renewable energy should be analyzed by taking into
account the three pillars (economical, ecological and socio-cultural dimensions) that
support the sustainable development of our society.
The quantification and the comparative analysis of the impact of divert economical,
social and ecological factors over the feasibility of investments in the public domain is
realized in classical way with the cost benefit analysis. This type of analysis could be
realized only in the conditions in which it could be evaluated monetary all the criteria for
the analysis of efficiency of investments projects. In this way, it have been developed a
series of pointers for measurement of costs or benefits socially or ecologically. What will
remain outside these measurements is the behavior of agents, the perception of different
stakeholders over the utility of realizing these investments. From this perspective, a big
part of researches made in the domain of promoting the renewable resources of energy I
propose as a solution methods of multi-criteria analysis for evaluating efficiency of
investments for exploitation. Using the methods of multi-criteria analysis as a support of
the decisional process is justified by the need of tacking into consideration various criteria
to accomplish or objectives to touch, sometimes opposite. From this perspective, by
applying it, they try to find the compromised solution from the perspective of the most
important criteria to accomplish. The subjective nature factors (agents’ behavior) could
be taken into consideration as criteria, as in quantification of important coefficients
associate analysis criteria for the feasibility of investments. This research direction about
the types of multi-criteria analysis can be applied for substantiation of the decisional
processes and it is content in many comparatives studies [Augusto et al. (2008), Pohekar
et al. (2004); Polatidiset al. (2003), Kle mm et al. (2000) s.a.].
Knowing the principles of durable development, is proved to be very usefully the
application of multi-criteria analysis for identification of adequate strategies for
exploiting the renewable sources of energy. The criteria taken into consideration and also
coefficients of importance associated with them are different because of the
characteristics of economies and the analyzed regions. As a consequence, the results of
the researches made in some context can’t be taken and used on another data set. This
fact explains the large number of studies realized on this theme. In this way,
Papadopoulos al. (2007) propose a multi-criteria analysis of energetic politics of Greece by
taking into consideration different for exploiting renewable resources for ensuring a
sustainable development. Their study is rendering evident the fact that exploiting Aeolian
energy is the best option by the perspective of the whole analyzed criteria (economic,
social and ecologic). Similar analysis have been made by Diakoulaki et al.(2007), Polatidis
et al. (2003, 2004, 2006), Venetsanos et al. (2002) for different regions of Greece in order
to identify the measures and policies needed to support the exploitation of renewable
resources. The authors have underlined in their studies the necessity of taking into
consideration the perspective of different stakeholders involved in the energetic sector.
The same proposals was made by Cavallaro, et al. (2005), Cavallaro (2005), Beccali et al.
(2003) in their studies by tacking into consideration the economic, socio-cultural and
environmental characteristics of different regions of Italy. The major purpose of these
researches is to identify the adequate measures and policies in order to stimulate the
exploitation of renewable sources of energy coherent with the principles of sustainable
development. [Dutra et al. (2008), Pereira et al. (2008)]
From the perspective of all these studies made in this domain, in this paper we
present the analysis of economic and financial feasibility of three types of investments in
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RES exploitation (biomass, wind and photovoltaic) considered as opportunities by SC ENEL
SA. In the section 1.1 of the paper we have presented the results of the financial
feasibility analysis we made by computing traditional indicators like: net present value
(NPV), internal rate of return (IRR), profitability index (IP), levelized cost of energy
(LCOE). This analysis was completed by multicriterial analysis trough which we have
considered not only financial criteria but also technical, social and environmental criteria.
The results of this analysis are presented in section 1.2 of this paper. We conclude the
paper with recommendations of ways do develop the analysis for further researches in the
field of investment valuation in RES exploitation.
1. ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY OF INVESTMENTS IN RES
EXPLOITATION
1.1. Financial feasibility analysis of investment in RES exploitation – selected
indicators, estimation methodology
For the investment criteria we selected in our analysis, we have collected
information and estimated indicators that characterized the three types of investments in
RES exploitation considered by ENEL SA: wind turbine, photovoltaic plant and biomass
plant. For each of these investments in RES exploitation we have considered two
capacities of the plants (10M W şi 25M W).
Net present Value (NPV)
In order to estimate the future revenues generated by the investments we have
considered the production capacity of the plant (different for each type of RES and
geographical region). We have also included in the investments revenues the price of
green certificates that can be traded on OPCOM market. If we don’t consider the revenues
from selling these certificates the NPV of all investments projects turn into negative
values. We have considered the maximu m price the green certificated can be sold18 on
the OPCOM market and we maintained constant the operating cost of the plant. The
economic life of the equipments used in RES exploitation is considered 20 years. The
discounting rates we have considered in our analysis were estimated for each type of
investment, not considering its capacity. Thus we estimated a discounting rate of 10% in
real terms for the photovoltaic plants, 12% in real terms for wind turbines and 14% in real
terms for biomass plans. The values of these discounting rates were estimated by
considering the different risks that characterize the investments in RES exploitation. By
taking into consideration the information we have got about the investments we have
analysed, we estimated a positive NPV in the case of biomass plants and wind turbines. In
the case of photovoltaic plants (10M W and 25M W) the NPV is negative which indicates that
these investments are not financial feasible.
Profitability Index (PI)
This indicator is estimated as a ratio between net present value of the investment
and its initial cost. With the help of this indicator we can compare investments projects
with different sizes and indicate the value added for each monetary unit invested.
According to this indicator the most profitable investment project is represented by the
biomass plant with the installed capacity of 25M W. Thus for each euro invested 1,15 euro
value is added and increase the company’s value or the investment project value.
Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
This indicator estimates the unitary cost of a M Wh energy produced. In order to
estimate this indicator, the present value of the total energy production cost is considered.
18

See Low 220/2008 that sets the promoting system for energy production from renewable energy
source
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Levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is estimated for the analyzed investment opportunity by
using the capitalisation factor. From this perspective LCOE is very useful to classify
investment project with different characteristics (economic life, investment cost etc.) in
the existence of budgetary constraints.
According to the values of this indicator for the investments alternatives, the biomass
plant is financial feasible if the price of the energy is higher then 86 euro/M Wh. The wind
turbines are financial feasible if the energy price exceed the break even cost of 99
euro/M Wh. If we consider the energy price of only 60 euro/M Wh, to obtain and sell the
green certificates is a very important condition in order to assure the financial feasibility
of these investment projects. On the market for the next day – PZU, organized on the
OPCOM platform the energy prices can reach even 100 euro/M Wh, but there are many
days when the transaction price of the energy decrease under the break-even price of 60
euro/M Wh we considered in our analysis.
The photovoltaic plants can produce energy at 470 euro/M Wh levelized cost of energy
merely impossible to cover with the transaction price of the energy even if we add the
price of green certificates obtained for each MWh produced from solar energy. The initial
cost of the investment is the most important factor that determines the lack of financial
feasibility of these kinds of projects.
Internal rate of return (IRR)
Internal rate of return represents the return obtained for the initial investment and
the cash flows reinvested in the project. With the help of this indicator we can classify
investments with different sizes and economic life. Highest internal rate of returns are
offered by the investments in biomass plants, their level being around 36%.
1.2. Economic feasibility analysis of investments in RES exploitation by using
multi-criteria methods
Multi-criteria problems are confronting with the process of taking a decision when
exists more objectives. A policy-maker has to choose between many variants when
consider many quantitative or qualitative criteria. M any times, the objectives are opposite
and, for this reason, the solution will depend, very much, on the preferences of the
policy-maker. In many cases, different stakeholders are involved in the decisional process.
Every group of stakeholders will consider many decisional criteria they regard as
important.
The criteria of a multi-attribute decisional problem are different by their nature an
the way they are measured, some of them being qualitative, others quantitative, the
last could be expressed in different measurement units. This variety of criteria and
measurement scale make necessary a preliminary operation of homogenisation equality of
the consequences scale procedure. In this way, is going to be used one of the
normalization formula, from which we could exemplify: vectorial normalization,
normalization by straight transformations, and normalizat ion by insertion. Qualitative
criteria (non numerical) is adapting to ordinal scale, or scale in an interval established a
priori by the policy-maker.
Solving this kind of multidimensional decisional problem consist in setting a coherent
order of the variants, from the best, to the worst, taking into consideration the decisional
criteria. M any times, the criteria are known by the policy-makers as having different
importance and this fact will impose the evaluation of some importance coefficients.
Taking into consideration the fact that in this research we made the analysis from the
perspective of energy producer SC ENEL SA, we have applied the methods with cardinal
prefences over the criteria considered in analysis.
Having as a reference the study made by Cavallaro, F., Ciraolo, L.(2005) we have
selected the criteria needed to make the analysis and classification of investments in RES
exploitation. Thus, for this purpose, we have considered economic, technical, social and
environmental criteria. The economic and technical criteria are represented by:
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investment cost, operating and maintenance costs, NPV/IRR/PI/LCOE indicators, energy
production capacity, maturity of technology, consistence of installation and maintenance
requirements with local technical know-how, continuity of power supply. The social and
environmental criteria include: savings of finite energy sources, sustainability of climate
change: CO 2 emissions avoided; sustainability of other impacts, social acceptability,
contribution to local development, fuel risk. In the next table we present the criteria
chosen by the energy producer SC ENEL SA to be considered in multi-criteria analysis.
Table 1. The criteria selected to be considered in multi-criteria analysis
No.
Criteria
Attribute
Action
Importance
coefficient
Economic,
To be
C1
Profitability Index (PI)
20%
quantitative
maximized
Internal rate of return
Economic,
To be
C2
20%
(IRR)
quantitative
maximized
Levelized cost of
Economic,
To be
C3
20%
energy (LCOE)
quantitative
minimized
Technique,
Qualitative
To be
M aturity of the
C4
15%
– ordinal (scale
maximized
technology
1-4)
Technique,
Qualitative
To be
Continuity of power
C5
5%
– ordinal (scale
maximized
supply
1-4)
Environmental,
Qualitative
To be
C6
Fuel risk
15%
– ordinal (scale
minimized
1-5)
Social,
To be
Qualitative
Contribution to local
C7
5%
– ordinal (scale
maximized
development
1-4)
All these seven criteria were weighted with importance coefficients. Te sum of the
importance coefficients should be 1. Their values were set by the energy producer SC
ENEL SA.
The decision alternatives are represented by three types of investments in RES
exploitation, for each we considered two installed capacities (10 M W, respectively 25 M W).
The values of each criteria we considered in analysis are presented in the next table for
each of six investments alternatives.
Table 2. The decision alternatives selected to be classified with the help of
multi-criteria analysis.
Investment
projec t/
Criteria
V1 – Wind turbine
10MW
V2 - Wind turbine
25MW
V3 – Biomass plant
10MW

PI
0,15
7
0,14
3

IRR

LCOE

Maturity
of the
technolog
y

Continuity
of power
supply

Fuel risk

Contributio
n to local
developme
nt

14,80%

98,78

4

2

3

3

14,50%

96,6

4

2

3

3

0,95

34,00%

85,98

4

4

5

2
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Investment
projec t/
Criteria
V4 - Biomass plant
25MW
V5 – Photovoltaic
plant 10MW
V6 - Photovoltaic
plant 25MW

PI

IRR

LCOE

Maturity
of the
technolog
y

Continuity
of power
supply

Fuel risk

Contributio
n to local
developme
nt

1,15

36,10%

84,92

4

4

5

2

-0,57

-0,48%

470,76

3

1

1

2

-0,59

-0,40%

468,11

3

1

1

2

The multi-criteria analysis of these six investments alternatives was done by using 5
methods: Successive weights method; TOPSIS method; ONICESCU method; linear additive
method; ELECTRE method. In the next table are presented the hierarchies of investment
alternatives obtained by using these 5 methods.
Table 3. The hierarchies of investment alternatives

Clasament
1
2
3
4
5
6

Successive
weight
V4
V3
V1
V2
V5
V6

TOPSIS
V4
V3
V2
V1
V6
V5

ONICESCU
V4
V3
V1
V2
V5
V6

Linear
additive
V4
V3
V5
V6
V1
V2

ELECTRE
V4
V3
V1, V2
V6
V5

We can notice that the first two places of all the hierarchies are represented by
investments alternatives V4 and V3 (biomass plant with 25W and 10W installed capacity).
On the following places four of five methods considered the investment alternatives V1
and V2 (wind turbines with 10W and 25W installed capacity).
CONCLUSIONS
By estimating the traditional indicators in order to evaluate the financial feasibility of
an investment project we identified biomass as the most profitable renewable energy to
be exploited. The hierarchies of investment alternatives resulted by using five multicriteria analysis methods also indicated that the investments in biomass plants are the
most beneficial. But, as the reserves of this renewable energy are low, its exploitation
can not be done on the lung run. Also, in contrast with the other renewable energy
sources, the biomass exploitation does not eliminate the CO 2 emissions.
The fact that the results of multi-criteria analysis indicated also biomass as the RES to
be exploited in the first place is determined by the high weight of financial criteria
considered in analysis. The sum of their importance coefficient represented 60% in
contrast with 15% the weight of fuel risk criteria. These importance coefficients have
quantified the perspective of energy producer regarding the importance of different
aspects in substantiation of its investment decision.
We can notice observe that the results of multi-criteria analysis are dependent on the
criteria chosen and their importance coefficients considered in analysis. As a result, the
utility of the multi-criteria analysis in finding the optimal solution for RES exploitation
depends on how well is considered the perspective of all the parties involved in promoting
the RES exploitation when the criteria are chosen and importance coefficients are
allocated.
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ABSTRACT
Long-term employment of capital, placing the accumulation of population or economic money in
order to obtain maximum gain with minimum risk defines the notion of investment. Green
Investments are investments which finance projects that reduce significant environmental impacts
particularly emissions of greenhouse gases in the energy sector. For Romania this investments
projects are a new developing sector. The process of accession of Romania to the European
Union,the privatization of industry that resulted in prosecution severe environmental enforcement
but also limited access to subsidies from the state budget, implementation in enterprises of the
environmental management systems are the main factors that stimulate the need for Environmental
Investment. Romania offers support for Green Investments by granting subsidies and by guaranteeing
50% of medium and long term credits.
KEYWORDS
investment, green investment, environmental fund, subsidies, credit risk

The concept of investment (investissement - French, Investment - English, inversion Spanish; investion - Germany) is synonymous of the linguistic terms: allocation, placement,
equipment,etc. and in extenso one can speak of efforts made today in the hope of future
revenue. In economic theory and practice placement is a financing operation (direct or
indirect) of projects, depending on the apportioning income that creates an
investment.Investment, concept of prime importance of economic theory, with deep
resonance in practice, must be addressed as a consumption of material,human,and
monetary resources.We may also consider the business investments as funds for
modernization or expansion equipment. In financial terms investment refers to the
investment capital in an enterprise, regardless of the allocation of funds in operating
assets and equipment.
Economically speaking, investment is all consumption of resources that are currently
made in order to get future positive economic effects. Approached in financial terms,
investment is the creation of productive capital by forgoing immediate consumption of
monetary resources.
Accountant investment is a treasury allocation available for the production of
sustainable goods. Under the psychological aspect the investment concerns the intention
of the individual or company that invests. In this perspective the investor gives up present
and immediate consumption for higher consumption in the future that is only an
expectation.
Starting with the years 80’ the economists and policy makers have shown interest in
the effects on the environment of the economic support measures for energy, agriculture,
transport:such aid was considered a possibility of winning at all levels, to the extent that
it was beneficial for the economy and the environment.
Green Investments are investments which finance projects that reduce significant
environmental impacts particularly emissions of greenhouse gases in energy
sector .Investment activity in environmental protection takes place in the priority
programs, which aim to achieve environmental protection objectives which consist in
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investments for ecological reconstruction and conservation of biodiversity of the
environmental factors.
Environmental investment projects are for Romania, a new developing sector . The
main factors that stimulate the need for environmental investment are: the process of
accession of Romania to the European Union, privatization of industry that will result in
prosecution severe environmental enforcement but also limit access to subsidies from the
state budget, implementation in business environmental management systems, etc.
Environmental funds can help to achieve green investment projects that are efficient
in terms of costs and respect the priorities for achieving environmental benefits. They
offer easy financing , characterized by favorable conditions for granting (low or zero
interest, repayment and grace periods longer than those granted by banks).
The type of financing provided by the fund should adapt to the nature of the
investment.One may also combine the financing by loan with the grants in order to give
each project an appropriate level of subsidy. Most managers do not like the loans as a way
of funding because it is limiting their decision powers imposed by the stockholders and
because of the severe penalties if the firm does not pay the loan.
Grants and financial aid provided by the Government and the other contributors can
be used to encourage pollution reduction ,the mitigation of economic impact of
regulations and will help enterprises to meet the cost of applying these rules.In order to
achieve environmental objectives businesses should undertake environmental measures.
Considering the effectiveness and possible effects, financial aid is regarded in general as
having a positive influence on innovation, forming a support for traditional instruments.
With the accession to the European Union, Romania witnessed an important support
for the economic growth and development of several industries and sectors.M any
businesses have discovered the growth opportunities and take advantage of them. As for
encouraging green energy production, the European Union allotted, for the period 2007 2013, over 223 million euros.
In October 2008 the Romanian Parliament adopted the Law 220/2008, which could be a
turning point for investors in renewable energy projects in Romania. It provides support to
investors through measures aimed at reducing production costs for energy from renewable
sources, increasing profits by increasing sales and sales prices for electricity produced
from renewable energy sources . The goal is to help investments in electric power
generation using renewable energy sources.
Subsidies of interest and guaranteed loans from the commercial banks are two of the
funding mechanisms for such investments in Romania. Another source of financing, under
Article 8 of Government Decision on initiation and development of "Green Investment
Schemes" are revenues derived from sale of units of assigned amount of CO 2.
Financing such investments with loans from commercial banks became very difficult
because the risk of losing money is very high, so it is necessary that companies increase
the production or present additional warranties. In this sense the Government supports
the investor by the Law 220/2008 which establishes the facilities for strategic projects of
investors by ensuring 50% of any medium and long term credit.
Bank losses caused by bankruptcy of the debtors are an integral part of risk lending.
Credit risk, in a general formulation, is the risk of losses caused by not meeting the
obligations under the credit contract by the borrowers. Delayed payment of loans or of
interest rates are manifestations of such a risk. We witness nowadays the growth of
importance of small and medium enterprises, the economic and social context of the
economy and state of the lending activities of banks:all these require continuous
improve ment of the methodological framework in the field of crediting investment
projects.
Credit Risk M anagement in case of green investments is based on two principles:
division and limiting risks.
Credit Risk Division seeks to avoid concentration risk by diversifying investments and
credit in particular. Focus of customers in a single area of activity is relatively dangerous
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for a universal bank: in a period with recession can occur operational difficulties. Credit
within individuals diversification of portofolio is primarily a territorial diversification.
When a bank is lending a companie is important sectorial and economic diversification,
and for sovereign customers geographic diversification. In Romania banks aims an
institutional portfolio through the development of lending the activities from private
sector.
On the other hand the large firms may need credit and this might exceed reasonable
limits of a single bank. Typically, where the status of the market permits, such companies
use the market directly in order to secure financing without intermediar. Another solution
is the establishment of bank pools. A pool of banks is all banks gathered in a large
enterprises, overall structured and organized in a precise manner. This solution has the
disadvantage of diluting the responsibility of participating banks, but has the advantage of
division of risk. Pool allows small banks to finance the participation of large
businesses,less risky and less expensive and has greater authority to impose a recovery
plan for the debtors in difficulty.Limit ing risk is normative and autonormative. Each bank,
depending on the quality of economic environment ,changes its own parameters,and
provides two ways to limit risks: global and analytical, as follows:
 setting a limit of their own, internal operations for its commit ment to global risk
(but profitable). It sets a maximum limit on the share of activities (investment)
or relatively risky assets in total banking capital.
 setting credit ceilings on the borrower, group of borrowers, industry sectors or
geographic areas to prevent that significant changes in the economic situation of
those groups to affect their exposure to loan.
Very useful are the internal limits set on the basis of crisis scenarios, undefined limits
when the crisis occurs; it is preferable that the bank be prepared for the event of a
crisis,no matter how unlikely it may seem a given context. In its final form the credit risk
brings bank losses determined by the debtor's bankruptcy, losses which are irrecoverable.
Bankruptcy of a client is itself a result of some developments that worsened over
time.Therefore it is necessary that the bank, in order to prevent the credit risk ,to take
preventive measures in time through a strict selection of borrowers. One key measure is
prevention of risks in banking, through the system of delegation of decisions for loan.
Setting decisions on loans to businesses is achieved through complex analysis of
multilateral projects, in terms of efficiency and ability to ensure the repayment of their
loan.
Based on these data, the bank can develop adequate plans to minimize the potential
risks and select the decisions to be implemented. This is a favorable period for
development, but in every situation there is a likelihood of failure. Failures are
dramatic.An adequate risk management can limit exposure to risk, and the banks should
better protect itself against failures.
The United Nations Conference in December 2008 had among the main themes the
credit crisis and its implications on the fight against climate change. While some
participants felt that now is the time to invest in green technologies to combat climate
change and creating jobs, others see the credit crisis as an obstacle in the fight to stop
climate change. In recent months, the idea of combating both the credit crisis and climate
change by major government investments in green energy infrastructure has become
increasingly appreciated. The fact that the Romanian Parliament considered necessary to
issue a law that offers support for green investments attests the commitment that our
country has assumed in order to encourage development for renewable energy.
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ABSTRACT
Ecological risks are becoming a central concern in all economic sectors. Agriculture is among the
most exposed sectors, especially in terms of climate related risks. Meanwhile, farmers have scarce
resources to be allocated to risk management. This triangle of ecological risk, management, and
governmental support is to be addressed by the paper. Based on evidence available in Romania, it
was found that although government is the most important mitigation factor it is not also the most
efficient one.
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INTRODUCTION
Risk represents the uncertainty of a phenomenon to occur, and in case it happens it
could have influences (in most cases negative ones) on the objective of a project. Risk
refers especially on the uncertainty degree that covers future events. It expresses the
impact that an event (or a factor) from the future on the present economic activities. In
other terms, risk consists in the uncertainty associated in obtaining an outcome.
Uncertainty could be understood as the probability of occurrence or as the influence that
it could have in case that it happens. Therefore, risk analysis envisages quantifying the
level of deviation from the project’s proposed objectives. The risk could occur in the
following situations:
than an event is produced alone, but its result is uncertain;
than the result of a phenomenon or event is known in detail, but there is a
degree of uncertainty regarding the occurrence of that phenomenon or event;
than both the event and its influence on company’s objective are uncertain.
The uncertainty size is measured using probabilities, which, on their turn, could be
established with mathematical calculation or by statistical observation of similar events
from the past. The evaluation of effects due to risk occurrence is vital in order to decide
if it is or it is not necessary to assume that risk.
1. ECOLOGICAL RISKS IN AGRICULTURE
One of the most important ecological factors exposed to abrupt changes that could
bring in significant risk is climate. In Romania, there were identified several change in the
patterns of several climat ic parameters: mean temperature, average rainfall, length of
warm and cold periods, and occurrence date of different meteorological events.
Annual mean temperature increase in the last century was, according to independent
research, comprised between +0.3 Celsius degrees (Busuioc, 2003; Ivanovici et al., 2003;
Cuculeanu, 2003) and +0.5 Celsius degrees (Sandu, 2008). This increase was different from
one region to another and from season to season. Thus, temperature increases were
higher in the eastern part of the country (+0.8 Celsius degrees in Bucharest, Constant,
Roman), and in the cold season (+1.9 Celsius degrees in Bucharest). Rainfall recorded
smaller annual quantities after 1960, excepting the urban area from the South-East (Iasi
and Constanţa). High intensity rainfall increased in frequency in different regions (Bogdan
and M arinică, 2007).
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The largest temperature and rainfall anomalies occurred in the last years (2000-2006).
Temperature was higher than normal, while rainfall induced contrasting situations: long
drought periods which alternated with heavy rainfalls that generated floods and damages.
In 2000 the drought was described as the most sever after the record situation of 1945
(Bogdan and M arinică, 2007). M oreover, in 2007 the humidity deficit was appreciated as
even more severe than that in 1945-1946 (Sandu, 2008).
2. MANAGEMENT OF ECOLOGICAL RISK
The economic issue can become subject to risk. For economical subjects the risk is the
possibility of producing an event, generally unfavorable, with the consequence to the
performance: cost, quality or duration of execution.
Environmental risk is viewed as a phenomenon that comes from circumstances for
which the decidents is able to identify trends / environmental events and even the the
probability of occurrence. Even if the estimated probability for the actual materializat ion
of a particular factor generator of high environmental risk, the decident can not be sure
whether that event is what will happen and certainly not another; it is even possible to
produce an ecological phenomenon whose likely to be assessed at a reduced level or even
an unexpected event.
Environmental risk can be viewed in terms of danger of an environmental accident
which creates a wrong decision opposed to another decision that would have been better.
The probability of producing a major accident is calculated by the following formula:
Ni,s = Ni,s* + nf + np + no
where: Ni, s the probable number, Ni, s * the average probability for the installation or
substance; nf the correction parameter relates to the security system provided; np - the
adjustment parameter on the wind direction to populated area, no – the adjustment
parameter on the organization and security management

Fig. 1 Probablity of an event occurance
According to IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) each polluting substance has a
reference number. Converting the probability number calculated in probability
accordance with IAEA result that the probability for X amount of production of the event
is 3 x 10-7 events / year (fig.1).
Scientifically assessment (or objectively) of risk based on a combination of probability
and severity always recognize the existence of a small degree of uncertainty.
Environmental risk is a multidimensional concept whose level can not be reduced to
one element, at a figure. It Is important to determine an acceptable level of
environmental risk that the decident is willing to assume him. The acceptable level of
environmental risk is "maximum" risk that the decident is willing to assume him. There is
no single acceptable level. It is different depending on the conditions of each business or
attitude face the ecological risk of decident.
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Risk evaluation is a process of identification and estimation of damages produced
to ecological systems or to humans by diverse chemicals released in the natural
environment (McKone, 1999). The evaluation aims to inform responsible economic and
political factors on the measures that have to be taken in order to stop or diminish the
activities involved in pollutant emissions. This regulation aspect is based on risk
quantification and the precision estimation of this measure. According to the legal
framework in which it is used, the evaluation process could be structured differently (US
EPA, 2004).
In the risk evaluation process could be identified five essential activities:
�
identification of potential risk sources;
�
evaluation of the response to the dose;
�
exposure evaluation;
�
risk characterization;
�
variability and uncertainty analysis.
Each of these activities necessitates specific research instruments and a detailed
analysis of these is beyond the scope of this paper.
In agriculture, ecological risk management raises particular problems because of the
great exposure and of social implications. Addressing risk in this sector embrace different
forms and for long time and in many countries it was hosted in the governmental domain,
being represented by public assistance (disaster or emergency aid). Nevertheless, recently
an emergent market of agricultural insurance could be identified. This market could be
analyzed considering the size of the losses that could occur in insurance for current losses,
from known perils, and catastrophic losses, from less known perils. In insurance terms,
agricultural risks are considered in-between risks and provide solutions to deal asymmetric
information situations, such as moral hazards and adverse selection.
3. GOVERNMENTAL INVOLVEMENT
Governmental intervention for risk management in agriculture is necessary because of
at least three reasons: losses produced due to natural hazards build up a market failure
situation, government is co-responsible for losses, and government could provide a
cheaper re-insurance.
Losses produced by natural hazards in agriculture are interpreted as a market failure
situation by Parkin et al. (2000) because there is no market for risk coverage, in addition
to monopolies, externalities, and the “public good” character of certain products.
According to the European Commission (2001), government could enhance farmers’
resilience by a proper legislation and by being involved in risk management it will be cointerested in the construction of an effective risk-minimizing framework. In addition,
government could raise more and cheaper capital to support re-insurance than the private
sector.
Governmental support for agricultural insurance is also recommended by several
advantages pinpointed by Hogan and Aubrey (1987), and Garrett et al. (2006). These
advantages are divided by Năstase (2005) according to the parts that benefit from them in
three categories: benefits for agricultural producers, benefits for crop insurers, and
benefits for government.
Agricultural producers benefits consist in a wider access to insurance and credits,
which is relevant especially for small holdings. Another important advantage is brought by
the stabilization of incomes, allowing farmers to pay for credits. Governmental support
will help insurance companies to overcome barriers such as: high investments for research
and development of new products; high rate of damage associated with catastrophic
losses; relatively high operational costs; attracting rural public with financial scarce
resources. For governments a well developed market of agricultural insurance (as a result
of supporting measures) will cost less than direct payments for restoration measures after
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calamit ies. There is also research that explores the possibility to use agricultural
insurance as an environmental policy tool (Coble et al., 2003).
Before 2000, most of agricultural insurances were based on credit with subsidized
interest granted for agricultural producers, because such the insurance was compulsory.
Than the subsidies were withdrawn in 1997 the insured surface decreased significantly, so
that agricultural insurance products share dropped with 35.67% in nominal terms in 1998
compared with 1997 and with 54.25% in real terms. It is surprising that after 1998 the
number of insurance companies that delivered agricultural insurance increased so that
premium le vels were dropped below their technical levels. Nevertheless, the withdrawal
of subsidized interest credits maintained its influence on the agricultural insurance
market. Different agricultural operations were supported at certain extent in 1998-2000,
far behind the needed one, but these governmental measures proved to have weak
influence on the insurance market. In 2000, premiu m incomes from agricultural insurances
were, in real terms, only half of the incomes recorded in 1997.
Agricultural insurance raised farmers’ interest in next years because the occurrence of
natural hazards became more frequent. The latest years brought numerous losses due to
meteorological phenomena, the most important being drought periods. Risks that could be
insured through agricultural insurance are represented by: fire (of any cause or due to
lightning or electricity breakdown); hail; storm; torrential rainfall; landslide; late spring
frost and early autumn frost. Damages are available for quantitative losses. Although it
was repeatedly requested by farmers, insurance companies did not involve their selves in
making products that address losses produced by drought. Between 2000 and 2002 some
companies made insurance for drought damages, but their experience was a negative one,
since damages were too high.
In 2001, for every cultivated hectare farmers received a governmental support of 100
RON and some of them used this support for insurances and this was reflected in a slight
increase of the market.
Losses produced by natural calamities were taken over by government since 2002, by
the enforcement of Law 381/2002 regarding damages in case of natural calamities in
agriculture. This law covered risks associated with drought, floods from rivers, hydro
stress due to heavy and prolonged rainfall, winter frost, hurricane, some pest of crops and
livestock. In case that losses occurred because of one of the above mentioned hazards,
farmers could request for governmental damages, the only condition to access this being
to made a regular insurance with companies agreed by the M inister of Agriculture Forest
and Rural Development. Moreover, for certain crops (wheat, sunflower, soya bean, noble
vines’ yields, intensive orchards’ yields) farmers are supported with 20% of the insurance
premium if they pay the rest of 80% at once. Although the application required some
insurance obligations for farmers, these did not lead to a significant increase of insured
surface which was around 1.3 million hectares in 2004. Nevertheless, insurance
companies’ income recorded a major increase from premiums that reached 25 million RON
in 2003. This could be misleading if it is interpreted from the farmers perception about
insurance. In fact, farmers trust in insurance was altered not improved because of serious
delays in payments since government was reluctant in recognizing the occurrence of frost
in the 2002-2003 winter and of drought in the 2003 summer.
CONCLUSIONS
Climate change threatens with important environmental changes that need to be
addressed in every economic sector. Agriculture, as the one of the most exposed sectors
to environment, will be among the first to be prepared for these changes. One important
aspect of this preparation is the options we have in terms of risk management.
Environmental risk management is becoming increasingly important in enhancing and
improving environmental protection actions. The paper proposes a series of techniques for
managing environmental risks, considering that this can be approached from different
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perspectives. Thus, are detailed methods addressing to the risk factors and the effects of
environmental risk. Application of these methods depends on numerous factors, including
the need for risk awareness and accessibility of information may be considered decisive.
Governmental measures, such as subsidized credits and damage scheme for natural
hazards produced losses were the ones which impacted significantly the agricultural
insurance market.
Delayed payments and a government which was reluctant in the official recognition on
natural hazards lowered farmers’ trust in insurance as a risk management option.
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ABSTRACT
Agriculture and forestry cover the vast majority of the European Union and play a key role in
influencing the health of the rural economy and the countryside. Despite the progress regarding the
modernization and the restructuring of the agricultural sector which has been recorded the last few
years in the new member states of the European Union, including Romania, one of the key challenges
was to increase the prosperity of the agricultural sector and the entire rural community. The
difference between the performance level of SMEs in the 15 member states and the new member
states is higher in rural areas due to a combination of factors that the present study examines
gradually. The analysis was carried out during the completion of a database designed to help users
work in their businesses, on issues that companies in the agricultural sector must face on a daily
basis and also taking into account the proposals of solutions that can be offered to make them
exceed.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Since its founding in 1956, through the Treaty of Rome, the European Union has paid
particular attention to the company, regarded as the engine of the economy. According to
the official definition of the European Union, they are considered as small and medium
enterprises (SM Es), those with fewer than 250 employees and a turnover not exceeding
€50 million. (Dinca V., 2008).
In Romania there has been an accelerated development of SM Es in the first half of the
'90s. However, in the second half of the decade, there was a decrease of the economic
potential and a reduction of such companies, the causes being related to adverse general
economic situation and the refusal of a differential treatment of SM Es. Amid these
developments, the process triggers a differentiated approach to SM Es, as a result of
actions carried out primarily by the National Council of Private SM Es in Romania (Nicolescu,
2001). Currently, the share of this category of enterprises is important both numerically,
representing about 96% of all enterprises, but also in terms of value of key economic
indicators. This way, SM Es provide two-thirds of the jobs from the private sector in
Romania (Eurobarometer Team of the European Commission, 2008).
Rural areas (agricultural land and forests) represent over 90% of the EU territory and
here lives about half its population (farming community and the rest of the inhabitants).
In the 27 EU countries are about 12 million full-time far mers.
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Source: http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/capexplained/trade/index_ro.htm

Figure 1. Share of Member States in the total agricultural production of the
European Union(% - 2005)
In the EU, agricultural exploitations practice both extensive and intensive agriculture,
but also conventional agriculture and organic. Family farms have always had an important
role in the EU. There are several generations of land owned and cultivated by the same
family. To highlight the relation with the United States, it can be said that while in the
European Union are 12 million farmers and farms have an average size of 12 hectares, in
the United States remained only 2 million farmers, whose farms average size is of 180
hectares. The big farms - where land, buildings, machinery and livestock are the property
of a company that employs personnel management – are structures that are rarely found
in Europe (http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/faq/index_ro.htm).

Source: http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/capexplained/change/index_ro.htm

Figure 2. Share of agriculture in GDP (% - 2005)

Considering these aspects, in the present paper are presented some of the results,
namely those which refer to problems faced by SM Es in the agricultural sector, of a
research project carried out within the national research project INOVEX "Enhancing
quality performance within cooperative processes of SMEs through expert systems in
engineering and management innovation ", undertaken in 2007-2008. The main purpose of
this project was the promotion of innovation in the business communities, by developing
software that provides users information on advanced methods of innovation and
innovative solutions to solve various problems (Olaru, Dinca, Sandru, 2009).
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1.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To achieve the objectives of the research was carried out a research based on a
questionnaire in 2007-2008, for a sample of 200 SM Es in Romania, of which 6 enterprises in
the field of agriculture-forestry-fisheries. The questionnaire was structured in the
following categories of processes: leadership, strategy, policy, marketing, human
resources management, management of resources (other than human), basic processes,
employee satisfaction, customer satisfaction, business performance.
The research was conducted at the SM Es headquarters concerned, with the
participation of a person with leadership position to provide the study a greater relevance.
We will further examine the obstacles met by such SM Es, focusing on agriculture,
knowing that the total of 33 problems faced by SM Es surveyed, 11, or 34% are in the
process of "Leadership", 6, or 18% fall into the process "Resources management (nonhuman), 5 each, meaning 15% can be integrated into the processes" Personnel
M anagement", respective," Basic processes ", 4 difficulties (12%) appear in the process
“ Strategy , Politics, M arketing " and each one - 3.5% fall in the processes " Satisfaction of
the employees" and "Business performance ". Note that for the processes "Customer
Satisfaction" and "Satisfaction of the society" weren’t identified any difficulties by the
companies included in the study.
Leadership

12%
34%

Resources Management
(other than human)
Personnel Management
Basic Processes

15%

Strategy, Policy, Marketing
Satisfaction of the
employees
Business Performance

15%

18%

Figure 3. Distribution of share of the problems faced by SMEs by categories of
processes
2.

RESEARCH RESULTS

In this paper are presented the results obtained in the research referred to the case of
SM Es in the agricultural sector. The problems encountered in the "Leadership" process
were:
Lack of development of a strategy; switching from one shareholder to another
prevented the development of concrete strategies for future development of the company.
Also another difficulty is the complexity of management decisions. M anagerial Decision
amid current economic problems is becoming increasingly complex, requiring a higher
education, interdisciplinary of the manager, which it frequently doesn’t possess.
The lack of viable solutions for wood dust pollution.
High-risk conditions, which expose employees to injury.
The absence of a rating system developed systematically for non-financial
performance.
The defined indicators don’t always apply, performance being considered as
declared by the heads of the team.
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No specific plan of motivation, bonuses being given at Christmas, not to reward a
particular performance. It is mentioned the impossibility of motivation for long periods
and that the size and setting of forms of motivation cannot be planned for long periods.
Decisions are taken by senior management; the consulting of the employees is
poor.
The manager isn’t in contact with the customers, but with the distributors. In
order to overcome this obstacle, the company considers essential to create an analysis
service, service intended to become an interface between manager and client.
Regarding the process of "Resource M anagement (other than human), the main
difficulties encountered while conducting the activities are presented as follows:
There have been identified issues regarding the accounting process. Due to the
fact that for the turnover of goods there must always be financial resources availab le, one
of the companies is facing the existence of a continuous process of calculations and
predictions for the next acquisitions and distributions.
Another organization involved in the study, is not deploying no systematic action
to recycle waste.
There were also found issues of partnership development processes within an
enterprise. Because investments in upgrading are high, the company faces problems of
partnership development processes. This is because the company does not amount to the
sales level of other existing businesses of the same object of activity and therefore
partnerships processes are being refused.
Another organization faces difficulties in setting an effective information system.
Delays in delivery of raw materials. Not compiled, so far, strategies to limit them.
Lack of internal audit department.
For the process "M anagement personnel", the most important impediments are
described as follows:
Issues related to human resources analysis, due to the fact that the production of
the company included in the analysis, requires skills of staff working already formed. This
way the company often faces difficulties in carrying out the tasks, because it cannot
select employees that know very well how to work and the working technique required.
The job description isn't systematically reviewed. An example would be that
when the employee has gained, not following stages, but accidentally, new skills.
One of the organizations auto qualifies rather as "high", with many hierarchical
levels which hampers communication between departments.
In the field "Basic processes", the major problems which the companies concerned had
to face were:
For a company whose main product represents the bread, there were problems
achieving the product. Because the flour supplied hasn’t the same quality, always appear
problems in the production. This is because flour isn’t purchased from the same sources
constantly.
There isn’t a monitoring system for material losses and delays in production.
The high cost of transport, which limits the company's national coverage power.
Issues related to implementation of preventive actions regarding quality. Due to
the fact that the conclusion of contracts with customers by one of the companies surveyed,
at the point of receipt of the goods by the company, the products were rejected, it has
faced problems with preventive quality assurance. The company relied on existing
provider’s confidence, which have not always complied with their obligations, for which
the company had to make preventive distribution itself, as other quality tests.
Issues related to the location of the company. The cause is the company location
on the outskirts of the city, where customers can not easily reach, the distance till the
headquarters being an impediment.
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According to the process "Strategy, policy, marketing" the most common problems
encountered were:
Customer requirements are not identified in a proactive manner, but only are
being answered when they arise.
Possibility to analyze only public data.
One of the companies included in the study does not invest into an image
strategy, relying on advertising made by customers.
Issues related to the design and implementation of distribution strategy.
Distribution of the products by one of the companies analyzed in the research is done in
large quantities, requiring enough means of transport. This is due to successive orders
received during certain periods when the number of available vehicles cannot cope.
Difficulties regarding the processes "Satisfaction of the employees" and "Business
performance" are:
Issues related to employee satisfaction and that the financial situation was
complicated by the losses caused by the avian influenza virus. Regarding the first process,
because many employees leave after a short period since the employment, the company
experienced problems measuring their satisfaction, the main reason being that the work
books of the employees weren’t completed. Also, regarding the second process, we can
say that if it hadn’t appeared the crisis generated by the avian influenza virus, the
company could have met those payments.
CONCLUSIONS
The research results present a particular interest for SM Es in Romania by facilitating
rapid access through the knowledge base created, to innovative solutions to problems
encountered (Olaru, Dinca, Sandru, 2009).
With the January 1st, 2007, Romania's European Union accession, was marked a
historic step in rebuilding Europe after centuries of destructive divisions. Europe has
benefited from the expansion of the Community's internal market from 380 to nearly 500
million consumers. As to the agricultural sector, there are many benefits of Romania's EU
accession. Farmers in the new M ember States have access to the European Union's single
market and benefit from its relatively stable prices and direct payments (introduced
gradually to reach full EU level) and rural development measures. Yet agricultural
production potential of the new Member States is still far from being fully exploited. This
occurs because the obligations that the membership status assumes were immediately
applied to farmers in new Member States, and they have difficulties conducting their
business.
Therefore a strength of the software developed could be its flexible nature, allowing
the active participation of users, that can add problems of their business processes in
order to obtain technical assistance and can search in the knowledge base solutions to
problems they have experienced (M ocan, Brad, Fulea, Duca, 2008).
Knowledgebase can be further developed, as users can always add the problems
identified in their business to obtain solutions from experts and other managers of
companies or see information about the solutions proposed to solve the problems
introduced by other users.
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SCENARIOS REGARDING THE MANAGEMENT OF THE REGIONS "GLAVACIOC", "OARJA"
AND "BULBUCATA" FROM NEAJLOV REGION/BASIN
Costel NEGREI
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
Email: costelnegrei@yahoo.com
ABSTRACT
Based on the analysis of economic and social areas of "Glavacioc", "Oarja" and "Bulbucata" from the
Neajlov basin I have designed three management scenarios, depending on their possible
characteristics of the future activities and the tools used. The Cost-benefit analysis of the scenarios
covered the production function and adjustment and control function (nutritient retention) of the
three areas.
KEY WORDS
environmental capital, agrosystem, environmental capital functions, advantages, cost, net result.

In the perimeter (CA) of the areas "Glavacioc", "Oarja" and "Bulbucata" the main
activities with effects on their functionalities are agriculture and animal breeding, so that
we will consider the following scenarios (SD:
S ( ma in t e n anc e o f t h e pr e se nt p r act ic e s)
�unimportant/insignificant changes III the structure of land resources on use categories;
�maintenance at the same level the consumption of fertilizers and pesticides;
�insignificant changes in the structure and number of animals/l 00 ha.
S2: passing (on)/transition to intensive agriculture/high farming
�increase in the consumption of fertilizers, water for irrigation and pesticides;
�increase in the number of animals/l 00 ha in conditions of oversowing/
Overinsemination/ overimpregnation and fertilizat ion of pastures/grazing fields.
These tendencies will lead to an increase in the income and expenses per ha, but on
the other hand will lead to a decrease in the quality of water, functionality of the area
(biodiversity conservation).
S3: setting up "buffer regions" for perimeters "AA"
a.compensating landowners according to the diminution of the net advantage as a
result of some restrictions regarding the practices in plant and animal production;
b.land purchasing by "Administratia Nationala a Apelor si Regia Nationala a Padurilor"
The areas of "buffer regions" are the following:
�perimeter "AA-Glavacioc"=0.5 ha
�perimeter "AA-Oarja"=3 ha
�perimeter "AA-Bulbucata"= 1.5 ha
This scenario will lead to:
- the diminution of net advantage per ha
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Estimation of the advantages provided by region "CA- Bulbucata"
€/ha/year
Scenarios
Type of goods and services

Sl

S2

S3a

S3b

Animal production

32

36

35

34

Timber production

40

40

40

40

Nutrient retention

501

222 586

586

Total

573

298 661

660

Estimation of administration costs of region "CA-Bulbucata"
€/ha/year
Costs
Scenarios
Sl

S2

S3a

S3b

Animal production

30

34

33.5

32.5

Timber production

17

17

17

17

-

-

1

2

47

51

51.5

51.5

Administration of "buffer region"
Total

compensating landowners, purchasing and equipping the land for "buffer region"
Comparison between the advantages and costs corresponding/due to "CA-Bulbucata"
€/ha/year
Advantages/Costs
Advantages

Scenarios
Sl

S2

S3a

S3b

573

298

661

660

Costs

47

51

51.5

51.5

Net Result/Effect

526

247

609.5

608.5

Estimation of the advantages provided by region "CA-Oarja"
€/ha/year
Scenarios
Type of goods and services

S1

S2

S3a

S3b

Animal production

39

45

41

39

Timber production

-

-

-

-

Nutrient retention

1.12

0.95

1.12

1.12

40.12

45.95

42.12

40.12

Total

67

€/ha/year
Costs

Scenarios
S1

S2

S3a

S3b

Anima l production

37

43.5

42

40.5

Timber production

-

-

-

-

Administration of "buffer region"

-

-

1

36

Total

37

43.5

43

76.5

compensating landowners, purchasing and equipping the land for "buffer region"
Comparison between the advantages and costs corresponding/due to "CA-Oarja"
€/ha/year
Advantages/Costs
Advantages

S1
40.12

Scenarios
S2
S3a
45.95
42.12

S3b
40.12

Costs

37

43.5

43

76.5

Net Result/Effect

3.12

2.45

-0.88

-36.38

- the improvement in the quality of water and functionality of the area
- the increase in the administration expenses of the perimeters
Estimation of the advantages provided by region "CA-Glavacioc"
€/ha/year
Scenarios
Type of goods and services

SI

S2

S3a S3b

Cereal production

55

75

72

70

Anima l production

80

90

87

85

Timber production

61

61

61

61

Nutrient retention

163 139 163 163

Total

359 365 383 379

Estimation of administration costs of region "CA-Glavacioc"
€/ha/year
Costs
S1

S2

S3a

S3b

Cereal production

51

70

67

65

Anima l production

76

86

84

81

Timber production

26

26

26

26

Administration of "buffer region"

-

-

1

3

153

182

178

175

Total

68

Scenarios

compensating landowners, purchasing and equipping the land for "buffer region"
Comparison between the advantages and costs
corresponding/due to "CA-Glavacioc"
€/ha/year
Advantages/Costs Scenarios
SI

S2

S3a

S3b

Advantages

359

365

383

379

Costs

153

182

178

175

Net Result/Effect

+206 +183

+205

+204

Sj and S3 scenarios lead to a net result/effect almost equal; however we have to
mention that the concerns for perimeter conservation could lead to a rise in the price of
land, offering advantage to S3 scenarios.
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THE EMPLOYED POPULATION IN THE RURAL AREA: PERSPECTIVES AND IMPLICATIONS
Calcedonia ENACHE
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ABSTRACT
From the economic point of view, the most important demographic category at the agricultural
sector level is the employed population. Its importance, reflected by its two qualities, i.e. consumer
and indispensable and complementary element to capital for the development of the production
process, represents a decisive factor in the design and implementation of certain coherent
agricultural and rural development policy measures, increasingly in line with the new CAP
orientations, which should have favourable economic efficiency effects and bring about benefits
from Romania’s European Union membership. The present paper, by using statistical and
econometric techniques, intends to test and reveal the rules on which the employed population
evolution in the rural area is based, and on their basis to extrapolate the investigated characteristic.
KEY WORDS
Calot model, seasonality, employed population, agricultural holding.

INTRODUCTION
The measures of economic policy implemented in the 2000-2008 interval, aimed at
limit ing the monetary and currency policy in a more sustained way of the necessity of
conservation the external competition and moving the weighing point towards fulfilling
the nominal convergence criteria (the reduction of the inflation) and onto real
convergence (the level of the GDP/inhabitant, expressed in foreign currency) with the EU
member countries.
The growth added value in the Romanian agriculture represented an average of 9.87
percent of the gross domestic product on the basis of the more consistent contribution of
the foreign investors attracted by the potential of the market, of the real dynamics of the
income of the population, of maintaining some accessible internal and external crediting
conditions, the availability of the given financial resources granted by the SAPARD and
ISPA programs. The prices of consumption for food has recorded a monthly average rate of
1.1 percent due to the administrative measures and awareness because of the diminution
of the growth of the external currency income, of developing a powerful competitive
environment in the retail sector, with an effect over the competition in the productive
sector (this was stimulated in addition by the pressure of the imports), the substantial
sterilization of the excess of liquidities on the internal market with the help of market
operations, the accelerated implementation of the regulating laws of the crediting
activities of the non-banking institutions. In the conditions of wholesale trade
privatization that made it possible for the large wholesalers and intermediaries on the
markets to exclude the small producers, the monthly income per rural household in real
terms gradually increased from 433.1 thousand lei in the year 2001 to 569.6 thousand lei
in 2008.
According to the Structural Survey in Agriculture 2007, the volume of work in the
individual agricultural holdings, expressed in annual work units (AWU) was of 2205.28
thousand, more than 20 percent from that recorded in the General Agricultural Census.
Also, the number of individual agricultural holdings in Romania was of 3913561, down 12.3
percent from 2002. Among these figures only 21.6 percent surpassed the limit of economic
unit of a European dimension (ESU). This value puts Romania in an inferior position
compared to other countries from the region which has recently adhered to the European
Union: Slovenia – 81.6 percent, the Czech Republic – 65.8 percent, Estonia – 54.6 percent,
Poland – 47.2 percent, Lithuania – 37.0 percent.
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In the fourth quarter of the year 2008, the employed population in the rural area
totaled 4141 thousand people, down compared to the similar period of the year 2000,
both in absolute terms and as share in the active population (by 1453 thousand persons
and 1.7 percentage points respectively); this trend was the result of the state farms
restructuring and liquidation of inefficient units, increase in the number of self-employed
workers, development of parallel economy, other employment forms (e.g. on civil
convention basis) and of amplified external migration – suggested by the increase of work
incomes and of private transfers from non-residents to residents, resulting in the
attenuation of current account deficit.

Source: The statistical publication” Labour Force in Romania:
employment and unemployment in 2008”, The National Institute of Statistics

In the period 2000-2008, the average quarterly employment rate in the rural area
reached 58.39 percent; the distribution by groups of
Series: EPRA
occupations revealed that the farmers and specialized workers
Sample: 2000:1 2008:4
in the sector accounted for about 28 percent of the total
Observations: 36
employed population. The absolute variation amplitude,
Mean
4656.083
calculated as difference between the extreme values of the
Median
4373.000
series totaled 2175 thousand persons. The minimum le vel was
M
aximum
6129.000
reached in the first quarter of the year 2006 – the enterprises
M inimum
3954.000
that tried to enlarge their activity either did not find people
Std.
Dev.
645.002
with necessary skills in the respective field or they avoided to
Skewness
1.182
hire more employees in order to increase the labour
Kurtosis
3.128
productivity of the existing staff, by investments and modern
Jarque-Bera
8.415
technologies; at the same time, the under optimal utilization
Probability
0.015
of labour was also obvious. Comparing the empirical

frequencies to the theoretical frequencies calculated on the basis of normal distribution
probability law, the normality tendency hypothesis of the investigated series ( χcalc2=4.89 <
χtab2=11.34) is confirmed. The variation coefficient level (13.85 percent) determined as
ratio of standard deviation to arithmetic mean reflects the absence of heterogeneity. The
series presents a moderate degree of obliquity, which is also supported by the calculation
of the asymmetry coefficient (Skewness = 1.182). The lag plot of the year i, compared to
the lag plot of the year i-1, does not reveal persistence from one year to another.
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Figure 3. The lag plot of the employed population in the rural area

Figure 2. Verification of correspondence between theoretical and empirical distribution

Variable: The emplo yed p op ulatio n in the rural area
EPRA = 87 4,49 27 +0 ,80 6* x; 0,95 Co nf.In t.

Variable: The employed population in the rural area, Distribution: Normal
Kolmogorov-Smirnov d = 0,12720,
Chi-Square test = 4,89900, df = 1 (adjusted) , p = 0,02687
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In order to pinpoint the seasonal variation trend for the employed population in the
rural area I have first applied the analysis of the stationary series of data. To do that, I
established the autocorrelation quotients with the help of the “Arima model” Statistical
Program.
Figure 4. The Corel gram of the evolution of the employed population
in the rural area
Autocorrelation Function
(Standard errors are white-noise estimates)
Lag Corr.
1 +,790
2 +,553
3 +,562
4 +,608
5 +,414
6 +,205
7 +,178
8 +,198
9 +,089
10 -,023
11 -,006
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13 -,075
14 -,173
15 -,159
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,1268
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,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
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,0000
,0000
,0000
,0000
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Partial Autocorrelation Function
(Standard errors assume AR order of k-1)
Lag Corr.
1 +,790
2 -,191
3 +,532
4 -,059
5 -,421
6 +,090
7 -,096
8 +,000
9 +,034
10 +,030
11 +,045
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14 -,095
15 +,008

S.E.
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,1667
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-0,5

0,0

0,5

1,0

The results show the non stationarity of the series under study and the fact that this
includes the seasonal component.
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1. THE FORECAST SYSTEM METHODOLOGY FOR THE EMPLOYED POPULATION IN
THE RURAL AREA
1.1 Model structure specification
For investigating the variation of the employed population in the rural area we used
the model proposed by the French professor Gerard Calot that is based upon the following
hypotheses: the general tendency is linear; the seasonality is at a stand-still; perturbation
follows a normal distribution. Taking the linear form: yt =a0 +a1t + є, as a starting point,
seasonality is hereby introduced into the model by dividing the parameter a0 into
elements relating to the trend (A) and the constants sj, every single one for each annual
sub period. The variable time “t” turns into a unit for which the sub periods j (month,
trimesters) and the annual periods i: t=j+ih (where j=

1, h

sub annual periods:

i= 0, ( m - 1) years). Therefore, the regression equation becomes:
yj+ih =A +a1(j+ih)+sj + єj+ih ,
Ù

Ù

Ù

the estimating items a1 , A, s j 1 come out as a result of the following calculus
relations:
_____________________________
1

The parameters can be estimated by using the least squares method, which is based on the “area
conservation principle”. According to the LSM, the minimization of the expression
where w j = A + s j , presupposes the annulment of the partial derivatives in
2
G = å [ y ij - a1 ( j + ih) - w]
i. j

relation to parameters. Following the annulment of derivatives in relation to wj , ( j=1,2,…h+1) we
obtain the equality

a1 å ( j + ih) + mw j = å y ij
i. j

wj = A+sj and considering

and, dividing by m, it results

i. j

1
å ( j + ih) . As
m i

mh + 1 . Taking into consideration the
, it results:
1
A = y - a1
A = å wj
2
h j

previous relations regarding wj and A it results:
minimization of formula:

w j = y j - a1

sj = yj - y -( j -

m -1 h

h + 1 .As the LSM presupposes the
)a1
2
and if we consider the
2

min å u j +ih = min å å { y j +ih - [ A + a1 ( j + ih) + s j ]}
2

i =0 j =1

equality

, it results:
on the
1
1
2
w j = y j - a1 å ( j + ih)
min å u j +ih = min å { y j +ih - [ y j - a1 å ( j + ih) + a1 ( j + ih)]}2
m i
m
i. j
i

basis of which the useful form for estimating a1 parameter is obtained.
Ù

a1 =

_
_
m -1
1
i( yi - y) ;
å
2
m(m - 1) i =0

mh + 1 Ù ;
× a1
2
Ù
h +1 Ù
s j = yj - y -( j ) × a1
2
Ù

A= y-

where:

y i = the sub period (trimester, month) average in the year i;

y = the sub period average reckoned under all data.
In order to foresee the phenomena which were affected by the seasonality, the
extrapolation model will be:
Ù

yt ' = s j + Y t ' + u t '
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,
_______________

for t ' = T + 1, T + h , h = horizon of prognosis, in which the three components
(the trend, seasonality and residual variability) are estimated by:
Ù

Ù

Ù

Y t ' = a + b× t '
Ù

from which the interval of

L(u ) = N (O, s Ù ),
u

trust is resulted:

Ù

P[ y t ' Î [ s j + Yt ' ± ta × s Ù ' )] = 1 - a
Yt

or:
The
probability P{ yt ' Î [ s j
according to the ”level of safety”
used values being: 0,95; 0,99; 0,999.



Ù

× (Yt ' ± ta × s Ù ' )]} = 1 - a that 1-α is chosen
Yt

in the estimation, the most

1.2 Results
As a result of applying the Calot model for the quarterly data on the evolution of the
employed population in the rural area in the period 2000-2008, we obtained the average
tendency equation:
yj+ih = 4948,48 – 15,8052(j+ih) + sj + єj+ih
Figure 5. Components of time series
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The seasonality constants reveal that on the average, the number of the employed
population in the 2nd and 3rd quarters was above the long-term tendency by 137.681
thousand persons, by 270.375 thousand persons respectively. The intensification of
agricultural works required a larger labour force volume, the demand – side elements that
indicate the narrowing of the labour market being accompanied by similar elements on
the supply side. In spite of this, the sub optimal use of labour force persisted, which is
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revealed by maintaining the share of full-time emp loyed population, but with an effective
work time under 40 hours a week, in about 13 percent of total employed population. In
the 1st and 4th quarters, a diminution of the surplus labour demand was noticed,
reflected in the decrease in the number of vacancies, which resulted in the development
of alternative activities. Under the action of seasonal factors that determined the
reversing trend compared to the previous period, the unemployment rate had an
increasing trend, the most affected zones being Neamţ, Brăila, Botoşani, Hunedoara and
Vaslui.
The model likelihood was checked up by using the variance analysis. As the theoretical
value for a significance level ά = 0.05 and 1, respectively 34 degrees of freedom, taken
over from Fischer distribution table is Fά, k, T-k-1 = 4.17 < Fcalc=67.81 the null hypothesis is
rejected, and the alternative hypothesis is accepted as true. The estimations for the
population employed in agriculture have a standard error of 356.118 thousand persons. As
regards the model determination, this explains 66.7 percent of the evolution of the
employed population in the rural area.
For the first and the second quarter of the year 2009, the punctual estimations of the
previewed levels for the employed population in the rural area are:

Ù

y QI =4061.3 thousand

Ù

persons and y QII =4485.6 thousand persons, respectively while the calculated trust
intervals for a significant threshold α=0,05 become: [3293.13;4829.47],[3717.43;5253.77].
CONCLUSIONS
The most recent data obtained from the Household Labour Force Survey reveal the
continuation of economy restructuring, which impacts the structure of employed
population and unemployment. The decrease in the number of people employed in
agriculture took place under the background of increased employment opportunities in the
secondary and tertiary sectors. In the next period, labour market stabilization is expected,
in the conditions in which the number of people who got out of the unemployed category
as a result of non-renewal of requests to be in the evidence of the NEA is low; an eventual
reason for this situation could be these people’s inadequate training or their migration to
foreign countries or to the informal economy.
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ABSTRACT
Romania’s foreign trade in agricultural products covers a wide range of trade and financial relations
that connect economic operators having complementary aims and coming from various national
economies. The sum of the “feedback” and “feedbefore” expansions is a trend captured by the
foreign payment balance that illustrates the way in which our country pays its own way in
international trade and also the way the national currency evolves on the currency market. The
present paper intends to investigate and reveal the rules on which the evolution of Romania's
foreign trade in agricultural products is based, by using the basis of the information collected by the
National Institute for Statistics from the National Customs A uthority and through the INTRA STAT
statistical system.
KEY WORDS
current account, foreign trade in agricultural products, seasonality, cross-spectral analysis.

INTRODUCTION
If we take the year 2000 as a reference year, Romania’s economic results have been
positive considering factors such as the economic growth, disinflation, the budget deficit
control and the decrease of the unemployment rate. Romania’s GDP grew by more than
5.6 percent annually, as the service sector strengthened its position as main source of
economic expansion. Nevertheless, at the end of 2007 Romania’s GDP per capita (in terms
of Purchasing Power Parity) was only 40.3 percent of the EU27 average. In addition to
prudent monetary and fiscal policies, the annual inflation rate took a downward trend,
from 45.7 percent in 2000 to 4.8 percent in 2007, which was mainly due to the significant
sterilization of the excess liquidity on the domestic market through market operations;
enhanced restrictions imposed on the reserve requirements applied to the foreign
currency liabilities of credit institutions; prudential measures to maintain moderate
levels of non-government credit, especially in its currency component; accelerated
enforcement of the law regulating the lending business of non-bank financial institutions.
Romania has observed the budged deficit criterion set up in the Maastricht Treaty, namely
it has maintained its budget deficit below the 3 percent ceiling since 2001, due to tighter
spending control and improved revenue collection.
Domestic absorption has been on a steady upward trend throughout the whole period
under analysis, as the investment - final consumption ratio stayed flat with a 26 percent
average. As to the evolution of foreign demand, exports were the main economic growth
engine only during 2000-2002, and later on they were replaced by final consumption. This
change, associated with increased competition throughout the whole cycle of production
and sales brought about certain risks related to the external balance. In 2007, the balance
relation including saving, invest ment and current account balance posted the highest
current account deficit over the last decade, i.e. 13.9 percent.
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1.

ROMANIA’S FOREIGN TRADE IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

1.1 Foreign competitiveness-related issues
The current account balance was considerably affected by the trade deficit in
agricultural products because its GDP share increased from 0.97 percent in 2000 to 1.06
percent in 2007.
Figure 1. The evolution of the Romanian monthly foreign trade
in agricultural products and the exchange rate RON/EUR, 2000-2007
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Source: The Statistics Bulletins of Foreign Trade,NIS (2000-2008)

Series: Export/Import
Sample: 2000:1 2007:12
Observations: 96
The trade deficit widened by over EUR 891 million
Distribution: Normal
compared to the same period of 2000 on account of the
Number of categories:16
imports expansion – stimulated by the economic growth
χ2=27,8/20,8,
df
=5/7,
and the extension of the non-government credit. Against
p=0,00
this backdrop, the imports coverage by exports dropped
Kolmog.- S m. d=0,12/0,08
by 23.19 percentage points, down to 37.11 percent. The
Mean
45,8
96,5
geographical distribution shows that over 70 percent of
Median
37,5
94,0
the trade deficit was generated by the Russian Federation
M aximum
139,1 225,3
(23.5 percent) and the European Union (53.21
M inimum
13,7
24,8
percent).Trade relations with the Republic of Moldova
Std.
Dev.
25,1
48,5
generated a surplus of 1.24 percent.
The absolute
Skewness
1,2
0,6
variation amplitude amounted to EUR 156.27 million, and
Kurtosis
4,3
3,0
the maximum level was recorded in March 2006, when the
Jarque-Bera
30,6
6,5
surplus was of EUR 11.77 million. The values of the
Probability
,0
,0
variation quotients – 54.84 percent for exports and 50.3
percent for imports show that both series are heterogeneous, while the means are not
representative.
1.2 The elasticity of Romania’s exports and imports in agricultural products and
the M.L.R. condition
The foreign trade elasticity in relation to the modification of the exchange rate as well
as its influence on the balance of the current account were analysed using the arc-type
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values obtained in 3 variants: a)

y t + 2 - y t -1 xt + 2 - xt -1
:
y t -1
xt -1

y t - y t -1 xt - xt -1
:
y t -1
xt -1

; b)

y t +1 - y t -1 xt +1 - xt -1
:
y t -1
xt -1

; c)

, the export/import over the t period (for the preceding,

following and future period t-1, t+1 and t+2 have been used).
Table 1. The arc-type elasticity values calculated
for Romania’s exports and imports in agricultural products
Average values for:
Period
Sep - Oct 00
Nov - Dec 00
Jan - Feb 00
Mar - Apr 00
Sep - Oct 04
Nov - Dec 04
Jan - Feb 05
Mar - Apr 05
Jan – Feb 06
Mar – Apr06
May - Jun 06
July – Aug 06

Exports

Imports

Exchange
rate
RON/EUR
2.0783
2.2252

Elasticity for:
Exports

Imports

83
119
67
128
a). -2.76
a). 1.11
36
28
b). -8.08
b). -10.76
27
34
c). - 9.5
c). -10.06
51
74
4.10735
37
84
3.9295
a). 6.37
a). -3.25
26
70
b). 11.23
b). 1.05
31
101
c). 8.94
c). -8.6
36
96
3.59245
35
116
3.49925
a). 0.6
a). -8.21
38
110
b). -2.71
b). -5.91
62
94
c). -29.11 c). 0.58
Source: Own calculations on the database from the Statistics Bulletins
of Foreign Trade, NIS (2000-2008).

The three major modulation points where yt represents the 2 month inflexion average
recorded by the evolution of the RON/EUR exchange rate between 2000-200, did not have
any significant effect on the current account deficit. The M .L.R condition proposed by the
economic theory according to which the payment balance improves when the absolute
sum of elasticities related to both foreign trade flows is above 1 was fully checked within
the median interval. Thus, the elasticities sumtotal was of about 9.62, respectively 10.17
for one delayed period and 17.55 for two delayed periods. Export was more sensitive to
the exchange rate variation but elasticity remained rather low because of foreign trade
operators’ limited ability to rapidly penetrate the more advantageous markets. Import
was less sensitive to the exchange rate alterations while the improved rating of the
national currency triggered higher absolute import values but generated a reduction in the
dynamics rhythm.
1.3 Buys Ballot method
In order to pinpoint the seasonal variation trend for Romania’s foreign trade in
agricultural products I have first applied the analysis of the stationary series of data. To
do that, I established the autocorrelation quotients with the help of the “Arima model”
Statistical Program.
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Figure 2. The Corel gram of the evolution of the Romanian foreign trade
in agricultural products
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The results show the non stationarity of the series under study and the fact that both
include the seasonal component, for the calculation of which I have used the Buys Ballot
method, which can be applied if the chronological series meets the following conditions:
the evolution of the trend is linear: Yt = a + bt ® the monotonous transformation can
be replaced by Yt, the most frequently used transformation is logarithmic; the seasonality
___

is constant: sj = st = constant, where:

t = j + m × (i - 1) j = 1, m

- number of

___

consecutive periods of the cycle; i = 1, n the number of cycles existing in a chronicle;
the studied phenomenon undergoes a random perturbation ε t, its nature is a bruit blanc.
This model can be equivalent to a multiplicative model after the logarithmic
transformation because the linear relationship affects the parameters and not the
variables: ln( y t ) = a + bt + s j + e t , in which b=ln(1+b’); a=ln(a’); sj = ln(sj’), sj’ is a
seasonal multiplier; ε t – random perturbation – type bruit blanc, which can be written as
ln(η t). The multiplicative model becomes: y t = b × s j × h t × (1 + a ) . An additional
condition, relative to the seasonal factors postulates, the existence of offsetting seasonal
'

m

move ments:

ås

j

=0

-

for

'

t

additive

model;

j =1

m

m

m

j =1

j =1

j =1

å s j = å ln(s j ) = 0 ® Õ s j = e 0 = 1
related

to

this

for multiplicative model. The assumptions
method

y ij = y t = a + bt + s j + u t = b[m(i - 1) + j} + a + s j + ut .

involve:
Writing

aj = a + sj, I
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y ij = y t = a j + bt + u t = b[m(i - 1) + j ] + a j + u t

The estimation of the
.
parameters is performed using the method of the smallest squares, which is based on the
principle
of
"minimizing
the
areas”:
get:

å(y
t

t

- Yti ) = å å { y ij - b[m(i - 1) + j ] + a j }2 ® min .
i

After

making

j

calculations, the following analytical solution is obtained:

n

i =1

ö
æ n m y ij n + 1 n m
12
b=
y ij ÷÷ s j =
× çç å i å
å
å
2
2m i =1 j =1 ø
mn(n - 1) è i =1 j =1 m

n

å
i =1

y ij
nm + 1
-b
2
nm
j =1
m

a = åå

n m y
y ij
ij
m +1ö
-åå
- bæç j ÷
2 ø
n i =1 j =1 nm è

.
After applying the model Buys Ballot for the monthly data regarding both components
of the trade balance in Romania's agricultural products, the following average trend
equations as logarithmic forms have been obtained:
ln(Xj+ih)=3,48 + 0,17*t + sxj – for exports
ln(M j+ih)=3,84 + 0,01*t+smj – for imports
The multiplicative seasonal quotients obtained are listed below:
Month
January
February
M arch
April
M ay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

The multiplicative seasonal quotients:
exports
imports
0.5827
0.6717
0.6839
0.7851
0.7047
0.9900
0.7945
1.0346
0.7408
0.9550
0.8869
0.9465
1.0101
0.9704
1.3771
1.0618
1.5068
1.0790
1.8404
1.2324
1.4770
1.2044
1.1972
1.2411

In January and February the seasonal factor diverted both flows of the foreign trade in
agricultural products under the line trend, with an average of 36.67 percent for outputs
and 27.16 percent for inputs. Based on estimated calculations, the export effort was 26.10
percent, while the imports penetration was 37.95 percent.
As to the March and April averages, the seasonality indices had the following values:
74.96 percent for exports and 101.23 percent for imports. The dynamics spread between
the two components of the agricultural products trade balance may be linked to the entry
of live animals and animal products, following the limited supply of pork on the domestic
market, insufficient stocks of cereals, which triggered higher imports of barley, corn and
wheat; insufficient adjustment of domestic producers to the requirements of the domestic
and international markets; increased investments in upgrading and revamping production
capacities which was an incentive to purchase cars, engines, machinery and mechanical
appliances; slow development of that agricultural sector generating high added-value
exports.
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In the M ay to June period, the monthly variation in the agricultural products foreign
trade was below the long term trend, while the most important explanatory factors were
the competition on this market segment and the domestic supply excess in the context of
a reduced increase rate in demand. Although the effort to maintain the Romanian
products competitiveness on the international markets was high, the market share in the
European Union was only marginally adjusted (0.09 percent). The coverage of imports
through exports was coded to 42.54 percent.
In the August to December period, the agricultural products trade flow variations
were above the long term trend, except for the July entries. As for export, the peak
period (184.04 percent) was in October, when outflows of vegetable products, fats and
vegetable or animal oils accounted for a majority share (65.3 percent). In the case of
imports, the highest seasonality (124.11 percent) was in December - characterized by the
year-end holidays and vacations.
Circumstantial influences were also caused by: stopping exports and the customs
duties exemption as of August 2003, of specific quantities of wheat and grain to be used
as feed for the livestock by the end of the year, while for bread wheat until the following
harvest; scraping / lowering taxes related to imports of grain, dairy products, beef and
mutton from the European Union (January 2003); an agreement between Eximbank and
its Russian Federation counterpart, under which Romanian exporters can get immediate
payment for goods sold through a line credit (September 2004); the coming into force of
Law no. 303/2005 for the ratification of Decision no. 3/2005 on the Romania-European
Union Association Council on improving sales terms for processed agricultural products
(December 2005); the access to the markets of Turkey, Israel and the countries of former
Yugoslavia (M acedonia, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro),
established under the Free Trade Agreements concluded with those countries, plus
Bulgaria and Croatia, within CEFTA; the programs run by the M inistry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Rural Development on improving the competitiveness of agricultural products
in the Export Support and Promotion System which are publicly financed.
1.4 Cross spectral analysis
The simultaneous oscillation analysis of the different frequencies of the two
components of the agricultural products trade balance has been conducted by crossspectral analysis. The first step when using this method is to make the series stationary
by eliminating the trend and the seasonality, determining the number of frequency bands
(m), the frequency of the band j, in radian (
covariance

s

2

I ( k =0 )

=

of lag

k

å (I - I )

cov EI ( k ) =

(

k=1,2,…)

2

,

cov I ( k =1)

T
å ( Et +k - E )( I t - I )
T -k

are

å (I

t +1

wj =

calculated

- I )( I t - I )
T

and

cov IE ( k ) =

p×j
m

).

within

The dispersion and the
each

series

achieving

, as well as for pairs of series :

å (I

t +k

- I )( Et - E )
T -k

.

The most meaningful indicators for cross-spectral analysis are:
-

The power spectrum f(E)j and f(I)j:

f(E) j =

m
1
2
(E)
(s ( E ) + 2å cov ( k ) cos kw j )
2p
k =1
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-

Cospectral density:

cj =
-

1
1 m
EI
( EI )
( IE )
+ cov ( k ) ) cos kw j
cov ( k =0 ) + å cov ( k )
2p
p k =1

Quadrature spectral density:

qj =
-

1
2p

å (cov

( EI )
(k )

- cov ( k )

qj
cj

The coherence C expresses the intensity of the correlation between the frequency
oscillations j of the 2 series on a zero to one scale (nearness to 1 is indicative of an
increased intensity).

cj + qj
2

C=
-

) sin kw j

The phase spectrum ( y j ) allows the assessment of the dependence relations
between the two components of the agricultural products trade balance, both for the
synchronous frequency dependency j, as well as for the asynchronous dependency,
visible after a gap phase.

y j = tan -1
-

( IE )

2

f (E) j × f (I ) j

The gain (R2) expresses the average growth of the frequency oscillations j, of the
import-related series, which comes down to an oscillation- triggered increase from
the export-related series

R( EI ) j =
2

f (E) j × C j
f (I ) j

Here are my findings after studying the interdependence relations between Romania’s
exports and imports of agricultural products and after highlighting especially the
connection in the synchronous and asynchronous approaches (lag of phase) for the various
frequency components:
-

The power spectrum of the two foreign trade flows had the following maximu m
recorded values for the frequencies f = 12 (fE (12) = 23200.4) in the case of exports and
f = 8 (fI(8) = 26979.45) in the case of imports;

Cross Periodogram (Real)

Figure 3. Cross Periodogram (Real)
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The cospectral density (c j) and quadrature spectral density (qj) had the following
maximum le vels: f12 = 15460.96, respectively q12 = 1960.45 which indicates the
possible phase correlations related to those frequencies; namely q j ¹ 0 for j=1,2,…11
shows that asynchronous correlation for such frequencies are possible;
Figure 4. Phase Spectrum
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The phase spectrum values were very close for all frequencies, which confirm the
persistence of "delayed" connection, among which there is the one that occurred after
12 months.
The coherence value was significantly higher for j=4 and thus illustrates the fact that
those components describing 4 complete oscillations across the interval are the most
intensively correlated. Therefore intense correlations for frequencies 5 and 3
resulted;
When export increased by an oscillation, the growth average of the variation of import
frequency 12 was 0.94.

Gain of X over Y

Figure 5. Gain of X over Y
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Both models are statistically valid, as long as the theoretical value for a significance
threshold ά = 0,05 and 1, respectively 94 degrees of freedom, taken from the Fischer
distribution table is lower than the calculated F test value for exports (Fά, k, T-k-1 = 3.92 <
Fcalc=11.78,), as well as for imports (Fά, k, T-k-1 = 3.92 < Fca lc=62.86). The estimators of the
two models have a standard error of EUR 0.34 million and, respectively EUR 0.40 million.
63.3 percent of all exports and 71.0 percent of all imports were the result of trend and
seasonality. As the models used to estimate the phenomenon trend were accepted as
significant we were able to be used them for extrapolation. Here are the anticipated
values of the 2 components of agricultural products trade balance for the month of
January, obtained by antilogarithm:
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Lately, the economic and financial environment in Romania has met with noticeable
progress, yet the comparative gaps between Romania and some other Central European
countries are still wide in some respects.
The Romanian foreign balance of payments met with the gradual worsening of the
current account from 3.3 percent of GDP in 2002 to 13.9 percent of GDP in 2007. Despite
the fact that the economic theory suggests the budget deficit be maintained at no more
than 6 percent of GDP, the experience of some new EU M ember States has shown that, as
the foreign credibility went up and the economic performance improved, the capital
investments which are the main source supporting the import of goods went up which
made the trade balance go down.
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ABSTRACT
In the context of its commitments on the reduction of greenhouse gases, the development of
renewable energies is a clear political priority for the EU. The EU is supporting biofuels with the
objectives of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, boosting the decarbonisation of transport fuels,
diversifying fuel supply sources and developing long-term replacements for fossil oil. This paper
examines some of the latest trends on the important market of biodiesel in the European Union,
including some drivers of the demand and supply of biodiesel and the broader actual context in
which it has arisen. In order to point out the main features, trends and challenges in the supply and
demand of biofuels, namely biodiesel, our findings are based on some primary and secondary
research and analysis, involving a blend of latest statistics, press releases, statements of the
business associations, with a focus on Romania and the EU.
KEY WORDS
biodiesel, supply and demand, self-sufficiency, biofuels deployment.

INTRODUCTION
There are high expectations surrounding liquid biofuels as a resource that could
potentially mit igate global climate change, contribute to energy security and support
agricultural producers around the world. M any governments cited these goals as
justification for implementing policies promoting the production and use of liquid biofuels
based on agricultural commodities.
The main driving forces behind the policies promoting biofuel development have been
concerns over energy security and a desire to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However,
a marked change appeared in the perceptions of biofuels, since recent analysis has raised
serious questions regarding the full environmental impacts of producing biofuels from an
already stressed agricultural resource base. The costs of policies aimed at promoting
liquid biofuels – and their possible unintended consequences – are also beginning to attract
scrutiny.
Hence, modern bioenergy represents a new source of demand for farmers’ products
holding promise for the creation of income and employment. At the same time, it
generates increasing competition for natural resources, notably land and water, especially
in the short run; hopefully yield increases may mitigate such competition in the longer run.
Although liquid biofuels have the potential to exert a significant effect on agricultural
markets, they are only a relatively small part of the overall energy market. The world’s
total primary energy demand amounts to about 11 400 million tonnes of oil equivalent
(M toe) per year (IEA, 2007).
Fossil fuels are by far the dominant source of primary energy in the world, with oil,
coal and gas together supplying more than 80 percent of the total, while biomass accounts
for 10 percent of this total. Liquid biofuels play a much more limited role in global energy
supply and account for only 1.9 percent of total bioenergy.
In recent years, however, liquid biofuels have grown rapidly in terms of volume and of
share of global demand for transport energy. As reported in the World Energy Outlook
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2007 (based on historical trends as well as projections to 2015 and 2030), this growth is
projected to continue, but the contribution of liquid biofuels to transport energy and,
even more so, to global energy use, will remain limited.
1.

BIOFUELS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

In recent years biofuels have shown a dynamic development in the European Union as
well, and thus exerted a considerable influence on agricultural commodity markets. Here,
the general development of bioenergy over the last 15 years has seen the share of biomass
as an energy source remain virtually constant at around 4%, although bioenergy use has
grown significantly in absolute terms.
This has demonstrated that national action alone is not sufficient to increase biomass
use, in relation to growing energy consumption. This also holds for biofuels, in spite of the
fact that there is general acceptance that renewable energy, including biofuels, should
play a bigger role as an energy source.
In the context of its commitments on the reduction of greenhouse gases, the
development of renewable energies is a clear political priority for the EU. Security of
energy supply is also becoming increasingly important. Therefore, the EU is supporting
biofuels with the objectives of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, boosting the
decarbonisation of transport fuels, diversifying fuel supply sources and developing longterm replacements for fossil oil. The development of biofuel production is also expected
to offer new opportunities to diversify income and employment in rural areas.
In 2000 biofuels contributed about 0.2% in energy terms of all fuels used in the EU. If
Member States had achieved the national indicative targets they adopted under the
Biofuel Directive (Directive 2003/30/EC of 8 M ay 2003 on the promotion of the use of
biofuels or other renewable fuels for transport), the contribution of biofuels would have
reached 1.4% by 2005. Although the national targets are, on average, significantly lower
than the reference value of 2% that the Directive laid down, some M ember States have not
met them. Recent assessments have concluded that the 2010 indicative target (5.75%
contribution of biofuels for transport in energy terms) set out in the Biofuel Directive is
also unlikely to be achieved19.
Hence, the biofuels for transport have achieved a very limited market penetration;
however, their cost has been reduced and their strategic importance augmented due to
the hikes in the price of oil. Still, looking beyond 2010, biofuels could have a bigger role
to play if oil prices increase further, with a reformed agricultural policy, new
technological breakthroughs and the challenge of imports from third countries.
Unlike the two world leaders in biofuel, Brazil and the United States, for whom
bioethanol is the major biofuel, Europe produces 80% of its biofuels in the form of
biodiesel. Biodiesel is one of the most significant liquid biofuels for transport. It is
produced using agricultural and food commodities as feedstock, further developed by
combining the vegetable oil or animal fat with an alcohol and a catalyst through a process
of transesterification.
Oil for biodiesel production can be extracted from almost any oilseed crop; globally,
the most popular sources are rapeseed in Europe and soybean in Brazil and the United
States of America. The global biodiesel production is principally concentrated in the EU
(with around 60 percent of the total), so that the European Union is the biggest producer
of biodiesel in the world.
Biodiesel has been demonstrated to have significant environmental benefits in terms of
decreased global warming impacts, reduced emissions, greater energy independence and
19

COM/2009/0192 final, Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament - The Renewable Energy Progress Report - Commission Report in accordance with Article 3
of Directive 2001/77/EC, Article 4(2) of Directive 2003/30/EC and on the implementation of the EU
Biomass Action Plan.
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a positive impact on agriculture. Various studies have estimated that the use of 1 kg of
biodiesel leads to the reduction of some 3 kg of CO2. Hence, the use of biodiesel results in
a significant reduction in the CO2 emission (65%-90% less than conventional diesel),
particulate emissions and other harmful emissions.
As such, an increased use of biodiesel in Europe represents an important step for the
European Union to meet its emission reduction target as agreed under the Kyoto
agreement. Additionally reducing pollutant emissions alleviates various human health
problems.
Biodiesel production uses today around 3 million hectares of arable land in the EU.
Under appropriate economic conditions, biodiesel production could represent a significant
absorbing potential for additional acreage resulting from the agricultural surfaces of the
new EU Member States (especially after the accession of Romania and Bulgaria in the
European Union).
Biodiesel is also the most important biofuel in the EU, representing about 75 % of the
total biofuels market in the transport sector. Biodiesel was the first biofuel developed and
used in the EU in the transport sector in the 1990s. Its rapid expansion was driven mainly
by an increasing crude oil price, the Blair House Agreement (which allowed the EU to
produce oilseeds for non-food use of up to 1 million M T of soybean equivalent) and
resulting provisions, the EU’s set-aside scheme, and generous tax incentives.
Table 1. Biodiesel production in the European Union since 2000

Total
(in kt)
Total
(in ktoe)
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141.7

979.5

Source: Eurobserver, European Biodiesel Board EBB and own computations (1 t of biodiesel gives 0.9
toe-tons of oil equivalent)
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Figure 1. Trends of the total biodiesel production in the EU since 2000
From 2004 to 2005, the total EU25 biodiesel production increased by 65%, jumping
from 1.9 to nearly 3.2 million tonnes. This growth confirms the continuous trend of the
sector over the last few years, with growth rates of around 30-35% per annum between
2002 and 2004. The trend shows a 54% growth of the 2006 production as compared with
2005, and the 16.8% growth of the 2007 production compared to 2006.
Actually, the total biodiesel production in 2007 was 8 times higher than in 2000. Once
again, the European biodiesel production rose to 7.8 million tons in 2008, equivalent to a
35.7% progression between 2007 and 2008 (table 1). This trend reinforces European
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leadership in worldwide biodiesel production, while the US, the world’s number 2 in
biodiesel, produces only around 0.250 million tonnes.
As a result of the good profits in the EU biodiesel sector, by implementing the Biofuel
Directive of 2003, after 2005 there was also a large expansion of biodiesel capacity in the
EU. The number of plants producing biodiesel increased thus from 40 in 2003 to 240 in
2008 and 276 in 2009.
Table 2. Biodiesel production capacity in the European Union since 2000
2003
2048

Total (in kt)

2004
2246
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4228
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6069
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10289

2008
16000

2009
20909

Source: Eurobserver, European Biodiesel Board EBB and own computations
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Figure 2. Trends in the total biodiesel production capacity since 2003
(as compared to the biodiesel production) in the EU
However, as one may notice from the above figure, capacity increased faster than
consumption, especially in the last 3 years. As a consequence, in 2007, only 60 % of the
capacity on average was utilized. The high vegetable oil prices and competitively priced
biodiesel imports from the world market contributed to the low utilization rates, and this
trend is likely to continue, taking into account the current economic recession.
Hence the European biodiesel industry has suffered from biodiesel imports from the
United States over the last few years. According to EBB, American biodiesel imports
reached 1.5 million tons in 2008 (equivalent to 16.3% of European biodiesel consumption
for transport), compared to less than 100,000 tons in 2006. Following their anti-dumping
complaint, the European Biodiesel Board was awarded the case by the Commission in
M arch 2009, through the approval of the temporary imposition of antidumping and antisubsidy rights on American biodiesel imports.
As concerning the demand for biodiesel, a breakdown of European biofuel consumption
devoted to transport is still largely to the advantage of biodiesel consumption which
represents 78.5% of the total, compared to 17.5% for bioethanol and 4% for vegetable oil.
The total biofuel consumption rose by 45.7% between 2006 and 2007 (5,376 ktoe to 7,834
ktoe) and 70.9% between 2005 and 2006 (3,146 ktoe to 5,376 ktoe). With growth of 28.5%
between 2007 and 2008, the total biofuel consumption in the European Union increased
once again, (at a slower rate however than in the previous years).
Although biodiesel consumption increased from 5,899 ktoe to 7,900 ktoe between 2007
and 2008, equivalent to an increase of 33.9%, the consumption of other biofuels however
(vegetable oil almost exclusively) dropped by 45.9%. Still, the EU biodiesel consumption is
expected to continue to grow in the coming years.
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An important indicator for the analysis of biodiesel supply and demand in the European
Union is the self-sufficiency ratio, namely the ratio of the production to consumption in %.
Table 3 shows recent developments in the share of domestically produced biodiesel.
Table 3. Biofuel and biodiesel self-sufficiency in the EU27
2005
114

BIODIESEL SUFFICIENCY RATIO
2006
2007
2008
91
74
88

2005
109

BIOFUEL SUFFICIENCY RATIO
2006
2007
2008
91
73
83

Source: Member States' Reports, EBB and EBio (producer data) and EurObserver's Biofuel
Barometer

Note: 100% implies full self sufficiency; a higher figure implies potential for export of
biofuels; and a lower figure means that some or all of biofuel consumption in a given
Member State is met by imports.
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Figure 3. Self-sufficiency ratios of biodiesel and biofuel in the EU27
The overall balance for biodiesel changed from positive in 2005 with 14% (355 Ktoe)
exported, to negative in 2007 with 25.8% (1.8 M toe) imported. During the same period,
the biofuel balance changed from +9% in 2005 to negative 27% in 2007, reduced to 17% in
2008 (due to an increase in the production of bioethanol in the EU). The main reason for
these changes was the increasing market share of competitively priced biofuel for import,
mainly soy oil methyl ester (SM E B-99.9) from the United States and Argentina.
To meet the national targets that Member States have set themselves under the
Biofuel Directive, the consumption of biofuel and other renewable fuels would need to
more than double over the next two years. Assuming that in 2010 the increase in fuel for
transportation was the same as in 2000-2006 for each Member State and the ratio between
bioethanol and biodiesel remained the same as the average observed in 2005-2007, the
additional biofuel consumption would be approximately 10 M toe (7.8 M toe biodiesel and
2.8 M toe bioethanol). The additional estimated biofuel required in Romania is of 293 Ktoe
biodiesel20.
By 2010, consumption of biofuels will reach 16.5 M toe at best, equivalent to an
incorporation rate of 5.3% for total consumption in road transport of 310 M toe. This
estimation is based both on the responses to the questionnaires by various national
experts, and otherwise, on the current targets of the Member States. For certain countries,
the economic crisis has affected fuel consumption, which therefore tends to decline. The
slowdown of the European biofuel demand growth in 2008 is partly explained by the
significant reduction in biofuel consumption in Germany, whereas in previous years this
country widely contributed to the strong growth of consumption in the European Union.
20

Table 6 of the COMMISSION STAFF WORKING DOCUMENT The Renewable Energy Progress Report, April
2009
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Moreover, concerning the target for transport, the new renewable energies directive
has introduced new vocabulary by replacing the term “biofuels” by that of “renewable
energies”. By 2020, 10% of energy consumption in road and rail transport should be
covered by renewable energies (and no longer by biofuels alone). The Union Member
States may therefore choose between the allocation of the biofuels consumption and the
production of renewable electricity devoted to transport in order to achieve their targets.
This will of course negatively affect the demand for biofuels and therefore, the European
biodiesel market.
Therefore, under the current conditions it is questionable that the EU biodiesel market
can support all existing - let alone projected - production capacity. Consequently, one can
expect to see a number of plants closing their operation or even having to file for
bankruptcy in the coming years. EBB specifies that a number of installed biodiesel plants
will not be running during the year 2009, so that half of the production capacities are
expected to remain unused.
2.

BIODIESEL IN ROMANIA

Although Romania has quite a good tradition in the supply of oil and gas, our country
faces lately a constant and dramatic decrease of the fossil fuel production and resources
(covering only about 40% of the domestic energy demand). Promoting renewable energy
and biofuels have become a necessity and priority, especially after Romania’s accession
in the EU.
The supply of significant quantities of biofuels in Romania is supported by our
important agricultural potential of providing oilseeds for vegetable oil, as their main
feedstock . Thus, areas that can be planted with oilseed plants in an agricultural year,
may be about 900 000 hectares of sunflower, about 500000 hectares of rape and about
150000 ha of soybean (on a total area of about 16.5% of the arable area).
Taking into account the average output from energy crops, which can be obtained in
the normal agricultural years (no drought, frost or other calamit ies) the annual production
of oilseeds resulted is about 2.5 million tons. The production of vegetable oil that can be
obtained is about one million tons, out of which 300 thousand tons of vegetable oil are
used for food, while the other 700 thousand tons oil can be processed to obtain biodiesel.
Industrial biodiesel production has been launched in Romania only recently, in 2006,
when a number of 16 companies produced between 360 and 30,000 tons/ year. So far,
total manufacturing capacity has increased to over 300,000 tons as a result of the entry
into production of large units.
The first important biodiesel plant in Romania is operational starting with autumn of
2007, having an installed capacity of about 50,000 tonnes/year. Still the total biodiesel
production of Romania (according to EBB) was of 36 000 tonnes in 2007, raising to 65.000
tonnes in 2008. The production capacity also raised from 81000 tonnes in 2007 to 111000
tonnes in 2008 and tripled to 307000 tonnes in 2009. This trend follows the general
European trend with the fast growth of the production capacity, but quite low rates of
utilization lately.
The dramatic recent development of the biodiesel production sector was based on the
earlier estimations of the biodiesel required for Romania to comply with the requirements
of the 2003/30/EC Biofuel Directive, setting the target for 2010: up to 5,75% use of
biofuels on the internal market, calculated based on energy content of all types of fossil
fuels (oil and diesel) consumption in transport sector. These estimations suggested that
starting with 2010, the internal production of biodiesel would be of about 300 000
tonnes/year, when more than 25 producers will support biodiesel production.
The domestic biodiesel producers face now many challenges and difficulties, due to
the general unfavorable global market outlooks and also due to the week support from the
state policies. For instance, the fiscal incentive, of total exemption from excise duty for
producers of all categories of biofuels, including biomass was abolished be the Romanian
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Fiscal Code for 2008, making some large productive investments to become unprofitable
and/or involving low utilization rates at present.
As for the demand of biodiesel, in the Romanian public transport sector, the registered
results of some studies deployed in Constanta and Cluj Napoca cities, showed that tested
buses, with a high wear rate and endowed with non euro or euro 1 engines, are not
offering a considerable reduction of CO or NOx emissions levels.
A recent research project has emphasized some challenges and opportunities for the
demand of biodiesel and other biofuels in Romania:
�
for a widespread use of biofuels for transport, legislation and regulations need to
be in place to support the initial transition period, by providing a stable platform that
encourages investment and large-scale interest from the different actors – from producers
to users; some companies (less than 5%) considered that technical aspects are still a
barrier in implementation;
�
quite many companies (37%) used to consider the current financial incentives as a
barrier, motivated by the lack of local and state budget supporting the needed
investments, and low UE financial funds as well, while 7% are considering all these as an
opportunity ;
�
33% were considering the wear rate of the current fleet [Public Transport
vehicles] a huge barrier, while 3% as an opportunity to renew their old fleet on the
occasion of implementing alternative propulsion
The 2007 survey 21 than ended with an optimistic outlook, hoping that future
investments will offer soon a new and solid market of biofuels in Romania.
Meanwhile, the global economic crisis may have increased or enhanced some of the
above mentioned challenges for the deployment of biofuels in Romania and the EU, since
support for some needed investments became scarce or too expensive.
CONCLUSIONS
After a few years of flourish and strong expansion, the European biodiesel market
faces a slowdown, due to the global recession as well as the change of policy and
approach.
In the EU and in Romania, in this time of economic and financial crisis, the best
chances of survival are for those biodiesel plants that have their own oil mill, or are
affiliated with or at least have contracts with an oil mill; are located close to a major port
or waterway, an oil mill or a mineral oil company; belong to a large company or group
that can bridge a cash-flow gap; and are large enough to work with petroleum oil
companies that blend biodiesel into their diesel. In contrast, it will be much more difficult
for companies that have to buy the feedstock on the spot market; have to bear additional
transport costs because of their location; do not have enough capital to bridge cash-flow
gaps; or do not have long-standing suppliers and customer relations.
Already, the first cases of companies closing operation or declaring insolvency
occurred in the U.K., Austria, and Germany, claiming that they could not compete with
imports. In Romania, the Profiland company suspended production until 2010, and the
biodiesel plant may be turned into a dye plant, if the market does not show a recovery.
Last but not least, achieving the sustainability criteria for biofuels production may be
another essential challenge in promoting biofuels in Romania and the European Union. The
issue of the sustainability of biofuels incited the European Union to set forth specific

21

BIOFUELS CITIES project (2006 – 2009) www.biofuel-cities.eu (March 2007, a survey deployed among
the 70 participants, representing about 50 Romanian institutions, of which PT operators from 17 cities, 8
governmental and local authorities,12 research and producer institutions)
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sustainability criteria to include biofuels in the new renewable energies directive 22. The
directive notably provides for a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the
use of biofuels of at least 35%. This reduction rate will increase to 50% as of 1st January
2017, then to 60% as of 1st January 2018 for biofuels produced in facilities in which
production has begun on 1st January 2017 or later.
In a more optimistic outlook, the European Union has the potential to achieve
objectives of climate change, rural development and security of energy supply objectives
based on the development of the European biodiesel industry to date. The existing EU
biodiesel industrial capacity really represents an asset in this sense, provided that this
capacity will not remain largely unexploited as is the case today.
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ABSTRACT
The study highlights the links between climate change and societal change on the one hand and
European and national changes regarding the organization and delivery of social public services for
elderly, on the other hand. Social public services for elderly require a considerable financial effort
that will increase in coming decades, with a special issue of their sustainability for future
generations. The paper is based on indicators developed by the European Strategy on Sustainable
Development and follows the evolution of the studied issue, in the context of the global financial
crisis. Conclusions mark out the future actions points needful for a sustainable working of the topic.
The analysis was based on legal regulations concerning the social public services, including those
involving social care for older people, combined with the processing of statistical data provided by
Eurostat and the Ministry of Labor, Family and Social Protection and also the last reports, studies
and basic and applied research on issues presented.
KEYWORDS
sustainable development; european indicators of sustainable development; social public services
management; social policY; aging society

INTRODUCTION
In 2001, the first European Strategy for Sustainable Development provided, among
other things, the relationship between climate change and energy, on the one hand and
demographic pressure, including an aging population, threats to human health, poverty
and social inclusion, on the other hand. European Strategy for Sustainable Development
(EU SDS) focuses specifically on quality of life, ensuring inter-and intra-generational
equity and policy coherence. An integrated approach to economic, social and environment
issues is reflected in European policy documents since 2000, the year the European Union
aims through Lisbon Strategy to become "... the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world ... able to ensure greater social cohesion ". In
2006, EU SDS reaffirms the need to integrate aspects of sustainable development into
policies developed at all levels and in all areas of economic and social.
In the four major objectives settled by the document, it could be found again the field
of social equity and cohesion and the one of economic prosperity. Achieving these
objectives requires a focus on social inclusion and protection, since these ensure the
transfer of a part of public revenue to the poor, improving the social status and rights for
those marginalized. By comparison, climate change has a potential to increase poverty,
the countries that contribute the least to air pollution are usually those who suffer most
from it (have reduced capacity to support poor groups or financing of public services). It is
therefore necessary for social programs to integrate component of climate change and to
identify effective ways of adapting. (Oswald, 2009) In addition, measures aimed at
protection and social assistance shall be constructed in a manner that takes into account
the contribution to growth, employment, the demographic and economic trends.
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According to Tetsuo O. and Yasuo M . (2001, p.1) aging is favorable to economic growth
and environment because the young people invest more in capital and the environment as
a response to an increased life expectancy. Ranci (2008), considers that at European level
is currently bringing in a new market for social care services ("... new social care
market..."), with a distinction between financing (State responsibility), acquisition (which
belongs to all or part of citizens), the management of services (mostly decentralized to
the private organizations aimed at profit or not) and competitive procedures and market
mechanisms between donors, buyers and suppliers. European Council (2000) has requested
appropriate and concrete measures to ensure long term sustainability of public funding
related to aging population.
1.

EUROPEAN INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Assesment of social services’ contribution to sustainable development is generally
difficult, because the social policy aspects of sustainable development have been treated
separately from economic and environmental issues. In latest years, through the indicators
developed in the key challenges, EU SDS imposes as a goal and principle the treatment of
social inclusion as an inseparable part of sustainable development. The renewed strategy
in 2006 sets out seven key challenges and indicators grouped into 3 levels within each
challenge. For each of them it has been agreed a general indicator that measures progress
for every specific area.
For public health field the main key indicators are of healthy life years and life
expectancy at age 65. For the social inclusion, demography and migration, key indicators
are number of people aged 65 and over in risk of poverty, life expectancy at age 65,
public spending on care for elderly, aggregate replacement ratio (reveal how the trends
affect growth and population structure). To increase social inclusion, the renewed
strategy sets out the need to reduce the risk of poverty for all categories of persons at risk
of poverty, supporting families in adapting to global society through development of
appropriate social services (including those for elderly in care of their families), support
granted to Member States in order to modernize and to adapt the national systems of
social assistance and protection.
2.

PRESENT AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL SERVICES FOR ElDERLY

European Union responses to the challenges of aging and those induced by the
financial crisis, are considering the effects of this phenomenon on the economy, on
employment and social issues. In 2008, London School of Economics has conducted a
research in which predicts an increaseof spending on long-term care from £ 13.1 billion in
2005 to £ 42.7 billion in 2041, in 2005 constant prices. The same study also provides an
increase in the number of beneficiaries from 345,000 persons in 2005 to 825,000 persons
in 2041 (the United Kingdom situation). A research that forecast expenditure for long-term
care conducted in 4 countries (Germany, Spain, Italy and Britain) shows that the United
Kingdom is still the most optimistic, most pessimistic case is that of Germany.
The financial crisis is affecting all economic and social areas. Ability to manage public
budgets determines the degree of reduction in expenses associated with social services.
Davies and McGregor (2009) shows that in terms of social protection and associated costs,
should be considered two aspects: on one hand should not be ignored protective role it
plays social assistance by contributing to the alleviation of poverty and exclusion social,
and on the other hand, the same author believes that should not be ignored immediate
and long-term effects of the crisis in this area. The same authors show that recent
discussions enlight the importance of supporting of social assistance through “global
vulnerability fund”, which is a recognition of the necessity of cooperation in the field but
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also of a global responsibility that transcends national borders.
3.

DEMOGRAFIC AND ECONOMIC ISSUES CONCERNING THE ELDERLY IN ROMANIA

Romanian legislat ion (Law 17/2000 conerning the social assistance for elderly and
republished in 2007) defines elderly as those who:
�
has no family or are dependent on others;
�
has no housing and no means to secure their own housing;
�
has not earnings or their earnings are insufficient;
�
not menage themselves or need specialized care;
�
are in a state of physical or mental illness which causes an inability to secure
their own socio-medical care.
Increased life expectancy combined with reduced fertility rate caused the European
phenomenon of population aging. Romania recorded a continuous decline of population
number, which is reflected in European indicators of sustainable development. Population
of 65 years and over increased from 12.9% in 1998 to 14.8% in 2006. For 2006, the
proportion of people age 65 and older are slightly below the EU - 25 to 16.5%. The
resultant phenomenon is a continuous pressure of elderly population on the adult
population, potentially active by default on social assistance and protection systems. Oldage dependency ratio had an asccendent trend since 2000 (19.7%) to 2008 (21.3%),
remaining however below the European average of 25.3% in 2008. A high level of this ratio
shows that for every inactive elderly person will be fewer people who will work and will
support them. Any projections of the dependency paths are not optimisthic. For the time
horizon 2000 - 2060, Eurostat data are shown in Figure 1.

(Source: computed by authors based on Eurostat data, available on
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal)

Figure 1. European projections on old-age dependency ratio for elderly of age 65+
Rates of poverty among the elderly rose sharply in 2007 to 31% after it has been
maintained in the range 17% -19% for the period 2000 - 2006. Aggregate replacement ratio
(the median individual gross pensions of 65-74 relative to median individual gross earnings
of 50-59, excluding other social benefits) was 0.43% for 2007 compared to the value 0.48%
in the European Union (27 countries). This means that the income level of older people in
the first category was the only 43% of the income of the second category, excluding other
social benefits. The increased number of elderly persons, including low income, require
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quantitative diversification of social services. Needs of older people continue to be
ignored or unresolved, which cause lower quality of life for this category. For persons
aged 65, Eurostat data for 2007 show that the mean number of years still to be lived by a
man is 13.94 and by a woman is 16.86. Simultaneously, for the same year, the number of
healthy years at 65 (projected number of years that a person aged 65 years is expected to
continue to live in the absence of disease or disability) is 7.6 years for men and 7.7 years
for women. All these demographic trends are added the changes in family structure
(increasing the number of divorces and single parent families and therefore the extension
of single parent family) so that more and more elderly people live alone or in residential
centers. During 2003-2008, average monthly number of elderly persons who received
social services in homes for the elderly raised from 2121 to 5337 beneficiaries. Year 2006
marked a sharp increase from 1891 of beneficiaries in 2005 to 4441 people. For the public
budget, increasing the number of beneficiaries was translated into an increase in spending
on elderly care (as a percentage of GDP) from 0.024% in 2000 to 0.023% in 2006. Reducing
the public spending drop the possibilities to meet the needs of older persons. Decreasing
of youth population and the simultaneous increasing of elderly will be shown during the
next two decades, through decreased of labour force and constant pressure on the
financing of social services and social care for the elderly.
4. MANAGEMENT OF SOCIAL PUBLIC SERVICES FOR ELDERLY – ORGANIZATION,
FINANCING AND INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1. Organization and financing
Organization and operation of social services (default of public services for older
people) are regulated by Government Ordinance no. 68/2003 on social services, approved
with amendments by Law no 515/2003 and Government Resolution no 1024 /25 June 2004
approving the rules for the application of the Ordinance and accreditation methodology of
social service providers. These provisions are added to those contained in Law no 47/2006
on the national welfare system. Law 47/2006 stipulates that social service delivery is done
locally, thus ensuring an adequate response to the needs of older people. The public
institution involved in providing public social services for elderly is the Public Services of
Social Assistance organized as Direction or Department by local public administration
authorities (county councils and municipal councils, towns and communes). The local
budget to ensure the funds for the organization and operation of community services
(including those provided at home’s recipient) and the state budget provides funding costs
for investments and capital repairs of the social assistance units located in disadvantaged
areas and also provides subsidies for old people’s homes. Part of elderly care expenses
necessary in the residential system is made through the monthly maintenance
contribution determined according to the level of dependence of the person and also
based on the income of the beneficiary or of the legal supporters.
According to statistics provided by the M inistry of Labor, Family and Social Protection,
the amounts allocated to social public services have constantly increased due to an
increased number of people eligible for the categories of services offered. (Figure 2)
Despite the existence of a rich social assistance legislation, as a result of reforms in
recent years, social public services for the elderly require modernization through different
types of services, extensive providing of those which imply help and support in domestic
tasks, more encouraging participation of the local communities and economic
development of partnerships with NGOs, the adoption of best practice models, costeffective public and not least partially financing of the services by the beneficiaries.
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(Source: computed by authors based on data provided by Ministry of Labour, Family and Social
Protection, available on http://www.mmuncii.ro/ro/buletin-statistic-190-view.html)

Figure 2 . Total expences covered by the funds administrated by the Ministry of
Labour, Family and Social Protection
4.2. Infrastructure
In 2005 it has been developed and approved The Nomenclature of social assistance
institutions and the necessary personnel structure. Public social assistance institutions are
established and accredited under the law and provide housing, social care and medical
assistance, councelling, protection, recovery activities, rehabilitation and social
reintegration for the elderly. Social services for older people can be provided at home or
in residential system and ensure care for the person, preventing social exclusion, legal and
administrative councelling, support for the payment of the services and current
obligations, help in fullfiling the domestiv duties.
At the European level but also at national level, social services provided at home are
considered the most cost-effective and also preferred by the elderly. Irrespective of their
type, social services may be provided by accredited physical persons, but only at the
request of the person concerned. Most often, caregivers are elderly spouses or other
family me mber. This situation raises a number of issues because most times the caregivers
are women (wives or daughters) or older people who may also become dependent. Home
care is made to provide social services and social care recommended through the National
Assessment Grid of the dependent elderly.
Social services for older people can include (in addition to those provided at home)
temporary or permanent care in an old people’s home, day care centers, clubs for the
elderly, homes for temporary care, apartments and social housing and others. Caring for
an elderly person in an old people’ home (an exception is willing) offers certain
advantages in terms of ensuring maximu m independence and safety, including monitoring
services, health care, physical support and intellectual improvement, increase
participation social life.
Much of the increase in budgetary expenditure allocated to these categories of
beneficiaries, have been directed to development of infrastructure, and this is reflected
in the increased number of this type of institutions from 19 units in 2005 to 81 in 2008
(Figure 3).
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(Source: computed by authors based on data provided by the Ministry of Labour, Family and
Social Protection, available on http://www.mmuncii.ro/ro/buletin-statistic-190-view.html)
Figure 3. Allotment of the old people’s homes on counties, during 2008

CONCLUSIONS
Sustainable development is a complex area and requires different and innovative
approaches. The management of the social public services has seen significant changes
once with the reform of national social assistance system. The adoption of a national
strategy on sustainable development in 2008 is a further recognition of the importance
and the challenge which the increasing of quality of life for elderly, has for the
sustainability of public finances and for the fulfillment of the fundamental objective
"continuous improvement of quality of life for present and future generations by creating
sustainable communities able to manage and use resources effectively and potential
environmental and social innovation of the economy to ensure prosperity, environmental
protection and social cohesion. "(National Strategy for Sustainable Development of
Romania, pp.20).
Aging and increased elderly dependency is a reality that cannot be ignored. Unlike
other European countries, Romania has adopted lately a national strategy on sustainable
development so the European reports (2005 and 2007) which measures changes in
indicators at European level don’t include the level reached by our country.
In conclusion, possible directions for future action are related to:
• Completion of institution building to enable tracking progress in sustainable
development;
• Rethinking the architecture of social service systems, considering issues as quality,
efficiency, effectiveness and long-term financial sustainability;
• Adaptation of indicators (quantitative and qualitative) to allow a clear quantification of
the contribution to sustainable development;
• Increased flexibility of social service systems to market competitiveness induced by the
phenomenon of globalization, the intensification of migratory movements and the aging
population;
• integrated approach to economic policies, health and environment protection.
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ABSTRACT
Statistic data and information could have various users, but government and policy making is more
and more relying on them. A ddressing this need the statistical system underwent a profound
transformation in order to provide comprehensive, prompt, and quality data. The stages and driving
forces of this evolution is detailed in the first part of the paper. Further, the qualitative state of
Romania’s environmental statistic system is analyzed considering the legal framework, partnerships
and cooperation, environmental statistic users, and obstacles and barriers. The results are
summarized in terms of strengths and weaknesses and their representation in the current
development strategy is discussed.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The overall mission of statistic, essential for a democratic society, is to provide the
statistical information needed by society. Use of statistical data recorded an exponential
growth during the last 50 years. Today, using statistical series is almost a compulsory
condition in the elaboration of laws and for the assessment of various policy options.
The interaction parameters among statisticians, policy makers, and public at large
evolved a lot compared to the period than statisticians have as main task coding,
construing of tables and correction of gross errors in data collection. Today we assist to
what James Bonnet described as ¨an intensification of relations between statistics and
decision making in the direction of a considerable increase of significance and decision
value following the statistics produced by us.¨ Within this context, we could say that
statisticians struggle to adapt the science of statistics to make it easier to be understand
by society. Nevertheless this adaptation has to be done very carefully in order to avoid its
transformation in something evasive that could have a negative influence on political
decision.
Acknowledgements
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1. LINKAGES AMONG STATISTIC, POLICY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
There are emerging two important missions for statisticians: the preoccupation that
statistics to be useful for society and the assurance that the society understands statistic
data. These missions suppose an analysis on the political role of figures and the
professional commit ment that data assume the role assigned to it by democracy.
Therefore statisticians have to perceive correctly the political context in that they are
working and to watch that political outcomes will not be influenced by the delivered
information. Using statistic data in other purposes than the one for that they were created
will make questionable the entire work of statisticians.
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In the process of conception and substantiation of political decisions for environmental
protection there is created a complex assembly of relations between statistic and policy.
This suggests that governmental policies are the main driving forces for the collection and
building of environmental statistics. Statistic indicators are required in different stages of
the political cycle such as: problem definition, goal and priority setting, policy measures´
formulation, performance monitoring, and communication.
Linkages among statistic, policy, and environmental protection could be outlined in
three important aspects:
�
There is a statistical relation between what is labeled as ¨environmental
concern¨, as well as between statistic and policy;
�
Linkages among statistic, policy and ¨environmental concern¨ could go in both
directions, being cause-effect type relations;
�
External shocks, that are in fact policy signals embodied in scientific research,
economic evolutions etc. had influences on environmental policy, where the scientific
understanding of the environmental impact of human activities is of crucial importance.
Research made by internationally recognized institutes and by national statistic offices
reinforces the idea that governmental policies are first comers in the development of
environmental statistic system.
In doing so the integration of environmental data in economic analysis has to be
relevant for policy making in order to justify the necessary resources for the enforcement
of appropriate statistic systems. Research also suggests that policy measures are not solid
enough for the formulation of further information needs for the extrapolation of current
policies. It is also visible that the relation between policy and environmental statistic is a
dynamic relation. Considering that environmental policy is undergoing as a cycle, there
could be identified more policy development and implementation stages in which statistic
is involved since for each of them there are specific information needs that also imply
different analysis levels.
At strategic level, statistic helps in the identification of new issues that strengthen the
need for policy action. Statistic will be used in close linkage with policy analysis and
debates in order to establish general environmental policy priorities. Within the context of
governmental environmental policies the statistic could be only national and focused on
future scenarios and on current conditions.
At the level of decision institutions, policy representatives need conclusive statistics
on present situation along with assessment of the progresses made during and within the
proposed framework and the limits of existing constrains. Similar information is needed
for establishing environmental policy instruments, such as environmental taxes and
emission standards.
For the monitoring stage of environmental policies, statistics made a foundation taking
in account the fact that the proposed objectives could be expressed through relevant
information on the environmental pressure factors, quality of environmental factors and
environmental protection actions. Environmental statistic is a strong foundation on that
the main policy instruments are based. These instruments are legal norms, market
instruments, and instruments that envisage public participation.
In order to examine the use of environmental statistic for the elaboration and
substantiation of policies in table 1 there is presented the content of some policy
instrument in correlation with the data requirements.
Categories
Instruments

Table 1. Environmental policy instruments
Legal norms
Market instruments
Standards
Subsidies
Constrains
Taxes
Quotas
Fees
Examples

Public participation
Information
Public actions
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Categories
Resource
administration

Legal norms
Crop repartition
Protected areas
Quotas for captures

Pollution control

Air quality standards
Constrains for
pesticide use

Market instruments
Property rights on
land
Using rights for
water
Trade permits
Emission trading
permits

Public participation
Eco-labeling
NGOs participation

Information

Legal norms that rule certain economic activities with environmental impact (e.g.,
constrains on the production of ozone depleting substances), specific uses or specific
standards. These could have different forms: individual emission norms, organization of
production systems, issuance of authorizations etc. These regulations are compulsory in
order to some thresholds to be respected in case that the responsible agents answer to
other measures is weak. These tools have the advantage that their environmental effects
are foreseeable as long as they are based on precisely defined forecasting norms. This
supposes the existence of a control and the possibility to enforce it. Although in certain
situations legal norms are unavoidable, they are not the most efficient environmental
policy tools. Firstly, regulations suppose large costs for economic agents. In addition than
regulations are enforces there are also needed technological needs that could represent
barriers for technical progress.
Besides ruling there are more flexible instruments that use economic incentives
inducing environmental respect. These are known as market instruments, and could be
classified in four categories: tax and subsidies systems; pollution rights´ market; creation
of environmental goods or with ecological label; contract or voluntary approach of
environmental issues.
In order to enlighten the effectiveness of these instruments there is necessary to have
the participation of the public starting with its information and continuing with concrete
actions toward attitudes and behaviors change.
It could be said that environmental statistic has a primer role in providing the
adequate answers for monitoring changes in people’s behavior on a dynamic and
competitive market associated with information and communication technologies
development. More than ever, knowledge will be necessary in decision making and
environmental statistic will represent an essential component. It will be needed future
projects that will allow assessments and quantification through statistic indicators for
sustainable development issues and for the interactions among its components (economy,
social issues and environmental protection).
2. ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTIC IN ROMANIA
In Romania environmental statistic recorded considerable progresses and reached in
more domains the quality, compatibility, comparability of data in compliance with
European standards especially due to national and multi-beneficiary PHARE programs. The
patterns of Romanian environmental statistic that could impact on future programs are as
follows:
Environmental statistic is horizontal, facilitating decision making for economic
and environmental policies within an emerging economy;
There is a wide range users categories for environmental statistic data with
complex requirements and various statistic data and information;
Quality of environmental statistic is a key objective for securing credibility of
official statistic and enhancing its efficiency.
It is well known that the policies of European Union (EU) with extension on national
policies of Member States are based on harmonized statistics. Therefore, one of the goals
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to be assumed is the appropriation and adaptation of national environmental statistic to
the norms and standards of EU.
2.1 The legal framework
Environmental statistic is a key component of official statistic, representing a major
component in decisions substantiation at both micro and macroeconomic levels.
In Romania environmental statistic is organized and functioning based on the
Governmental Order nr.9/1992 regarding the organization of official statistic, republished
in the Official Monitor nr.763/2002 with modifications and further completions, as a
component of official statistic. It is organized as a direction within the National Statistic
Institute (NSI), which is named the Direction of Forestry and Environment Statistic. Beside
this direction in the M inistry of Environment and Sustainable Development (M ESD) and the
National Agency for Environmental Protection (NAEP) there are certain nucleuses (1-2
experts) that deploy statistic research activities and that are coordinated by the NSI,
according to the provisions of the G.O. nr.2/1992. Environmental statistic research is also
performed within higher education and research structures.
2.2 Partnerships and cooperation
NSI collaborate with the M ESD and the NAEP in providing as comprehensive as possible
environmental statistic data and information. These data and information is secured in
terms of timeliness and quality in order to substantiate economic and environmental
policies and it also allows the monitoring and assessment of these policies outcomes.
The value of environmental statistic data and information produced by own efforts or
in collaboration with other institutions is given, first of all, by the means of their utility
against the users needs.
Cooperation and partnership with other public authorities pursue the goal of efficient
use of administrative data sources that have to be attracted in the National Statistic
System (NSS). As a coordinator of the system the NSI enclosed collaboration protocols with
the M ESD and the NAEP. The goal of this protocol is to establish a common base for action
between M ESD and NSI that will allow the revision, transformation, improvement,
monitoring and maintaining of the National System of Environmental Statistic. For this
M ESD and NSI commit their selves to provide each, at central and territorial levels, the
organization structure, human and financial resources needed in the quantities and
qualities that are appropriated with the attributions assigned to them by specific
legislation. Meanwhile, along with the creation of organizational structures in the M ESD
the NSI engage itself to provide through the National Centre for Statistic Preparation the
training of M ESD personnel toward acquiring basic and specific statistic knowledge needed
for their activities. M ESD and NSI will elaborate a three year plan regarding the common
interest initiative in the field of environmental statistic. These plans will be detailed for
each year.
For the elaboration of the Annual report on the state of the environment by the M ESD,
NSI commit itself to cooperate in providing the statistical indicators and in preparing the
statistical work needed.
For the achievement of the goals stated in the protocol, M ESD and NSI agreed on a
functional structure made up by the Committee for the development of national
environmental statistic system and by Thematic working groups.
Cooperation agreements and experience exchanges undertaken by the NSI with the
statistic of offices of EU M ember States and other states are far reaching. Currently NSI
has enclosed more than 20 cooperation protocols that promote bilateral development of
different statistic domains in numerous countries.
An important cooperation issue in NSI refers to the primary data and information
providers. Quality, promptitude and efficiency of the statistic process rely above all on
the cooperation with primary data and information providers. Higher relevance and
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feasibility of statistic outcomes is correlated with higher response rate of statistic
observation units.
Since in the last decades NSI was confronted with an increasing trend of non-responses
in data collection, there are needed coherent and concerted measures and actions on the
one hand for the rationalization of information demand pursuing the reduction of
administrative burden, and on the other hand for the monitoring of data providers
regarding their answers to the request of official statistics.
2.3 Categories of environmental statistic users
A national environmental statistic system has to be a true information providing
services for users that could be divided in six categories:
Public administration, especially as policy makers;
Non-governmental sector;
Economic units in industrial, agricultural production;
Environmental service providers (waste collection, processing, and disposal,
sewage treatment, waterworks etc.);
Support service providers (research institutes, banking services);
Environmental service consumers.
Government and governmental agencies at central and local levels are the main
information users. Healthy governmental policies and development programs depend on a
wide range of information and on the quality of them. An efficient environmental statistic
system could be an important base for the development of plans and programs that
promote sustainable development and the protection of natural resources, and also the
creation of a cleaner and healthier environment.
2.4 Obstacles and barriers
The main obstacles and barriers in the development of environmental statistic systems
are represented by the lack of statistical structures within public authorities for an
efficient partnership and the lack of personnel needed for the increasing volume of
statistical work that is needed.
Lack of statistical structures within the public authorities for an efficient partnership
According to art.2, line (2) from the Law of Statistic (G.O. nr.2/1992 with further
modifications and completions), “In Romania the official statistic is organized and
coordinated by NSI” and in the NSS there are comprised statistic compartments of public
authorities and institutions. Although NSI was exerted its attributions of methodological
coordination of this system and by this it had several initiatives for the development of a
good cooperation, the success of them was hindered by the disappearance of properly
organized statistical structures from the institutions of central authority. These structure
there the ones that could be producing statistical information at the quality standards
imposed by the Community Statistic Acquis.
In such conditions the annual Statistic Research Program (SRP) comprised only statistic
research performed directly by the NSI until 2005. After that in SRP there were also
introduced researches deployed in collaboration with M ESD and NAEP.
Since in EU Member States national statistics comprise the overall research to be
performed in all economic and social sector beneath the coordination of national statistic
institutes it is expected that in the years to come all ministries and other central
institutions that produce environmental data will develop appropriate statistic structures.
Lack of personnel needed for continuously increasing statistic work
NSI was confronted in the last years with an acute lack of personnel against the
approved personnel scheme. This situation was determined by the low attractiveness of
wages in the statistic system on the one hand, and by the law regarding the organization
of contests for vacant jobs on the other hand. For each job there is necessary a long
period of time in order to obtain all notices and approvals and this made many experts
that intended to work in this field to find more attractive other sectors, especially in
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private enterprises where the formalities were simpler. Therefore, the existent personnel
was burden with supplementary effort in order to avoid the hindering of obligations
assumed by official statistic for both aligning with Community Statistic Acquis and
supporting with statistic data and information the negotiations for other chapters and
domestic users.
Considering the patterns presented in this chapter and the assessment results provided
by INS (2004) and INS (2005) in table 2 there are presented the strengths and weaknesses
of the Romanian environmental statistic system.

-

-

-

Table 2. Strenghts and weaknesses of the national environmental statistic system
Strengths
Weaknesses
Increasing investigation and analysis
- The national environmental statistic
capacity for providing decision makers
system is not yet articulated,
with environmental statistic data
incomplete, and marked by deficiencies
needed for the substantiation of
regarding the coordination of the
economic and environmental policies at
activities within ministries and central
institutions that produce environmental
national, regional and local levels and
data and that should represent the
for assessing the evolutions in progress;
Continuous improvement of data
second pillar of the national
collection, processing, and analyzing
environmental statistic system by the
technologies;
lack of statistic compartments;
Development and consolidation of the
- Worrying increase of non-response rate
national base of environmental statistic
in the process of data collection. This is
data, diversification and modernization
a problem with a major risk for the
of dissemination means, securing the
statistic process for at least two
satisfaction of information demands of
reasons: firstly, non-responses are
domestic and foreign environmental
occurring, unfortunately in large
statistic data users (central and local
organization that have an important
influence on the outcomes, especially in
public administration, economic
survey type researches; secondly,
operators, research institutions,
coercion means are not always proved
syndicates, professional organizations,
to be efficient;
nongovernmental organizations,
- Prolonged blockage in employment and
international organizations and their
promotion of personnel due to the high
offices in Romania, individuals, press
level of fluctuation, instability of young
etc.);
Providing of statistic data and
employees, employment barriers,
information needed for the process of
especially for IT.
European integration;
Increasing the credibility and authority
of the statistic institution by rigor,
correctitude, and relevance of produced
information, based on the stimulation of
professional training of managers and of
the entire personnel.
3. EUROPEAN INTEGRATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL STATISTIC IN ROMANIA

The strategy for the development of National Environmental Statistic System was
oriented especially toward the accomplishment of the priority objective of the EU
adhesion and it envisaged:
the imple mentation of Community Statistic Acquis in the national statistic, for
the harmonization of all calculation methodologies for environmental statistical indicators
with the European norms and for providing compatibility of Romanian statistic system with
EU’s statistic system and with the standards recommended by international environmental
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organizations;
increasing response rate for statistic products and services users by the
diversification of indicator systems;
improving quality management in environmental statistic;
facilitating the access to statistic outcomes by the use of new dissemination
technologies;
enhanced use of available resources;
promotion of partnership with environmental data providers and users;
participation in international cooperation programs for environmental statistic.
Comparing these objectives with the list of strengths and weaknesses for the Romanian
environmental statistic system it could be noticed that there are enough common points
to consider the European integration as a process that is convergent with the
improve ment and development of National Environmental Statistic System. Nevertheless,
there are also aspects to be handled at national level, especially in terms of personnel
and their appropriate training.
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ABSTRACT
Even from the constitution of the European Community, the functioning of a free market economy
was one of the fundamental pillars of the new common market. Nevertheless, in order that the
economy of every state to be efficient it was necessary the creation of the legal framework that
stipulates also conditions for competition and granting state aid. The paper presents specific
elements for state aid, offering the agriculture as an example, because this is one of the important
branches of the economy.
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INTRODUCTION
The achievement and the successful functioning of the European market impose the
existence ant the application of well established rules regarding competition also,
especially the policy of granting state aid. This aspect is extremely important because it
could influence the whole economy and the sectors they address also. At the European
Union (EU) level, the action plan for state aid proposes the reforming of the community
rules and practices alike that regard state aid in accordance with the regional, local and
national strategy also.
1. THE POLICY OF GRANTING STATE AID IN THE EU
The treaty establishing the European Community (the EC Treaty), since it was signed in
1957 in Rome, imposes to the member states and to the Community that, in achieving the
objectives of economic policy, to align to the principle of an open market economy,
where the competition is free, so that the state aid policy become integrant part of the
competition policy.
In the context of the EU enlargement it is important to exercise a control over the
state aid since, in the single market, it must function equitable rules for all the economic
agents.
It is necessary to mention that the state aid involves a certain opportunity cost as its
granting to the specific economic agents is done to the detriment of financing other
domains (these costs are, ultimately, borne by the taxpayers).
Nevertheless, given that not every public funds allocation distort the competition or
creates disequilibria at the market level, in the European practice, a support measure is
considered state aid if it simultaneously fulfils the following conditions:
� Is granted by the public authorities from the state’ resources;
� Is selective, which means that it favors some economic agents, zones or activities;
� Assures an advantage to the economic operators;
� Distorts or threatens to distort the competition or trade among EU member states.
According to the European settlements, are considered compatible with the common
market: social aid granted to the individual consumers, with the condition that they are
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granted without discrimination regarding the product origin; aid for redressing the damage
caused by natural disaster or other extraordinary events.
Starting from those exposed above, we state that the state aid represent selective
measures of public financial support granted to some enterprises, areas or activities in
order to achieve some objectives of general interest such as: environment protection,
development of small and medium-sized enterprises and remote areas, rescuing or
restructuring of the economic agents of strategic interest.
At the EU level, the accent is put on the way by which the state actions on the market,
namely the state intervention must be done with caution and the aid granted must be well
targeted so that the possible negative effects on the competition are counterbalanced by
the positive effects it could generate.
According to the Lisbon Strategy, which militates for economic growth and also for
better and more jobs, the state aid policy has an essential role in sustaining research,
innovation, entrepreneurship, environment protection and social and regional cohesion. In
this context, efficiency and equity play an important role in granting state aid.
If efficiency must assure simplicity, clarity, predictability, then equity must offer the
companies the possibility to compete on equal bases within the common market.
Starting with 1 January 2007, following Romania’s adhesion to the European Union, the
Romanian market has become a component part of the European single market and the
Romanian economic agents entered the direct competition with those coming from the
other member states.
Financial support measures, initiated by the authorities in the form of the state aid,
represent efficient instruments for achieving the objectives of national interest if they are
well targeted, so that they correct certain disfunctionalities of the market and contribute
to the increasing of the competitiveness of the economic agents and to the reduction of
the regional disparities.
� Nevertheless, the state aid must be utilized only when:
� Represent an adequate instrument for achieving some specific targets;
� Creates the corresponding motivations;
� It is proportional with the scope followed;
� It distorts the competition to a small extent.
We notice that the notion of state aid covers not only measures that involve a direct
expenditure from the state budget (public subsidies, subsidizing by the state of some bank
loans at a lower interest rate) but also support ways that reduce the state budget
revenues (canceling debt, fiscal facilities etc.).
1.1 The granting of state aid for agriculture in Romania
Within the community space, the control of state aid is strict, this activity being
considered essential for a normal functioning of the internal market, as a guarantee that
the aid granted by the member states follows the common interest. To reduce the
distortion of the competition caused by the cumulative effect of the state aid quantum,
member states must assure themselves that they choose the most adequate governmental
intervention.
In order that Romania copes with the competition pressures, during the period 20002004, the average value of the state aid granted annually (excepting those for agriculture,
fishery and transportations) amounted 981 millions of euro, below that of Poland (2,902
millions of euro) and Czech Republic (1,826 millions of euro) but above that granted by
Hungary (808 millions of euro).
By analyzing the total amount of state aid, we find out that it represented 1.86% from
GDP, much above the average of state aid granted by the 25 UE Member States (0.49%
from GDP) and even above the average of the 10 new Member States (1.25% from GDP).
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Romania has situated itself above the level reached by Poland (1.44% from GDP) and
Hungary (1.08% from GDP) but below that of Czech Republic (2.33% from GDP), level due
mostly to the reforms involved by the transition to a market economy, privatization and
restructuring of companies in difficulty.
After Romania’s adhesion to the EU in 2007, the level of the state aid granted in
Romania has diminished from 2.64% as percent from GDP, in 2004, to 0.65% in 2007, the
global volu me of the state aid granted being presented in table 1.
Table 1. The global volume of state aid granted to the principal beneficiary domains in
Romania, during the period 2004-2007
2004
2005
2006
2007
National state aid* (thousands 1.606.256,65
789.426,57
960.036,54
673.827,22
euro), from which for:
M anufacturing %
46,89
12,53
11,43
6,44
M ining %
13,20
14,40
10,95
16,67
Research and development %
0,90
1,92
3,26
4,66
Environment protection %
0,67
1,01
1,18
0,78
SM Es %
0,14
1,25
2,11
0,02
Job creation %
0,33
0,29
0,11
0,04
Other objectives %
12,02
20,91
20,74
4,96
* Except for agriculture, fishery and transportations
(Source: Report regarding state aid granted in Romania during the period 2004-2007,
Competition Council)
Regarding the state aid for agriculture in Romania, we mention that its importance
derives from the fact that nearly 30% of the occupied population at the economy level
carry on their activity in agriculture, pisciculture and fishery. Thus, during the period
2004-2007, the weight of state aid for agriculture in total aid has doubled from 21.31% in
2004 to 46.50% in 2007 while the aid for agriculture granted in 2007 has increased by
about 80% as compared to that from 2004 (figure 1).
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800.000
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400.000
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(Source: Report regarding state aid granted in Romania during the period 2004-2007,
Competition Council)

Figure 1. The evolution of the state aid for agriculture granted
during the period 2004-2007 in Romania

If we analyze the figures, we notice an increase of the state aid granted in 2007
comparatively with 2005 of 69.21%, increase generated by the aid granted as measures of
support for agriculture in order to alleviate the negative effects of the draught from the
years 2006-2007 (the measure has represented 36.355 from the total state aid).
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With regard to the state aid granted by employee in agriculture as compared to the
state aid granted by person occupied in agriculture, we mention that the differences are
considerable, as it emerges from the table 2.
Table 2. The state aid granted by employee or person occupied in agriculture
in Romania, 2004-2007

State aid/employee in agriculture
State aid/person occupied in
agriculture

2004
3.747
204,04

2005
2.249
130,81

2006
8.099
122,09

2007
8.838
448,66

(Source: Report regarding state aid granted in Romania during the period 2004-2007,
Competition Council)

We consider that the very big difference between the values of these indicators is due
to a phenomenon specific to agriculture, namely that, on average, only 5% of the persons
occupied in agriculture have the status of employee in agriculture. If in 2005, the
population occupied in agriculture represented 31.87% from that at the level of the
national economy, in 2007 this weight has reached only 28.22% while the average number
of employees who carry out their activity in agriculture diminishes constantly from
143,939 persons in 2005 to 125,000 persons in 2007, which represents 2.56% from the
average number of employees at the national economy level.
The main supplier of state aid in agriculture is the M inistry of Agriculture, Forests and
rural Development (M AFRD), which has granted over 90% of the total state aid (90.31% in
2005, 96.32% in 2006 and 99.14% in 2007), the methods they were granted being presented
in figure 2.
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(Source: Report regarding state aid granted in Romania during the period 2004-2007, Competition
Council)

Figure 2. Methods of granting state aid by the MAFRD, 2004-2007

By analyzing the available elements, we find out that the MAFRD has changed its
granting aid policy, from that based on transfers of funds with general character (for
example, granting of a fixed sum by unity of surface cultivated with financing from the
state budget) to subsidies oriented to some cultures, establishment of new plantations, or,
in the case of animal husbandry, to subsidies by unity of product.
Regarding the structure of the aid granted by nature, the highest weight belongs to
subsidies, premiums, allowances, interest subsidy (99.23% in 2007) while the exemption or
reductions from the payment of the fiscal obligations own 0.74% from total in 2007.
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The state aid for agriculture has been financed from the following sources:
� public expenditures in the form of subsidies, allowances, premiums, interest
subsidies, other non-reimbursable funds, which represented, in 2005, 90.57% from total;
in 2006, their weight has increased to 96.315% and, in 2007, to 99.23%;
� giving-up to future revenues in the form of exemptions or reductions from the
payment of the fiscal obligations, exemptions for interest related to the budgetary loans,
for the late payment penalties, granting of state guarantees; these represented, in 2005,
9.43% and 0.77% in 2007 and have been granted by the intermediate of the fiscal and
social assurances system.
CONCLUSIONS
From those presented in this paper, we can notice that state aid is necessary
especially in domains of national and strategic interest and when the actions of forces
involved in the market produce negative effects of social nature or create regional
inequalities.
In Romania, the granting of state aid in agriculture has represented o modality more or
less efficient of helping this sector, taking into account also the specific conditions of the
Romanian economy. The fact that, since 2007, Romania has become member of the EU has
been reflected in the competition policy as well, respectively that of granting the state
aid, which has reduced in absolute and relative (as percentage of GDP) size, in order not
to affect the relations among the EU Member States.
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ABSTARCT
The state is interested in collecting as mush as possible to the budget from different taxes. Excise
are representing a very important indirect taxation method because are bringing important revenues
to the state, but at the same time the imposing policy has to be thought in a way that will not
trespass the free will of both the producer and the consumer. The paper is presenting the impact
of excise modification of the tobacco products upon financial and accounting results of the
economical agents and state, because if the tax rate is too harsh, as you will see, the fiscal evasion
will increase, on one hand, and on the other the production will decrease.
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INTRODUCTION
In past years the fiscal policy has become an extreme complex domain because of
continues reappraisal process of legislation, process determined by a series of factors:
harmonizing Romanian legislation with European legislation, reducing and fighting against
fiscal evasion, realizing a stable and coherent fiscal framework.
Even though, the fiscal policy has a major direct and very important effect upon a firm
results, in Romania, the fiscal policies regarding tobacco products have not been applied
correctly, constant and coherent, which had a negative impact upon the tobacco firm’s
business plan.
1. GENERAL ASPECT REGARDING THE FISCAL POLICY
In Romania, an excessive fiscal policy has been the main characteristic of the
economical strategy after 1990, because instead representing a way to attract foreign
investments and sustaining the existing ones, the fiscal policy has been a way to constrain
the economical activity. Furthermore, a recent study realized by the World Bank shows
that Romania is one of the leading countries when it comes to the number of taxes but at
the same time it is situated in the lower part of the classification when it comes to the
collection degree of those taxes in the public budget (central, local, etc).
In 2008 the global economy had had an alarming evolution: economic decrease,
consumption decrease, increase unemployment rate and inflation rate, all signs of the
global economic crisis. Thus, almost all countries had been confronting with negative
evolutions of the gross domestic product (GDP – figure no.1), which correlated with an
unemployment rate increase, has lead to the rethinking of the fiscal, monetary and
financial policies, the scope being to sustain the private system.
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Source: eurostat
Figure no.1 GDP evolution in different world’s countries, 2007-2008
Even though develop countries have been actively imp licated in sustaining the public
and private sectors by decreasing fiscal pressure or by allowing fiscal facilities, Romania
had had a complete opposite trajectory. Thus, is it known that as bigger the legislative
modifications the higher is the effect upon the economic environment and not always an
increase of the fiscal degree means an increase in fiscal revenues, Romania has decided to
change the game rules in the middle of the economic crisis.
Fiscal regulations from the Fiscal Code are in a continuous reformulation and
modification, not all the time correlated with the business environment demands, being
faithful to the idea of imposing revenues and labor, the essential sources for economic
growth and of the amounts collected in budgets.
Any decrease of the excise and/or any forward slip of the it’s calendar face to the one
of the European Union will have a negative influence, both upon revenues obtained by the
economic agents and revenues collected in the state budget, because it is known and it
can be sustained with economical arguments that as higher the tax rate as lower the
collected revenues, or as higher the fiscal evasion.
2. CASE STUDY REGARDING THE IMPACT OF THE TOBACCO EXCISE MODIFICATION
UPON ROMANIAN COMPANIES AND THEIR REVENUES
Starting from the facts presented above we will realize, according to legal regulations,
a study regarding the impact of tobacco excise modifications upon the selling price and
the revenues collected by the producing companies.
Increasing the level of the minimum excise ahead of the initial calendar from 44,64
euro/1000 cigarettes to 51,87 euro/1000 cigarettes, for the period 1st April – 31st August
2009, had had the following modifications in the retail maximal selling price structure for
cigarettes class (table no.1)
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Table no.1 Case A - Retail maximal selling price (RMSP) elements when the total
excise is 91% from the most sold class on the market (MPPC)
u.m lei/pack
VARIABLE
TOTAL
% TOTAL
FIXED EXCIS E M INIMUM EXCISE
RMSP
EXCISE
EXCISE
EXCISE IN RMSP
Variant 5,7
Variant 5,8
Variant 5,9
Variant 6
Variant 6,1
Variant 6,2
MPPC 7,2

1,3111

2,6188

3,8745

3,9298

68,94%

1,334
1,357
1,38
1,403
1,426
1,656

2,6188
2,6188
2,6188
2,6188
2,6188
2,6188

3,8745
3,8745
3,8745
3,8745
3,8745
3,8745

3,9528
3,9758
3,9988
4,0218
4,0448
4,2748

68,15%
67,39%
66,65%
65,93%
65,24%
59,37%

The variant fro table no 1 is correspondent to the situation when both the variable
excise and fixed excise are not lower than 91% from M PPC, respective 193,72 lei/1000
cigarettes.

MPPC 7,2
6,2
6,1
6
5,9
5,8
5,7

59,37%
65,24%
65,93%
66,65%
67,39%

weight of total excise in
RMSP

68,15%
68,94%

Figure no.2 Weight of the total excise in RMSP if the excise is 91% from MPPC
(lei/pack)
We can state that for the low cigarettes segment, the weight of the total excise in
RMSP is between 68,94% and65,24%, while for the most sold class on the market (in
present Kent or similar classes associated with “Multinationals”) the weight is very low,
respectively 59,37% (figure no. 2)
Nowadays the weight of the excise in the retail maximal selling price for a pack of
cigarettes from the low market segment is 68,94% and for the premium market segment is
59,37%, with a difference of approximately 10 points.
Lately it is estimated “an governmental decision” that will increase the weight of the
minimu m excise from 91% from MMPC to 100%, fact that will generate an increase of the
minimal excise from 193,72 lei/1000 cigarettes to 212,88 lei/1000 cigarettes but also
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major modifications of the total excise weight in RM SP, according to the estimation from
table no. 2.
Table no. 2 Case B - Retail maximal selling price (RMSP) elements when the total
excise is 100% from the most sold class on the market (MPPC)
u.m lei/pack
RMSP

VARIABLE
EXCISE

FIXED
EXCISE

MINIMUM
EXCISE

TOTAL
EXCISE

% TOTAL
EXCISE IN
RMSP

Variant 5,7

1,3111

2,6188

4,2577

4,2577

74,70%

Weight
modifications of
the excise face to
case A
5,76%

Variant 5,8

1,334

2,6188

4,2577

4,2577

73,41%

5,26%

Variant 5,9

1,357

2,6188

4,2577

4,2577

72,16%

4,77%

Variant 6

1,38

2,6188

4,2577

4,2577

70,96%

4,31%

Variant 6,1

1,403

2,6188

4,2577

4,4577

69,80%

3,87%

Variant 6,2

1,426

2,6188

4,2577

4,2577

68,67%

3,43%

MPPC 7,2

1,656

2,6188

4,2577

4,2577

59,13%

0

It is clear that the companies producing cigarettes from the low market segment will
encounter an increase of the excise values, while the companies producing the most sold
classes will be advantaged by this “policy” (the difference between the weights is
majored to almost 15 points) in the context where all this companies are concurring on
the Romanian cigarettes market.

MPPC 7,2
6,2
6,1
6
5,9
5,8
5,7

59,13%

68,67%

69,80%

70,96%

weight of the total excise in RMSP

72,16%

73,41%

74,70%

Figure no.3 Weight of the total excise in RMSP if the minimal excise is 100% from MPPC
(lei/pack)
In figure no 4 are shown by comparison the weights of the total excise in both cases,
stating that upon the low segment products the variation from 91% to 100% has a more
profound effect (negative) with major cutbacks from the market and a possible reduction
in the volume of sales.
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Figure no.4 Comparative situation of the weight of the total excise in RMSP case A
and B (lei/pack)
The analysis is showing that the cigarettes classes founded in the most sold market
segment and over this segment can not be influenced by the minimal excise modification
(in the sense of it’s increase), while the low classes will register major increases of the
weight of the total excise in RM SP, modification from +5,76% to +3,43%. This fact will
generate, in our opinion negative influences upon the market quantities and upon the
total turnover and from here upon all the other financial and economical indicators.
According to the ahead adopted program by the Romanian government starting from
the 1st September 2009 the total excise will reach 64 euro/ 1000 cigarettes (ahead face to
the calendar adopted by Romania with it’s adhesion to the European Union) and this will
influence both RMSP and the weight of the total excise in the RMSP, according to the
calculation from table no.3.
Table no. 3 Case C - Retail maximal selling price (RMSP) elements when the total
excise is 91% from the most sold class on the market (MPPC), 1st September

RMSP
Variant 6,32
Variant 6,42
Variant 6,52
Variant 6,62
Variant 6,72
variant 6,82
MPPC 7,82
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VARIABLE
EXCISE
1,4541
1,4771
1,5001
1,5231
1,5461
1,5691
1,7991

FIXED EXCIS E
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878

M INIMUM
EXCISE
4,3503
4,3503
4,3503
4,3503
4,3503
4,3503
4,3503

TOTAL EXCISE
4,4420
4,4650
4,4880
4,5110
4,5340
4,5570
4,7870

u.m lei/pack
% TOTAL EXCISE IN
RMSP
70,29%
69,55%
68,83%
68,14%
67,47%
66,82%
61,21%

MPPC 7,82

61,21%

6,82

66,82%

6,72

67,47%

68,14%

6,62

weight of total excise in RMSP
6,52

68,83%

69,55%

6,42

6,32

70,29%

Figure no. 5 Weight of the total excise in RMSP if the excise is 91% from MPPC
(lei/pack), 1st September
In the case when a governmental decision will increase the weight of the minimal
excise to 100% from MMPC the effects upon the low segment are shown in table no.4.
Table no.4 Case D - Retail maximal selling price (RMSP) elements when the total
excise is 100% from the most sold class on the market (MPPC), 1st September

RMSP

VARIABLE EXCISE

FIXED EXCIS E

M INIMUM EXCISE

Variant 6,32
Variant 6,42
Variant 6,52
Variant 6,62
Variant 6,72
variant 6,82
MPPC 7,82

1,4541
1,4771
1,5001
1,5231
1,5461
1,5691
1,7991

2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878
2,9878

4,7805
4,7805
4,7805
4,7805
4,7805
4,7805
4,7805

u.m. lei/pack
% TOTAL
TOTAL EXCISE
EXCISE IN RMSP
4,7805
75,28%
4,7805
74,46%
4,7805
73,32%
4,7805
71,89%
4,7805
71,13%
4,7805
70,09%
4,7805
61,13%

In this situation for a low class of cigarettes with the retail maximal selling price of
6,32 lei/pack the total excise weight in this price is 75,28% face to 61,13% for the most
sold class on the market.
The difference between the two weights from RM SP transformed in absolute values can
result in huge amounts per lei/pack.
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61,13%

MPPC 7,82

70,09%

6,82

71,13%

6,72

71,89%

6,62

weight of the total excise in RMSP

73,32%

6,52

74,46%

6,42

75,28%

6,32

Figure no. 6 Weight of the total excise in RMSP if the minimal excise is 100% from
MPPC (lei/pack), 1st September
In figure no. 7 are shown in comparison the weights of the total excise in RMSP
corresponding to cases C and D, noticing that for the low segment the modification ahs a
negative impact and for the medium and premium segments the effects are not that
significant.

80,00%
70,00%
60,00%
weight of the total excise
in RMSP, case D

50,00%
40,00%

weitgh of the total excise
in RMSP, case D
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7,
82
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6,
72

6,
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6,
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Figure no.7 Comparative situation of the weight of the total excise in RMSP case C and
D (lei/pack)
Modifying the excise policy, as it is estimated, will automatically drive to an increase
of the RMSP and to a possible decrease of the sales volume.
CONCLUSIONS
Starting from the realized study we can state that all of these “uncertainties”
regarding “governmental decisions” in applying excise fiscal policies will drive to financial
and economical problems in the business environment.
In order to offer certain stability to the financial environment we consider imperative
to establish not only the excise policy for the 1st September 2009 but also for 2010 and the
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years to come in order to offer some fiscal predictability and to realize some forecasts in
the cigarettes business domain.
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ECOSYSTEM RISK – A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF
FORESTRY-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION
Giani GRADINARU
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
E-mail: giani_gradinaru@ase.ro
ABSTRACT
Based on the new perspectives advanced for nature conservation there were created the premises
for performing quantitative analysis that are relevant for decision making. The paper addresses this
topic through the quantitative analysis of ecosystem risk on the forestry-environment component
and envisages identifying the specific statistical indicators for a number of variables that describe
the linkages among the phenomena that are specific to this component. Results obtained by the
analysis of statistical data regarding Romania show more types of evolution for chronological series
and large positive disparities, which are fewer than the negative ones for territorial data.
KEY WORDS
ecosystem service, ecosystem risk, forestry, Romania

INTRODUCTION
In Romania the large area and the quality of natural ecosystems (forests, pastures,
lakes, rivers, wetlands etc.) provide a relatively high level of biodiversity against the
situation encountered in other EU countries. Meanwhile, the last years brought to Romania
large natural hazards that resulted in numerous victims and considerable material
damages.
Supposing that the frequency of natural hazards’ occurrence and their intensity
express ecosystem services and that economy is the main driver of change, the association
described above could appear as a paradox. It could be explained by analyzing both
components – ecosystem and economy – for identifying the patterns that could express
interaction with unfavorable effects for human welfare. The paper addresses this topic
through performing a quantitative analysis of ecosystem risk on the forestry-environment
component, using as empirical base statistical data regarding Romania.
Acknowledgements
This research was supported through the Idei Program, project nr.796/2007, „Solutions
for the prediction and minimization of ecosystem risk on Romania’s territory based on
diagnosis methods for the effects of economic activities on the environment” (contract nr.
178/1.10.2007), financed by the National Council of Scientific Research in Higher
Education (CNCSIS).
1. ECOSYSTEM RISK
Ecosystem risk expressed from quantitative and qualitative perspectives the reduction
of ecosystem’s capacity to contribute to human welfare. The ecosystem does not exist for
itself but for accomplishing a function in the supra-system to which it is subordinated
(Bran and Ioan, 2004). The quality of ecosystem components influences the characteristics
of the function, but duet to a number of patterns such as complexity, self-regulation, and
evolution, the relations are not always proportional. Thus, if 20% of the trees are affected
by defoliation, this does not mean always a 20% reduction in the function of oxygen
regeneration. In addition, ecosystem components are much more numerous to be studied
individually. However, there could be situations then the importance of one component
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for accomplishing ecosystem functions to be large enough for making it relevant in the
analysis of the ecosystem.
Against the society the ecosystem fulfills numerous functions that are mentioned in
the specialty literature (M EA, 2005; Boyd and Banzhaf, 2006; Constantza et al., 1997;
Meyerson et al., 2005) as ecosystem services. These are different from the ecosystem
functions described from an ecological point of view (Constantza et al., 1997). We
consider necessary to make several clarifications regarding the definition of ecosystem
services.
Acknowledged naturalists and ecologists such as George Perkins M arsh, Aldo Leopold,
Fairfield Osborn and Paul Sears make an early (XIXth century) conceptualization of the
“life support” functions fulfilled by ecosystems. Nevertheless, the concept of ecosystem
services, initially in the form of “environmental services”, was used for the first time only
in the 1970s in order to describe ecosystems that function appropriately and the benefits
that humans can get from them, such as food, pest control, flood control, climate
regularization, and recreation (SCEP, 1970, cited by Meyerson et al., 2005). Nowadays,
although the topic of ecosystem services receives more and more focus on the behalf of
researchers, the significance of the concept is differentiated from one study to another
(box 1).
Box 1, Ecosystem services – definitions
1. Ecosystem services are material, energy and information flows from
stocks of natural capital that combine with the services of the manufactured
capital for producing human welfare (Constantza et al., 1997).
2. Ecosystem services are the benefits obtained by humans from the
ecosystems. (M EA, 2005).
3. Ecosystem services are components of nature that directly consumed or
used for producing human welfare (Boyd and Banzhaf, 2006).
By means of comparison among the above presented definition it could be noticed that
there are not clear enough a number of relevant aspects for the quantitative dimension of
ecosystem risk prediction: firstly, the distinction between services and benefits (absent in
definition 2); secondly, direct (definition 3) or indirect (definition 1) contribution to
human welfare; and thirdly, the intermediate elements that express ecosystem services
(flows – definition 1; components of nature – definition 2). Although M EA (2005) defines
ecosystem services as benefits, the representation of the conceptual model shows that, in
fact, it refers to the contribution of these services to human welfare and that the
intermediary element that allow the materialization of services is biodiversity.

• Surface occupied by forests
–
–
–
–

by groups of functional types
by water sheds
by succession stages and on age classes
by the frequency of natural and anthropogenic hazards
occurrence
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– by regeneration types
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Fig.1 Analysis categories of linkages between phenomena specific to the forestryenvironment component
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2. ANALYSIS CATEGORIES FOR THE LINKAGES AMONG THE PHENOMENA SPECIFIC TO
THE FORESTRY-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION
Data observation for the forestry-environment component pursued the analysis
categories of linkages between specific phenomena as it is presented in fig.1
The statistical categories to be used for analyzing the linkages among phenomena that
are specific to the forestry-environment relationship and data sources for them are
presented in table 1.
Table 1. Statistic characteristics for enlightening the forestry-environment
relationship
Environmental
Statistic characteristics Data sources element that is
Environmental effects
affected
Biodiversity

Habitat fragmentation

Soil
Air

Erosion
Climate change

Soil

Erosion, Compacting

RNP
Field

Water

Chemical pollution

Area of continuous
forests

ICAS
IG

Biodiversity

Habitat fragmentation

Surface of protected
areas

RNP
State of the
environment

Biodiversity

Biodiversity conservation

Density of forestry roads
Fuel consumption/park
of tractors and
machinery
Consumption of
substances for wood
treatment

RNP
PLAT
RNP

Data organization for the main indicators used for the statistical analysis of the
forestry-environment relationship from the perspective of quantitative description of
ecosystem risk on Romania’s territory considered both time series and territorial series.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERACTION

DATA

ANALYSIS

FOR

THE

FORESTRY-ENVIRONMENT

The assessment of the quantitative dimension of ecosystem risk on Romania’s territory
is made by the help of information, statistics and environmental indicators.
Data represents the raw material for the information to be obtained. Environmental
information represents the specific content, the message of the environmental data that
bring additional knowledge regarding:
� the state of environmental elements, respectively air and atmosphere, water,
soil and underground, biodiversity and its components, including genetically modified
crops and the interactions among them;
� the environmental factors, polluting substances, noise and radiation,
anthropogenic activities and environmental protection measures;
�� the state of human health and welfare, of built structures that are or could be
affected by environmental elements.
For each variable specific statistic indicators were calculated. Based on them there
were identified the trends for evolutions and the disparities for territorial data series.
The evolution of the variables analyzed in chronological order is presented in fig.2-4.
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Fig.2 Evolution of round wood and paper production
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Fig.3 Evolution of afforested area and of forest covered area
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Fig.4 Evolution of green-house gas emissions of forests
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The statistic indicators for chronological series (table 2) show that the variables had
different types of evolution (increase, reduction, parabolic, oscillated), but the mean
percents of modification are relatively closed, the only exception being the forest area
that recorded the smallest variation in the analyzed period.
Table 2. Values of dynamic indicators and the general trend
Absolute mean
Mean
modification
Evolution
Variable
modification
type
percent (%)
MU
Value
Round
wood
production
Paper production
Logging area
Forest area

Cubic
+192 667
+3.61 Increase
meters
Tones
-2 333
-7.04 Reduction
Hectares
+3 272
+5.04 Increase
Thousands
+2.45
+0.04 Parabolic
hectares
GHG emissions of Gg
CO2
-162.52
-0.42 Oscillated
forests
equivalent
Source: own calculation based on data provided by UNFCCC, INSSE and Faostat
Territorial data analysis supposes the choice of comparison terms. In order to avoid
subjectivity, the as comparison base it was used the average value of the variable.
Large positive disparities (over 150%) feature all variables, excepting the proportion of
forest area (fig.5). For these disparities, it could be easily noticed the outstanding
position of Suceava county that has the largest disparity rate for harvested wood
(+221.3886%); afforested area (+237.7193%); and forestry units turnover (+190.99905%).
Negative disparities are smaller than the positive ones. In Dolj and Dambovita counties
these disparities are the largest for the surfaces affected by land slides (-99.326319%,
respectively -97.049321%).
CONCLUSIONS
Ecosystem services represent a concept advanced at the beginning of 1970s and
developed further especially by the contribution of M EA (2005) in order to create the
premises need for the quantitative expression of nature’s contribution to human welfare.
According to the definitions formulated to date this contribution could be represented by
products, benefits, or processes.
For the quantitative analysis of ecosystem risk on the forestry-environment component
there were identified firstly the analysis categories for this component’s specific linkages
and then environmental data regarding Romania was analyzed. Statistic data were
organized in two categories, respectively chronological series (round wood production,
paper production, logging area, forest area, greenhouse gas emissions of forests) and
territorial series (harvested wood, afforested area, turnover of forestry units, proportion
of forest surface, and surface affected by land slides).
By calculating the specific statistical indicators there were identified the evolution
types, respectively the territorial disparities. Results obtained show that the round wood
production and the logging area have an increasing trend (+3.61%, respectively +5.04%);
for paper production the trend is reduction (-7.04%); for forest area the evolution is
parabolic; while for greenhouse gas emissions the trend is oscillated.
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Fig.5 Disparity rates of territorial variables
As long as the territorial disparities are regarded, results show that the positive
disparities are larger, but fewer, reaching +237.7193% against the mean value for the
afforested area in Suceava county. The largest negative disparities were identified in Dolj
and Dambovita counties for the variable of surface affected by land slides.
These results are useful for the construction of econometric models that would allow
the ecosystem risk prediction for the forestry-environment interaction.
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METHODS OF EXPRESSING ADVERTISING EFFICIENCY
Gabriela IONESCU
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies
ABSTRACT
The main issue in expressing advertising efficiency is criteria interacting. In which degree are we
tempted to simply buy a product just considering the score of the message? The interactions are far
from being favorably and fairly considered. Another unsolved issue is choosing criteria. Measuring
criteria are obviously different according to each product and to marketing strategies. One must
equally take into account products category, marketing strategies, offers coming from competition,
in order to choose advertising effects criteria.

1. EXTERNAL FACTORS INTERFERENCE OVER ADVERTISING EFFECTS
Advertising effects measuring methods are, most of the times, totally incomplete for a
real consideration of such a complex phenomena as advertising is, for in each individual’s
connection to it, the rational and irrational values which hold together, come to
complicate the quantitative measuring of the taking over field (the acceptance, the
refusal, the influence…) of the same publicity; but, as we can see further on, the effects
will look upon slightly different values of the same criteria:
 The advertising message type (emotional, enquiring, the ambience, the humor…),
because the emotional message may appeal to an irrational field, while the
enquiry one will more imply into a rational field;
 The advertising message style: implication level regarding the products/services
category;
 Publicity Investing level (paragraphs number, media plan quality versus target;
 Campaign’s priority (its wearing out)
 M arket duration (quietness, disturbance, products life longevity concept);
 Competition effect (media and promoting actions, competition publicity
expressing);
 Wearing-out and/or non-wearing-out.
As an example, the Nescafe marketers tone and communication style, which should in
fact, align to the grounded coffee market, focused more on an image strategy of a
breakfast, which comes to compete into an incommensurate referential universe.
Choosing a communication strategy originates from the product’s turn over and should
point to the right criteria fit for the campaign.
All external factors mentioned above interact over the effects of the messages. These
incomplete factors are rarely taken into account when evaluating our actions. This
stringent analysis of the campaign research effects (which mainly refers to strategy and
agency’s briefing), should point to the measuring criteria right choosing, which in its turn,
is known to be efficient for: level of knowledge, impact, memory capacity, attitude
changing, wearing-out…
The only inconvenient in using this keen start, -based upon the best methodology in
evaluating campaign effects over the most important criteria- is the historical data lack
risk. The methods are not intended for writing history, but for perceiving the path for
future campaigns. What would a data base built on less decisive criteria mean? In spite of
all suspicions regarding nowadays methods, an advertising agent needs to evaluate the
gathered effects, even if they are and probably will be daily rated in an inefficient way. In
order to improve methods and to analyze studies, one should equally look upon the fact
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that advertising means, as life means, are changing all the time, as well as reactions
versus publicity are unstable and publicity users are in a continuously growing number, so
their criteria should count for results analysis.
Efficiency rating
We shall examine the advertising efficiency rating methods, chronologically
considering them from their admission onto the market.
“First Generation Standard Methods”: notoriety and impact rating
A. Notoriety (knowledge)
The above rating may be intended for spontaneous knowledge, suggested one or “top
of mind”. Its advantage stands in the fact that it can be simple, cheaper and constant,
but it is criticized from the technical and methodological point of view.
First of all, spontaneous knowledge rating may suffer of a technical effect of
commercial brands maximum number: during an interview there appears to be a certain
restricted number of spontaneous quoted brands, whatsoever the real brands number may
be. In case a certain rating with a temporary strong effect appears on the market right
before some rival campaign, the brand which was supposed to be listed as being “low
rated” is very highly not to be quoted at all, if it is part of the brands “in vogue”. The
rating indicates an important decline which does not correspond to a knowledge real one.
Choosing the inquest moment and period of time seems to be crucial.
Simply possessing an isolated knowledge, without taking into account the real market,
may lead to invalid information. To take as an example, an increasing knowledge does not
mean the same for a new product as it does for an old one.
On the other hand, there are many external factors which may influence the
knowledge, such as: oblivion (because of the period of time which appears between the
moment when the campaign ends and the rating one), the acuteness and duration of the
campaign, the quantity of memorized media advertising, products categories investments,
competition pressure.
Knowledge rating is sometimes useless: if it is required in order for a product to be
launched, it is not the same case for an already on market product. And even if the
knowledge degree is relevant, it is barely enough, as advertising efficiency does not
resume itself to only knowledge.
B. The Impact
Rating principle means to point to a message (or to imply one) during the interviews,
by hiding the name of the brand and asking for the signature in exchange. It is a rather
rough method, as it does not offer equal chances to different types of designs, messages
containing product’s name being fined. This method is better adapted when image
signification is important.
One can discuss upon its usage:
It is most of the times, really difficult to separate a spot broadcast from other
effects confronting with tested message; previous campaigns about a similar theme…
Impact and efficiency may lead to opposite relations: weak impact does not
connect to efficiency. In reverse, a powerful impact cannot coexist with a negative effect
over the image or cultural reference.
The public saying that they do remember having seen some commercial it is
probably connected to “involve ment”, it also can be a support element at a cultural level.
Advertising efficiency is not reduced to a single effect, both in case of the impact and
notoriety, as one does not know its implying in behavior.
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More developed ratings of the impact
These ratings take into account all brands on the market. They are programmed to
systematically repeat themselves and allow for a data base to be initiated (thus offering
references for the understanding of natural scores, by analyzing according to target or
campaign’s characteristics).
Rated variables are notoriety, advertising memory, brand’s characteristics or the
determination to buy.
A technical critic one can express towards these methods is that the used stimulation
material is not neutral, and as in all campaigns, they are not fairly rated; those betting on
esthetics are receiving penalty. Another critic would be the methodological one which
tends to rate more the message technical rather than the advertising effect itself.
On the other hand, they also do count but a restricted number of variables. In
conclusion, it is not the importance of a political aspect of their usage or its effect upon
the advertising creation which are considered, the agencies being pushed to build “impact
rating score” campaigns.
2. THE DAY-AFTER RECALL is a number representing the memory capacity,
determined the day after the message had been launched, tested on 150 individuals. It is
usually difficult to obtain such a great number of interviews when the spot broadcast is
launched on a weak levee moment. The data base allows medium values rating
considering tested campaigns results…
The method does not take into account the previous campaigns point of view. They
simply imply the rating of some spot; in fact they rate even what has happened before it.
Memory capacity is being rated after a single launching. This method shows the already
mentioned lack of not rating but one of the advertising effects.
3. CAMPAIGN BALANCE
The questionnaire may be split among locals or may refer to a study on the spot. It
also may be placed before or after a campaign or only after the latest.
The principle consists in rating:
Details and image
Notoriety
Campaign impact (main idea and details)
Approval (its comprehension, credibility and attractiveness)
Product image
The attitudes regarding the product
Imp lication
Buying purposes.
Standardizing absence gives difficult interpreting results. Under these conditions,
there are not many references to compare with some test results or any evaluation
criteria which could point to whether they are or are not satisfying. Comprehending the
buyer’s behavior is really difficult: if the intention indicator can be rather low in products
studying, when coming to advertising studies is even lower as they are more different
from the buying conditions.
Image and attitude are often related 9it may happen for the product’s image to
improve, while the attitude stays at the same level); but one cannot rate behaviors by
considering the attitudes and behaviors modifications cannot strictly follow the attitudes
ones.
Nevertheless, both images and attitudes allow the consideration of the mentioned
area symbolic field. Implication rating proves to be some variable of notable analysis; all
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answers regarding advertising are being analyzed on products categories, according to the
imp lication level of the people questioned.
4. EXPOSITION AND BUYING RATING
The Method consists in observing (by example on a sample), which are the buying
tendencies according to the campaign’s exposition level. This is calculated by taking into
account mass-media depositions. The weak point of this method is that the groups of
individuals presented a campaign have a different buying tendency because their greater
or lower degree of advertising perception; more or less intense advertising exposure is
some hazard happening and not an individual’s way of life. On the other hand, publicity is
intended for a single reason that is to immediately increase selling. The target of a
campaign may be on a long term, meaning selling, and on a short one, the image.
This rating technique is a good market analyzing method, which help us perceive the
way publicity and its diverse modalities work upon behaviors and their operating over
selling.
5. THE BAROMETER
It represents a technique for the diagnosis of advertising campaigns; it rates notoriety
and brand image as compared on one hand to the product category usage and on the other
hand, to media exposition.
It is a method which allows future advertising campaigns optimizing, importance
checking for chosen communication axes and calculates performance for different
campaign exposition levels.
The variables rated by the barometer are as it follows:
Notoriety
4 or 5 markets image
Products categories usage (split on groups of small, medium and large numbers of
buyers), last achievement data
Imp lication
Campaign exposition.
Image articles should be in accordance to campaign’s market and objectives. The
target should be established by consumers in order to reach a discount for the articles
(factorial analysis), the result being a maximum of 15 articles, taking into account the
possibility of reexamining them from time to time (campaign strategy).
Image is an operational, heterogeneous variable.
The brand profile is, on the one hand, long term analysis (regular usage of the
barometer) and on the other hand, inside a sample, in order to compare the moderate
exposed individuals and those who are exposed to the campaign in a higher degree.
Media exposition (except for the posters) consists of: starting with a questionnaire
and facing the media plan, each person is affected by the possibility of receiving a
message.
Not taking into consideration the method used, one should be able to determine the
exact data of the rating in accordance to campaign’s progress. In order to be able to do so,
we should integrate, more keenly than we presently do it, the time effect over campaign
“initiation”, me morizing or forgetting effect, also considering other communication
actions upon our product or other rival products.
Regarding questionnaires: even if the prime phase of the reduction on the agreed
allow a right choice of the products, there is still a number of unfinished problems, such
as: consumers groups choosing problem, same characteristics product’s problem: will the
product be assumed the same functions according to the different groups of consumers?
And when expressed in the same manner, is it fairly composed overall?
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In conclusion, the already mentioned hesitation over the groups assumed
heterogeneousness is differently exhibited in media and in the same way when it comes to
the barometer.
6. ADVERTISING EFFICIENCY EVALUATION
We continue by pointing to some very useful pieces of advice which allow advertising
to have the expected results.
1. Before starting to work you should establish clear objectives for your advert
to achieve. For who is it intended? What are the expected results for a certain period
of time? Which are the indicators that help you appreciate whether the advert was or
not a success?
2. Choose your target group. Some products are highly specialized and are
intended for a restrictive number of individuals on the market, others correspond to a
larger number of potential buyers; if the services or products offered are part of the
first category, everything is clear from the very start; in the second case, you should
choose to which clients you intend your advert.
3. Determine a general objective to be achieved, as it is not enough just to
mention: “I want a selling raise”. Before designing an ad, note on a piece of paper
everything you want to obtain: “I intend for the (here you mention the client’s
category)…to do as it follows…as a result of reading, watching or listening to the
commercial”. Then, after the ad has been created, you should analyze it in order to
see whether it will have the desired impact upon genre.
4. Decide over the ad location, by considering the target group. Most of the
people usually read a local newspaper, so it is appropriate for a consumer product to
be made public. But if your job is motorcycle helmets reconditioning, it is better to
consider a motor magazine. And in case you are looking for a business partner, your
ad will be appropriate either in the local newspaper business propositions page, or in
an economical-financial publication.
5. M ake your ad where people search for the information coming from your area.
Whoever wants to buy a second-hand car, should read the “Auto selling” lines;
whoever needs a plumber to have the bathroom culvert changed, should check with
the Yellow Pages.
Publicity is fructuous wherever it can be perceived by the people interested in it
and is more efficient if these can find it at the very place they are looking for it when
they need a certain product type.
6. You should restrain the ad’s geographical area. If you insert your ads in a
publication which covers a larger area than the one inhabited by your clients, you
only waste money. Look for the magazines and newspapers that contain the target
market and, in case you have a national or regional scale business, choose the first
category newspapers from big cities.
7. Consider the cost per reader for the add, for each publication has its own fees
for different sized commercials. Divide the cost for a bar of commercial to the
publication circulation and multiply it with the number of potential clients from
among the expected readers and you will thus be able to find out how much it will
cost you to deliver your message to a potential client. Based on this calculation, you
can then establish which publication is most fit for your ad (notice that the fee for
the ad is but the first of the three elements which are part of the calculation, and,
thus, it is not very increased. The circulation of the newspaper and the reader’s
percentage are the other two.).
8. Consider the ad’s dimensions. As repetition is considered to be a successful
factor in commercials, you should “extent” the budget as long as you can. You should
first of all establish the total amount of money you intend to put for the commercial
for a short period of time, and then decide how often the commercial should be
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posted. After that, you divide the sum to the scattering number and you will get the
budget for each of them.
9. Before writing the commercial head-line (the title, the introduction line), you
should write the final line, which is intended to be a prompting for the reader. In
order to write it, you should go back to the already mentioned and fixed objectives.
What do you want the people reading the commercial to do? No matter what the
message may be, it should be clearly mentioned at the end.
10. Write the head-line. It should completely be in accordance with the
prompting to action, the two elements coming together as a whole. You consider by
any chance some funny head-lines? It is not the case. There are more efficient the
headlines explaining exactly what to offer and to whom.
11. Create the so-called text of the commercial. Think about your ad as being a
sandwich: the head-line and the final prompting are similar to slices of bread, but the
meat comes at the middle. Both head-line and prompting are important, the first
being intended to draw attention, the second, to determine the client to act; the
body of the commercial is assumed the major part of increasing the promise from the
start and to sufficiently offer details to make the client act.
12. Write the ad as if intended for a single person. Try to imagine a buyer sitting
right in front of you. What would you say to him as coming from person to person?
This is the adequate language, which you consider also using in a consumer face to
face conversation.
13. be compendious, concentrate on your offer. The commercial is not intended
for you to present all advantages a person buying from you would have, nor to exhibit
all methods used. Focus on target points which will convince the reader act. If you
express too much, you risk annoying them.
14. Do not exaggerate. There are too many commercials claiming their products
to be the best, the cheapest, the most wanted. Communicate facts and not praises.
15. After writing the commercial text, read it once again, and again, and
again...People do have neither the time nor the patience to read long commercials.
Expressing in a concise manner is very important and you should express more of the
meaning rather than simple words. Cut out of the text up to what is left is the best.
16. Use appropriate graphics and pictures according to the purpose you have,
which directly point to the headline (otherwise confusions may appear in reader’s
mind). Do not use funny slides unless this is the best way to communicate the
advantages of your offer.
17. Do not present creativity, but clarity. Creativity commercials are usually fit
for famous brands, such as Coca Cola, where the product is well known; the ad is
intended here with the only purpose of preserving the consumer’s interest. But
speaking about a more modest financial company, creativity does nothing else but to
affect the clarity of the message.
18. Temper your expectations. The expected results for the advertising
campaign would probably be different than expected. It is for this reason that you
should not expect too much, as people have different perceptions of what you are
offering and you risk being disappointed.
19. Evaluate results in a correct manner. There are lots of enterprising who
prefer to lose when it comes to a new customer’s product buying. Do the same: if the
respective client is satisfied with the product, you will have him as a permanent
client and he will recommend you to other customers, thus increasing selling.
20. Permanently test the commercial’s efficiency. Not even the most
experienced specialists can guarantee that a certain idea would be successful. That is
why you should always follow the impact of each commercial.
21. Do not think of changing an ad as long as it produces the same results (good
ones). Just in case selling is stagnant and there are no other factors responsible, you
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should try a change for a short period of time. Return afterwards to the original ad
which has already proved its efficiency.
22. Follow your instincts. Anyone from the enterprise, your life partner or
friends may offer you advice of improving your campaign. But you are the only one to
know the consumers’ expectations.
23. The headline should prompt to action. Such a phrase as “Stop wasting energy
as its money” is a better start than “the new economic thermostat”.
24. Tell the truth. By stating something not true or exaggerated will make you
lose people’s confidence in you and your product, also losing them as clients, forever.
Lying and exaggeration may bring short term satisfactions, but on a long term it will
be your loss.
25. Speak in a concise manner. Short phrases are better than long ones. Usual
words should not be replaced with precious neologisms which could not tell much too
many people. Put on the paper what you think and then work upon each sentence,
erasing the unnecessary words and using the most concise and clear synonyms.
26. Express yourselves in a daily regular language, which you would use in any
conversation. Record your voice while describing (in no more than 50 words) the
product you are offering. Transcript the tape and proceed as mentioned at point
number 27. A too studied and artificial language will not get you the desired results.
27. Use as many pictures as you can. Photographs are usually said to be more
efficient than drawings, which, in their turn, are better than text commercials. It is
recommended that you appeal to a professional photographer or designer instead of
ruining things with amateur work.
28. You’ll get what you seed. If you have low prices, you will attract customers
who consider them the only choosing criteria for a certain product. The same
situation can be perceived in product quality or courtesy in serving. Promote the most
competitive characteristic for the product, also preparing you for other advantages to
maintain at the top.
29. Tell the consumers what to do. It is not enough to tell them to long for the
certain product or service; you should also show them what to do in order to get it. So
we come again to the prompting idea from point number 9.
30. Let the consumer the chance to choose. Drugs commercials usually follow
this pattern: “Ask your specialist or chemist…” A few people ask for a specialist’s
advice, but offering this possibility makes the commercial more credible.
31. M ake a brief ad resembling to a coupon which can be coped. There are many
people who use to clip the ad they are interested in, and if it is as a coupon, the
number will increase. Even if it is not a real coupon, make it look like one, by framing
it with an interrupted line.
32. Call for a professional designer. He will help you communicate more in the
same frame and will improve your image, which leads to increased selling and the
costs for such a specialist are not very high.
33. Negotiate the fees for the ads. The initial fee is usually but a starting point,
you can always get discount. Mention to your interlocutor that it is not about being
cheap, but the size of your budget and assure him that in case the commercial is
successful, he will get more money in the future.
34. Use the gratuitousness. M ore than a brochure or a free catalogue, presents
have a bigger impact if they are useful, being themselves an informative guide, a map
or a tiny thing for the office, something desirable for the future client.
35. Insert pictures of the suggested presents. No matter what you are offering,
give the people a picture of it, as image has a greater impact than a certifying notice,
people come to wish for the little something they often see.
36. You should never mention the price, except for the situation when it is a real
attractive one. The best is to offer a phone number where clients can call for
information. Do not disregard that price is one of the main criteria when buying
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something and if you want a client to be convinced and call you, you have the chance
to also convince him of the very good quality of your product.
37. Use the satisfied customer’s reactions. Their prizes may be as exaggerated
as they want, and will still not be considered to be faked: “The Insect S.R.L. Firm has
succeeded to get rid of all my kitchen ants, from the very first strike. Nobody else has
succeeded to convince them leave me.”
38. M ake your clients wish for more concerning your offer. Best ads draw
customers’ attention and convince them get in contact with the firm in order to
obtain complete information about the product.
CONCLUSIONS
The efficiency of publicity depends on the degree, in which the promotion attracts and
retains the attention, on the degree in which the promotion is memorized, in which it
astounds by subject and shape, in which it catchs by utility and solutions.
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ABSTRACT
The business environment, in general, and the small and medium businesses sector, in special, is the
center of our economic and financial system. Nowadays when the world’s economy is rafting across
the most intense economical and financial crisis, a series of factors as increase risk aversions,
liquidity decrease or the lack of any economical redrafting are having an disastrous effect upon the
small and medium businesses sector and upon the entrepreneurship in general.In this context, the
paper aims to offer an objective analysis of the European business environment, fixed upon the
small and medium businesses sector, and of the most important obstacles in the way of
entrepreneurship development.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The small and medium businesses (SM Es) are considered the motor of economical
development at European and world’s level. Nowadays when the world’s economy is
rafting across the most intense economical and financial crisis, the role of SM Es is to
sustain the economical growth, innovation and research.
As established by the European Commission, based upon Recommendation no. 6, M ay
2003, starting from 1st January 2005, SM Es is defined as the enterprise with less than 250
employees, a total turnover less than 50 millions euro or with an total active less than 43
millions euro. The detailed definition of the SM Es is shown in the table no 1.
Table no.1 Small and medium businesses sector characteristics according to size
Type
M icro-enterprise

European Union
M aximum 10 e mployees, an annual turnover that does not exceed 2
millions euro
Small enterprise
Between 10 and 15 employees, an annual turnover or a balance
sheet total that does not exceed 10 millions euro
Medium enterprise
Between 50 and 250 employees, an annual turnover that does not
exceed 50 millions euro and does not posses assets over 43 millions
euro
(Source: Official Journal of the European Union, L.123/36, may 2003,pg. 4)
The European Commission policy regarding the small and medium businesses sector is
focused upon 5 directions:
1.
promoting this type of entrepreneurship;
2.
improving performances for the existing SM Es;
3.
facilitating access to diverse markets;
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4.
improving stimulating economical growth capacity of the SM Es sector;
5.
consolidating the dialog between the European structures and the SM Es
shareholders.
European statistical annual analysis have shown in time the major importance of this
sector in world’s economy, knowing that 99% of the existing enterprises at European level
are SM Es, more than 55% from the value added generated by the European economy is
generated by the SM Es sector and over 60% of the active population works in an SM Es.
According to the European Commission studies23, realized upon the European Union in
2005, studies that have reached both member and candidate states, in the EU-27 where
about 20 millions enterprises in the non-financial sector and about 97% where SM Es. The
labor force in this sector was over 85 millions persons comparative with 41,7 millions
persons working in large enterprises (over 250 employees) and the value added generated
by this sector was 3.090 billions euro comparative with 2.270 billiards euro value added
generated by the large enterprises sector.
1.

EUROPEAN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

In 2006 centralized analysis for both member and candidate states where pointing out
that the SM Es sector is the most economically developed (table no.2)
Table no. 2 Size indicators for small and medium businesses, 2006, EU-27 (%)
Number
Value added
Job creation
Large
SM Es
Large
SM Es
Large
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
99,8
0,2
57,6
42,4
67,1
32,9
(Source: eurostat, Statistique en bref 2009)

SM Es
UE-27

Therefore, in 2006, SM Es where representing 99,8% from the non-financial enterprises
total, where offering jobs to 67,1% from the population total and where generating 57,6%
from the value added in economy (figure no. 1)
Figure no. 1 Value added generated by size classes

Micro-enterprises;
17,80%

Large enterprises;
42,40%
Small enterprises;
18,90%

Medium enterprises;
20,90%

23

Comisia Europeană (eurostat) Les entreprise par classe de taille – tour d’horizont des PME dans l’UE
- Statistique en bref 31/2008 – Industrie, commerce et services
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It is ascertain that in the SM Es sector the generated value added is almost equally
shared between the three types of SM Es enterprises, the difference between the medium
sized enterprises, the one’s with the highest gravity and micro-enterprises, the one’s with
the lowest gravity, is just 3,1 percentage points.
An analysis upon activity domains revels that over 80% of the value added generated in
domains like the real estate, construction or recycling, in EU-27, has been generated by
the SM Es sector and that over 90% from the same indicator has been generated by the
large enterprises in domains like post and telecommunications, mining, petrol refining or
tobacco processing (table no. 3).
Table no. 3 Value added according to activity domains (%)
Activity domains
Real estate
Recycling
Constructions
Post
and
telecommunications
Tobacco
Mining

SM Es
87,5
86,4
82,8

Large enterprises
12,5
13,6
17,2

7,6

92,4

6,9

93,1

5,7
94,3
(Source: eurostat, Statistique en bref 2009)

Concerning labor force concentration, the SM Es average is higher than the large
enterprises average (figure no. 2). We can see that medium sized enterprises are
concentrating the labor force majority in the SM Es sector, but separately none of the SM Es
enterprises has higher gravity than larger enterprises.
Figure no. 2 Labor force according to size
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Altogether, work productivity has been better is large enterprises, being a fact that
this indicator is direct proportion with the enterprise size. In general, labor productivity
has been with 24,3 % higher in larger enterprises than in SM Es, but in sectors like industry
the difference is 81,1%. In domains like, real estate, water transport and auxiliary services
labour productivity has been higher in SM Es sector than in larger enterprises.
In 2007, the activity according to the main domains in the European Union - 27 was
presenting it’s self according to data from table no. 4.
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UE-27
BE
CZ
DK
DE
EE
EL
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FR
IE
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LV
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Manufacturing

Table no 4 Activity domains
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Source:Comisia Europeană – Flash Eurobarometru: Observatory of European SMEs: Analytical report,
2007
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In the European Union – 27, the SM Es sector is focused upon sales activities, 27% of the
total activity of the sector been concentrated in this domain. The real estate domain is
occupying the second place in this hierarchy with 22% of the market. Health and transport
are the less developed SM Es activity domains with 6% and respectively 5% of the total SM Es
market.
For all the European Union states and for the three states included in the analysis the
above trend is preserved. Therefore, in Turkey, a candidate state, the sales domain has a
34% of the SM Es market. The manufacturing, construction and transport domains have
almost an equal gravity being separated only by one percentage point and health is the
less develop domain with only 2% of the SM Es market.
In Norway and Iceland the manufacturing, construction, sales and real estate domains
are presenting real close gravities which indicates a good development of the SM Es sector
and equilibrium between SM Es and large enterprises.
The new member states, Romania and Bulgaria are framing the European tendencies.
Sales are having the highest level in both countries such as 58% in Bulgaria and 42% in
Romania. At the opposite side we find states as Holland and Finland (22%), Sweden (21%)
and France (20%). In Romania after sales, real estate domain has 18% of the market,
followed by the manufacturing domain with 14% of the market, but the financial
mediation domain has the lowest gravity of only 1% of the market. Unlike Romania,
Bulgaria has domains where no SM Es are active like constructions or financial mediation.
2. OBSTACLES IN THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT
An Observatory of European SM Es study24 tested nine possible obstacles in the way of
entrepreneurship development among SM Es. The tested obstacles were: 1) limited access
to financing; 2) highly expensive labor; 3) lack of specialized labor force; 4) new
technologies implementation; 5) new organizational implementation; 6) lack of qualified
manage ment; 7) legislative problems; 8) infrastructure problems; 9) costumer purchase
power problems.
The results of the study are shown in figure no. 3.
Figure no. 3 Obstacles in the way of entrepreneurship development
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It is noticeable that the costumer purchasing power problems (46%) is the main
obstacle in the way of entrepreneurship development. Next in line, at a very small
distance, we find legislative problems (36%), lack of specialized labor force (35%) and the
highly cost of labor (33%). Last obstacle, according to the SM Es representatives is the lack
of qualified management (11%).
Analyzing the same obstacles in large enterprises, we find that the lack of specialized
labor force is the first with a percentage of 42%, followed by legislative issues (38%) and
the customer purchasing power problems with only 29%.
Therefore, SM Es sector is more affected by the purchasing power issues while large
enterprises are more affected by the lack of specialized labor force.
Regarding the European entrepreneurship development perspectives SM Es sector has a
very strong negative forecast. Analyzing a possible evolution of the above nine obstacle
the majority of the SM Es have forecasted an worsening of the situation.
Figure no. 4 Entrepreneurship evolution EU-27
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We can see that the difference between the three variants (increase, stagnation,
decrease) has a negative trend, which means that sum of the first two is outrun by the
third variant. Therefore the SM Es engaged in this study have estimated negative trends
regarding legislative issues (-31 points), costumer purchasing power (-25 points) and the
highly expensive labor force (-16 points). In other cases the balance is either in
equilibrium (new organizational implementation), slightly positive (new technologies
imp lementation (+1)) or optimistic (lack of qualified management (+14) or limited
financing access (+10)).
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Analyzing the obstacles by country we find out that the French SM Es are the most
pessimistic in their forecast with an average between the three variants of (-48) for the
nine obstacles. These are followed by the Belgium SM Es with an average of (-38), the SM Es
from M alta with an average of (-32) and Italian SM Es with an average of (-24).
Furthermore for each of the above country all the obstacles had obtained negative
forecasts. At the opposite pole we find the most optimistic enterprises – the Swedish SM Es
with an average of (+36), followed by the Slovak SM Es (+31) and the ones from Greece and
Slovenia, each with an average of (+30).
Romania with an average of (+20) is situated somewhere around the middle of the EU27 forecasts, in front of states like, Austria ((+1) – the same with the smallest positive
forecast), Latvia (+11), Great Britain (+11) or Finland (+14)). Furthermore, the Romanian
SM Es have classified the highly cost of the labor force as the obstacle with the powerful
negative impact and at the opposite pole the lack of qualified management (+48).
An OECD study25, realized in collaboration with the European Commission and the
International Monetary Found, has shown that starting from the forth trimester of 2008
the SM Es sector is facing a continuous share market loss, trend seen also in the first
trimester of 2009.
In response to this new situation the SM Es businesses have reacted immediately, their
response being focused in three directions:
decreasing costs in order to increase profitability and production, often this
decrease has been realized by cutting of wage costs, either cut wages or dismiss
employees;
finding alternative liquidity sources (prolong bills payments, reserve
reincorporation, decrease of elimination of dividends);
postponing short term investments.
Furthermore banks have harden credit conditions, adopted new grantees, credit
volume and credit levels procedures, and this way the number of SM Es investments
financed by credit money have decreased.
In order to overcome this period lots of SM Es have orientated themselves towards
alternative financing solutions “attacking” the leasing market, even form 2006 or 2007.
Thus, as an financing alternative the financial leasing was representing 15% of the total
credit market for SM Es in 2007 face to just 9,2% in 2000. Besides the financial leasing,
enterprises have opted for diverse solution as factoring (SM Es from Slovenia) or autofinancing (SM Es form Thailand).
CONCLUSIONS
Small and medium businesses together with the other entrepreneurs (large enterprises
with more than 250 employees) have a major role in economy by representing the key
actors in what concern creating new jobs, economic and social growth or innovation.
In a European context the small and medium businesses have a special role, because
their number is dominant – 99% of the existing enterprises in the European Union is a SM Es
and among these more than 90% are micro-enterprises. Thus, we can state that a microenterprise is a typically European enterprise.
Entrepreneurship is, on one side sustained by a series of special measures applied to
SM Es (reduce tax quotas, financing facilities through European found, etc) and, on the
other side abstained by a series of obstacles (hardening credit conditions, lack of liquidity
as a result of the economical and financial crises the world economy is going through, lack
of specialized labor force, etc).
The forecasts realized by the SM Es representatives regarding the obstacles in the way
of the development of their businesses are meeting important variations, between the
25

OECD Turing Round Table on the Impact of the Global Crisis on SMEs & Entrepreneurship Financing
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most pessimistic and optimistic forecasts the difference is 84 points (the French SM Es
were the most pessimistic in their forecast with a score of (-48) for the nine obstacles
analyzed and the Swedish SM Es were the most optimistic with a score of (+36) for the
same obstacles).
The economic and financial crises has as direct effects upon the entrepreneurship
development the decrease of costs in order for the profitability and production to increase,
most of the times we talk about a decrease of the wage costs, done either by cutting of
wages, or dismissing personnel, finding new alternative liquidity sources (prolonging
invoice payments,reserve reincorporation,decreasing or eliminat ing dividends), postponing
short term investments.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to highlight that, in order to adopt the single European currency by Romania, is not
sufficient that our country meets only the nominal convergence criteria set at Maastricht, but it’s
also needed a minimum real convergence. To support the real convergence, certain special
instruments are necessary, such as the cohesion policy. One of the important areas that Romania
should focus on for recovering the economic development and growth gaps, using the structural
instruments of the cohesion policy, is the environment.
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INTRODUCTION
In economics literature, especially in the one regarding the comparative
economic growth as in the one regarding the economic integration and the globalization,
the notion of convergence finds a frequent use and occupies a central role in describing
the evolution of different systems or economic entities in proportion to the most
performing or medium entities. The convergence study alludes to describing the way how
various factors and economic, social and politic mechanisms act or contribute to the
mit igation of asymmetries (or gaps) between these entities. The study of the convergence
considers the closeness of levels of economic, social, monetary and financial and
performance indicators of the countries/regions, ensuring the reduction of gaps regarding
the development level, ensuring the monetary and financial stability in all countries and
also the closeness or matching of the institutional and administrative structures and
mechanisms of the different countries/regions.
The concern for the economic growth obtainable sometimes by any means and at
any price, which took place in the last century, led to the neglect of the effects of this
one over the environment, which resulted in a degradation of ecological environments
(water, air, soil, etc.) and therefore a deterioration of living conditions on Earth.
In terms of the contemporary civilization, where there is a real progress in all
areas of economic and social life, the economic activity requires not only a concern to
increase the volume and quality of material goods and services, in conditions of high
economic efficiency, but also a permanent concern regarding the environmental
protection, which is actually a prerequisite of the economic growth. A high living standard,
in the conditions of a damaged natural environment becomes a non-sense, especially if
one takes into account about the perspective evolution of the natural and biological
phenomena and about their negative impact over the economic growth.
1. THE ASSESSMENT OF THE ECONOMIC CONVERGENCE DEGREE OF ROMANIA
WITH THE EU
1.1. The pre-adherence period
During 1980-2000, Romania’s economy has experienced a profound and acute
crisis, the centralized system (in the 80’s) showed the ineffectiveness and the lack of
ability to innovate and adapt, and on the other hand, the transition to a new system (in
the 90’s), consisting of a general and profound restructuring of the entire economy (the
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technological system and organizational architectures, the concept of ownership, the
economic and social management, the institutional system, etc.), which generated
contradictory evolutions in the national economy. The changes began to report positive
results starting with the 2000’s, when desideratums of stability and functionality of the
economy had been achieved based on new principles. Therefore, one should emphasize
the idea that in order to achieve convergence scenario, in Romania’s case, there should
be considered the growth rates starting with 2000 because they are considered reliable for
an assessment of the future evolution of the Romanian economy – the year 2000 being
labeled as the start of a normal development.
In order to highlight the economic convergence degree of Romania to the EU,
compared to other Central and East European countries (CEE), I analyzed the indicators
proposed by Deka Bank - Converging Europe Indicator (DCEI) and by Deutsche Bank.
The first refers to four categories of variables which highlight the adjustment
degree of an economy in line with the EU accession process (M arius-Corneliu M arinaş,
2006):
a) the monetary convergence – the evolution of the inflation, of interest rates on
long-term, of nominal exchange rate and of the increase of the financial mediation degree;
b) the fiscal convergence - the budget deficit, the public debt, the external debt;
c) the real convergence - GDP per habitant, the share of agriculture in the GDP,
unemployment rate and the share of the trade to the EU;
d) the institutional convergence – the analysis of the BERD transition indicators
and also the imple mentation stage of the acquis communautaire.
According to the first indicator, during 2001-2004, all the countries from the
analysed region have made progress in the process of convergence with the EU, due,
primarily, to the favorable nominal convergence variables. The analysis of this indicator in
2004 shows that Romania was the last in this ranking, having a smaller convergence
degree in 2004 vis-à-vis to 2003. According to this methodology, the convergence of the
Romanian economy is higher in 2004 compared to 1995, when the DCEI index value was 27.
But, with reference to Bulgaria, the progress had been lower, given that this index was 21.
The second indicator of economic convergence - proposed by Deutsche Bank
Research - is built taking into account the same criteria as the DCEI index, but with
emphasis on the external balance of in transition economies (M arius Corneliu - Marinaş,
2006): the real economy (the GDP per habitant, the share of the agriculture in GDP, the
unemployment rate, the private sector share in the GDP, the investment rate, the GDP
growth rate and the productivity); the quality of the institutions highlighted by the BERD
index (the legal system, the governance, the banking sector, the liberalization of trade
and foreign exchange market); the external sector (the current account balance as share
in the GDP adjusted by the flow of ISD, the degree of commercial integration with the EU);
the monetary and fiscal conditions (the inflation rate, the budget deficit and the public
debt).
The analysis of the evolution of this indicator during 1999-2003 shows the
improve ment of the convergence degree of the Romanian economy with the EU, but this
being on the last position of the candidate countries. But, compared with the DCEI index,
the economic convergence degree is higher, and a lower gap with Bulgaria. Romania is the
only country which has improved the economic convergence degree in each year of this
period, due to higher rates of economic growth starting with 2000, and also to the
deflation process. But, the external sector evolution, and also the quality of the
institutions explain the lower growth rhythm of the convergence.
1.2. The post-adherence period
According to the European Central Bank (the Convergence Report, M ay 2008), in
the reference period April 2007 - M arch 2008, Romania recorded an annual average rate of
IAPC inflation of 5.9%, far superior to the reference value of 3.2%. The retrospective
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analysis on a longer period shows that, in Romania, the inflation measured by consumption
prices was placed on a clear decreasing trend, although initially showing an excessively
high level. The deflation process was manifested in the context of strong real GDP growth,
which had exceeded the 5.0% level almost every year starting with 2001. The inflation
reduction had been caused against the accelerated growth of labor incomes, which
exceeded 20% over several years. In 2005 and the mid of 2007, the evolution of import
prices favored the deflation process due to the appreciation, in some periods of time, of
the leu against the euro. The analysis of recent evolutions indicates that the annual IAPC
inflation rate had accelerated to around 4% during January-July 2007 up to 8.7% in March
2008. The significant cost growth of the food, the increase of the import prices as a result
of the leu depreciation starting with the mid of 2007 and the increase of material raw
prices on the international markets and also the substantially real GDP advance supported
by the increased domestic demand continued to increase the recent inflationary pressures.
The growth of the labor incomes reached 20.2% in 2007 over the previous year, being
clearly superior to labor productivity growth and thereby leading to a significant increase
of the unit cost of labor force.
Romania is not subject to an EU Council decision regarding the existence of the
excessive deficit. In reference year 2007, Romania had registered a budget deficit of 2.5%
of the GDP, below the 3% reference value. For 2008, the Commission forecasted a
deepening of the deficit up to 2.9%. The share of the public debt in GDP was of 13.0% in
2007 and had been estimated to have increased to 13.6% in 2008, being considerably
inferior to the reference value of 60%. Continuing the fiscal consolidation process is
necessary so that Romania would maintain a share of the deficit below the reference
value and meet the medium-term objective stipulated in the Stability and Growth Pact. In
the convergence program, this is defined as adjusted deficit with the cyclical effects,
from which the temporary measures of approximately 0.9% of GDP are excluded.
Regarding other fiscal indicators, in 2006 and 2007, the ampleness of the deficit did not
exceed the share of the public investments in the GDP.
Between the 1st of January, 2007 (the date of adherence to the EU) and the 18th
of April, 2008, the leu did not participate in the ERM II, but it was traded under a flexible
exchange rate regime. During the reference period 19th of April 2006 to the 18th of April
2008, the leu had been subject to pressures of impairment up to mid July 2006;
subsequently, it has significantly appreciated against the euro. Starting with August 2007,
the national currency recorded a sharp depreciation against the increased aversion to risk
on international financial markets as a result of intense financial turmoil and intensive
concerns regarding the widening of the current account deficit and inflation inflammation.
Generally, most of the referenced period, the Romanian leu had been quoted at superior
levels above the average against the euro exchange rate registered in April 2006, under a
relatively high volat ility degree. Therewith, short-term interest rate differentials against
the three months Euribor rate have been tempered, slightly exceeding 2 p.p. at the end of
2007, before increasing to 5.1 p.p. during the three months ended in M arch 2008.
During the reference period April 2007 - M arch 2008, the long-term interest rates
were on average at 7.1%, a superior level to the reference value of the criteria regarding
the interest rate.
Achieving a favorable environment to sustainable convergence in Romania
requires, inter alia, the imp lementation of a sustainable strategy and credible fiscal
consolidation, which may contribute to reducing the inflationary pressures on the demand,
and to macroeconomic unbalances reduction.
The Romanian legislation does not meet all the requirements regarding the
independence and legal integration of the central bank into the Euro system. Romania is a
Member State with derogation and, therefore, must comply with all adaptation
requirements stipulated under Article 109 of the Treaty (national law to be “compatible”
with the Treaty and the Statute of the European System of Central Banks and of the
European Central Bank; therefore, any incompatibility must be removed).
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2. THE EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CRYSIS OVER THE
ECONOMIC CONVERGENCE PROCESS
2.1. Recent macro-economic evolutions
According to the Convergence Schedule 2008-2011, the year 2008 was
characterized by a favorable economic evolution in first 9 months, when the growth
rhythms have accelerated in most economic sectors, after which they began to feel the
negative effects of the economic and financial world crisis. Thus, in 2008, the real GDP
growth was of 7.1% in the first 9 months, recording a rise of 8.9% against the same period
within 2007, and in the fourth quarter 2008 there was recorded a reduction of the GDP of
3.4% against the third quarter 2008. In the first quarter of 2009, there was a contraction
of the Romanian economy for the first time starting with the 2000’s, namely 6.4%
compared to first quarter of 2008.
In the first part of 2008, the annual inflation rate has continued the growth
shown since the second half of 2007, being in July to a level of 9.04%. Starting with August,
it was noted, however, a change of the trend in the evolution, so that the annual inflation
rate had reached at the end of December to 6.3%.
In the first 3 months of 2009, the annual inflation rate reached 6.71% level,
mainly due to service charges, which rose with 8.84% compared to M arch of 2008. The
tariff increases were due, especially, to the national currency depreciation, which
influenced the European currency related services, such as air transport (15.01%) and
telephone services (10.83%). In the same period, the prices of food and non-food
commodities have recorded major increases under the general price level, 5.69% and
6.69%.
2.2. The evolution of the public finances
The Convergence Schedule 2008-2011 indicates that, at the end of 2008, the
public finance situation has significantly deteriorated, the budget deficit reaching to 4.9%
of GDP, according to the cash methodology, and 5.4% of GDP according to the European
methodology, level twice higher than the budget target set. The monthly deficit of the
consolidated general budget has emphasized the deepening tendency in the 4th quarter,
being the most pronounced within the last years, although the economic growth of 7.1% in
2008 is one of the highest in the EU.
Romania's public indebtedness degree was below 15% of the GDP, far inferior to
the 60% target set by the M aastricht Treaty. Thus, amid the sustained economic growth,
at the end of 2007 the government debt calculated according to the EU methodology
(ESA95) was 12.7% of the GDP, while at the end of 2008 the level of this indicator was
13.6% of the GDP, of which domestic debt 5.5% and the external debt of 8.1%.
Compared to the yield of government securities issued in December 2008, the
yield of government securities issued in M arch 2009 was averagely reduced with 2.75% in
function of the government securities, and following the BNR’s decision on the 6th of M ay
2009 to reduce the interest rate monetary policy to 9.5% and the average inflation target
set at 5.8% this year, expects that the level of these yields to slightly continuing to reduce.
The Public Finance M inistry is considering further use, in the financing, of
external loans, within the external financing package which is to be contracted from the
IM F, the European Commission, the World Bank and other international financial
institutions, totaling 19.95 billion euro; it is estimated that an amount of about 2.0 billion
euros would be drawn in 2009 under the technical facility for medium-term financial
assistance from the EC and an amount of 500 million euro in loans of DPL type loans
contracted from the World Bank, amounts which could be used to finance the budget
deficit and refinance the term of the public debt. If one also takes into account the loan
from the IM F in the stand-by arrangement, which shall be used by the BNR to strengthen
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the foreign reserves and sustaining the balance of payments, amounting to 12.95 billion
euros, then the debt will reach the end of 2011 to be 30.8% of the GDP.
Based on current forecasts, can we certainly confirm the euro adoption by
Romania in 2014? Is this ambitious goal achievable for Romania? The diagnosis analyses
point out that the budget deficit and the weak leu remote us away from the target of euro
adoption. According to a lot of neutral experts, the adoption of euro in 2014 is a difficult
objective to achieve. Our country would need at least one year, over the forecasted
period, to adopt the single currency. However, the Romanian authorities still manifest an
alar ming and unsustainable optimism.
The strategic and tactic objectives of the Romanian authorities do not harmonize
with the neutral estimations of foreign analysts. If in our country the authorities have set
as objective entering the euro zone by 2014, the rating agencies believe that this would
be difficult to achieve. Fitch Rating, for example, believes that Romania will not adopt
the single European currency by 2015 and that because our country must meet some
standards which would lead us to the average development level of the EU. “We keep the
estimation regarding the euro adoption in 2015. Romania distanced from the convergence
process, compared to August last year when we made the estimation regarding the entry
into the euro zone in 2015, given that the fiscal deficit probably widened to about 5% of
the GDP in 2008, above the threshold of 3% and the leu had become unstable”, according
to a Fitch report.
According to a European Commission report in M ay 2009, Romania meets only one
criterion of the ones necessary for the adoption of the European currency, namely the
budget stability (the public debt).
3. THE ECONOMIC CONVERGENCE AND THE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION IN
ROMANIA
The decision to adhere to the euro zone should not be taken only according to
the capacity to meet the nominal convergence criteria, but also reporting to the progress
in the real economic convergence process (structural transformation of the economy and
the economic growth). In their absence, that economy would become a peripheral, less
flexible, unable to remove the lop-sided shocks which it can confront under the conditions
of participating to an economic and monetary union that has to maintain some optimism
limits even if this is a second rank one (second best).
The economic convergence of a country has both internal determinatives (as a
result of internal promoted policies in line with the common policies) and specific
communautaire determinatives (internalized through the cohesion policy). Both categories
of determinatives generate a structural change of the economy, thereby contributing to
stimulat ing the economic growth process and to the faster recovery of the development
gaps (M arius-Corneliu M arinaş, 2007).
That is why, by its treaties, the EU adopted a firm policy of economic and social
cohesion, which aims to achieve real economic convergence in all component countries
and regions. Seeing things from this perspective, it should be underlined that all 12
participant countries in the last two adherence waves, including Romania, have become
cohesion countries, as their GDP per habitant is way below the 90% average of the EU 27
(Aurel Iancu, 2008). As such, these countries are part of the basic criterion to become
beneficiaries of the Cohesion Fund for financing infrastructural and environmental
projects. Also, most of these countries’ regions may become eligible for project funding
from the Structural Funds, since their GDP per habitant is less than 75% against the EU 25
average.
At the question in what measure we need structural instruments in order to
improve the quality of environment in Romania, the answer which is motivational
sustained is yes. At the end of the first decade of the XXI century, after a prolonged and
traumatic transition from the socialist society and centralized-planned economy to
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pluralist democracy and market economy, Romania still has to catch up considerably gaps
compared to other EU Member States simultaneously with the appropriation and
imp lementation of the principles and practices of durable development in the
globalization context. Despite the progress in the recent years, it’s a fact that Romania
still has an economy based on resources intensive consumption, a civil society and an
administration in search of a unitary vision and a natural capital affected by the risk of
damages that may become irreversible (the National Strategy for Durable Development of
Romania, 2008).
Romania has already elaborated and, in some issues has already implemented an
environmental Sector Operational Program (POS Environment). The main objective of the
POS Environment is to reduce the environmental infrastructure gap between the EU and
Romania, both in terms of quantity and quality. The expected results allude to the
efficiency and expanding of environmental services, taking into account the principle of
durable development and “polluter pays” principle (Constantin Ciupagea, 2006).
Reaching the global objective depends on the specific objectives of the POS
Environment, which are materialized in 6 strategic priorities (the Environment Sector
Operational Program 2007 - 2013, 2007):
Axis 1: “Extending and upgrading the water and used water systems”.
Axis 2: “De veloping of waste integrated management system and rehabilitation of
historically contaminated sites”.
Axis 3: “Reducing the pollution and diminishing the effects of the climate change
by restructuring and rehabilitating the urban heating systems to achieve energy efficiency
targets in villages most affected by pollution”.
Axis 4: “Imple menting the adequate management systems for nature protection”.
Axis 5: “Imp lementing the proper infrastructure to prevent the natural hazards in
the areas most exposed at risk”.
Axis 6: “Technical assistance”.
Hereinafter, based on POS Environment 2007 - 2013, I conducted a concise SWOT
analysis of the key environmental issues in Romania and thus we can identify:
a) strengths:
�
the existence of basic institutional structures for the environment
protection;
�
the technical assistance availab le for the preparation of a substantial
portfolio of projects for financing through POS;
�
the variety and richness of biodiversity in Romania, important natural
resources;
�
significant tourism potential;
�
raising the awareness degree of decision factors in order to apply the
policies and action plans for the environment protection.
b) weaknesses:
�
insufficient administrative capacity, particularly at regional and local
level in implementing the environment legislation;
�
a large number of historically polluted sites caused by past intensive
economic activities;
�
poor infrastructure for collecting, transporting and waste disposing;
�
low awareness of the population and economic agents regarding the
proper administration of waste, regarding the management of protected
areas;
�
high consumption of primary resources (particularly fossil fuels) and high
specific emissions of Nox and SO2, coming especially from large
combustion plants.
c) opportunities:
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using the EU funds as an important contribution to improving the
environment standards in Romania;
�
reducing the discrepancies between regions and between villages and
cities;
�
improving the population’s and economic agents’ access to public water,
sewerage and heating services;
�
developing a viab le recycling market of waste/raw materials resulted
from waste processing;
�
developing the ecological tourism.
d) threats:
�
difficulties in sustaining the investment costs of projects in
environmental infrastructure, especially by small and medium
communities;
�
pressure created on biodiversity and air quality in conjunction with the
economic growth;
�
cooperation between institutions and bodies involved in the SCF
manage ment;
�
availability of lands for developing the environment infrastructure;
�
improper use of EU funds, without taking into consideration of potential
effects on the environment and biodiversity.
�

The environment is both affected by the effects of excessive development,
proper to the countries with high economic level and by the effects of underdevelopment
in course of developing countries, as is the case of Romania, in which the lack of financial
resources made that the economic interests to take priority over the efforts made for the
environment protection (Florina Bran, 1997).
CONCLUSIONS
Romania recorded before the current economic and financial crisis a slow
convergence rhythm of the monetary variables (inflat ion rate and interest rate) according
to the M aastricht criteria; the public finance situation was favorable for these criteria,
but betrayed a low economy modernization degree.
Together with the crisis, the public finances situation began to also deteriorate
and now Romania no longer meets but one of the M aastricht criteria, namely that of
public debt. This situation shows us that Romania is moving away from its goal of adopting
the euro in 2014. There still are estimates according to which Romania will adopt the euro
in 2015, as stated also by the Fitch rating agency. It remains to be seen how the Romanian
economy would evolve amid the crisis and if the latter would farther Romania more from
the process of economic convergence.
Generally, the process of nominal convergence is privileged because the
objectives can be achieved within a shorter time, but the single currency adoption by
Romania before having achieved a minimu m real economic convergence is risky and
potentially counterproductive.
An important instrument sustaining the real convergence is the cohesion policy.
The efficient use of the structural and cohesion funds, largely with co-financing from the
communautaire budget, may be the key for the Romanian success, through this ensuring
Romania’s real convergence to the euro zone, so we can benefit from the advantages of
passing to the euro in the desired time horizon.
One of the important fields of intervention of the structural instruments is the
environment. During the current time, the environment protection is a major problem of
the humanity. The industrial and agricultural, commercial and tourist development,
continuous and intensive, which took place in the twentieth century and especially after
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the second world war, has determined pollution and even irreversible degradation of the
environment factors.
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Integration into the European Union is a major political and economic objective
for Romania at the end of the twentieth century. Romania is involved in the process of the
European integration, began with the signing of an EU Association Agreement. In February
1993, Romania signed the EU Association Agreement, which into force in February 1995,
and in June 1995 submitted its application for the EU membership. Pending the
ratification of all the M ember States of the Association Agreement in 1995, the
commercial aspects of the Association Agreement were implemented immediately under
an interim agreement, and in 2007 Romania joined the EU.
Agriculture is considered in the integration process, both by the EU and candidate
countries, as a sensitive sector, given the importance of this sector for candidate
countries including Romania, and agricultural potential because these countries come to
add it to the existing EU.
For Romania, the agriculture sector is obviously very sensitive through a process
of EU integration and the role that agriculture plays in the national economy. The
contribution of agriculture to GDP creation is about 20% over the last seven years. The
roughly 3.6 million people employed in agriculture is over 36% of the working population.
Romanian agriculture is less productive, so that 36% of the population produces 21% of
GDP while the EU 5.6% of the population produces 2.5% of GDP. Agriculture dominates the
rural economy and economic diversification in rural areas is almost nonexistent Romanian.
Evolution of the areas under vines, after 1989, was the incidence of a variety of
objective and subjective factors, the first link, in particular, the growing property regime
change, the process of restoration of private property in this area, and the structuring
composition of wine capital requirements imposed by Romania's integration into the EU
structures wine chain, a process that was accentuated by starting talks on EU membership
of Romania and continuing until the present, following the growing size of the area to
stabilize the horizon of 2013. Among the subjective factors that led to the diminution of
the area occupied by the live register was how badly the allotment of the land to former
owners or their heirs, especially the last category practicing mass deforestation to obtain
high and immediate income. Currently, over 90% of vineyard area of the country is private
property, characterized by excessive fragmentation of the areas occupied by farms
growing family live.
Even this backdrop, the world Romania ranks 9 in the world (3.12% of the wine
world). Total production of grape production amounts to an average of 1.00-1.1 million
*
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tons, holding 12th place in the world, and the wines at an average production of 5-6
million hectolitres annually.
However, Romanian wine sector performance is far from natural and geographical
conditions favourable reply vine existing culture and principles of centuries of Romanian
wine sector. From a wine exporting country, Romania has become a net importer of wines,
wine exports in 2007 was only 13,498 tons, equivalent to 14,472,300 euro, while imports
reached 36,158 tons, respectively 25,442,000 euro. In Germany we have exported 5827
tons, importing, instead of Spain 15,523 tons, worth almost 6 million euro.
This unfavourable situation of the Romanian wine sector is explained, among
other things, improper composition of vine plantation, about 50% of area planted with
vines occupied with plants, low productivity and quality, in excess of 90% in possession
Private wine farm, and used, especially for self-consumption. Poor performance is the
result of low level of technical equipment and technological activities related to the vines
and grapes processing, inappropriate quality of the human factor, the absence of the
manage ment and marketing activities, except only the great combination of wine, which
have a technical and technological performance, skilled labour, and using in the wine
production and vineyard management and marketing principles for the production of
grapes
and
wine
to
satisfy
internal
and
external
applications.
In this global context, Romanian wine sector performance can become reality only through
the revitalization of native-bred wines, which allows easier penetration of foreign markets.
From this point of view, it is clear EU support which Romania wishes to pay by the year
2013 to replace inferior varieties with some higher quality, with emphasis on the
cultivation of noble indigenous to distinguish international wine market. In this regard, it
is necessary to intensify cultivation of the Romanian vine varieties such as Băbească,
Fetească Albă, Frâncuşa or fat of Cotnari.
After experts' assessments in the coming years, at least until 2013, is expected
relocation / conversion of 100,000 ha bred. To this end, the next five years the EU will
grant Romania 210.5 million euro for the period 2009-2013 for the revitalization of
traditional varieties of vines. Only for 2009 is awarded the sum of 37,975,000 euro
intended to restrict and conversion of vineyards, harvest insurance 3,550,000 euro,
425,000 euro for the promotion on third markets, 150,000 euro for the use of grape
concentrate. The responsible and rational use of funds intended to promote and
participate in fairs and exhibitions, information campaigns or market research, Romania
could increase export volume by about 4% annual target foreign markets being the USA,
CIS and South East Asia.
Until now, many wine farms have upgraded vine plantations of PHARE funds, and
is now interested in the program CMO (CMO) for wine, to ensure their full conversion to
the specific wine EU structures.
Preparation for EU integration requires major institutional and structural
adjustments in agriculture and wine. Integration into the EU implies both opportunities
and costs and disadvantages. First, the integration provides a market as broad as it is
diverse, but also opens the competition with producers from other Member States.
European agricultural market is highly regulated. Common Agricultural Policy has
advantages but also disadvantages. The certainty of a particular price level implies
acceptance of the bid management measures. Wine sector is, in this view, a sector in
which you can not plant a new vineyard without the approval of the Community
institutions. Even if support measures based on market price support began to be
gradually eliminated by the reform started in 1992 (McShary) for income support through
direct compensation, supply management measures are still used by European institutions
in the policy instruments CAP.
Deforestation of the vineyard area and planting controls remain the basic tools of
the EU wine policy. Romania's EU accession will require a huge effort to improve the
potential of wine, but will also require clearing of over half the current vineyard area.
Establishing a basic vineyard area that Romania will enter the EU is undoubtedly a key
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element of the negotiation. Degradation potential vineyard plantings by further
uncontrolled graft hybrids we will ensure a comfortable negotiating position when
negotiations
start.
Once incorporated into EU agricultural policy will be replaced by the National Community.
In terms of supply management that will involve among other limitat ions on the
production of the main EU market surplus products (cereals, milk, sugar, wine) which
means limiting livestock, removal of the culture of large areas of land, deforestation of
vine
area.
Currently prices on most Romanian agricultural products are below those of the European
Union. Integration means the single market, with a unique system of prices for higher
prices will lead to Romanian producers to increase production. Increased production,
however, is contrary to CAP reform efforts undertaken since 1992 continuously.
Compensation for farmers in Romania for clearing areas under vines in turn raises a
number of problems. Application of compensation payments would result in imbalances
between rural and urban incomes for the benefit of the former with social consequences.
Applying such compensation would increase the risk of inflation macro-economic
consequences known. Non-implementation of compensation but would introduce an
unacceptable discrimination
between existing and future Member States.
Aligning domestic agricultural prices in Romania to the EU will affect more purchasing
power in a country whose GDP per capita is about 10% of the EU and in the most optimistic
growth scenarios have the chance to approaches the minimum le vel of EU in the next 25
years. Also, increased agricultural prices will undermine the competitiveness of agro-food
industry in Romania by increasing the cost of agricultural raw materials.
European integration implies the adoption of existing systems in the EU and
involves significant investment, and inventory of all wine-growing, developing a network
of quality control and inspection of wine, modern customs control and plant quarantine,
etc.
One of the fundamental elements to be considered seriously in view of
integration is an adjustment of agricultural structure that knowledge is an open
competitive economy, production structures are factors of competitiveness.
Competitiveness is a multidimensional concept that can be used at country
level, fir m and industry. In the country, are accepted several quantitative and qualitative
indicators to measure competitiveness. In general terms, competitiveness is described as
an organization's strength compared with its competitors. Traditionally, many authors
have considered productivity as a representative indicator of the competitiveness of a
company. However, a recent report by McKinsey's perspective suggests that the use of a
system based on tangible performance measurement is inadequate because it does not
consider key resources for competitive generators, such as intangible resources
(knowledge), relationships and talent.
John Kay believes that the competitiveness of a company as determined by four
factors, namely:
• ability to innovate;
• internal and external relations;
• reputation;
• strategic assets.
In this context, the competitive scope has expanded, taking into account tangible
and intangible resources that can provide the competitive advantage of a firm. The
competitive approach must take account of factors related to flexibility, adaptability,
quality or marketing, understanding competitiveness not only in terms of productivity, but
as the ability of companies to design and / or produce higher existing market in terms of
price and non price-quality.
Monaya considers that the magnitude Ambastha and competitiveness can be
grouped as follows:
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- Performance, including on the financial performance, such as earnings, profitability,
etc..;
- Quality, not only of the products and services, including the ability to meet customer
expectations;
- Productivity, in terms of volume as high production using a volume as small as resources;
- Innovation, including the products and services and processes;
- Reputation, including the branding corporate in terms of building trust and
reputation in dealing with stakeholders.

Performance

Image

Competitiveness

Inovation

Quality

Productivity

(Source: Vilanova, M. (2008) “Exploring the Nature of the Relationship Between CSR and
Competitiveness”, Journal of Business Ethics, no. 1,)

Figure 1. The five dimensions of competitiveness

An interesting approach on competitiveness has M inistry of Industry in Denmark.
He made a pyramid of the competitiveness that includes seven factors considered relevant,
but allow the consideration and the others, leaving open the move to new factors
suggested by the quadrilateral at the top blank.
?

Favor able envir onmental
and social conditions
Continuous i nnovation
Technological competitiveness
New mar kets/inter national mar kets bui lding
Fast Deliver y / tr ust sales
Efficient pr oduction
Low pr ice

Figure 2. Pyramid of the competitiveness
The problem will not be only about the competitiveness in terms of operating
structures and agricultural production but also in terms of upstream and downstream
sectors of agriculture, the input supply system, financing system, system recovery,
information and consultancy services. Recent history of member countries shows very slow
pace of development of the agricultural service structures even in the countries where the
land market is active and highly developed. M oreover, a share of the agricultural
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structures have been and is still one of the foundations of the CAP. Process improvement
of the agricultural structures in Romania is still blocked by lack of credit institutions and
insurance but also the absence of a policy of agricultural structures in our country.
Disad vantages in terms of non-performing structures are evident not only in
relation to EU countries, but even in comparison with other associated countries (Hungary,
Poland). It may be that existing comparative advantage for certain agricultural products in
Romania, a result of the low cost of factors (land and labour) is completely cancelled the
transaction cost structure of production and high costs due to fragmented structures
upstream and downstream agriculture. Agriculture has become in Western Europe in the
last two decades a very sophisticated industry. European farmer is very well financed,
trained, informed and organized groups of producers who give a negotiating position on
the market, which removed him from the position of receiving the price (price taker)
while his colleague from Romania is rudimentary, poorly informed and poorly trained to
operate a competitive virtual market that quality standards are very high.
An apparent advantage is the lower price of the land compared to the EU but
property such as land value reflects expectations for revenue they take the property
concerned. A higher price for agricultural products will immediately cause a cap in a
higher price of land so that integration perspective will lead to increased land prices
quickly eroding this advantage.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, if by the time the competitiveness of Romanian EU integration will
be improved substantially and integration stance in negotiations can not be based on
concrete economic results and not as yet estimated the potential but never realized that
integration costs Romania will have to bear could be higher than expected.
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ABSTRACT
The paper aims at discussing the concept of higher education from a sustainable development based
perspective. Literature review is used to gain an in-depth and comprehensive insight at how
sustainability is approached within higher education. Given the dynamics of change when acting
accordig to sustainability based principles, one should focus on how such transformations can affect
the value chain. A model of sustainable value chain in higher education is proposed by looking at the
the approaches formulated in the literature.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Sustainable development has been emerging as a central point of interest to the field
of higher education: on the one hand, it has the capability to create the framework to
apply the concept, and secondly it focuses both learning and research on sustainability
based principles. In the realm of changes, one should take a look on how the educational
value chain is affected by infusing the idea of sustianability in higher education.
1. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The concept of sustainable development dates back to the beginning of the 18-th
century when the German Hans Carl von Carlowitz acknowledged the necessity to adopt
an environmentally orientated behavior, naming thus, the principles of sustainability
regarding ecological, economical and social aspects (Edinger and Kaul, 2003: 5).
The concept further developed, gaining an increased public attention with the
Brundtland Report issued by the World Commision on Environment and Development WCED, in 1987 (United Nations, 1987) which defined sustainable development as satisfying
the needs of the current generation without compromising the ability of future
generations to satisfy their own needs. From an economic perspective, sustainable
development sums up the activities that „maximize the net benefits of economic
development while maintaining the services and quality of natural resources over time”
(Pearce and Turner, 1990 in Zhao, 2004: 56).
A concept which can be used interchangeably with sustainable development, „in both
an ecological sense and a business sense” (Enquist et al., 2007: 388) is sustainability
defined as: „the ability of one or more entities, either individually or collectively, to exist
and flourish (either unchanged or in evolved terms) for lengthy timeframes, in such a
manner that the existence and flourishing of other collectivities of entities is permitted at
related levels and in related systems” (Starik and Rands,1995: 909, in Craig and Rogers,
2008: 363). Sustainnability e mbedds the potential to reduce long-term risks associated
with a precarious natural resource and waste management, and pollution (Shrivastava,
1995: 955, in Craig and Rogers, 2008: 363).
In education sustainability aims at helping people develop “attitudes, skills and
knowledge to make informed decisions for the benefit of themselves and others, now and
in the future and to act upon these decisions” (UNESCO, 2009). The quest for
sustainability has emerged as a central topic for education. As such, the field of education
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is undertaking changes and orientating its value chain activities towards a sustainable
development approach.
2. VALUE CHAIN
The representation of the value chain is usually associtaed with Porter’s own
interpretation of the concept primarily for the manufacturing sector. Can the same
representation of the value chain be applied in a services-dominant sector as the one of
higher education?
2.1 Porter’s value chain
Elaborated by M ichael Porter (Porter, 1985), the value chain or value chain analysis,
as it is also referred to, consists of a set of activities that are viewed as value-adders
within an organization. There are primary and support activities (see figure 1) which
brought together result in a higer degree of added-value than considered individually.
Figure 1: Value chain analysis

Human Resource Management
Technology Development

Service

Marketing and sales

Outbound logistics

Operations

Procurement

Inbound logistics

Support activities

Infrastructure

Primary act ivities
(Source: Porter, 1985: 37)

With the value chain analysis, Porter has awakened and risen an organization’s
awareness towards value creation, respectively value-adding. As the process of value
creation is central to the economic exchange (Vargo et al., 2008: 145), its meaning should
be discussed according to a goods-dominant (G-D) logic and a services-dominant logic (SD). In a G-D logic, value results in goods traded by firms for a certain price (value is
referres as in-exchange), as a result of organizational activities, whereas in a S-D logic,
producers and consumers co-create value (the in-use aspect is referred to) by integrating
resources, knowledge and capabilities (Vargo et al., 2008: 146). In a nutshell, the most
important diferrences of value creation in a S-D logic compared to a G-D logic are
synthetized in the tabel bellow:
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Table 1: G-D logic versus S-D logic on value creation
Value driver
Creator of value
Process of value creation

Purpose of value

G-D logic
Value-in-exchange
Firm, often with input from
firms in a supply chain
Firms embed value in „goods”
or „services”, value is ‚added’
by enhancing or increasing
attributes
Increase wealth for the firm

Measurement of value

The amount of nominal value,
price received in exchange

Resources used

Primarily operand resources

S-D logic
Value-in-user or value-incontext
Firm, network partners, and
customers
Firms propose value through
market offerings, customers
continue value-creation
process through use
Increase adaptability,
survivability, and system
wellbeing through service
(applied knowledge and
skills) of others
The adaptability and
survivability of the
beneficiary system
Primarily operant resources,
sometimes transferred by
embedding them in operand
resources-goods

(Source: Vargo et al., 2008: 148)

Within the current business environment, the S-D logic is gaining ground at a fast pace,
one of the challenges being that of defining setting patterns for value co-creation. Since
the bond between producers and consumers becomes stronger, a design of a possible
setting is very likely to integrate sustainable development related goals and values. Higher
education fits very well in the S-D logic, especially that nowadays it aims at increasing the
act of creating and delivering value by focusing on an integrated and responsible customer
approach.
2.2 Value chain in higher education
Taken into account the differences regarding a goods versus a services dominant sector,
the elements of Porter’s value chain can not be directly transferred upon the field of
higher education. The following model (see figure 2) has been proposed as value chain for
the higher education sector.
Four components have been identified as support activities, namely: the professional
recruitment, the availability and access to modern tools, infrastructure and a library, and
the use of an after-sales service.
There are accounts of other aspects in the literature in the field (Comm and M athaisel,
2008: 186) that can be regarded as support activities of the supply chain, namely:
�
Outsourcing a non-core competency for the higher education institutions.
Apart from cost generated benefits, one of the disadvantages related to this
aspect is that hiring too many part-time employees can have a negative
impact upon the (re-)accreditation process and the outcomes of the
institution as such personnel is generally not that motivated as their full-time
counterparts. In some universities abroad one has been implementing the
practice of hiring full-time faculty with no doctoral degrees to teach more
courses as they are not expected to carry out research projects. Though paid
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less than their “tenure track faculty”, these employees enjoy many benefits
and an attractive salary.
Technology – “the effective use of IT resources and the effective delivery of
IT services” (Ibidem). Distance learning programs, research searches,
administrative activities are carried out by employing IT resources. High
technology has become a core competency for a higher education institution’s
sustainability (Kaganoff, 1998 in Comm and M athaisel, 2008: 186) and
competitiveness (Comm and M athaisel, 2008: 186).
Collaboration between higher education institutions as a step towards
achieving sustainability. The aim is “to leverage economies of scale against
price” (Ibidem). Examples of collaboration actions between academic
institutions could refer to delivering course modules, applying team teaching,
etc.

�

�

Professional recruit ment
Modern tools & Infrastructure
Library with relevant books

Service competition

Learning spirit

Moment of truth

Regulatory recognition

Programs

After-sales service

Delivered value

Support activities

Figure 2: The modified value chain for higher education sector

Primary act ivities
(Source: M akkar et al., 2008: 188)
Among the primary activities of the value chain in the field of higher education are the
educational programs offered, the regulatory recognition, the moment of thruth, the
learning spirit and the service competition.
Programs imply the use, but also generation of further resources. Regulations,
standards, specifications build the framework where programs are being carried out and
managed according to these prescriptions.
The identification of the critical processes and the connections between these
processes, and afterwards, establishment of the correlations between processes and
clients’ expectations (Gonzalez et al., 2008: 48) influence the way programs are
imp lemented and finally, how these are perceived by customers.
The moment of the truth is “the real time whereby the service provider encounters
the customer”, “the real time whereby the service is delivered to the customer” (M akkar
et. al., 2008: 194). This mo ment is decisive in determining customer’s perception on the
service received. Moments of truth are essential in defining the service provider-customer
relationship, in determining the customer’s attitude towards the act of accepting or
rejecting the service offered, and in becoming “word-of-mouth advertising” (Ibidem).
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Customers experience and judge the service provided during this particular moment, that
is why the messages sent over the service to customers have to create positive feelings
and feedbacks. External (such as employers’) and internal (teachers’ amd students’)
expectations are regarded as critical elements in reaveling the moment of truth. From the
very beginning the “what’s” (Gonzalez et al., 2008: 47-48) regarding customers’ needs
and requests should be as comprehensively defined (and personalized) as possible.
The spirit of learning, the next component of the primary activities of the value chain
is closely related to the moment of truth. The learning process (supported by the teaching
process, as well) and the positive or negative traces left upon them during the moment of
truth determine the extent to which students are motivated and ready to participate
(actively) within the educational activities.
Competition should rule over service providers’ offer, as a sign that customers are
given the opportunity and freedom to choose from a range of services. Competition thus,
determines service providers to be innovative (M akkar et. al., 2008: 195), to work on the
improve ment of the service provision and to react in real time at customers’ feedbacks
and other stimuli.
3. SUSTAINABLE VALUE CHAIN IN THE FIELD OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Sustainable development has determined a shift in the way teaching and learning are
now approached, by moving from a content-based towards a skills enabling and developing,
as well as a problem solving orientated curriculum (Anderberg et al., 2009: 372).
Since one of universities’ most important roles is that of creating and applying
knowledge, it is they who should be among the promoters of leadership in implementing
sustainable development through their management activities and sustainability focused
programs (Arbuthnott, 2009: 162).
Some universities aiming to act sustainably and focus on developing competencies
regarding (Axelsson et al., 2008: 474-475):
�
Capacity for cross-boundary action. It implies that students and staff become
able of transforming „knowldege into action and action into knowledge”
(Idem: 474). By developing this capacity, instruction and research are
expected to make use of students’ and teachers’ life, cultural and social
experiences and also to absorb them (experiences) in order to support
knowledge generation.
�
Partnership and Knowledge-sharing. Closely related to the capacity for
diversified action, partnerships can be regarded as questionings „of ourselves
and each other”, as questionings based on mutual trust, core values of it
being the „intellectual freedom and critical thinking” (Idem: 475)
�
Internationalisation. Since a basic goal of knowledge is to contribute to
human welfare, educational and research programs should be reachable by
and availab le to anyone worldwide. In this respect, programs become
„internationally marketable” (Idem: 475) goods and services.
�
Civic Education. Its role is to prepare citizens for a peaceful and harmonious
cohabitation by looking at issues related to human rights and values,
environment, ethnicity, gender, etc.
Higher education institutions are seen as major solution providers and “change agents”
(Stephens et al., 2008: 320) in fighting the challenges raised by the complex concept of
sustainable development and in equipping students with the skills needed to face such
challenges related to environmental change, social change and technological change
(Stephens et al., 2008: 318).
By creating a framework where human behavior is modeled and developed, and
learning is fostered, higher education can provide society with sustainable practices. In
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this respect, the higher education institution is regarded as a “microcosmos of society”
(Idem: 321). Thus, the practices adopted and applied within the campus, can be
transferred in a real-world environment by those cohabiting both environments.

Civic Edu cation
Capacity for cross-boundary action
Partnership and knowledge sharing

Service competition

Transdisciplinarity

Interdisciplinarity

HE-microcosmos of society

HE –learning and research

Internationalisation

Delivered v alue

Suppor t activities

Figure 3: Sustainable value chain in higher education

Primary activities
(Author’s own representation based on Axelsson et al.,
2008: 474-475 and Stephens et al., 2008, pp. 321-322)

In preparing students overcome challenges, higher education focuses on the
development of integration, synthesis and systems-thinking based skills. Higher education
is perceived as “a place of concentrated learning” (Idem: 321) and as such, a promoter of
sustainability by embedding its principles and message in the academic curriculum.
Concomitantly higher education institutions aim at preparing students become
“transdisciplinary agents” (Stephens et al., 2008: 321), capable to integrate and work in
societal institutions. Higher education institutions can facilitate the interactions and
connections between various stakeholders, and the transfer of knowledge and ideas in a
synergetic way.
The research carried out in higher education institutions becomes, under the pressure
of adressing the issues of sustainable development, “real-world problem based” (Stephens
et al., 2008: 321). Higher education institutions are “places where independent and freethinking research and idea-exchange is promoted and supported” (Ibidem). Research
should take a more balanced approach and should focus not only on advancing knowledge,
but on directing it towards a more sustainable approach of current issues society is dealing
with. Acting accordingly to sustainable principles in the academic context requires a
interdisciplinary approach, since due to complex problems, answers can not be formulated
based on the concepts operationalized exclusively by one discipline.
When representing the sustainable value chain for higher education (see figure 3),
civic education could be associated with a support activity by providing the values and
norms to be adopted and implemented by the human resource management within the
institution. The infrastructure should serve the goal of generating knowledge and turning
it into action, and of using real experiences as sources of inspiration and innovation.
Think-tanks could be regarded as partnerships wherein knowledge is catalysed. By bridging
nations and cultures, knowledge has been enhancing its world-wide reachable facet.
To the primary activities belong learning and researching as core actitivities of higher
educatioin. Regarded as a microcosmos of society, higher education has the capacity to
provide and ensure a mechanism for the operationalization of the set goals.
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Interdisciplinarity becomes a landmark of the educational output,
transdisciplinarity becomes a connector for stakeholders on various levels.

whereas

CONCLUSIONS
Infusing sustainability in higher education’s value chain is becoming a prerequisite in
applying the concept within this field. A sustainable focused curriculum and orientated
research sould rely on activities designed and carried out in a sustainability spirit. At the
same time, higher education should become a place for fostering principles, ideas and
behavior patters that aim for a society’s sustainable development.
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ABSTRACT
In the near future it’s possible for Cleaner Production (CP) associated with Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) to become the best norm for a performing management and reliable solution for
actual economic crisis. This paper aims to present the results of a project coordinated by UNIDO for
training consultants and trainers to implement the two modern management concepts: Cleaner
Production (CP) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for Romanian hotels industry. Thus, this
article aims to present what Cleaner Production is, which the most important savings are made
possible by a company for 4 stars hotel in Bucharest, using these proactive tools.
KEY WORDS
Cleaner Production, UNIDO, eco-hotel, proactive tool

1.

INTRODUCTION

Concept of Cleaner Production is promoted around the world by the United Nations as
response to Governing Council Decision in 1989. The United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
have each been developing and promoting similar concepts: cleaner production and ecoefficiency [7]. Both organizations have been actively involved in the policy development
of these concepts and have decided to work together to disseminate them. This new
initiative combines UNEP's public sector interests and WBCSD's industry representation,
which complement each other.
From the beginning, Cleaner Production (CP) is the United Nations' term for
"sustainable business", reducing environmental impacts from processes, products and
services by using better management strategies, methods and tools. CP is called
“Pollution Prevention” (P2) in North America, and “Produccion M as Limpia” in Latin
America. Related terms include green business, sustainable business, eco-efficiency, and
waste minimization. The concept of Cleaner Production is a cost-effective and 'win-win'
approach towards sustainable development.
It promotes a better environmental performance through reduction at source of waste
and emissions and it reduces the environmental impact of products throughout their life
cycle by the design of environmentally friendly but cost-effective products. Cleaner
production is not only about changing raw materials, processes and products. It is also
about changing corporate culture and the attitudes of people.
In Romania, promotion of cleaner production concept started in with “Cleaner
Production and Energy Efficiency in Romania - Training Programme 2005”, carried out by
M inistry of Foreign Affairs of Norway. During the last years were developed other similar
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projects in different fields: textile and hotel industry. We’ll present in this paper a part of
our experience in hotel industry.
2.

CLEANER PRODUCTION FOR TOURISM INDUSTRY

Tourism is the largest and fastest growing industry in the world, and its rapid growth is
fuelling the economy in many developing countries. The tourism industry's impact on the
environment and the potential for change cannot be under estimated in 1995 alone,
tourism has produced close to 11% of world GDP and generated an estimated US$ 3.4
trillion in gross output. Because of its 'intangible' nature, the service sector such as
tourism has traditionally been behind in embracing the once parts of eco-efficiency and
cleaner production.
UNEP, in partnership with the International Hotels Association (IHA) and the
International Hotels Environment Initiative (IHEI), has published an Environmental Action
Pack for Hotels. This publication is intended to serve as a first-step guide for small and
medium-sized hotels, which form a large part of the hotel industry, to set up and improve
environmental management initiatives.
The Action Pack provides practical information, checklists and examples concerning
key issues such as environmental self-audits, priority action areas (energy, solid waste,
water, effluents and emissions, choosing contracts and suppliers), the integration of
environmental management in daily operations, and progress monitoring, very similar in
fact with other management systems e.g. ISO 14001, eco-hotel label.
As a follow-up action of this document, the three organizations have begun to convene
regional seminars to provide a showcase for good environmental practices. Now, we can
talk about another good experience for our country. Beginning with 2007 had have been
started “The program for Sustainable Tourism Development, Cleaner Production and
Corporate Social Responsibility”, project financed by the Swiss Government through the
State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO), SECO contribution being nonreimbursable. The implementing agency of the project was UNIDO. The program was
developed in collaboration with the M inistry for Small and Medium Enterprises, Trade,
Tourism and Liberal Professions and is implemented in Romania by INCD EcoInd (National
Research & Development Institute for Industrial Ecology) and Opportunity AssociatesRomania.
The in-plant demonstration project serve the purpose to demonstrate how Cleaner
Production (CP) can be implemented in 15 Romanian hotels which are pilot units which
will became a model for good practices at national level, and furthermore, to provide
opportunities for hands-on training in CP of industry personnel with focus on enhancing
the local expertise in Cleaner Production (CP), Environmentally Sound Technology (EST)
and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) methodologies in tourism industry [14].
M ain objective was to increase the economic competitiveness of the companies
involved in the project. Equal attention was given to the problems related to
environmental protection and to sustainable social development. The results of this
project is a practical tool, reliable and useful in the Romanian hotel industry (hotels,
associations and related industries) in order to support them become more competitive
and therefore ensure access to international markets.
3.

IN-PLANT DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

This Cleaner Production in-plant assessment reports has been elaborated for the
demonstration project carried out by the Unit for Sustainable Enterprise Development
(USED) Romania. The in-plant demonstration projects serve the purpose to demonstrate
how Cleaner Production (CP) can be implemented in 15 hotels in Romania, and
furthermore, to provide opportunities for hands-on training in CP of industry personnel.
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The CP-team for each hotel has written a report with assistance from the USED
Romania.
The Unit for Sustainable Enterprise Development (USED) Romania was established in
2007 with support from the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO) under the
auspices of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). The mission
of the USED is to play a catalytic role and to provide the technical services and
assessments to promote CP in Romania. The USED thus assists companies in rationalizing
their production processes to save money on raw materials, energy, water, and waste
treatment. This approach shall contribute to the improvement of the overall ecoefficiency of the hotels; their image, position in the market and their environmental and
economic performance.
4.

METHODOLOGY

Cleaner Production is the continuous application of an integrated preventive
environmental strategy applied to processes, products and services to increase efficiency
and reduce risks to humans and the environment. Its core element is prevention versus
clean-up or end-of-pipe solutions to environmental problems. Resources should be used
efficiently thus reducing environmental pollution and improving health and safety.
Economic profitability together with environmental improvement is the aim. CP typically
includes measures such as “good housekeeping”, process modifications, eco-design of
products and cleaner technologies.
Sustain Cleaner Pr oduction

Monitoring savings

Planning &
org anization

Preparing Action Plan
Implem entation

First contact

& m onitor ing

Cooper ation agr eement

Select feasible options
Evaluate options

Pr e assessm ent

Screen options
Gener ate CP-options

Quick scan &
Eco-inspector
Synthesis

Organize CP-Team
Conduct cause diagnosis
Pr epar e material &
ener gy flow analysis

Material &
energy flow
analysis

Define the Audit-Focus
Pr epar e baseline (Key
Per for mance Indicator s)

Fig. 1. “How to conduct cleaner production assessments?” (Source: UNEP, revised by
FHNW [2])
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The CP term include the three basic technical components of increasing material
efficiency to produce more products, less waste and less pollutant, a reduction of toxicity
of materials used and the redesign of products to reduce the environmental impact over
the entire life cycle of products.
In general the method of an In-Plant Assessment (IPA) follows the following steps (as
you can see in Figure 1):
1. Pre-assessment (forming of the CP-team, description of the company and the
processes, definition of the audit focus, elaboration of the baseline data, the key
performance indicators).
2. M aterial and energy flow analysis (detailed analysis of the processes,
determination and accounting of main material in- and outputs).
3. Synthesis (examination of the processes on CP measures (options) and estimation
of the economic and environmental benefits thereof as well as investigation of technical
and organizational advantages).
4. Imp lementation of the options by the company and examination of the benefits
achieved.

5.

MOST IMPORTANT OF CLEANER PRODUCTION SAVINGS

The data collected during the QuickScan visit were evaluated by the consultants with
the software-tool “Eco Inspector”. The CP potential of individual process steps, including
those covering energy provision and storage management, was examined in accordance
with the following criteria:

Inputs:

Are there any problem materials which are hazardous to the environment or to
health?

Are large volumes of raw, auxiliary and operating materials used?
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Is the level of energy consumption high?

Are major costs incurred on the input side (materials or energy)?
Outputs:

Are large volumes of (problematic) waste, special waste, wastewater,
wastewater components or emissions generated?

Are high internal/external preparation and disposal costs incurred?
Technology:

Is the applied technology state of the art?

What is the level of automation?

Are there losses incurred through faulty batches or scrap?

How are the systems serviced or cleaned?

Are high costs incurred for maintenance, cleaning, stoppages?
The detailed evaluation results including the individual ratings of the processes were
handed over to the company (print-out of the EcoInspector-sheets). The findings are
summarized in the matrix below:
Figure 2. Matrix of the CP potentials at a 4 stars hotel
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Club
electric energy

water

raw materials

waste energy

Conference
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kitchen
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lobby
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t
Coffee
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diesel

Storage

Heating
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waste water

Elevators
hydraulic

waste
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heat

The analysis revealed the followings:

The analyzed hotel, as a modern building (renovated 4 years ago), is an up-to
date shell; still some problems with the roof sealing were noticed;

Immediate CP potential was foreseen regarding Good-Housekeeping (energy
saving bulbs, water saving taps, guest information on towels change, revision of
temperature set-points for A/C and hot water), waste separation system;

Cleaner Technology may regard state-of-the-art equipment for more efficient
energy use – where the highest CP potential was identified (as new electrically driven
elevator, system for heat recovery from waste gases in the heating system, shading roof
windows, even installing solar panels, water flow restrictors, changing the mini-bars).
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The main processes identified by CP consultants into our example and their inputsoutputs are presented in Figure 3:
The Identification of CP options has been done during a brainstorming process of the
CP-consultants according the Guideline for Generating Options during a Cleaner
Production Assessment with the help of the cause analysis.
All identified options from the brainstorming process were categorized into the eight
CP principles, which are:
1.
Good housekeeping measures
2.
Segregation
3.
Input material change
4.
Process / Production change (e.g. equipment modifications or changes)
5.
Process control and improved process conditions
6.
On-site recycling or recovery
7.
Production of useful by-products
8.
Product modification
Subsequently the options were screened and grouped into:
 Options which can be implemented immediately
 Workable options which need further analysis (trials or feasibility study)
 Options which were rejected for certain reasons
Will present some examples of cleaner production options applicable into hotel
industry (Table 1 Options for direct implementation):
Table 1. Options for direct implementation
Option

Economic feasibility
Inv
saving

Environmental benefit

Remarks
Staff training is more
effective if people
feel included in the
process

2,
23

Train the
employees on
efficient water
use

-

-Reducing losses
- Reducing overall
water use26
- Employing water
reuse practices 27 .

Reduce pollution caused
by excessive watering
and water use
reduce the amount of
energy needed to treat
wastewater

8

Avoid standby of
the mini-bars

-

Reduction of electricity Turning off the
consumption and carbon equipments saves
emissions
money, energy and
also protect these
from surges.

10,
29

Periodic cleaning
of the A/C filters

-

Sitting in standby
mode still uses up
to 50% of the
electricity that the
appliance would
normally use 28
Reduction of
energy

Reduces greenhouse gas
emissions

Energy is lost when air
conditioners and hot-

26

These include (according to
http://pdf.aigroup.asn.au/environment/7082_WPA_fact_sheet_WATER.pdf) reductions in:

Costs – water, wastewater discharge and wastewater treatment, maintenance. Remember,
the cost of water is not just the cost of purchase, but includes, handling, heating, holding,
treating and discharging – often a 20-30 X multiplier.

Energy consumption - energy and water costs are very often linked, e.g. reducing hot
water for cleaning saves heating costs as well.

Wastes – wastewater treatment often results in the generation of prescribed wastes, which
are costly to dispose of.

Carbon footprint – drops when energy use is prevented or saved and may soon be worth $20
per tonne CO2 or more.
27
Cooling accounts for about 26%, on average, of the water use in a hotel/motel. Domestic water
use accounts for an average of 41% of the water use in most hotels and motels.
28
http://www.instructables.com/id/SY1N44JFCEIJ9SC/
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and Freon
changing (guests
rooms and
kitchen)

18,
35

Monitor regularly
the generated
waste (guests
rooms and kitchenrestaurant)

Option

consumption with
about 5-10%29

-

Train the
employees on
energy saving
practices

15

Train the
employees on the
importance of
waste segregation

16

Separate waste
for recycling
(glass30 , PET,
paper 31 , cans 32 )

-

21

Defrost the
products only in
fridges (cold air)
Avoid maintain

-

27
29
30

Waste recovery and Reduction of the
recycling
environmental impact

Economic feasibility
Investment Saving
Training the
employees will
reduce energy
consumption and
therefore will
save money
Waste recovery
and recycling

12,
30

-

Reduces energy
consumption

Depends of
quantity
produced.
(Recycling 1 ton
of glass saves 100
kg of fuel oil)
200-400 l/month
savings for
water33
30% energy

air furnaces have to
work harder to draw
air through dirty
filters. Cleaning a
dirty air conditioner
filter can save 5 % of
the energy used. That
could save 175 pounds
of carbon dioxide per
year.
This allows to make
better business
decisions on waste
reduction options for
the future

Environmental benefit

Remarks

- Reduction of energy
consumption
- Reduces greenhouse gas
emissions;
- Protects the environment
and natural resources
Reduction of the
environmental impact

Often 20% of personnel
affect 80% of your
energy use.

Reduction of the
environmental impact on:
- water
- atmosphere
- natural resources
landfill
Reduction of water or
energy consumption
Reduction of energy

Increase awareness of
the employees
regarding the
importance of waste
segregation
Each ton of virgin
paper consumes 3 m2
of forest

Close refrigerator door

http://www.eskom.co.za/content/Appliance%20brochure.pdf
Recycling 1 ton of glass saves 100 kg of fuel oil

(source: http://www.wasteonline.org.uk/resources/InformationSheets/Glass.htm)
31
For every tonne of paper used for recycling the savings are:
�
at least 30000 litres of water
�
3000 - 4000 KWh electricity (enough for an average 3 bedroom house for one year)
�
95% of air pollution
(Source: http://www.wasteonline.org.uk/resources/InformationSheets/paper.htm)
32
Aluminium recycling requires only 5% of the energy and produces only 5% of the carbon dioxide
emissions compared to primary production. In fact one kilogram of recycled aluminium saves up to 6
KGs of bauxite (the raw material from which aluminium is made), 4 KGs of chemical products as well
as 14 KWs of electricity. One recycled aluminium can saves enough energy to run a television for
three hours! (source: http://www.uk-energy-saving.com/aluminium_recycling.html)
The recycling aluminum cans saves 95% of the energy used in making a new can
http://www.climatechangeconnection.org/Solutions/Waste.htm and Manitoba Product Stewardship
Corporation – Aluminum fact sheet
33
http://www.instructables.com/id/SY1N44JFCEIJ9SC/
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Option
the fridges door
opened for long
time

33

Separate and
collect the
organic waste
(including fats and
oils, instead of
their discharge in
wastewater)
Insulate properly
the hot water
pipes

38

Economic feasibility
Investment Saving
savings34

Environmental benefit

Remarks

consumption

promptly once is
finished with it. It just
uses more energy to re
cool, and the cold air
is released if you leave
the door open too
long.
A single litre of
mineral oil can pollute
one million litres of
water10

-

Water saving

Reduction of the
environmental impact

-

3-7% savings
energy bills

Reduction of gas
/electricity consumption

Badly insulated warm
water pipes cause 37% of gas/electricity
extra consumption10

All these options are evaluated only from qualitatively point of view. The percentage
of savings presented reflects the potential of this programme (Cleaner Production) if it’s
imp lemented and it has be analyzed like energy savings, for example, from total consume
of each type of electronic device used (e.g. option 27: “Avoid maintain the fridges door
opened for long time” 30% savings represents the savings of energy reported to the total
energy consume of fridges).
Cooling accounts for about 26%, on average, of the water use in a hotel/motel.
Domestic water use accounts for an average of 41% of the water use in most hotels and
motels.

6.

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSIONS

We truly believe that, in the near future, it’s possible for Cleaner Production (CP)
associated with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) to become the best norm for a
performing management and reliable solution for actual economic crisis. With minimu m
money investment effort any enterprise can reduce costs of energy consumption, wastes
disposal, wastewater discharge and wastewater treatment.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LIFESTYLE HORTICULTURE INDEX IN THE NEW ECONOMY
PhD. Anca Domnica LUPU
Bucharest Academy of Economic Studies

ABSTRACT
Intellectual capital is the new currency in our era. It depends on the way we use it to exchange it
into profit for each company or country.
The present state of research shows that finding the blue ocean, the right strategy that will enable
a country to get out of the crisis is directly related to the way a country knows how to take
advantage of its intellectual capital.
A new index however draws our attention-lifestyle horticulture index. It makes a connection
between the GDP/capita and the amount of money a nation spends on buying dendrologic products.
KEY WORDS
intelectuall capital, intangible assets,knowledge society, evaluation, measuring methods, human
resources, lifestyle horticulture index

1. INTRODUCTION
The first time the notion of intellectual capital was used in 1990.Since then,
economists are trying to develop a complete definition of this term.
The first company that tried to build a model for measuring intellectual capital was
Skandia, a sweedish company that tried to fit this model for their company hoping
somehow to connect intangible assets with the accounting papers.
Leif Edvinsson, the creator of this model , at that time an emplyee of Skandia, saw the
potential of this capital and continued the research outside the working area. In 1998
Edvinsson was named “Brain of the Year ”, having competitors for this title people like Bill
Gates.
The Skandia Navigator models is based on dividing the marke value into financial and
intellectual capita. This one in its turn is divided into human capital and structural capital.
This one is made up of organizational capital and client capital.
The central idea of all these theories on intellectual capital and knowledge society is
the fact that we are witnesses of a swift of ierachy for values and now the physical assets
ceased their place to intangible assets, which now play a greater part ina company’s
profitability and development.
Among the components of intellectual capital we can find: the creational abilit ies of
the employees, the abilities if the employees to implement, the fabrication technologies,
internal procedures and regulations, the ability to keep the company performances, the
capacity to adapt to novelty, the challenge of the demand, the market share, the capacity
to prospect, the own prognosis, the capacity to diversify the offer.
The second model was developed by Sveiby, who has a more practical approach. He
creates a correlation between the three actives and with the help of his program he helps
the companies understand the true structure of their invisible capital.
In the attempt to quantify the intellectual capital of a nation we can identify a large
series of indicators, divided accordingly to the patrimony that they belong to: scientific,
educational, cultural and confessional.
A new approach of strategic management was developed at the beginning of the 1990s
by doctor Robert Kaplan and David Norton.They named it The Balanced Score Board.
Admitting the weaknesses of the past approaches, this method offers a cklear vision of
what companies should measure in order to balance the financial perspective.
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2. THE COMPONENTS OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL
The components of intellectual capital that are relevant for a knowledge based
company are presented in figure 1.
Fig. 1. The Components of Intellectual Capital
Intellectual Capital
Structural Capital
Intelectual Assets
Intelectual
property

Sistems
Processes
Relations
Inovations

Encripted
knowledge

Human
Capital

Intellectual property is made up of officially recognised knowledge such as patents,
author rights, commercial secrets, etc.
Encripted knowledge represent present knowledge in specific forms that allow its
sharing , such as drawings, documents, software,etc. Intellectual assets represent the sum
of intellectual properties and of encripted knowledge. Structural capital is made up of
intellectual assets, orgaizational systems, processes, key realtions and capacity to inovate.
The components of structural capital are sometimes defined as client capital,
organizational capital, inovation capital, process capital.The sum of structural capital
ability capital and motivation capital mades up the intellectual capital of a company.
The correct question is now either it is possible to measure each element of the
individual capital independently. The great majority of the organisations present on the
market still operate at the level of intellectual capital. There is though a group of
companies that strive a common effort to define the legal basis for measuring intellectual
capital.
2.1.Coordinating intellectual capital in research-development organisation
As ilustrated below in figure 2, the research& development (R&D) activities of a
company can be devided in three main functions:
�
Selecting programs and projects
�
The evolution according to the optimum rhythm
�
Evaluation and transfer of knowledge and developed by the developed
technologies.
Fig. 2. R&D
Selecting
pr ogr ams
pr ojects

and

R&D entity
Ongoing with
pr actices

optimum

Tr ansfer
technology
knowledge

of
and

Lear ning swap

The success factors of R&D organizations create a bridge in the figure above, first by
doing what needs to be done then by doing thing right, and last but not least by giving the
users the results. A key point in the management of R&D is learning through this process
and the continuous attempt to profit from previous mistakes.
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ProGrid is a 2D non linear process that tracks progress along the R&D loop. It gives
values to the components of intellectual capital that are selected by the evaluators and
aggregates them in usable bytes that can at a latter point be placed on a graphic, having
as coordinates on the axes two criteria chosen by the evaluator. ProGrid allows
organizations based on R&D to classify projects and to select those that fit beter the
mission. The same process keeps track of progress through pre established methods and
facilitates technology transfer to the final users
3.LIFESTYLE HORTICULTURE INDEX
One might ask what is the connection between the amount of money a nation spends
on dendrologic products and the development of that nation. Well, it looks like the
nations that spend most money on building new ecosystems are among the most
competitive ones in the world. The economists in USA have been studying now for 10 years
the realation between the GDP/capita and the amount of money they spend on
dendrologic products.
The gross domestic product (GDP) per capita is the national output, divided by the
population, expressed in U.S dollars per person, for the latest year for which data is
published
Up to now , in Europe , they only have been studying the growth of sales in cut flowers
and pot plants, related to the economy of Holland. In the past few years, however, they
also analize the LHI index, that is the GDP/capita devided by the amount of money a
nation spends on building new ecosystems.
Table 1. GDP per capita in European countries

urg

nd

Luxembo

$113,044

Norway
Switzerla

$95,062
$67,385

Denmark

$62,626
$61,810

Ireland

nds

Iceland
Sweden
Netherla

$55,462
$52,790
$52,019

Finland

$51,989
$50,098

Austria
Belgium
France

$47,108
$46,016

Germany
UK
Italy
Spain
Cyprus
Greece
Slovenia

$44,660
$43,785
$38,996
$35,332
$32,772
$32,005
$27,149
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Rep.

Rep.

Portugal
Czech

$22,997
$21,028

M alta
Slovak

$20,202
$17,630

Estonia

$17,299

Croatia
Hungary

$15,628
$15,542

Latvia

$14,997

Lithuania

$14,086
$13,799

Poland
Russia
Turkey

$10,472

Romania

$9,292

Bulgaria
Serbia

a
H.

gro

Belarus
M acedoni
Bosnia &

$11,807

$6,857
$6,782
$6,234
$4,657
$4,625

Albania

$4,074

Ukraine
Montene

$3,920

Moldova

$3,800
$1,809

As expected, the northern countries are way ahead the southern ones and they also
spend a much bigger amount of money on dendrologic products. So in the past few years
the trend is basically the same, with no extraordinare evolutions
One might ask what is the purpose of this index ? What benefit can we draw from it?
Now that resources are scarcer and scarcer
how can we help or economy grow?The
answer is simple- in vesting in building ecosystems not only that will help more people get
jobs but will allow us get a grrener environment and develop the economy. Taking into
account that resources are to last for a few years now we have to start taking into
account alternative ways of extracting profit. As a result we developed the new economy,
based mainly on intangible assets and putting an accent on the new currency of this
milleniu m-intellectual capital.
Lifestyle horticulture aims to increase its competitiveness in national and international
markets.
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LEGAL INTERNATIONAL REGIME OF ILLEGAL LOGGING
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ABSTRACT
In response to the global problem of illegal logging and fishing, and the failure of the international
community effectively to address the problem, the European Union has moved to tighten its own
regulations.
The EU regulation on illegal logging establishes a licensing system with countries that have entered
into voluntary partnership agreements (VPA ) with the EU. A n additional regulation is currently being
developed to try to ensure that illegal timber from all countries is excluded from the EU market.
KEYWORDS
illegal logging, timber, European Union, World Trade Organization

INTRODUCTION
World Trade Organization (WTO) and European Union (EU) procurement rules are
based on principle of non-discrimination (against parties to the WTO Government
Procurement Agreement, and other EU member states, respectively).
Public procurement policies in EU member states are based on the general principles
established by EU and, to a lesser extent, WTO rules.
Procurement policies should be non-discriminatory (between products of different
countries), ensure equal treatment of suppliers, and must operate in a transparent way.
WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION REGULATIONS
Government procurement measures are detailed in the WTO Government
Procurement Agreement (GPA). Unlike most WTO agreement, this is a multilateral
agreement, to which not all WTO members are parties (only the EU and all its member
states and twelve other countries are parties). Its basis rests on the core WTO principles
of non-discrimination between like products from foreign and domestic suppliers.
The GPA’s definition of technical specifications are close to that of the EU, stressing
performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics, though its definition of
award criteria is rather looser. Article XXIII of the GPA includes exceptions to its
obligations for reasons of public morals or protection of human, animal and plant life. It
seems highly unlikely that the GPA is of much relevance to EU member states in this area.
EU procurement directives are much more detailed and in key respects more restrictive,
and are therefore the key determinant of member state legislation.
The exporting and importing companies may not be aware that they are handling
illegal products. More than that, standard shipping documentation is often not difficult to
falsify. As a conclusion, additional evidence of legality (provided by voluntary certification
or legality verification systems) is necessary.
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There are four cases under which a requirement for proof of legality for imports
could possibly contrary to WTO rules:
- The requirement is a trade restriction imposed at the border other than a duty, tax
or other charge (a violation of GATT Article XI.1);
- If the requirement is imposed for some countries (countries with a high level of
illegal logging) and not others, some WTO members would be treated differently from
others (a violat ion of Article I);
- If imports are treated differently from domestic timber production (a violat ion of
Article III). This is not a problem where the measures apply to domestic products as well
as imports, as in the EU due diligence regulation;
- The system is designed to discriminate between legal and illegal timber, and these
could potentially be considered to be “like products” (a violat ion of Article I).
In the last situation, it is not clear whether legal and illegal timber should be
considered to be “like products”. The GATT does not define what it means by a “like
product”, and its meaning has become one of the most difficult issues in the trade–
environment arena. Often interpreted as forbidding discrimination based on processes, in
fact this is nowhere explicitly stated in the GATT, and recent dispute cases have
suggested ways in which process-based discrimination can be allowed, as long as the core
principle of non-discrimination between WTO members is maintained. In deciding whether
products should be considered to be “like”, aspects such as consumers tastes and habits
have been considered, as well as just the physical properties of the products.
Legally produced timber and illegally produced timber are grown and logged in
essentially the same ways. The differences relate mainly to questions of whether the
harvesting should be permitted in the first place, and whether appropriate fees and taxes
are paid.
Even if the legality requirement is a violation of the GATT, it could still be saved
under the provisions of Article XX, under which exceptions can be made to the other
provisions of the agreement.
The sub-paragraphs of Article XX list a series of measures which are permitted.
Article XX stipulates that measures are allowable if they are designed to ensure the
“conservation of exhaustible natural resources”. Illegal logging almost always contributes
to the unsustainable exploitation of forest resources, in some cases dramatically so.
Action against illegal logging is not necessarily main ly concerned with conserving natural
resources; enforcing existing laws, and ensuring taxes and charges are paid, may be more
significant objectives.
A case could also be made under Article XX, which covers measures necessary to
secure compliance with laws or regulations which are not inconsistent with the provisions
of this Agreement, including those relating to customs enforcement and the prevention of
deceptive practices.
This was designed to cover measures that could only be taken at the border, such as
a ban on imports of counterfeit goods. If the counterfeiting was carried out domestically,
the country in question could take action against the enterprises involved, but where they
were foreign companies no such action would be possible, and trade measures would be
necessary to defend intellectual property rights in the importing country.
It could certainly be argued that imposing a legality requirement for timber products
at the border would help to secure compliance with laws on timber harvesting, processing
and export which are not themselves incompatible with the GATT, and also to prevent
deceptive practices, illegally sourced timber being passed off as legal. Unlike every
example of a dispute case under Article XX so far brought before the GATT or WTO,
however, it is not the laws of the importing country that are to be enforced, but those of
the exporting country.
This is an unusual situation, but not one that is completely unprecedented. Early
interpretations of other sub-paragraphs of Article XX (as in the tuna-dolphin dispute in the
early 1990s, where the US imposed controls on the imports of tuna caught by methods
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that killed dolphins) assumed that the text referred to conditions in the state taking the
trade measure – ‘extra jurisdictional’ measures were not permitted. This is nowhere
explicitly stated in the GATT, however, and the decisions in the second tuna-dolphin
dispute and in the shrimp-turtle dispute recognized that the GATT does permit countries
to take measures designed to protect natural resources outside their borders. This is a
good example of the evolution of GATT/WTO jurisprudence, and underlines the
interpretive function of the panels and Appellate Body.
The panels and Appellate Body argued that there had to be some sort of link
between the resource and the country applying the trade measure.
If the measure is found to be justified under Article XX(d), it would still need to be
shown that it was “necessary” to the aim of reducing the volume of illegal timber in trade
which, in WTO jurisprudence, has tended to mean whether less trade-distorting options
are available that meet the same objective. It could be argued that imposing an additional
documentary requirement for proof of legality on the entire timber and timber products
sector, despite the fact that the majority of its products are legal, could result in an
unnecessary degree of disruption to trade, raising timber prices, reducing demand for
timber and encouraging consumption of timber substitutes; alternative non-tradedisrupting options, such as improving law enforcement in the country of origin, would be
preferable. This is, however, an uncertain argument. The costs incurred in proving legality
vary from country to country and are not always very significant; and of course certified
products, which already bear the costs of proof of legality, would not increase in price at
all. M any producer countries have argued that trade controls on their exports are a
necessary component of their own strategies to improve enforcement, denying illegal
loggers revenue from foreign markets.
If the measure is found to be justified under Article XX(g), this does not contain the
requirement that the measure be “necessary”, just that it relates to the objective of the
measure. It does, however, contain the requirement that the measures be ‘made effective
in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption’, implying that no
protection of domestic production must result from the measure. Reinforcing the
argument that controls must be applied to domestic products as well as to imports.
The WTO Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement have as goal to ensure that
technical regulations and standards which may affect trade are applied in the least tradedistorting manner possible. It is relevant to this argument because a requirement for proof
of legality could qualify as a “technical regulation”, if defined as a “document which lays
down product characteristics or their related processes and production methods”.
The TBT Agreement encourages the use of international standards where these exist.
The main forest certification systems, those of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and
the Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC), are effectively
international in scope, though these are not really in the same category as the bodies
already accepted by the WTO system as international standard-setters (such as ISO, for
technical standards, or Codex Alimentarius, for food standards).
The fact that both draw on the criteria and indicators set by the various
international processes for sustainable forest management might help. In fact timber is an
unusual case: because the voluntary certification systems are relatively widespread, there
is no strong argument for governments to develop their own national or international
standards, and some have simply used the certification standards for their own
procurement criteria, for example.
The TBT Agreement contains a “saving clause” (Article 2.2), which recognizes the
right to take necessary measures to fulfill a legitimate objective such as “the prevention
of deceptive practices, protection of human health or safety, animal or plant life or
health, or the environment”. There has been almost no relevant experience with
interpretation of the TBT Agreement, so it is not clear whether proof of legality could fall
under the coverage of the Agreement, or how any conflicts would be resolved in practice.
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No one can predict exactly what would happen in a WTO dispute case dealing with
measures taken against illegally produced timber – there is no experience at all to date
with cases dealing with even vaguely similar issues.
However, it is clear that the more policy measures diverge from the core WTO
principle of non-discrimination (between imports and domestic production, and between
products originating from different countries), the more vulnerable they could be to
challenge.
Similar ly, more trade-disruptive measures would probably be more vulnerable than
less trade-disruptive ones.
However, there should be plenty of flexibility for governments to impose trade
controls with the aim of excluding illegal products.
EUROPEAN UNION REGULATIONS (LEGISLATION)
EU legislation in the field of public procurement was made at the beginning of four
different directives dealing with services, supplies, works and utilities. In 2004, these four
Directives were replaced by two new ones, Directive 2004/18, on the coordination of
procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply contracts and public
service contracts (the “classical” directive) and Directive 2004/17, on the coordination of
procurement procedures of entities operating in the water, energy, transport and postal
services sector (the “special sectors” directive).
The application of the old Directives to “green procurement” was disputed. It was
clear that some environmental criteria could be included in the technical specifications of
a tender when it was drawn up, but the Commission argued that such criteria could not be
considered at the award stage, as they did not necessarily bring an economic advantage
that directly benefited the public authority.
In September 2002, in the Concordia bus case (the purchase of low-emission buses by
the City of Helsinki), the European Court of Justice ruled that non-economic factors (such
as noise levels or pollution) could be taken into account at the award stage, so long as
they satisfied a number of criteria, such as being linked to the subject matter of the
contract, and being applied transparently and in a manner that did not amount to
discrimination against any other member of the EU.
The effect of this ruling has made its way into the new directives.
The Commission’s position is made of the following issues:
- Technical specifications (both environmental product characteristics and
production methods can be specified, though the methods must be relevant to the
product being purchased);
- Variants (the contracting authority may specify a base set of technical
specifications, and a (specific) green variant; companies can submit bids for either);
- Selection criteria (may be included in the contract and covers issues like exclusion
criteria and technical capacity criteria);
- Award (environmental factors, such as emission levels, or energy consumption
levels, can be used in the award of the contract, and they do not have to bring a direct
advantage to the contracting authority itself);
- Contract performance (specifications such as delivery of products in bulk rather
than separate containers can be included, but must always be clearly specified and
related to the execution of the contract).
The first solution reached by the EU to the problem of excluding illegal timber
products involves the establishment of a licensing system for legal timber with
cooperating partner countries. This lies at the heart of the EU’s Action Plan on Forest Law
Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT), agreed in 2003. \
These agreements will put in place in each country a licensing system designed to
identify legal products and license them for import to the EU. Unlicensed and therefore
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possibly illegal products will be denied entry at the EU border. The agreements will
include the provision of capacity-building assistance to partner countries to set up the
licensing scheme, improve enforcement and, if necessary, reform their laws and
provisions for independent scrutiny of the validity of the issue of the licences, verifying
legal behaviour at every stage of the chain of custody of the timber.
The licensing system will be agreed on a voluntary and bilateral basis between the
EU and partner countries. They are agreeing to additional trade controls between
themselves, as a means of enforcing the producer country’s laws. The WTO dispute
settlement system does not produce rulings in the abstract, acting only when a complaint
is raised. It is inconceivable that a country would mount a WTO challenge, on the basis of
impairment of trade, to a voluntary measure to which it had itself agreed.
In theory, however, WTO disputes can be initiated by countries not affected by the
trade restriction in question.
It is possible, that a country not participating in a VPA could decide to mount a
challenge if it felt that its own timber exports were losing market share to products from
VPA countries.
The complainant country would risk the accusation that it was trying to dismantle a
system of protection against illegal products because it knew its own exports were at least
partly illegal. Similar ly, it is unlikely that the members of the WTO dispute panels and
Appellate Body would wish to see the WTO portrayed as a body that forced illegal
products into markets against the wishes of the governments directly involved. Rather, it
is probably safe to assume that the dispute bodies would look favourably on the general
principle of excluding illegal products from the market, as long as the means of exclusion
were as non-disruptive and non-discriminatory as possible.
The FLEGT licensing system scores well under both these criteria. The only trade
that is disrupted is in the products of countries which have voluntarily entered into the
agreement, so the argument that the licensing system is “necessary” under the terms of
the sub-paragraphs of Article XX is fairly compelling.
It could be possible to argue that the system is discriminatory, in that FLEGTlicensed products are treated differently from imports, needing to be accompanied by a
legality licence. It would be impossible, however, for a non-VPA country to argue this in
relation to its own exports, which would not of course be subject to the requirement. In
any case, the VPAs will include the provision of capacity-building assistance from the EU
for the establishment of the licensing system by the producer country, so the additional
costs to be imposed on imports from VPA countries should be minimized.
It must be taken into consideration that licensing systems designed to exclude
undesirable products are familiar mechanisms in international trade. The FLEGT timber
licensing system is similar in effect to systems already in place in several multilateral
environmental agreements (M EAs), including the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna (CITES ), the Montreal Protocol on ozonedepleting substances and the Kimberley Process on conflict diamonds. None of these
systems has ever been the subject of a WTO challenge.
There is no equivalent global agreement under which to develop a timber licensing
scheme, and the FLEGT system is therefore being built up through a series of bilateral
agreements.
The past few years have seen much debate about the extent to which M EA trade
measures are compatible with WTO disciplines. Since there has never been a WTO dispute
involving an M EA-mandated trade measure, the conclusion is not clear. However, it is
frequently argued that WTO challenges would probably not arise in cases where the trade
measures are taken between parties to the M EA, as the M EA itself provides a more
appropriate dispute settlement forum. Even where M EA trade measures have been applied
against non-parties, no dispute has ever been pursued through the WTO.
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For all these reasons, therefore, it seems highly unlikely either that a challenge to
the FLEGT licensing system would ever be pursued or that it would have any realistic
chance of succeeding if it were.
The second measure to be pursued by the EU in excluding illegal timber products is
the so-called “due diligence” regulation, published by the European Commission in
October 2008 and currently making its way through the EU’s legislative processes.
The aim of the regulation ‘laying down the obligations of operators who place timber
and timber products on the market’ is to deal with timber products entering the EU from
non-VPA countries. As they are non-participants in the FLEGT licensing system, products
from these sources are not subject to any controls at the point of entry into the EU
(except for the small number of timber species listed under CITES). Since this provides an
obvious route to circumvent the VPAs (exporters in VPA countries determined to avoid the
controls could simply trans-ship their illegal products via non-VPA countries), it was
recognized right from the beginning that the VPA licensing system would need some
reinforcement in the form of a broader control on imports.
M any details of the regulation remain to be worked out, either in the negotiations
between the European Parliament and Agriculture Council, or through secondary
regulations published once it has been finally agreed. In essence, however, it aims to
place a requirement on all companies placing timber and timber products on the market
for the first time, either through imports or through domestic production, to try to ensure
that illegal products are excluded. It will operate through a risk-based system, depending
on the likelihood of products from many given origin being illegal, and will require some
degree of information about the products’ compliance with the laws of the country of
origin.
The Commission intends that existing product identification systems, such as timber
certification and legality verification systems, will be used to make it easier for companies
to identify legal timber, but it is not yet clear precisely how this will work.
The due diligence regulation was clearly designed with possible WTO implications in
mind, in that it applies equally to timber produced domestically within the EU as well as
to imports, despite the much lower risk of EU timber being produced illegally. Without
this, the regulation could be vulnerable to a WTO challenge on the grounds of
discrimination.
There have been various suggestions for the regulation to exclude products from
small producers in the EU, on the grounds that they are less well placed to bear the cost
burdens of certification or legality verification.
Because of the WTO implications, this would only be acceptable if it applied equally
to the products of small producers outside the EU as well, which raises some questions
about how such products could be identified.
It is necessary to take into consideration the care in developing the criteria for the
risk assessment process, in determining the likelihood of products from any particular
origin being illegal, and therefore the degree and type of proof of legality required; it is
assumed that a stricter degree of proof will be necessary for higher-risk products. If the
process resulted in entire countries being labelled as high-risk sources, for example, it
could be vulnerable to a WTO challenge, as it would treat products from low risk areas or
companies within the country in the same way as those from high-risk ones.
Traders shall demonstrate the exercise of due diligence on the basis of a system of
procedures and measures which will enable legality to be reasonably assured. This
standard does not require that it is proven that each individual piece of timber is legal.
The regulation aims, rather, to require companies to set up systems with a
reasonable chance of ensuring legality, and is clearly attempting to make maximum use of
existing systems such as certification.
In its present version, the due diligence regulation is clearly non-discriminatory, and
reasonably non-disruptive. It should be therefore be safe against any hypothetical WTO
challenge.
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The US has also attempted to exclude illegal timber, but its preferred measure has
been to use criminal law. In M ay 2008, Congress voted to amend the Lacey Act, a piece of
legislation originally dating from 1900, which makes it unlawful ‘to import, export,
transport, sell, receive, acquire, or purchase’ fish or wildlife produced illegally in foreign
countries. The amendment extended the coverage of the Act to plants and plant products,
including timber, and added a number of details dealing specifically with illegal timber,
including a definition of illegal logging, and a requirement for an import declaration. From
December 2008, importers of timber products have to provide information on the
scientific name of the species, the value and quantity of the timber and the name of the
country in which the timber was harvested. Implementation is being phased in gradually
for different product types. Unlike the EU’s due diligence regulation, however, no
information is required on compliance with the harvesting country’s laws.
If companies are found to be handling illegal timber, however, they can be
prosecuted under the Lacey Act.
The penalties vary depending on the degree to which it can be shown that the
company knew it was handling illegal products, or ought to have known, for example, if it
was importing timber from a known source of illegal products, or without proper
documentation. In all cases, even if the company did not know that it was handling illegal
products, the illegal timber can be confiscated by the authorities. The Act therefore
establishes a powerful incentive for companies to exercise “due care” in sourcing timber
products, and recent months have seen an increased uptake of legality verification
systems among US importers. US enforcement authorities have plenty of experience of
using the Lacey Act against illegal shipments of fish and wildlife, with a fair degree of
success.
No one can say for sure what would be the outcome of any WTO dispute case
involving measures taken to exclude illegal timber from international trade. Since the
case would rest on the interpretation of various clauses of the GATT and otherWTO
agreements, and as there is no experience to date of WTO dispute cases dealing with even
vaguely similar issues, it is only possible to speculate.
As a follow-up to the illegal logging discussions at the G8 level, in 2003 the EU
published its Action Plan for Forest Law Enforcement, Governance and Trade (FLEGT), the
most ambit ious set of measures proposed by any consumer country or bloc to date. At the
core of the FLEGT approach is the negotiation of bilateral voluntary partnership
agreements (VPAs) with timber-exporting nations, legally binding commit ments between
the partner countries and the EU to trade only in legal timber products. The VPAs will
establish a licensing system for legal timber, providing the means for distinguishing
between legal and illegal timber that are otherwise largely lacking; although the voluntary
timber certification schemes (such as those of the Forest Stewardship Council or the
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Stewardship) should guarantee legality, they
are still fairly uncommon in developing countries (though they are expanding rapidly).
The VPAs are also intended to include provisions for capacity-building assistance to
partner countries to set up the licensing scheme, improve enforcement and, where
necessary, reform their laws. The first two were agreed with Ghana in September 2008
and the Republic of Congo in M arch 2009. Negotiations have concluded with Cameroon
(the agreement is still awaiting signature), and are still under way with the Central
African Republic, Gabon, Indonesia, Liberia and M alaysia; many other countries,
particularly in Africa and Southeast Asia, have also expressed interest. Each VPA will be
tailored to the particular circumstances of the partner country, but they will all rest on
similar principles.
Within the EU, the regulation to introduce the requirement for licensed products
from VPA countries was adopted in December 2005.
The way in which the FLEGT licensing scheme is being built up through agreements
with individual countries, however, renders it vulnerable to evasion; illegal products could
simply be trans-shipped via non-partner countries to the EU to escape the need for a
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licence. After a long drawn- out process of analysis and consultation, in October 2008 the
European Commission published its proposal for tackling the problem through a “due
diligence” regulation. The regulation is still making its way through the EU’s legislative
processes.
There is no international agreement on illegal logging or the trade in timber. All
measures adopted against illegal logging at an international level therefore rest on
definitions of what is legal in the country where the timber is harvested.
The negotiations over the VPAs include agreement on the scope of the laws relevant
to “illegal logging”, out of the many that affect forest management and trade in timber,
and these are generally drawn up after a multi-stakeholder consultation process in the
VPA country.
The key laws include those relating to rights allocation processes and access rights,
company registration requirements, social obligations, including labour requirements,
rights of local communities and indigenous populations, environmental safeguards, forest
manage ment, timber harvesting, processing operations and associated financial and fiscal
obligations, transport and commercialization of timber.
For each requirement, the VPA will list criteria, indicators and concrete verifiers –
such as the documents operators need to produce in order to prove compliance – that will
form the basis for enforcement. In some countries, forest law is not always clear, and laws
agreed by national governments sometimes conflict with those adopted by regional or
local governments. Some VPAs are therefore expected to include commit ments to a
programme of legal reform.
The current draft of the “due diligence” regulation, which will apply to all timber
entering the EU, regardless of source – adopts a similar but less elaborate approach,
defining any activity as illegal that is not “in accordance with the applicable legislation in
the country of harvest” (art. 2d). The scope of the legislation is simpler than in the VPAs.
However, the European Parliament is attempting to broaden this, and the final regulation
may adopt a scope more like that used in the VPAs.
In the case of timber, the VPAs similarly establish a licensing system to guarantee
legality. Any operator exporting timber from a VPA partner country into the EU will have
to provide a FLEGT licence, which will be issued by a designated licensing authority in the
partner country. As with the IUU fishing regulation, responsibility for ensuring that the
timber has indeed been legally sourced rests with the partner country. However, in
contrast to the fishing regulation, the VPAs will contain provisions for independent thirdparty monitoring of the functioning of the system in the partner country. The VPAs set out
the terms of reference for the monitoring organizations, and the extent to which their
findings will be made public. Either party – the EU or the partner country – will be able to
suspend the agreement if it believes it necessary.
The VPAs will contain provisions for traceability systems to track the timber through
the supply chain. It is hoped that this will include imports from third countries into the
VPA partner country, and the FLEGT licence will indicate the country of harvest.
In contrast to the IUU fishing regulation, the licensing system will only apply to
timber products traded between the VPA partner countries and the EU. There is no
requirement for FLEGT licences for products from other countries, even if these originated
in partner countries (for example, timber produced in Ghana and processed in China
would not need to show a licence at the EU border).
All the partner countries which have agreed VPAs so far, however, intend to license
all their timber exports regardless of destination, so the system may begin to spread
beyond the direct trade between the partner countries and the EU.
The ‘due diligence’ regulation is designed to provide the underpinning for the FLEGT
licensing system; it will apply to all timber imports, including those from non-VPA
countries, and also to domestic EU production. It is still unclear, however, precisely how it
will guarantee legality.
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According to the original draft of the regulation, formal proof of legality is not
required for every timber product.
Instead, all operators who first place timber on the EU market are put under an
obligation to possess a due diligence system designed to ensure legality. The system will
need to provide access to information on the origin of the products as well as on
compliance. In its accompanying document, the Commission specifies that the risk of
illegality must be minimized rather than fully excluded (“it is not required that operators
ensure legality beyond reasonable doubt. Operators have to show due diligence. Any
products accompanied by a FLEGT licence, however (or a CITES export permit) will be
accepted as legal.
It remains to be seen how this will work in practice. The level of proof of legality
which timber operators will need seems likely to vary with the degree of risk associated
with the source. The regulation includes a risk assessment procedure, though no details
are yet available. The notion of ‘first placer’ is also ambiguous, given the complexity of
timber supply chains, and may need to be further defined.
Enforcement will be up to member states, which have to name a competent
authority.
The draft regulation also allows operators to use recognised monitoring organisations
to run the due diligence system for them if they prefer not to set up their own.
It is not yet clear how this will work, but it seems likely that all operators, whether
or not they use monitoring organizations, will make extensive use of the voluntary
certification schemes and a range of simpler legality verification schemes currently in
existence or under development. This will direct attention in turn on whether these
schemes are really robust enough to guarantee legality. In the case of the VPAs, should
major compliance problems arise, they would be discussed in the joint oversight
committee comprising representatives of both the partner country and the EU. The
ultimate sanction, should the system fail, would be suspension of the agreement, which
either party can do.
The “due diligence” regulation does not demand proof of legality of timber products.
It simply requires timber operators who place products on the EU market for the first time
to possess (or subscribe to, through monitoring organizations) due diligence systems.
Member states competent authorities will take action against timber operators who
do not possess such systems, and are also responsible for overseeing the effectiveness of
the systems in general. They would therefore presumably act against operators whose
systems proved incapable of excluding illegal timber.
The regulation will not establish an offence of importing or selling illegal products, in
contrast to the US Lacey Act. This has been criticized as a key weakness of the draft
regulation. If illegal products do manage to penetrate the EU market, perhaps through
“first placers” in EU member states with poor enforcement capabilities, there is no
possibility of interdiction further down the supply chain, as timber operators other than
first placers have no requirements placed on them at all.
CONCLUSION
The VPAs have also offered an important means of improving forestry governance in
the partner countries.
All the VPAs will include:
- An analysis of existing legislation, as part of the process of drawing up the legality
definition, together with a gap analysis of existing legislat ion and commit ment to reforms
where necessary;
- Agreement on independent monitoring of the functioning of the legality assurance
and licensing systems, with outcomes available to the public;
- A commit ment to national stakeholder involvement in the joint committees to be
set up to oversee the process;
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- Improvements in transparency, including annual reporting on the functioning of the
system and in some cases agreement to make more information available on forest sector
manage ment.
The VPA negotiation process itself has helped to improve governance, primarily
through the inclusion of partner country civil society.
The “due diligence” regulation contains no provision for capacity-building or
governance reforms, but it seems likely that its introduction will accelerate the update of
the voluntary certification and legality verification schemes, with an accompanying
general improve ment in forest governance. The European Commission, several EU me mber
states and some EU timber trade federations are already providing assistance with these
kinds of developments.
The VPA process similarly focuses on the establishment of a licensing system, but is
building it up through a network of bilateral agreements rather than imposing it globally.
This approach has certain advantages over the fishing regulation’s system. It is consensual,
it delivers capacity-building support and it has triggered long-lasting governance reforms
in the partner countries.
It shows that bilateral agreements can still be valuable as a way of making progress
on international problems, in the absence of a wider multilateral agreement. It also has
important lessons for the current attempts, within the climate change regime, to devise a
mechanism for making payments to developing countries for avoided deforestation. The
packages of measures embodied in the VPAs show how capacity building, improvements in
governance and independent monitoring – all likely to be needed for reducing
deforestation – can be delivered in a mutually agreed manner.
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ABSTRACT
Natural capital is the area decision marked to the probabilistic nature of the relationship between
its components. In terms of a lower predictability, to which are added advantages and difficulties
related to assessing the environmental damage associated with a project document, one variant or
another option for the project involves the use of decision criteria, varied according to conditions of
uncertainty and risk. Examples of using these criteria aim rematurare a draft site (Popina 2) in the
Danube Delta.
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The neutrality to the risk is a behavior state not so often seen, most individuals
showing their aversion to the risk or undertaking it.
The perception of the risk, through aversion or acceptance and whose analysis is
another way of reducing the risk, reflects an active attitude from the decider towards the
uncertainty situation, a way of using the information about the decision environment.
The aversion towards the risk has its origin in the asymmetrical perception of the
winning and the losing, because it’s considered that the consequences of the second
situation are more extensive, including the individual status.
This “cognitive dissonance” is underlined by the results obtained when the
environment’s value has, as a technical and methodological base the preferences of the
individuals expressed thorough “the consent to pay” and “the consent to accept”; in these
conditions, the expected values will be corrected with the coefficients that reflect the
“ wished utility”; the aversion towards risk can attract the application of a big enough
coefficient so that the medium value of the project becomes negative, bringing into the
discussion the efficacy and finally his effectiveness.
For the recourse to the “desired utility” not to induce a very subjective note in
evaluating the project according to the advantages and the damages to the environment,
are required a series of decisional criteria, differentiated according to their random or
uncertain nature of a decisional environment.
If we take for example the renature project of the polder Popina II, we could
differentiate in 3 options (or more) according to the water access inside:
V1 = totally free access
V2= medium limited access
V3= limited access
Each of these 3 options has a certain structure of the surface of the polder and of
the utility, as well as a certain level of the net income.
The designed parameters (the structure of the surface of the polder, the utilities,
and the net income) are influenced by the rainfall volume, the free water level, which
places the project in uncertain or risk conditions.
In this context, opting for an option or another could be based on the following
criteria:
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A: in uncertainty conditions (we don’t know the probabilities of a level or another for
the free water)
1. Wald Criteria (miximin) = choosing the option which the minimu m value is bigger
than the minimum values of the other options.
2. Savage Criteria ( minimax regret) = choosing the option for which the regret is
the smallest than the maximu m regret of the other options; the regrets are
calculated for each value of the free water level (low, normal, big) as a
difference between the value of each option ( V1, V2, V3) and the maximu m
value;
3. Laplace Criteria= choosing the option with the simple medium value is the biggest.
4. Hurwicz Criteria= compared to another option, it is supposed to register only 2
values of the free water level, those for the maximu m and minimu m values of
each option.
The “maximu m” and “minimum” values can be corrected with a subjective
coefficient for probability ( α), which reflects the pessimism of the decident (decidents).
If α=1, the decident if very pessimist and he expresses his option based exclusively on the
minimal values, which means he uses the Wald Criteria; if α=0, the decident if very
optimist and he will choose that option for which the difference between the corrected
values “maximu m” and “minimum” ( with α) is maximum.
B In risk conditions (we know the probabilities to register a level or another for the
free water)
5. the maximizing of the mathematical hope of the net income [E(b)= choosing the
option for which its values sum weighted with their probabilities to register a certain level
of the free water level is maximum.
6. maximizing the utility hope [E(u)]
M ax E(u) = E(b)- a σ2b, where
σ2b= the variation of the net income ( bij)
a= the aversion coefficient for the risk
i= the option
j= the natural water level
σ2b= å pj[bij - Ei (b)]2
p=the probability
Example
Table 1. The evolution of the net income for the renaturation inside the Popina II
The level of the free
water
The renaturation variation
V1

Low
P=0,3

Medium
P=0,2

High
P=0,5

0,85

1,8

1,55

V2

1,00

1,52

1,30

V3

1,20

1,65

1,45

1. Wald Criteria
M in V1= 0,85 V2= 1,00 V3=1,20; max [min (Vi)]=1,20 => V3
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2.

Savage Criteria
-low level
0,85-1,20= - 0,35
1,00-1,20= -0,20
-mediu m level
1,52-1,8= -0,28
1,65- 1,8 = -0,15
-high level
1,30- 1,55= -0,25
1,45- 1,55= -0,10

As a result, the regrets matrix is the following:
The free water level
The
renaturation
variation
V1

Low

Medium

High

-0,35

0

0

V2

-0,20

-0,28

-0,25

V3

0

-0,15

-0,10

The option for which the maximu m regret is smaller than the maximu m regret of the
others is V3
3.

b1=

Laplace Criteria

0,85 + 1,8 + 1,55
= 1,40
3

b2= 1,27
b3= 1,43
max (bi)= 1,43 => V3
4.

Hurwicz Criteria
-for α=1
V1= 0,85; V2=1,00; V3=1,20; max (Vi)= 1,20=V3
-for α=0
V1=1,8;V2=1,00; V3=1,20; max(Vi)=1,80=V1
5. maximizing the mathematical hope
V1=0,85x0,3+1,8x0,2+1,55x0,5=1,39
V2=1,00x0,3+1,52x0,2+1,30x0,50=1,25
V3=1,20x0,3+1,65x0,2+1,45x0,5=1,41
M ax(Vi)=1,41=V3
6.

maximizing the utility hope
E1(u)=1,34; E2(u)=1,24;E3(u)=1,40
M ax Ei(u)=1,40=V3
As a result, the options are the following:
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The option
The criteria
A. In uncertainty conditions

V1

V2

V3

The option

1. Wald Criteria

0,85

1,00

1,20

V3

2. Savage Criteria

-0,35

-0,28

-0,15

V3

3. Laplace Criteria

1,40

1,27

1,43

V3

α=1

0,85

1,00

1,20

V3

α=0

1,80

1,52

1,20

V1

1,39

1,25

1,41

V3

1,34

1,24

1,40

V3

4. Hurwicz Criteria

B. In risk conditions
5.
the
maximizing
the
mathemat ical hope
6.maximizing the utility hope
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ABSTRACT
Globalization requires enterprises in general and the food, in particular, to implement competitive
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To cope with increasing climate dynamics generated by the accelerating process of
globalization, food businesses must implement competitive organizational structures, to
use modern management methods and techniques and develop appropriate management
and marketing strategies based judiciously. Economic competitiveness of the organizations
in any field, regardless of their size, has its origin as the strategies they adopt. It should
be stressed that the strategy emerged as an essential component of modern management,
both in terms of theory and that of practice.
Located on first contemporary management plan is valid for any type of organization:
micro, mezo and macro. The most common approach to find a strategy at the enterprise,
given the high degree of economy atomicity. This does not mean that the strategy is less
important at the county level, regional or national economy. An efficient economic
activity in a national framework can be achieved only if it has a national strategy in this
field, coherent, focused on competitive goals achievable, and based strictly defined in
terms of resources, the vectors of growth and time synchronization. It is intended to
provide a national framework enabling design and imple mentation of competitive
strategies
for
firms
in
the
sector.
Depending on its marketing objectives, food company to opt for that strategy-and directs
the work so as to obtain a better position in the market that works. Its marketing strategy
aimed primarily addresses how the market and marketing mix. In addressing the two items,
the company must start from the market and the potential (technical and technological,
financial, commercial, human, intellectual, marketing, etc.) that it has.
In the context of the development, substantiation and implementation of the
marketing strategies appear two problems, namely:
• M arketing strategies need to harmonize with the overall strategies of the
company
(Table
1);
• Consideration of the coordinates framework for action by organizations operating in
the area, such as market requirements, product life cycle and those organizations, the
specific objectives of each of them etc. at the start of the strategy.
Table 1 Types of strategies within the enterprise
Strategy
components
1. Purpose

Enterprise strategy

Marketing strategy

Field in which the enterprise is
working.

2. Objectives

Objectives

M arket segmentation, brand
policy, product lines and
marketing programs.
Point with regard to specific

of

the

company:
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turnover, profitability, return on
investment, profit per share,
etc.
3. Resource
allocation

products
on
different
markets:
market
share,
sales, customer satisfaction
etc.
Freeing
resources’
marketing mix, according to
marketing programs.

Resource allocation at the firm,
according to the portfolio of the
work, the research program development.
4. Source
of By using human or financial By effectively positioning
competitive
resources of the enterprise at a products through superiors
advantage
higher level, research programs - marketing mix elements
development
and
improving compared to competition in
organizational processes and a specific market.
synergistic for all fields of
business
compared
with
competitors.
5. Sinergy
The allocation of resources, M arketing
resource
sources
technology and functional skills allocation.
in
business
development
company.
(Source: Boyd H.W.,Walker O.C.,Larreche J.C. 1995 M arketing M anagement - a
strategic approach with a global orientation, IRWIN, international edition, p.28)
Taking into account the issues mentioned, agrifood sector organizations can use to
design more marketing strategies amid optimal relations between elements triptych:
business - item (s) - market as:
• Market penetration strategy. In adopting this type of strategy should take into
account two key factors: the development phase is the (formation, growth, maturity and
decline) and the position of competitors in that market. This strategy is adopted, by rule,
the enterprises that have recently entered a market located in the growth phase and
those which have a small market. M arkets in mature stage, this strategy is not
recommended for those companies as market leaders have the competitive advantage of
cost and thus lower prices. They can enter but with increased opportunities in markets in
decline, through the practice of marketing techniques to attract nonconsumers relative of
the food offered, to enhance customer loyalty, increase purchase frequency and buying
average etc.. Such strategies are recommended for the small and medium enterprises
operating in smaller towns and rural areas of Romania and target, for example, employees
and youth (mostly students) that brings to market the products as pizza, pastries,
pretzels
,
croissants
and
other
fast-food,
soft
drinks,
etc..
• Building strategy. This strategy is adopted, usually large agrifood businesses profile and
modern technological facilities, which operate on Romanian market in the maturity stage
and aimed at increasing market share to an extent at least equal to the growth market. To
achieve the purpose, they should place special emphasis on: product quality, reduce costs,
choice of techniques and marketing methods as appropriate. Such a strategy is
recommended for companies that offer the market a wide range of products, such as
those in the fields: milk, bread, meat, wine. These products must be manufactured,
packaged, distributed and kept in maximum food safety, maintaining quality and freshness.
• Market development strategy. The specific SM Es operating in emerging markets,
with many opportunities to expand and increase their market share. We meet mainly in
the fields of dairy, bakery, Romanian fruit and vegetables, meat, etc.
• Product development strategy. It is the prerogative of large enterprises with
technical and technological potential, especially financial and intellectual (innovation)
high, able to carry out research and development - development performance. This
strategy aims at creating and launching new products to market, improving existing
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products, cost reduction and other goals. Contribute to the success of this strategy and
marketing of appropriate and efficient practice.
• Diversification strategy. It adopted a rule, large companies operating in highly
competitive markets. It is aimed at diversifying production through manufacturing, launch
and market new products or new versions of the same product, the product related fields
or other fields. It can be done in three levels:
- Strategy of upstream integration. Example: Company X buys milk or establishes one
or more dairy farms to secure raw materials needed.
- Integration downstream. Example: Co mpany X, which produces meat and pork
develop their own distribution channels to sell products.
- Horizontal integration. Example: Co mpany X, which produces meat and pork
purchased a cattle ranch for fattening to diversify their product offerings.
• Exit strategy. It specifies the major companies operating in markets decline or no
prospects. Adopting such a strategy requires quick sale of stocks of food (especially the
highly perishable), the assets and business of all the market players concerned, as was our
country, where food stores network La Fourmi, which was sold to Mega Image network of
the same gender. In determining marketing strategies of food companies should be
considered an important aspect, namely the extent to which these strategies are
correlated with basic strategies (General considerations) of those organizations. According
to experts it is considered that the starting point in developing marketing strategies to
build on the company's overall strategy and, according to its objectives, may make many
variations of strategy as:
- Strategy lowest unit cost of products, taken as a rule, the food market leaders.
- Product differentiation strategy, specific undertakings in the whole market or a
relatively large number of segments, of creating and differentiating foods so that they are
in full correspondence with the wishes, preferences and purchasing power of consumers in
specific each market segment that does.
- Concentration strategy. In this strategy, the company operates or proposes to
operate a single segment or a few segments. Strategy is usually the preserve of corporate
performance, which gives up covering the entire product market. In general,
concentration strategies are adopted by firms carrying food and drinks market brand or
quality of products carefully developed and substantially differentiated from common
foods and drinks. Such foods and beverages are considered luxury and, therefore, have
and
prices
to
match.
Another aspect to be considered in establishing marketing strategies of enterprises in
the agrifood sector is to establish procedures for the management and direction of
relations between elements of marketing mix: product, price, distribution and promotion.
The four elements of marketing mix aimed at four key issues - actually, one for each
element, namely: product characteristics required by its customers, price range, how to
promote product distribution organization.
M arketing mix must be made up as to overlap perfectly in all respects, the
characteristics of market segment or segments that operate undertaking. In fact, the most
important of the four elements that comprise the marketing mix is the product, because
differentiation and adapted to different markets or market segments require financial and
time allocation compared with pricing, which does not require any resources the food
business. In the distribution of the product it - especially in large companies - is
specialized in the wholesalers and retailers. And promoting the product is expensive, so
where are the experts in their specialized compartment, and when resort to specialized
companies in the field, pa contract. Reported in product marketing strategies may be:
• Market segmentation strategy, which may be based on many factors, grouped
according to the characteristics of buyers and / or consumers of particular market
characteristics of food or drink, the frequency of its consumption, etc.
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• Strategy convenience foods aimed at the production of a high degree of
convenience in terms of their use for consumption, such as e.g. meat preparations,
preparations of fast food, bread, sliced, mixed drinks etc. ready.
• Differentiation strategy, which has been addressed previously.
• Strategy of specialization. Such a strategy is recommended, for example, small
businesses bakery, which may specialize in the production of biscuits or pasta.
CONCLUSIONS
Economic competitiveness of organizations in any field, regardless of their size,
has its origin as the strategies they adopt.
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ABSTRACT
The environment best describes the degree of civilization of the society we live in. A s a consequence,
to care for nature means to care for the wellbeing of the society and of the population. While we
have a deepening and a globalization of the eco-crisis to which can be added the interdependences
of the economies of different countries, he environment policy becomes a permanent dimension of
the concentrated global politics of the countries of the world.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The very existence of our planet is threatened by all sorts of phenomena which are
specific to the modern civilization in its continuous progress, consciously or unconsciously
indifferent to the outcome of the modern scientifically and technical progress, even
though these outcomes are sufficiently damaging or even fatal to Earth. The pollution
problem is extremely dangerous. One has to distinguish between air pollution, which
menace the future of our planet, and that of the soil and water, which greatest enormous
difficulties to each nation but particularly to industrialized countries from North America,
Russia, and the Extreme Orient, by altering the quality of life. To live in harmony with
nature is a goal that is not too hard to achieve. Glass, paper, plastic can be successfully
recycled, we have now a washing machine without detergents, travelling by bicycle is
healthier than by car and using the city transportation services, especially the electric
ones, reduce the pollution inside the cities.
Cutting woods leads to a degradation of the hydro graphic basins, which have a role in
conserving water: it moderates landslides, it equilibrates feeding phreatic waters through
infiltration water. The outcome of cutting woods could be desertification.
A viable society is one that satisfies its needs without endangering the perspectives of
future generations. This requires the responsibility of every generation to ensure the
possibility that the next one could benefit from the same natural and economic wealth. In
the last decades, the greatest part of the developing nations went towards economies
based on fossils fuels and centred on around the god „automobile”. Starting from the local
problems of irreversible pollution of the air and arriving to the global menace which is
climate change, results that these societies developments are far from being viable, and
they go quickly towards their own extinction. Obviously, an economy that leads to a rapid
climate change - on which depends its ability to produce food – can’t be viable, as well as
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the one that admits massive woods cutting to ensure the fuel, the raw material and not
least, the oxygen essential for life
1. DEMOGRAPHY AND MUTATIONS IN PROFESIONS ARCHITECTURE
The pressure of the rapid increase in population, especially in the third world,
represents a major threat to the global water system. In many parts of the world,
underground water is extracted from phreatic reservoirs with speeds that greatly surpass
the capacity of nature to refill or reefed them. Drying underground reservoirs makes land
above them to sink.
The estimations of future population vary in the range 7 to 16 billion (see figure 1 and
table 1) people and it is appreciated that the current demographic development should be
coordinated more reasonably with the public understanding of the link between the size
of the average family and the quality of future life.
M ankind uses more resources than it needs, a great deal of the energy he takes from
the environment being returned as waste. The quantity of this waste surpassed the
recycling capacity, producing a phenomenon unknown before man – pollution. We exhaust
the energetic resources of nature and accelerate antropic processes.
In the largest part of the world, the pressure exerted by population growth over the
water system is exacerbated by increasing the consume per person, due mainly to
agricultural irrigations (73%) needed for feeding a growing population. Out of this water,
3/5 is wasted due to techniques that are inefficient and harming for the environment.
The history of mankind is interrelated to the history of agriculture. Every increase in
size of the human settlements has been accompanied by new sophistications in the effort
to produce, deposit and distribute ever larger quantities of food. High density has been
felt as stress or aggression, and from a hipophisal – corticoadrenal perspective mortality
increases physiologically (increased vulnerability to infections and parasitism).

Figure 1. Resources and population
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Table 1.Estimation of population
2000
7,2
7,5
7,8

2050

2150

Variants

9,2
11,1
13,8

9,8
12,4
16,0

M inim
Average
M axim

New technologies (plough, irrigation ditch) brought new problems as soil erosion and
alt accumulation in the soil. Huge quantities of fertilizers and pesticides are often
infiltrated in the underground water, contaminating it for centuries.
Selecting plants (biotechnologies) increased productivity, but also increased uniformity
(decreased biodiversity) and vulnerability (decreased the genetic resistance) to pests
(from insects to fungi) Nitric fertilizers stimulate the deoxygenating of the soil and a
massive production of metan and nitrogen protoxide gases. These gases account for 20% of
global warming.
Each person produces more than 2 to 3 times its weight in wastes annually. The
technology for removing/recycling waste („postconsumer resources”) has not yet kept
pace with the technology of producing them. After the chemical revolution, the world
chemical production increased (it is doubling every 5-6 years) and so did the dangers
(nuclear and infectious waste). This is how we got an antropogenous new relief:
mountains of waste endanger the environment of urban areas. Lack of homes leads to
building houses over the waste deposits where the soil substances are still toxic.
Important mutations took place in the field of new professions. There will be a great
need in the future for professions like wind power prospector, reviser or the energetic
efficiency and of the solar” architecture, determined by the transition to an economy of
regenerable energies.
The jobs in this field are now in the range of hundreds but they could reach millions in
a couple of decades. In agriculture, while spreading new farm models and eliminating the
use of pesticides, there will be an ever larger demand for agronomy and specialists in
biological methods for fighting pests. M any highly educated people will use their
knowledge in other fields, in order to create an ecological economy and to protect the
environment (1).
The transition to a viable society can’t take place without a change of the individual
priorities and values. As long as accumulating personal and/or national wealth will not be
the primary goal, the distance that separates the wealthy and the poor will diminish and
social tensions will be eliminated. Nations will understand that reaching these goals
requires a large set of values, including democratic principles, freedom to innovate,
respect for human rights and accepting diversity.
The level of population reflects the degree of development of a country, demographic
transitions differing from one country to another depending on the demographic policy.
Demographic growth implies an increased supply of food, materials and energy and
extending the cultivated and irrigated surface of land, farm technologies with a positive
ecological impact, a proliferation of productive technologies and keeping under control
their risks (2).
The increase of income per capita indirectly contributed to a demographic transition
to less numerous families. High le vels of illiteracy and education of women decided on the
number of children, together with the low level of infant mortality and the instantaneous
and generalized access to a variety of contraceptive techniques. When rural areas are in
decay, the migration to urban areas is accelerated.
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2. CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT AND THE INFLUENCE OVER THE ENVIRONMENT
The problem of the interaction between man and environment is not new. It appeared
at the time of the first human settlements, because man, with its intelligence and
creative spirit did not want to take nature as it was, but start with courage and tenacity
to transform it for his needs. Multiplying continuously, the human species added to the
natural landscape new sights, turning marshes and virgin soil intro fertile valleys, arid land
into green oasis, it created new types of plants and domesticated wild animals. So far the
natural equilibrium didn’t suffer much, unless on very small areas that could not affect
the overall climate.
The turning point appeared at the industrial revolution and especially at the new
technico-scientific revolution, increasing dramatically the power of man and increasing
the living standards everywhere. But the reverse effect of the contemporary industrial
civilization, of the material progress, was damaging the environment. Under the impact of
economic development have been polluted, more or less seriously, the soil, the water and
the air, many species of plants and animals disappeared or are on the way to
disappearance, and man is himself confronted with various diseases caused by pollution, a
phenomenon which includes now all countries and continents. It was computed that in a
decade, the deviations of the civilizations degraded the environment more than in a
millennium.
The existing statistical data underline that the potential of extending the cultivated
areas of the world is limited and the prognosis for extending the irrigated farm land are
not promising. In the last decades the quantity of cereals per capita decreased. These
data underline the ever increasing decorelation between the increase in population and
the lack of food.
In a viable society, the national military budgets will represent only a small part of
what they are today. There will be a massive shift of resources from the military field to
that to the energetic efficiency, of conserving the soil, of planting new trees, of family
planning and eradication of certain diseases. In order to achieve these goals, nations will
have to cooperate in a greater degree compared to what the world experienced until now.
Fundamental changes in the energetic field, in forestry, agriculture and other fields
can’t take place without essential changes from a social, economic and moral perspective
of the human societies. So we need a transition period to a viable society for the
developed countries as well as for the underdeveloped, for political leaders and for the
population, who will have to adapt their work and free time to a new set of principles,
having as objective the prosperity and the protection of future generations.
At present there are no models for a viable society, but a new set of values has to be
elaborated for such a society. One of the most evident mutations towards such a society
would be the one for using the workforce. Shifting from fossil fuels to various regenerable
sources of energy, extracting smaller quantities of minerals and recycling waste,
restructuring farm and forestry practices will create a larger number of jobs in some
traditional fields.
The loss of jobs recorded in coal mines, automobile industry, road building and metal
prospects will be compensated by the increase in the number of jobs for producing and
selling solar photovoltaic cells, wind power mills, bicycles, equipment for common
transportation; alcohol distillation will replace oil refineries and there will be created
numerous technologies for recycling waste.
There have been created a couple scenarios and graphics regarding the state of the
world and the material standard of life in the third millennium. The standard scenario is
based on the limits of growth and takes into account the existing balance between the
positive and negative feedback relationships between:
� Population, being known that the population size is limited by the subsistence
means and the population increases inevitably wherever the subsistence means
increase, unless there are some strong obstacles:
� Food;
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� Pollution;
� Industrial capital.
Without enough woods, development and after all life itself are not possible.
Nowadays, when forests cover around a third of the continents (around 4 billion hectares)
there is a largely accepted opinion that this represents the minimu m necessary, under
which mankind can’t go any further Thus when we have to redeem many old mistakes we
made regarding the forests, when a single automobile, making 1000 km, consume the
quantity of oxygen sufficient for a man during a year, and the flooding rivers are more and
more devastating, washing whatever remained from the fertility of the soil, the irrational
exploitation of the forest resources has become too expensive a luxury (3).
The range of sources of soil degradation is ample, but the most visible part is the
accumulation of enormous quantities of all sorts of waste The image of the hills of waste
around the factories and the impressive production of waste in the urban centres are only
a few aspects of this detrimental phenomenon.
There has always been waste, but this notion has seriously changed its meaning. For
traditional peasant households and thus for rural areas, waste means almost exclusively
vegetal waste reused for feeding animals, or which were rotting in a few months and were
spread over the field in the winter of spring for fertilizat ion. There is practically a
complete natural recycling of foods that are consumed almost in the same way in the
urban areas, whose peripheries were not much different as way of life from rural areas.
Things change dramatically in a world of vertiginous industrialization and urbanization,
where 2 out of 5 people of the world already live in cities and make big cities larger, so
that there are now more than 220 cities will over a million inhabitants.
The preoccupations are not only for ensuring salubrization of the urban settlements
and in their neighbourhoods. Nowadays the ploughs of the tractors often unveil plastic
bottles or tin cans, mainly in the farm land around the urban centres, but also in other
places. The presence of thrown objects and of many others is also encountered on the
lawns of the mountains, around the rivers or on the sea side, almost everywhere people
can evade to nature, without giving up the reflex gesture of throwing away the waste.
3.THE ECONOMIC CRISIS AND THE ECOLOGICAL CRISIS
M an was able „to conquer and use environments very different from the one in which
he appeared and evolved”. He created a new selection factor, different from the natural
one – the socio-cultural selection – based on the paragenetic information. The
demographic growth created the great urban agglomerations – megalopolises”.
The global crisis manifests itself through a deficit of food, the increase in production
being smaller than the increase in population (drought periods contribute to this through
desertification) and through deficit of energy, the consume of energy doubling every 10
years.
Overpopulation takes into account the way of living and the energy consumption,
necessary for supporting a certain population. The solution is not to have fewer children
but to consume less.
The green revolution consists in obtaining increased crops by using new varieties of
wheat and rice for the areas where the soil is poor or the extreme climate makes
agriculture difficult.
A stabilization of the population of the globe is forecasted to take place at the
beginning of the 21st century, to around 10-12 billion, a sustainable level for the
resources of the planet. The zero growth of the population (each couple with at most 2
kids) could prevent an ecological catastrophe
The world ecologic crisis manifests itself trough
�
burning and cutting tropical forests;
�
a 1000 times increase in the speed of disappearance of certain species;
�
poisoning air and water;
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global warming;
reducing the ozone in the stratosphere.
This impact is due to
� -demographic explosion (at every 10 years we have 1 billion more people, the
equivalent of the population for China);
� -the technico-scientific revolution which increases the power of man of
manipulat ing nature;
� -an incorrect way of thinking the relationship with the environment.
The factors that are affecting the quality of the environment and the natural balance
often acts in a conjugated way (5). The outcomes of their actions are greatly amplified,
with catastrophic consequences for the alteration of the genofond and ecofond of
biocenosis, which leads to changes in the quantitative and functional interactions between
populations and the circuit of material in ecosystems.
Consequences:
a) reduced biological productivity;
b) reduced genetic diversity (replacing complex biocenosis with more simplified
ones);
c) grave deterioration of homeostatic mechanisms of ecosystems, of the capacity of
auto adjustment of biosphere and as a consequence of the living conditions on
Earth.
It is necessary to ensure food for the poor population and to promote a more
productive agriculture. A more efficient one through (4):
�
-stabilizing prices;
�
-subsidizing consumers;
�
-programs of subsidizing inputs;
�
-programs for protecting the environment;
�
-others.
�
�

CONCLUSIONS
1. Nature has its laws that have to be obeyed to break than means to profaned
the purity of their constituency from the very beginnings. If we ask ourselves a couple of
questions as: how many sea and oceans are as pure as they were, or how much vegetation
is pleasing our senses, we can’t give an answer, because in the last few years we’ve had
alar ming signals. The rapid increase in population and agricultural productivity has an
influence on the living standard. This has stimulated the migration towards urban areas
and aggravated the problems of urban communities. Although the pressure of the
population is not the single cause of poverty, in the underdeveloped world this is one of
the most pressing problems.
2. Although there have been some significant increases in cultivates surfaces in
the majority of the last decades, this increase has not kept pace with the increase in
population.
3. The road from „environment – the place of all possibilities” to „environment –
limitat ive factor” for the socio-economic activity means changing the environment
policies oriented towards a more ecological and healthier environment.
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ABSTRACT
In the present study we tried to highlight some shortcomings that characterize the environmental
side of the current plans designed to overcome the economic and financial crisis that haved gripped
humanity, measures that are fundamented on the ideas of sustainable development and on that of
improving the efficiency of the present model of economic growth. The main idea of this analysis is
centered on the role of the most efficient player in the market economy: the entrepreneur.
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Due to the increasingly turbulent economic climate that was characteristic of 2008
and that amplified in 2009, humanity faces "interesting" times. As Joseph Stiglitz and
Nicolas Stern emphasized in a recent article (Stiglitz J, Sachs. J, 2009): "We are facing two
crises: [...] a serious financial crisis and an even worse climate crisis. Although the former
has started beeing felt relatively recently, since 2008, the ecological crisis, that we can
fit into a wider spectrum that ca be conceptually delimited by the expresion
„environmental challanges” has represented a challenge and has demanded the
appropriate solutions since the '60.
Even since the sixth decade of the last century, the aggravation of the ecological
problems was noticed by the general public, which began to understand the impact of
mankind’s economic activity on the environment. National and international attempst to
protect the population – The British Alkali Acts (1863), as well as different species of
plants and animals from the negative effects of pollution have existed even since the
nineteenth century, but the aroused interest was limited. It was not until 1960 with the
publication of the book Silent Spring by Rachel Carson, that a critical mass of voters was
mobilized, thus giving the necessary stimulus to politicians to find solutions to such
environmental problems. But a national approach was not sufficient, some problems
require a concerted international approach. As a result, since 1972, a series of
international conferences have taken place under UN auspices that have enjoyed, at best,
partial success in shaping the measures adopted by the national political and economic
actors.
But as we mentioned at the beginning of this paper, we are experiencing interesting
times!
Because mankind is „living in interesting times” the signals that it has seen the error
of its ways are increasingly evident. What yesterday seemed to be the only means of
achieving economic prosperity - the capitalist system based on free markets and minimal
state intervention – is now beeing replaced by a new system in which „private
consumption makes way for public investments” (Sachs J, 2009). And even more than
that, a system that is also able to surpass the ecological crisis by „directing” the above
mentioned investments twoards „the greate challanges posed by energy, climate change,
food, water and biodiversity”. From Sachs’ point of view "the free market ideology is
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anachronistic" considering the environmental problems. We should also „turn the terrible
economic crisis into the opportunity to launch a new age of sustenability”. De velopment
and sustainability are the objectives of the "capitalist model of XXI century”. The United
Nations Environment Program has even developed a new concept: A Green New Deal
(UNEP, 2008),meaning a program of public investment in infrastructure and technology
through which countries can ensure economic recovery, keeping the unemployment rate
under control and in the long run obtaining new competitive advantages. In other words,
all that was considered true until now has become largely obsolete. Not only is stronger
state intervention the only way to overcome the financial crisis but after doing so a new
functional market economy model and a performant economy, capable of puting into
practice the concept of sustainable development, should become reality.The concept of
sustainable development was created more that 22 years ago, and currently is accepted
and adopted by virtually all international institutions. It should not be overlooked that the
European Union, which is considered to be the main promoter of environmental protection
measures, has renewed its Sustainable Development Strategy in 2006, whose main tools
are: institution and regulatory modernization, a new fiscal philosophy and a enhanced
subsidies structure. In addition the end of 2008 saw the adoption of the European
Economic Recovery Plan, that was aimed at "creating jobs in the short run and in long run
giving the EU a first mover in ad vantage which will bring benefits in terms of economic
growth, energy security and environmental sustainability " 35(European Commission, 2009).
Analyzing these new developments, it becomes clear that policy makers must put
in their agenda two main objectives: one in the short run – overcoming the financial crisis
- and a long run objective that could be synthesized through sustainable development.
This paper anyzes only the second objective, by trying to define it and by trying to
emphasize a series of week points that caracterize the concept as well as the results of its
imp lementation.
Sustainable development is a process of change in which the exploitation of
resources, the direction of investments,and the orientation of technological development
and institutional transformation are associated with both the needs of present and future
generations. Actually, it is quite easy to see the importance that this concept posses, or
to put it better, the importance its followers alledge it has. Because, unlike most
economic policies specifically designed to address environmental issues, sustainable
development provides a new way of organizing society or simply put: "development which
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” (Economic Dictionary, second edition).
Certainly, one may object that the definition is too vague. Does anyone wish for
unsustainable development, or that the higher living standards enjoyed by present
generations should not be transmitted to future generations? What does „unsustenability”
actually mean? Who can exactly say how unsustainable is the present development model?
Or, can anyone predict the needs of future generations? The definition does not give an
answer for these conceptual and methodological dilemmas. M ost likely, the policymakers
that have conceived this definition did not have the intention to create a precisely
defined concept.
The first thing one must understand about sustainable development is that it is
not a panacea. Rather it is a political slogan, a phrase popular with the general public,
which calls for some values that can be found in the unconscious mind of people.
The concept’s neutrality must be understood in the context in which the idea of
sustainable development was conceived. Namely, the dispute that was raging between the
environmentalists from the developed countries, that were demanding the ceasing of all
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economic growth, and the representatives of developing countries, that saw poverty as
the principal source of environment degradation (M anson N, 2007).
The end result was the aforementioned definition, based on three pillars:
economic, environmental and social; and a series of uncoordinated policies that have been
promoted by various national governments and international institutions. For instance,
during the Clinton administration The President’s Council for Sustainable Development
was created (1993), and three years later it was followed by another institution: The
Interagency Working Group on Sustainable Development, which was assigned the role of
imp lementing the council’s decisions. Among the main objectives of The President’s
Council the following were mentioned: the increase of income per capita, reducing the
unemployment rate, the reduction of violent crime, traffic fluidizat ion. It is easy to see
that these objectives do not have much in common with bringing about sustainability
(Beckerman W, 2007).
Another example of such policy, which theoretically should target sustainable
development is that of China (China’s Agenda 21).This document’s main aim is not that of
adressing environmental threats, but rather that of pleasing western NGO and convincing
international financial institutions to offer more favorable credit conditions. And the list
with this kind of examples can continue! (Taylor J, 1998)
Clearly environmentalists are aware of the shortcomings of the idea of
sustainable development. Some of these authors even mention that because of the
abstract and general character of the concept, it has “a relative applicability and a large
dose of subjectivism from the judge’s behalf in its appreciation” (Dutu M , 2007). Alas
“tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur în illis”.
The current period that can be characterized by the multiple crisis, that can be
felt on different levels – “ a food crisis, an energy crisis, a financial crisis, […], global
warming and the increasing scarcity of natural resources” – takes us to the idea of
“reaching the planet’s limits, and even exceeding them” (IISD, 2009) and implicitly to the
need of more intensive state intervention. But what is the goal of this intervention? What
should be pursued?
According to the above mentioned sources massive financing should encourage
research in order to make energy consumption more efficient; new agricultural practices
should be encouraged so that efficiency levels can be improved, especially in developing
countries; taxes should be applied to polluters and subsidies should be used in order to
encourage sustainable methods of production.
To summarize, we can say that by creating an efficient economy by "investing such
amounts in conjunction with creative mechanism of the market economy" we could "assist
in reviving the global economy and increasing employment of labor, while stepping up the
fight against global warming, environmental degradation and poverty.
But how legitimite is the idea of efficiency? What does it suppose and how well does
it cope with another popular idea in ecologist cyrcles - that of ethics?
First of all, in order to address these questions we need to clarify what the concept
of efficiency supposes. Methodologically speaking, the efficient allocation of resources
and therefore the increase in living standards of society, is the subject of economics.
According to this social science, the free market system will allocate limited resources to
the most pressing needs of consumers, competition serving to correct mistakes or
inefficiencies in economic production methods thereof, the end result is a flexible system
of communication (through prices), which leads to welfare maximization.
The theoretical assumptions are supported by empirical evidence provided by
various studies. In an article ( Taylor J, 1993), Jerry Taylor realizes an overview of the
current state of natural resources. The study analyzes the evolution of real prices and
reach conclusions, that for environmentalists are amazing but for economists are just
common sense.
With regard to energy resources, Taylor noted a decrease in real oil prices,
process that began in 1870, currently being 35% lower than the actual price of 1980. Also,
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the real price of gasoline at the pump fell by 6% from that recorded in 1972, before the
first oil shock, being 30% lower than the price of 1947. These significant decreases in price
took place against the background of the discovery of new deposits, the stock of available
resources thus increasing 10 times compared to that of 1950. Gas reserves increased by
84% over the level recorded in 1974, real prices decreased by 3% but only because of state
controls in the '80s. Coal reserves also increased by 84% compared to 1979, real prices fell
by 91% from that of 1980.
Other mineral deposits have seen the same downward trend in the evolution of
prices. Analyzing a samp le consisting of 13 metal, one can observe a decrease of 31% real
price. Also, relating it to wages it can be observed that, over the past century, the real
price of metals is 5 to 10 times lower. Similar ly, the price of building materials fell,
between 1980 and 1990, the price of glass fell by 33% of cement by 40% and 40% rubber.
The prices and production levels of agricultural products have also witnessed a
positive evolution. In the United States, a samp le of 15 agricultural products decreased in
price by 38% between 1980 and 1990. Globally, due to the rise of farming techniques,
production increased by 30%. It is estimated that since 1948, the growth rate of
agricultural production outpaced that of population with 1% annually. A more efficient use
of water resources in developing countries, could support the overall population of 35 to
40 billion.
Global forest resources covered approximately 30% of the land area in 1950 .
Currently one cannot see significant changes to that level even though the population has
registered accelerated growth rates.
Although these data appear convincing, being opposite to the premises on which
sustainable development is based, the issues raised by the concept of efficiency appear to
undermine or rather to minimize the current success of the present free markets based
economic system. The following questions arise: "Although an improvement has been
registered in the situation of global resources, wouldn’t have we been a lot better if the
state had intervened in order to increase efficiency in resource allocation? Sure. The free
market system cannot be the efficient solution, otherwise how does one explain the crises
that society has to face? "In other words: "The market economy has its virtues but the end
result is far from that of optimal efficiency.”
But is the solution proposed by the proponents of this approach effective? No way!
The very idea of efficiency, applied to social and political institutions has no meaning
outside an economic model (neoclassical) based on clearly defined assumptions and
objectives (Rizzo M , 1978). According to this working arrangements, costs are build and
compared, the lowest being chosen. It is clear that such a comparison cannot take place
because we are not talking about objective measuring units. Costs are subjective by
nature, including in their construction the opportunity cost - the best of the sacrificed
chances- which is in turn determined subjectively. Such models have at best purely
theoretical value, but their applicative value is virtually zero
Taking the idea o falsity even further, one should add that even when we talk
about some objectives, we should clarify exactly whose objectives are targeted. .Are
these the objectives belonging to a social category: economic agent, the state apparatus;
of a majority or an elite that possess the necessary knowledge? Even more, it should be
noted that the final objectives may vary even between individuals part of a homogeneous
group, thus invalidat ing the method by which each individual’s objectives are aggregated
in order to obtain the ultimate social objective. Since the ultimate goal of an individual is
not a given, and our outlook on life and hence the objectives of each may vary, we can
say that not even this reference unity (final unity of any social science) does not conduct
an effective activity. This observation is especially applicable to the society taken as a
whole.
For example, in the first half of the twentieth century the issue of exhaustion of
world copper resources was being raised. Demand for this material was very high as it was
used to manufacture wires. According to the concept of sustainable development, the
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effective way to undergo would had been the rationalization of copper. But it is
impossible to predict scientific progress, which has ultimately led to the invention of
optical fiber. If the decision to make production more” efficient” would have been taken,
it is obvious that the overall result would not have optimal.
As I have mentioned, a model that aims to identify the effective solution should
come with some hypothesis. Apart from the simplifying hypothesis of any economic model,
which usually falsifies its practical relevance, some critics of the current economic model
would insist that ethical principles are to be added. But what can be said of the ethical
foundations of sustainable development?
On closer analysis we can say that there is nothing ethical in the concept of
sustainable development. One cannot talk about rights for a person not yet born (Gordon
D, 2003), and to support this idea until that person is born, then for it to lose all rights is a
fallacy, which does not allow us to identify an ethical component in the construction
methodology. What proponents claim to be a right of future generations, is in fact a
simple moral obligat ion: parents must ensure their children a decent life and in most
cases a starting position on their way in life. Inheritances and gifts are made for centuries,
with no system to regulate it.
If the ideas discussed so far were simply illogical, the concept of sustainable
development turns out to be also lacking in ethical principles in some way. Firstly, setting
up a power that tries to reshape society, judging only by what it believes it is good and
evil already bears a name: social engineering, and as history shows us there is nothing
ethical in this concept. Also, "the rights of future generations" cannot be guaranteed
unless affecting the current generations property rights. What is ethical in ensuring a right
by breaching another one is not very clear.
Basically we can see how the entire construct based on induced efficiency does not
resist a rigorous economic or ethical analysis. It is easy to see how state intervention in
order to make resources consumption efficient would fail to achieve any positive result.
Instead one would generate perverse results: unnecessary use of resources. An example is
provided by our real world.
Let us ask what happens when the state subsidizes renewable energy? According to
environmentalist the energy consumption becomes more efficient, a source of pollution
and pressure exercised on scarce resources are reduced. Even more, "green jobs" which
will bring long term benefits will be created. But what should an economist answer?
economist? He would respond that the equilibrium price system indicates the relative
scarcity of production factors in the economy. If the price of renewable energy is higher
than that of conventional one, it means that production factors involved in the creation of
the first are therefore better used elsewhere. To distort this mechanism means wasting
resources not just making them more sustainable.
The next question is predictable: "If sustainable development and the methods
proposed by environmentalists are not suitable, which is the best alternative? Who can
take make "effective" decisions and why has he not done it yet in order to avoid the
ecological crisis that humanity passes through? "
The discussion about environmental crises is wider and we do not wish to address it
in this paper. We would just like to say that, in our opinion, there is no sustainable
argument for being alarmed about resource exhaustion or a global food crisis and in terms
of global warming we would like to mention that its relationship with industrial activity
has not been clearly demonstrated to date. Though, an intriguing question still remains
"who can take effective decisions?”
We would like to remind the reader that, no individual can take effective measures.
He is limited by his ability to rationalize and by the information he holds. Individuals are
not faced with the choice of allocation of resources in order to meet needs but rather are
made to give "the best use of resources known by every member of society towards
achieving the objective whose relative importance is known only to them (Hayek F, 1945).
No central planning unit can obtain or process all the information necessary to enable
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effective decision. Implicitly, the decision he would reach would not be better than the
one made by any individual. In the end he would face the same problems that millions of
other businesses face, and the result he would reach would also be the result of
subjective anticipations.
The right question isn’t who can take the efficient decision but the most efficient
one. The only answer is the entrepreneur.
In the real world you cannot talk about a market balance, certain information, but
only about subjective anticipations of millions of entrepreneurs that auction in order to
ensure the necessary inputs of production factors. In this world of uncertainty and
imbalance, the contractors role is to identify situations where other market participants
failed to achieve efficiency and seize it (Kirzner I. M , 1978). Free market does not require
a central planner or a central efficiency unit. This function is already performed by
contractors seeking pure profit. Numerous studies showing increased abundance of
resources, continuous decline in prices, growing living standards, all stand witness to the
well played role by entrepreneurs.
Decisions on conservation of resources, accumulation of new knowledge or conduct
of research and development, providing new sources of raw materials, all represent
investments that an entrepreneur makes in an attempt to correct some inefficiencies he
has found. This is the mechanism of market economy, the only one that has proved its
worth over time. The free market tends towards dynamic equilibrium , and sometimes
towards efficient outcomes, managing to find inventive solutions, especially in the
absence of state intervention disturbances.36
In the present study we have attempted to highlight some weaknesses that
characterize the current plans to overcome the environmental and financial crisis, that
has proliferated and generalized its contagion at a global level. These plans are focused
on making the current economic model more efficient through massive state investments
designed to lead to a sustainable economy and performance. As we have tried to show,
not only that the idea of efficiency has no value in economic practice, especially when it
comes to designing and implementing macroeconomic and sector policies, but the state's
attempts to streamline agents activities ultimately lead to the distortion of the work done
by the "most effective" part of the capitalist system: the entrepreneur.
It also becomes clear, in a more detailed analysis, that sustainable development is
not the universal cure to the contemporary global problems. The expression is
characterized by holism and ideas likely to be adopted by the general public. But at a
more detailed analysis of the ideas that underlie, and its principles, it is clear that its
practical value is zero. Can a concept that cannot even support itself be the cornerstone
of sustainable economic development? And even more, the point towards which
economists and governments of developed target today? The answer seems to be yes.
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ABSTRACT
The modern society brought innumerable advantages to mankind, but in the same time led to an
accumulation of all sorts of organic and anorganic polutants in the environment. A great part of
these chemicals, especially those with new chemical structures or substitutes that don’t exist or are
only ocassionaly found in nature take extremely long to biodegrade and thus have a tendency to
accumulate in high concentrations in the environment. It is neccesary to monitor, prognose, warn
and intervene in order to systematically evaluate their results in order to ensure the continuity of
life.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
In the literature from our country one „spoke” of a so called jungle or even a final
judgement with scenes resembling the ones from the Voronet frescas, where, on some
walls, in a full torrent of the river of fire appears the Beast and, hardly noticeable, the
Angel, which seems to hope to save a soul from the eternal punishment of the nonbelievers.
At the beginning of the 21st century the problem of environment protection became
very important. Not only are that people with a sense of responsibility and those with an
economic role forced to observe and to recognize our relationship with the environment.
The behavior and the economy have to be changed but even the common people have a
responsibility to know this reality. The fact that people are aware that the environment is
in danger is only the first stage on the road that leads to a future in which the ecologic
way of life and the economy become a second nature.
The international standards from the ISO 14000 series, referring to the management of
the environment are aimed to offer organizations which are interested in an efficient
system of management of the environment (SSM ), which can be integrated with other
manage ment requirements, for supporting organizations in achieving their environment
and economic objectives (7).
A natural question arrives Who “makes the law” (the norm) in this jungle and who
applies it? In order to try to answer, we will make an appeal or recourse to literature,
where the need to harmonize, convergence, complementarities, conformity and
uniformity imposes its normality, in Romania as well as internationally as a consequence
of globalizat ion of the world economy and depending on the area where the social game
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judgment (the game of production and using information) takes place – on fundamental
aspects or in a higher “instance”.
The nucleus of normalization is represented by elaborating norms (standards). The
norm represents a rule or more rules that constitute a reference system for producing
information and the social validation of given situations.
One could native the development and the application of “generic standards for
manage ment systems” (4). The term “generic” means that the standard requirements can
be applied in any organization, no matter what products it creates (or from the fact that
the “product” is in fact a service) and the management system refers to what the
organization does to organize its processes (6). Two of the most known series of
international standards are the ISO 9000 series for the quality management systems and
the ISO 14000 series.
1. PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT – A PERSONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CHALLANGE
The problems of the environment can only be solved efficiently through the action of
several of the involved parts. The environment problems get a growing importance and
the solution is the cooperation of all countries. The activity of different international
organizations led to the internationalization of the battle for protecting the environment
and to the creation of a solidarization between nations.
The environment represents the overall conditions and natural elements of the Earth:
air, water, soil and underground, the characteristics of the landscape, all atmospherics
layers, all organic and an organic compounds, as well as the living beings, the interacting
natural systems, including the material and spiritual values, the quality of life and the
conditions that can influence man’s wellbeing and health. Problems like air population
and the destruction of the ozone layer by chlorofluorocarbons dont depend on national
borders. The example of air polution at global level clearly shows that any attempt of a
state to keep its environment clean is deemed to fail if the other nations are not ready to
make an effort towards protecting the environment. This is a product of sulfuric fosile
fuels combustion, as are oil and coal. Once sent in the atmosphere, the sulfur dioxide is
literally „flighing with the wind”. The interaction of sulfurdioxide with water vapours
leads t acid rain which often contributes to increasing the accidity of the soil and water at
thousands of kilometers away from the place where the noxes are produced. In northern
Sweden for example, there are a number of lakes who’s fish population diinished
drastically as a result of acid rain originating from Sweden but to a larger extent from the
industrial regions of Central Europe and United Kingdom.
Similar situations can be encountered in Austria. The European Commission for Europe
of the United Nations periodically gathers data about the movement of the pollutant
agents in the air of the Europe. One can see through these data where is the pollution
originating. According to these data, less than 6% of the sulfur pollution in Austria is
produced locally. M ore than 94% of the sulfur pollution observed in Austria is “imported”
from abroad. The situation is similar in the case of water pollution. The huge efforts made
by Holland to purify the Rhine would have been deemed to fail if Germany and other
countries crossed by this river wouldn’t have adopted simultaneous measures.
Knowing the way in which the human activity influences the natural ecosystems, is of
the utmost importance, due to the dire implication of environment degradation on the
quality of life. We live in an interdependent world and we can’t pretend that our acts
don’t have an effect on others and on all the nature.
The threat of climate change, the enlargement of the ozone layer hole, the
disappearance of species of plants and wild animals and the pollution of the sea require a
more serious attention on the need for taking common, global measures. Reducing the
world level of air pollutants, especially the carbon dioxide is necessary to avoid dangerous
climate change, and require concerted actions. The same is true in the case of stopping
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the production and use of the substances responsible for thinning the ozone layer in the
atmosphere (especially CFC).
Climate change is a global problem, but each of us has the power to make the
difference. Even small daily behavior changes can prevent gas emissions to affect the
quality of life. In fact doing so we save money. We can control climate change and we can
promise to become responsible citizens by reducing carbon dioxide emissions through
small changes in our daily behavior.
Climate change is at everyone’s door – we can feel its changes more and more the
storms and floods are more and more frequent. The winter is too warm, there is less and
less snow and more rain in the spring, the appearance of the flowers and the return of the
migrat ing birds take place earlier. These are signs of accelerating climate change which
are called planetary global warming.
The measures adopted by states individually would only represent a drop in an ocean
nowadays the strong interdependence in the field of environment protection is well-known.
A great deal of international conventions would have to help the problems of the
environment to be kept under control (5).
A much slower and difficult what to achieve efficient agreements, is the one of
elaborating national laws, while in the case of agreements a compromise is needed among
a number of participants. It is much more difficult cu verify if the agreements are obeyed
and to impose sanctions if necessary.
2. MONITORING AS AN INSTRUMENT OF ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
The term of monitoring has been introduced relatively recently in the Romanian
language and means monitoring the evolution in time of a system by measuring,
estimating and signaling when the limit values of certain indicators or parameters that
define the system are met, diagnosing the present state and elaborating new prognosis.
We often find the term monitoring used referring to political, social, and technical,
information, and transportation and of course environment protection systems (3).
Monitoring the environment represents the surveyance, prognosis, warning and
intervention in order to systematically evaluate the dynamics of the qualitative
characteristics of elements in the environment, with the aim of knowing the state of the
quality and the ecologic significance of them, the evolution and social implications of the
produced changes, followed by the measures that are required. Thus monitoring the
environment represents a set of operations for the surveyance, evaluation, prognosis and
warning in order to ensure the operative intervention for maintaining the state of
equilibrium of the environment. As an instrument of the managerial activity in the field of
environment protection, the monitoring has to ensure an informational flow, structured
on specific sectors and intersectorially with regard to the environment pollution sources,
and on the use and health of the natural resources.
The ecologic monitoring represents a continuous and systematic surveyance of the
state of the environment and its behaviors under the influence of natural and atrophic
factors. In a technological sense the monitoring is integrated in a complex data acquisition
system regarding the quality of the emissions based on systematic measurements over a
long period of time, with a set of parameters and indicators with spatial and temporal
coverage that create the possibility to evaluate their dynamics, to analyze if they are
contained in the range of admitted maximum le vels and to decide the measures that are
required. At the beginning of the activity of protecting the environment in a country one
has to organize and ensure the functioning of the environment surveyance system as a
whole and of its components. In our country the concepts that are required are:
1- an integrated system or all environment factors;
2- a global system on different layers of aggregation including the connection the
global network.
An integrated monitoring system should be based on:
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�
national systems for the surveyance of the quality of water (surface water, rivers
and seas) represent the activity of continuous standard observation and measurement over
a long period of time, of waters and knowing and characterizing the state and the
tendency of evolution of the hydric environment;
�
the overall and the emission networks for surveying the quality of the air;
�
the acid rain network;
�
the radioactivity network as well as a series of periodic information regarding the
quality of the soil, the vegetation, the fauna and the human health received from
ministers and departments.
The informational monitoring system is in charge with the information capable of
verifying and warning over the state and the actions related to the environment so that
the users can define their aims, take manage ment decisions and act over the
environment(3). One can find among these activities:
a)-an operative activity of gathering data, warning over incidental pollution and taking
protection measures;
b)-activities that characterize the long term quality, the evaluation of tendencies of
evolution and the adequate protection measures.
For these activities one used techniques that represent the stage of development and
that demonstrate the practical possibility to constitute the reference for establishing the
limits for the emissions in order to prevent, and in case this is not possible, to reduce the
overall emissions and their impact over the environment.
The techniques used are:
a) techniques that refer to the technology used and to the way in which the
installation is designed, built, kept, exploited as well as taking it out of use and repairing
the damage done to the location.
b) availab le techniques refer to requirements that got to a level of development that
allow applying the that particular industrial sector, in viable economical and technical
conditions, taking into account the costs and the benefits, no matter if these techniques
are or not used or applied at national level, provided that these techniques are affordable
to the operator.
c) the best techniques refer to the most efficient techniques for attaining a high level
of overall environment protection by using technologies that produce little waste or in
small quantities of even no dangerous chemical substances. They can also aim at ensuring
a good recycling of the waste and also comparable processes at industrial level. One
should not forget the energetic efficiency of using resources.
It should be required to obey the quality standard of the environment that implies
stricter requirements than can be attained by using the most performing available
techniques. Nevertheless a performing management supposes reviewing the standards in
any of the following situations:
�
if the pollution produced by an installation is so significant that the limit emission
values in the authorization have to be reviewed or if the new values of this type have to
be included in the authorization;
�
if certain significant changes of the most performing available techniques give
the possibility of considerably reducing the emissions, without involving excessive costs;
�
if it is necessary to use other techniques from reasons of functional safety;
�
if the new demands of the communitarian or national legislation require it.
3. INITIATIVES AN MANAGERIAL STRATEGIES CONCERNING THE ENVIRONMENT
In order to protect the Earth, several nongovernmental international organizations
have been created, for fighting pollution worldwide. Out of the many organizations of this
type, the most important are: FEE (Foundation for Environment Education) GREENPEACE,
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POWERFULL INFORM ATION (United Kingdom), UNESCO (United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization) UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme).
At national level there are numerous such organization whose aim is to increase the
interest of the population about environment protection: The M inistry of Environment and
of Durable Development, The Commission for protecting the natural monuments of the
Romanian Academy, ECOSENS (Bucureşti), ALBAMONT (Alba Iulia), ECOTUR (Sibiu),
M ARENOSTRUM (Constanţa), PRIETENII PĂM ÂNTULUI (Galaţi), CENTRUL CARPATO –
DANUBIAN DE GEOECOLOGIE (Bucureşti), OAM ENII ŞI M EDIUL ÎNCONJURĂTOR (Tg. M ureş),
FOCUS ECO CENTER (Ploieşti), ECO – LIFE (Bacău) etc. which focus their efforts on
protecting the environment and fighting pollution.
The environment policy of UE is regulated by the Maastricht Treaty from 1992 which
emphasize environment protection as a key priority. A healthy environment represents an
essential condition for a healthy life.
Due to economic development and prosperity, the pressure on the capacity of the
planet to respond the requirements in terms of raw materials and absorption of the
pollution is continuously increasing. That’s why the society has to make efforts to reduce
the negative impact exerted by economic growth on the environment (1).
The economic activities have to be performed in an ecological manner with the result
of less waste. Thus the policy of the European Union on the protection of the environment
is centered on the following aspects:
�
conserving, protecting and improving the environment
�
protecting the health of the population
�
careful and rational using of the natural resources
The 6-th Program of action for the environment (2001-2010) called “Our choice, our
future” establishes the environment priorities for this period. The following prioritary
domains define the directions of action of the environment policy:
�
Climate change;
�
Nature protection;
�
Biodiversity;
�
Conserving natural resources;
�
M anaging waste.
The proposed public policies as well as the problem of diminishing atmospheric
pollution by stimulating the renewal of the old cars (the number of automobiles at
national level increased considerably after 1990), but the existing buses in big cities has
only partially been renewed due to large costs of acquisition, the local budgets not being
able to cover such costs). It was also noticed that the people who live in the cities prefer
to use their own car to move inside or outside the city, rather than use the local
transportation services or bicycles, and thus the number of cars registered in Romania is
very high.
Involving large companies in environment protection actions becomes routine and a
moral obligation. Google added a new application called Google Earth, on which the
devastating effects of global warming can he followed over years until 2010. Using the
data provided by the International Group for Climate Change, Google Earth presents the
range of temperatures and rainfall associated to various levels of gas emissions.
Google.org, the philanthropic company of the Google group, announced that it will
donate and will invest around 25 million dollars for monitoring the effects of climate
change, regenerable energies production and supporting electric cars.
Another environment investment, worth 600.000 dollars, will go to Clark University for
developing a new monitoring and analysis system of the impact of climate change over
ecosystems, food sources and health in Africa and Amazon. The program wants to provide
for free over Internet the data about environment, health and development, information
and analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. M an in its creative activity troubled the delicate balance of nature and generated
global climate changes that affect both man and nature. Protection the environment is a
major problem of the contemporary society
2. The problem of climate change and what we do to stop it will in volve us all, our era
and our children and it represents our global inheritance.
3. Countries have to achieve their objective main ly through policies and internal
measures of protecting the environment which should allow them to partially achieve the
objectives of reducing the emissions by investing in projects for reducing the emissions in
the developing countries.
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ABSTRACT
Concerns related to stopping or reducing the rate of environmental degradation are activities where
more and more resources are allocated and involve the development of models, methods, techniques
and specific indicators of environmental issues. Due to the complexity of variables that characterize
the state of the environment or the degree of pollution of a company’s activity, the purpose of this
paper is to define a theoretical model to calculate an aggregate index of pollution in a company,
using elements of fuzzy logic, which offers a ‘more relevant’ way in economic terms to assess the
extent of pollution exercised.
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INTRODUCTION
‘For the first time a civilization was eating into nature’s capital rather than merely
living off the interest it provided’ (Toffler, 1981). Toffler was anticipating future
consequences, in particular the economic action on the environment, highlighted in the
continuous alteration of environment factors’ quality.
Economic and social progress can not be understood in the absence of an appropriate
quality assurance of environment, which involves first of all reducing the negative impact
of economic actions on it. Pollution and drastic reduction of deposits of renewable
materials in quantities and rates which exceed the possibilities of recovering naturally
produced serious imbalances in planetary ecosystem, environmental protection and thus a
major problem in the last decade debated at all levels in the world and reaching the
regional / local or even company level.
Risk assessment of investments in clean technologies, the need for reporting
environmental performance, introducing green taxes, green investment management or
environmental audits are several reasons that substantiate the need for a indicator to
characterize the degree to which a company brings a polluting effect on the environment
and to quantify it numerically. Since the company's activities may have negative impact
on one or more environmental factors, and at the same time each environmental
component may be affected by one or more pollutants elements, the calculation of such
an indicator is difficult to make by using the classic modeling tools which are based on
bivalent logic.
Refering to the methods and tehniques used for the ecologic impact estimation ( in our
case the pollution level), the economic literature sais that „it can be used a scale for a
calitative measurement, attaching numerical values which represent subjective
probabilities” (Rojanschi et al, 2004). The methodology fuzzy logic proposes it’s just a
development of the traditional mathematical methods, usefull in defining such an
indicator due to the fact that they operate with linguistic variables that associate varying
degrees of affiliat ion to a set of both independent and dependent variables, managing to
characterize in a more relevant manner the degree of individual pollution at entity level.
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The pollution is the process of introducing contaminated material in the environment,
the consequence of this process beeing the instability reflected in the discomfort or
impairment of the health of living organisms existing in the environment. The main forms
of pollution refers to air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution, radioactive
contamination, noise pollution, light pollution, visual pollution or thermal pollution.
Companies, through the activities developed, represent the main source of
environmental pollution, and accelerated degradation of the environmental condition in
recent years has led to increasing concerns at all levels related to the introduction of the
state environmental monitoring and pollution control (at regional, national or global level)
or improvement of technologies used to reduce the polluting effects (at company level).
Industry is the economic sector with the greatest contribution to environmental pollution
by the large amount of gaseous, solid and liquid removed in air, liquid and soil. It thus
requires implementation of measures to prevent or reduce emissions into atmosphere,
water and soil, including measures concerning waste management, to achieve a high level
of environmental protection as a whole.
To characterize the degree to which the environment is affected, specific indicators
have been developed measuring the quality of environmental components affected, so
there are computational techniques of pollution index for air, water, soil, etc., which is
calculated and reported periodically by specialized institutions in the aggregation of data
collected from companies. To calculate these indices important polluting components
were defined for each element of the environment. For example, the assessment of air
quality refers to the way we estimate emissions of pollutants by conducting emissions
inventories, measurements of emissions and / or dispersion modeling of air pollutants and
air quality monitoring in the knowledge of the effects of these emissions on human health
and ecosystems. Components are measured in air analysis: emissions of air pollutants
(greenhouse Acid - SO 2, NO x, NH3, non-methane volatile organic compounds, dioxin, heavy
metals, persistent organic pollutants, polychlorine aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated
biphenyls, hexachlorobenzene) and the quality and evolution of ambient air quality
(analysis of concentration of monitored pollutant, the most important being nitrogen
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, particulate matter, heavy metals, carbon monoxide, benzene,
ammonia, ozone). (http://www.calitateaer.ro)
Specific indicators of air or water quality are useful from a macro-ecological
perspective, the internal needs of companies to evaluate the risk in investments related
to clean technologies, or to make comparisons between companies or industries in terms
of whether they pollute the environment are some examples which scores the need to
calculate a ‘micro-indicator’ point to estimate the extent to which they pollute the
environment.
1. ELEMENTS OF FUZZY LOGIC
The reality facing companies is structured and binary, but uncertain and imprecise.
From both economic and social perspective, companies operate with data that are
inaccurate and which are often expressed in terms of natural language and for which
there are not some levels of value with strictly defined limits, but some descriptions
created by experts. Therefore, fuzzy logic, which operates with linguistic variables and
whose membership functions are defined by experts, is a natural approach to modeling
both economic and social phenomena.
Fuzzy logic is a set of mathematical theories which operate with representations of the
inaccurate, unreliable and incomplete data. Unlike classical bivalent logic or the logic of
‘black and white’ ‘in which any statement may take one of the values: true (1) or false (0),
Fuzzy logic is a stretch logic, where there is no absolute white or black but only shades of
gray. Thus, a sentence can have a set of truth values, characterized by linguistic variables.
The father of fuzzy logic, Loft Zadeh (Zadeh,1965), introduced the theory of fuzzy subsets
according to which an item may have some degree of affiliation to a set, grade
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characterized by a real number between 0 (non-membership) and 1 (full membership).
Starting from Zadeh's theory, a new fuzzy or vague system was built, in which the ‘noncontradiction’ or ‘third persons excluded’ principles are no longer observed. The core of
fuzzy logic is the concept of ‘certain degree’ (certainty) or multivalence. To sum up, the
main characteristics of fuzzy logic refers to the treatment of thinking like a case of
approximate thinking, the interpretation of knowledge as a collection of ‘elastic’ or
‘vague’ constants associated with a set of values, and to treat inference as a process of
spreading the ‘elastic’ constants. Fuzzy logic operates with linguistic variables whose
values are expressed by qualitative concepts about the status of a system such as the
terms: small, very small, Average, large, not very large, etc. Their conversion into
numeric values is made with the theory of sets.
A fuzzy set is defined by a membership function defined in the universe of discourse,
where the universe of discourse is the space where fuzzy variab les are defined. The
membership function associates one or more degrees of membership of each element in
the universe of discourse, associating them numeric values in the interval [0.1].
Some usefull fuzzy logic’ concepts used in this paper are (Zadeh,1987)
1. A linguistic variable x = a property, an attribute of the object (objects)
2. A linguistic value A = an adverb, adjective associated linguistic variable that also gives
the name to the fuzzy set
3. The Universe of discourse X = a classic set, where Fuzzy Sets are defined
4. The degree of membership = the extent that an element belongs to a fuzzy set
Gradul de apartenenta = măsura în care un element apartine unei multimi fuzzy
5. Membership function. A fuzzy set A is characterized by a function fA(x) which
associates each object in X a real number belonging to interval [0.1], the value of fA (x)
representing the degree of me mbership of x in A (with as the value function is closer to 1
the greater the degree of membership). (If the membership function takes only values 0 or
1 it is reduced to the characteristic function of a set.
6. The reunion of two fuzzy sets with membership functions fA and fB is a fuzzy set C
with fC = Max [fA, fB ], for any xÎ X .
7. The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B with membership functions fA and fB is a
fuzzy set C with fC = M in [fA, fB ], for any xÎ X .
2.

THE FUZZY MODEL OF AGGREGATE POLLUTION INDEX

Let Ip be the aggregate index of a company pollution level, Ip = f (AP, SP, WP) where,
AP = specific air pollution index, SP = specific soil pollution index and WP = specific water
pollution index. In turn, each of these indicators specific to a polluted environment
element depends on a number of components whose presence and size determine the
‘intensity’ of pollution. So, AP = AP (A1, A2 ,… An), SP = SP(S1, S2,…Sm); WP = WP(W1,
W2,…Wp ). We shall illustrate the manner to calculate the variable AP, air pollution index,
the algorithm which will also be repeated for calculating the variable sizes SP and WP.
2.1. Selection and definition of inputs and membership functions
According to national and international regulations [6], air quality mainly depends on
concentrations of 5 elements: sulfur dioxide (A1), nitrogen dioxide (A2), ozone (A3), carbon
monoxide (A4), powders in suspension (A5), so AP = AP (A1, A2,…A5)
Each of these components must be combined with a linguistic variable, namely ‘degree
of impact’ associated with different amounts emitted into the air. For each component Ai,
i = 1.6, there are Norms prepared in accordance with standards set by the EU, which
associate the full values from 1 to 6, in ascending order of negative impact exercised for
various intervals of including the concentrations of these components . These indices shall
be assigned linguistic variables as follows: (For variable A1-sulfur dioxide):
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Tabel 1 – Sulfur dioxide concentrations
Concentration domain for SO 2

Indice specific

Liguistic
impact”

0-49,(9)

1

Neutral (NT)

50-74,(9)

2

Very Small (VS)

75-124,(9)

3

Normal (N)

125-349,(9)

4

Average (A)

350-499,(9)

5

Big (B)

>500

variable

“Degree

of

6
Very Big (VB)
Source: ANPM (http://www.calitateaer.ro/indici.php)

Equally, we will associate the same linguistic variables Neutral, Very Small, Normal,
Average, Large and Very Large to the other 4 independent variables.
For the dependent variable AP we need to define ‘linguistic’ values that characterize
its size, values that do not need to be the same with those defined for independent
variables. AP can be characterized as being Extreme (E), Large (L), Average (A), Small (S)
and Very Small (VS).
Defining the rules of membership
Decision rules (or membership) will determine how many levels in the private
association of each variable can be combined to determine the causal association of the
variable AP. These rules are arbitrary and are based on the experience of specialists.
Inference rules are then interpreted using the criteria of Decision "If - Then".
Some inference rules could be defined as:
- AP takes the value Very Small (VS) if all the components take the Neutral value
(N)(R1)
- AP takes the value Small (S) if at least one of the components takesthe value Very
Small (VS) and the rest take the Neutral value (N) (R2)
- AP takes the value Extreme (E) if at least one of the components take the value Very
Large (VL). (R3 si R4)
- AP takes the value Average (A) if at least one of the components takes the value
Average (A) and the rest take one of the values Neutral (N), Very Small (VS) or Normal (N)
(R5)
- AP takes the value Large (L) if at least one of the components take the value Big (B)
and the rest take one of the values Average (A), Normal (N) or Very Small (VS ) (R6)
The number of inference rules can be very high, depending on how many variables we
have in the model and depending on how many values each variable can take.
Synthetically, inference rules can be presented as:
Rule
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
AP
Grade
R1 NT
NT
NT
NT
NT
VS
1
R2 N
N
N
N
N
S
1
R3 VL
VL
VL
VL
VL
E
1
R4 NT
N
VL
VL
N
E
0,8
R5 N
A
A
N
N
A
0,75
R6 N
A
B
A
A
L
0,5 etc.
The column labeled "Grade" of the table gives us a degree of association size for the
data series of the dependent variable AP. The degree of membership lies in the interval
[0.1], the AP 1 showing the variable is perfectly associated with the appropriate language
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variable and a 0.8 grade signifying that combination is not perfect. Degree of membership
will therefore range from 0 to 1 as the association is more or less powerful. The degree of
membership is defined by the experts’ experience, this being one of the disadvantages of
the model due to the use of human reasoning in building rules. To reduce the degree of
subjectivity other fuzzy notions have been developed, such as fuzzy matrices, super fuzzy
matrices, fuzzy cognitive maps, etc.
2.2. Defuzzification
The last stage, defuzzification, consists in calculating the numerical values for the
series of values of causal variable AP. For example, we can assign values: 0 for Very Small,
1 for Extreme, 0.15 for Small, 0.5 for Average and 0.75 for Large.
After measurements, for each independent variable we can calculate probability
values associated to regularity with which they take values in the intervals defining
linguistic variables associated to the measurements Neutral, Very Small, Normal, Average,
Large and Very Large. Suppose we have the following probability distribution:
Neutral Very Small
Normal Average Large Very Large
A1 0,1
0,1
0,4
0,2
0,1
0,1
0,15
0,4
0,2
0,1
0,1
A2 0,05
0,15
0,35
0,1
0,2
0,1
A3 0,1
0,1
0,4
0,08
0,3
0,1
A4 0,02
0,1
0,3
0,2
0,1
0,1
A5 0,2
The operations used for fuzzy operators AND and OR are M IN, respectively M AX.
Using decision rules, each combination of the 5 independent variables is associated with a
level of magnitude of the dependent variable AP which in turn possesses a degree of
membership:
APRi = GradRi x M in (A1Ri, A2Ri, A3Ri, A4Ri, A5Ri)
As example, for R5 rule we have: APR5 = 0.75 x min (0.4, 0.2, 0.1, 0.4, 0.3 ) =>APR5 =
0.075
We thus get the value of AP variable for each defined rule: APR1/FM= 0.02; APR2/Mc =
0.35, APR3/E= 0.1, APR4/E = 0.08, APR5 /MD = 0.075, APR6/M = 0.01
Since we need a single value for each level of variable AP, which is a value calculated
from values resulting from all previous results, we use fuzzy operator M AX to calculate it.
If R3 and R4 are activated, both rules causing an Extreme (E) leve l of AP, we have: AP
Extrem = M ax (0.1, 0.08) => AP Extrem = 0.1
Finally, we attach values to each defined level of AP variable in combination with the
defined linguistic variables:
Level
Value
“Weight”
Very Small 0.02
0
Small
0.35
0.25
Average
0.075
0.50
Large
0.01
0.75
Extreme
0.1
1
Then, using the formula of the center of gravity, the final value of AP will be:
AP = 0.35 x0.25 + 0.1x0.5 + 0.075 x0.75 + 0.01x1

0.02 + 0.35 + 0.1 + 0.075 + 0.01

=> AP = 0.3671

2.4. Calculation of aggregate pollution index
After calculating the 3 sizes for AP, SP and WP, the aggregate index of the degree of
pollution can be calculated using the same fuzzy algorithm. We associate linguistic
variablea to the three sizes AP, SP and WP calculated for each period i, and define rules
of inference to determine the association of the dependent variable IP.
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Tabel2 – “If-then” inference rules
IF
Rule
AP
SP
R1
VS
A
R2
E
E
R3
A
A
…………….
………
……

THEB
Ip
A
E
L
…..

WP
VS
E
A
……

Degree of membership
0.3
1
1
……

For defuzzyfication, we can calculate numerical values for the Ip indicator,assigning
the same values like in the previous example: 0 for Very Small, 1 for Extreme, 0,15 for
Small, 0,5 for Average and 0,75 for Big.
According to the results, for every independent variable we can set a probabilistic
value associated with the periodicity with wich these variables take specific values for the
ranges defining the linguistic variables associated with the Very Small, S mall, Average, Big
and Extrem values.
Supposing we have the following probability density:
Very Small
Small
Average
Big
Extreme
AP
0,1
0,1
0,5
0,2
0,1
SP
0,05
0,15
0,5
0,2
0,1
WP
0,1
0,15
0,45
0,1
0,2
Using the formula
IpRi = GradRi x M in (APRi, SPRi, WPRi) we’ll have:
=> IpR1/A = 0.03
IpR1 = 0.3 x min (0.1, 0.5, 0.1)
=> IpR1/E = 0.1
IpR2 = 1 x min ( 0.1, 0.1,0.2)
=> IpR1/L = 0.1
IpR3 = 1 x min (0.2, 0.2, 0.1)
As in the AP index calclulation, we can assign values for every defined level of Ip
related to the linguistic variables previously defined:
Level
Value
“Weight”
Average
0.03
0.50
Big
0.1
0.75
Extreme
0.1
1
The Ip valued obtained using the gravity center formula is then:
AP =

0.03 x0.5 + 0.1x0.75 + 0.1x1
0.03 + 0.1 + 0.1

=> AP = 0.8261

3. PRIMARY RESULTS OF APPLYING THE MODEL
The research started with the polution index calculation for the chemical industry,
using the case of Oltchim SA. At the moment of writting this paper, based on the figures
given by the company we had calculated the index of water pollution, AP, between years
2002 – 2008. The main difficulties in calculating all the indexes were to obtain figures for
every emited polluters.
Tabel3. – Water polluters
Var
ParaVal.
Cantităţi înregistrate (mg/l)
metru
M ax.
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
A1
pH
6.5-8.5 7.5
7.5
7.7
6.6
8.6
8.2
8.1
A2
Clor
0
0.052
0.21
0.31
0.4
0.054
0.24
0
A3
Cloruri 2500
1149.4 1151.7 1054.7 1147.3
1629.5 1550.3 1007,5
A4
Sulfati
1000
535.5
529.7
415.2
487
408.5
369.1
244.7
Source: Oltchim SA – Environmental Protection Dep.
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The water pollution index is WP = WP(A1, A 2, A3, A4) and for every variable Ai, we can
assign a linguistic variable “Degree of impact” dependent on the polluters quantities
existing in the water, as they are set in the legal norms.
Tabel 4 – Linguistc variables assigned for the WP index independent variables
A1
A2
A3
A4
Neutral (NT)
<2
0
< 900
<100
Very Small (VS)
2.1 – 3.0
0
900- 1000
101- 200
Normal (N)
3.1 – 4.5
0
1000-1499
201- 300
Average (A)
4.5 – 6.4
0.001 – 0.050
1500-1999
301 – 500
Large (L)
6.5 – 8.5
0.051 – 0.099
2000-2499
501 - 999
Very Large (VL)
> 8.5
> 0.1
>2500
> 1000
For the resulting variable WP we can define linguistic values to characterise it : WP
can take one of the values: Extreme-E, Big - B, Average - A, S mall - S and Very Small -VS .
Based on these linguistic variables, for every year we can define inference rules:
Rule
A1
A2
A3
A4
AP
Degree
R1/2002
L
L
N
L
B
0.8
R2/2003
L
VL
N
L
E
0.8
R3/2004
L
VL
N
A
E
0.7
R4/2005
L
VL
N
A
E
0,7
R5/2006
VL
L
A
A
E
0,6
R6/2007
L
VL
A
A
E
0,6
R6/2008
L
NT
N
N
B
0,6
The probability distribution calculated for the existing values is:
Neutral Very Small
Normal
Average Big
Very Big
A1 0
0
0
0
0,8571 0,1429
0
0
0,2857 0,5714
A2 0,1429 0
0
0,2857
0
0
A3 0,7143 0
0
0,1429 0,5714
0,2857 0
A4 0
And the WP values for every year are:
WP2002/ B = 0.8 x min (0.8571, 0,2857, 0.7143, 0,2857) => WP2002/ B = 0.22856
WP2003/E = 0.8 x min ( 0.8571, 0,5714, 0,7143, 0,2857) => WP2003/E = 0.22856
WP2004/E = 0.7 x min (0.8571, 0,5714, 0,7143, 0,5714) => WP2004/E = 0.39998
WP2005/E = 0.7 x min (0.8571, 0,5714, 0,7143, 0,5714) => WP2005/E = 0.39998
WP2006/E = 0.6 x min (0.1429, 0,2857, 0,2857, 0,5714) => WP2006/E = 0.08574
WP2007/E = 0.6 x min (0.8571, 0,5714, 0,2857, 0,5714) => WP2007/E = 0.17142
WP2008/B = 0.6 x min (0.8571, 0.1429, 0,7143, 0,1429) => WP2008/B = 0.08574
Using the M AX operator we can determine a single value for WP for the levels Big
and Extreme.
WP/B = max (0.22856, 0.08574)
=> WP/B = 0.22856
WP/E = max (0.22856, 0.39998, 0.08574, 0.17142)
=> WP/E = 0.39998
Keeping the previous evaluation model for every resulted level of WP we have:
Level
Value
“Weight”
Big
0.22856
0.75
Extreme
0.39998
1
Using the gravity center formula, the final value of WP is
WP =

0.39998 x0.75 + 0.22856 x1
0.39998 + 0.22856

=> WP = 0.8409
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CONCLUSIONS
Using fuzzy logic in modeling an aggregate index of pollution in a company presents
both advantages and disadvantages.
The main advantages include the possibility of modeling uncertainties depending on
the causes that generate the type and quantity of information available, and the
possibility of aggregation of several components of the environment damaged by pollution,
components which in turn aggregate the effects of an unspecified number of pollutants,
different both in terms of quality and units of measure. Moreover, using linguistic
variables provides a more realistic manner of characterizing the influence of independent
variables on the resulting variable or reducing to an acceptable degree of data complexity
by using the linguistic variables.
The modeling of index pollution in a company is not an easy task, primarily because of
the need to use experts in defining linguistic variables and the degree of their
membership at different levels. Validating the model also involves developing tool for
calculating the index and its testing on a large number of companies, which should be
given the opportunity of quantitative monitoring of polluting elements. And last but not
least, practice will definitely need the development of the model to be more adapted to
reality.
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ABSTRACT
The study highlights the links between climate change and societal change on the one hand and
European and national changes regarding the organization and delivery of social public services for
elderly, on the other hand. Social public services for elderly require a considerable financial effort
that will increase in coming decades, with a special issue of their sustainability for future
generations. The paper is based on indicators developed by the European Strategy on Sustainable
Development and follows the evolution of the studied issue, in the context of the global financial
crisis. Conclusions mark out the future actions points needful for a sustainable working of the topic.
The analysis was based on legal regulations concerning the social public services, including those
involving social care for older people, combined with the processing of statistical data provided by
Eurostat and the Ministry of Labor, Family and Social Protection and also the last reports, studies
and basic and applied research on issues presented.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2001, the first European Strategy for Sustainable Development provided, among
other things, the relationship between climate change and energy, on the one hand and
demographic pressure, including an aging population, threats to human health, poverty
and social inclusion, on the other hand. European Strategy for Sustainable Development
(EU SDS) focuses specifically on quality of life, ensuring inter-and intra-generational
equity and policy coherence. An integrated approach to economic, social and environment
issues is reflected in European policy documents since 2000, the year the European Union
aims through Lisbon Strategy to become "... the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world ... able to ensure greater social cohesion ". In
2006, EU SDS reaffirms the need to integrate aspects of sustainable development into
policies developed at all levels and in all areas of economic and social.
In the four major objectives settled by the document, it could be found again the field
of social equity and cohesion and the one of economic prosperity. Achieving these
objectives requires a focus on social inclusion and protection, since these ensure the
transfer of a part of public revenue to the poor, improving the social status and rights for
those marginalized. By comparison, climate change has a potential to increase poverty,
the countries that contribute the least to air pollution are usually those who suffer most
from it (have reduced capacity to support poor groups or financing of public services). It is
therefore necessary for social programs to integrate component of climate change and to
identify effective ways of adapting. (Oswald, 2009) In addition, measures aimed at
protection and social assistance shall be constructed in a manner that takes into account
the contribution to growth, employment, the demographic and economic trends.
According to Tetsuo O. and Yasuo M . (2001, p.1) aging is favorable to economic growth
and environment because the young people invest more in capital and the environment as
a response to an increased life expectancy. Ranci (2008), considers that at European level
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is currently bringing in a new market for social care services ("... new social care
market..."), with a distinction between financing (State responsibility), acquisition (which
belongs to all or part of citizens), the management of services (mostly decentralized to
the private organizations aimed at profit or not) and competitive procedures and market
mechanisms between donors, buyers and suppliers. European Council (2000) has requested
appropriate and concrete measures to ensure long term sustainability of public funding
related to aging population.
1.

EUROPEAN INDICATORS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Assesment of social services’ contribution to sustainable development is generally
difficult, because the social policy aspects of sustainable development have been treated
separately from economic and environmental issues. In latest years, through the indicators
developed in the key challenges, EU SDS imposes as a goal and principle the treatment of
social inclusion as an inseparable part of sustainable development. The renewed strategy
in 2006 sets out seven key challenges and indicators grouped into 3 levels within each
challenge. For each of them it has been agreed a general indicator that measures progress
for every specific area.
For public health field the main key indicators are of healthy life years and life
expectancy at age 65. For the social inclusion, demography and migration, key indicators
are number of people aged 65 and over in risk of poverty, life expectancy at age 65,
public spending on care for elderly, aggregate replacement ratio (reveal how the trends
affect growth and population structure). To increase social inclusion, the renewed
strategy sets out the need to reduce the risk of poverty for all categories of persons at risk
of poverty, supporting families in adapting to global society through development of
appropriate social services (including those for elderly in care of their families), support
granted to Member States in order to modernize and to adapt the national systems of
social assistance and protection.
2.

PRESENT AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIAL SERVICES FOR ElDERLY

European Union responses to the challenges of aging and those induced by the
financial crisis, are considering the effects of this phenomenon on the economy, on
employment and social issues. In 2008, London School of Economics has conducted
research in which predicts an increaseof spending on long-term care from £ 13.1 billion in
2005 to £ 42.7 billion in 2041, in 2005 constant prices. The same study also provides an
increase in the number of beneficiaries from 345,000 persons in 2005 to 825,000 persons
in 2041 (the UK situation). A research that forecast expenditure for long-term care
conducted in 4 countries (Germany, Spain, Italy and Britain) shows that the UK is still the
most
optimistic,
most
pessimistic
case
is
that
of
Germany.
The financial crisis is affecting all areas of economic and social. Ability to manage public
budgets determines the degree of reduction in expenses associated with social services.
Davies and McGregor (2009) shows that in terms of social protection and associated costs,
should be considered two aspects: on one hand should not be ignored protective role it
plays social assistance by contributing to the alleviation of poverty and exclusion social,
and on the other hand, the same author believes that should not be ignored immediate
and long-term effects of the crisis in this area. The same authors show that recent
discussions need enlight the importance of supporting of social assistance through “global
vulnerability fund”, which is a recognition of cooperation in the field but also of a global
responsibility that transcends national borders.
3.
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DEMOGRAFIC AND ECONOMIC ISSUES CONCERNING THE ELDERLY IN ROMANIA

Romanian legislat ion (Law 17/2000 conerning the social assistance for elderly and
republished in 2007) defines elderly as those who:
�
has no family or are dependent on others;
�
has no housing and no means to secure their own housing;
�
has not earnings or their earnings are insufficient;
�
not menage themselves or need specialized care;
�
are in a state of physical or mental illness which causes an inability to secure
their own socio-medical care.
Increased life expectancy combined with reduced fertility rate caused the European
phenomenon of population aging. Romania recorded a continuous decline of population
number, which is reflected in European indicators of sustainable development. Population
of 65 years and over increased from 12.9% in 1998 to 14.8% in 2006. For 2006, the
proportion of people age 65 and older are slightly below the EU - 25 to 16.5%. The
resultant phenomenon is a continuous pressure of elderly population on the adult
population, potentially active by default on social assistance and protection systems. Oldage dependency ratio had an asccendent trend since 2000 (19.7%) to 2008 (21.3%),
remaining however below the European average of 25.3% in 2008. A high level of this ratio
shows that for every inactive elderly person will be fewer people who will work and will
support them. Any projections of the dependency paths are not optimisthic. For the time
horizon 2000 - 2060, Eurostat data are shown in Figure 1.

(Source: computed by authors based on Eurostat data, available on
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal)

Figure 1 – European projections on old-age dependency ratio for elderly of age
65+
Rates of poverty among the elderly rose sharply in 2007 to 31% after it has been
maintained in the range 17% -19% for the period 2000 - 2006. Aggregate replacement ratio
(the median individual gross pensions of 65-74 relative to median individual gross earnings
of 50-59, excluding other social benefits) was 0.43% for 2007 compared to the value 0.48%
in the European Union (27 countries). This means that the income level of older people in
the first category was the only 43% of the income of the second category, excluding other
social benefits. The increased number of elderly persons, including low income, require
quantitative diversification of social services. Needs of older people continue to be
ignored or unresolved, which cause lower quality of life for this category. For persons
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aged 65, Eurostat data for 2007 show that the mean number of years still to be lived by a
man is 13.94 and by a woman is 16.86. Simultaneously, for the same year, the number of
healthy years at 65 (projected number of years that a person aged 65 years is expected to
continue to live in the absence of disease or disability) is 7.6 years for men and 7.7 years
for women. All these demographic trends are added the changes in family structure
(increasing the number of divorces and single parent families and therefore the extension
of single parent family) so that more and more elderly people live alone or in residential
centers. During 2003-2008, average monthly number of elderly persons who received
social services in homes for the elderly raised from 2121 to 5337 beneficiaries. Year 2006
marked a sharp increase from 1891 of beneficiaries in 2005 to 4441 people. For the public
budget, increasing the number of beneficiaries was translated into an increase in spending
on elderly care (as a percentage of GDP) from 0.024% in 2000 to 0.023% in 2006. Reducing
the public spending drop the possibilities to meet the needs of older persons. Decreasing
of youth population and the simultaneous increasing of elderly will be shown during the
next two decades, through decreased of labour force and constant pressure on the
financing of social services and social care for the elderly.
4. MANAGEMENT OF SOCIAL PUBLIC SERVICES FOR ELDERLY – ORGANIZATION,
FINANCING AND INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1. Organization and financing
Organization and operation of social services (default of public services for older
people) are regulated by Government Ordinance no. 68/2003 on social services, approved
with amendments by Law no 515/2003 and Government Resolution no 1024 /25 June 2004
approving the rules for the application of the Ordinance and accreditation methodology of
social service providers. These provisions are added to those contained in Law no 47/2006
on the national welfare system. Law 47/2006 stipulates that social service delivery is done
locally, thus ensuring an adequate response to the needs of older people. The public
institution involved in providing public social services for elderly is the Public Services of
Social Assistance organized as Direction or Department by local public administration
authorities (county councils and municipal councils, towns and communes). The local
budget to ensure the funds for the organization and operation of community services
(including those provided at home’s recipient) and the state budget provides funding costs
for investments and capital repairs of the social assistance units located in disadvantaged
areas and also provides subsidies for old people’s homes. Part of elderly care expenses
necessary in the residential system is made through the monthly maintenance
contribution determined according to the level of dependence of the person and also
based on the income of the beneficiary or of the legal supporters.
According to statistics provided by the M inistry of Labor, Family and Social Protection,
the amounts allocated to social public services have constantly increased due to an
increased number of people eligible for the categories of services offered. (Figure 2)
Despite the existence of a rich social assistance legislation, as a result of reforms in
recent years, social public services for the elderly require modernization through different
types of services, extensive providing of those which imply help and support in domestic
tasks, more encouraging participation of the local communities and economic
development of partnerships with NGOs, the adoption of best practice models, costeffective public and not least partially financing of the services by the beneficiaries.

Figure 2 - Total expences covered by the funds administrated by the Ministry of
Labour, Family and Social Protection
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(Source: computed by authors based on data provided by M inistry of Labour, Family
and Social Protection, available on http://www.mmuncii.ro/ro/buletin-statistic-190view.html)
4.2. Infrastructure
In 2005 it has been developed and approved The Nomenclature of social assistance
institutions and the necessary personnel structure. Public social assistance institutions are
established and accredited under the law and provide housing, social care and medical
assistance, councelling, protection, recovery activities, rehabilitation and social
reintegration for the elderly. Social services for older people can be provided at home or
in residential system and ensure care for the person, preventing social exclusion, legal and
administrative councelling, support for the payment of the services and current
obligations, help in fullfiling the domestiv duties.
At the European level but also at national level, social services provided at home are
considered the most cost-effective and also preferred by the elderly. Irrespective of their
type, social services may be provided by accredited physical persons, but only at the
request of the person concerned. Most often, caregivers are elderly spouses or other
family me mber. This situation raises a number of issues because most times the caregivers
are women (wives or daughters) or older people who may also become dependent. Home
care is made to provide social services and social care recommended through the National
Assessment Grid of the dependent elderly.
Social services for older people can include (in addition to those provided at home)
temporary or permanent care in an old people’s home, day care centers, clubs for the
elderly, homes for temporary care, apartments and social housing and others. Caring for
an elderly person in an old people’ home (an exception is willing) offers certain
advantages in terms of ensuring maximu m independence and safety, including monitoring
services, health care, physical support and intellectual improvement, increase
participation
social
life.
Much of the increase in budgetary expenditure allocated to these categories of
beneficiaries, have been directed to development of infrastructure, and this is reflected
in the increased number of this type of institutions from 19 units in 2005 to 81 in 2008
(Figure 3).

Figura 3 – Allotment of the old people’s homes on counties, during 2008
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(Source: computed by authors based on data provided by the Ministry of Labour, Family and
Social Protection, available on http://www.mmuncii.ro/ro/buletin-statistic-190-view.html)

CONCLUSIONS
Sustainable development is a complex area and requires different and innovative
approaches. The management of the social public services has seen significant changes
once with the reform of national social assistance system. The adoption of a national
strategy on sustainable development in 2008 is a further recognition of the importance
and the challenge which the increasing of quality of life for elderly, has for the
sustainability of public finances and for the fulfillment of the fundamental objective
"continuous improvement of quality of life for present and future generations by creating
sustainable communities able to manage and use resources effectively and potential
environmental and social innovation of the economy to ensure prosperity, environmental
protection and social cohesion. "(National Strategy for Sustainable Development of
Romania, pp.20).
Aging and increased elderly dependency is a reality that cannot be ignored. Unlike
other European countries, Romania has adopted lately a national strategy on sustainable
development so the European reports (2005 and 2007) which measures changes in
indicators at European level don’t include the level reached by our country.
In conclusion, possible directions for future action are related to:
• Completion of institution building to enable tracking progress in sustainable
development;
• Rethinking the architecture of social service systems, considering issues as quality,
efficiency, effectiveness and long-term financial sustainability;
• Adaptation of indicators (quantitative and qualitative) to allow a clear quantification
of the contribution to sustainable development;
• Increased flexibility of social service systems to market competitiveness induced by the
phenomenon of globalization, the intensification of migratory movements and the aging
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population;
• integrated approach to economic policies, health and environment protection.
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ABSTRACT
The goal of this paper was to establish which management practices may contribute in a significant
way in achieving good performance results by Romanian SMEs regarding the criteria „Social
Responsability” of the EFQM excellence model. Strong correlation points (bottlenecks) have been
identified and future development directions were proposed in order for the questioned SMEs to
have a better orientation towards social responsability.
KEY WORDS
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INTRODUCTION
Current active SM Es on globalized markets need to face the challange in choosing
between the necessity in gaining, or maintaining a competitive advantage within the
global financial crisis, but they also need to be more social responsible in order to
maintain this advantage. Therefore, organizations may have to decide upon their position
between these two challanges: the economical crisis, that enables organizations to be
more carefull in planning, spending, investing, and the necessity in continuous
improve ment of their interest in being environmental responsible, maintaining
international labor standards for their employees and engaging in social activities, that
mean to support the society.
Actually, organizations should focus in developing a balance between these two
challenges, by choosing the appropriate management instruments in achieving society’s
needs and expectations.
1. METHODOLOGY
Following methodology has been used in order to achieve the goals of this paper:
�
Questionning a group of Romanian SM Es due to the criteria of the EFQM
Excellence Model and the management practices they use;
�
Establishing correlation degrees (using the QFD method) between the score
obtained within the criteria „Social Responsability” and the management practices that
SM Es may choose to use: the existance of a quality management system, an integrated
manage ment system, etc.
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�
Determining strong correlation points and suggesting future development
practices in order for SM Es to be more oriented towards social responsability and the
evironment.
1.1. The EFQM Excellence Model
The EFQM Excellence model was chosen because of the principles and good practices
contained, that enable organizations to achieve excellence. Organizations may choose
from among various Total Quality M anagement models and in order to support
organizations that wish to tend towards excellence, managers of large european
companies founded 1988 the European Foundation for Quality M anagement (EFQM ). In
order to support the performances of the business, the EFQM model for business
excellence has been defined, sucessfully finished in the year 1997, and since 1992 there
is an anual price awarded for busines excelence. The EFQM model grounds on eight
principles: (EFQM 2009)
1. Results orientation;
2. Customer focus;
3. Leadership and constancy of Purpose;
4. M anagement by Processes and Facts;
5. People Development and involvement;
6. Continuous Learning, Innovation and Improvement;
7. Partnership development;
8. Corporate social responsibility. (EFQM 2009)
This business model also contains nine criteria, whose degree of fulfillment show
organizations capability in being excellent.
Five of the criteria are known as „Enablers” and four of them are known as „Results”.
„Enablers” contains what the organization does and with what resources and the „Results”
contains what an organization achieves. M aking use of the „Enablers” a company obtains
„Results” and by using the feed-back from „Results” a company’s „Enablers” can be
improved. (Pitic, Dragan, 2009)
The criteria of the category „Enablers” are:
�
Leadership
�
Policy and Strategy
�
Human Resources
�
Partnerships and Resources
�
Processes
The criteria of the category „Results” are:
�
Customer Results
�
People Results
�
Society Results
�
Key Performance Results
Within this article the attention has been concentrated towards the criteria „Society
Results”, among the category „Results”.
This criteria focuses on: Public oppinion has an important role within this criteria. Selfassessment needs to point out if and how the company satisfies the needs of the society
meaning by that: responsibility towards the environment, quality of life, imp lication in the
different social oriented activities etc.
1.2. Quality Function Deployment
In order to establish a correlation degree between the management practices that
Romanian SM Es use and the requirements of the society (represented by the results
optained within the criteria “Society Results” within the EFQM Excellence Model), the
authors used the “Quality Function Deployment” method, further mentioned as QFD. The
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QFD method is a system for planning the activities of all the departments in a company or
organization offering products or services, with the purpose of maximizing customer
satisfaction. QFD translates the customers’ requirements into technical characteristics of
the product/service with the goal of developing market oriented products/services. For
applying this client orientation principle, it is necessary to determine the clients’
requirements, using various methods of investigation for collecting data (Crisan, Popescu,
Brad, Lemeni, 1999).
Yoji Akao, developer of the QFD method, defined QFD as being „a method for
developing a design quality aimed at satisfying the consumer and then translating the
consumer’s demands into design targets and major quality assurance points to be used
throughout the production stage”. (M azur 1993)
Researchers H. M akabe (Japan) and D. Clausing (United States) developed a simplified
method called „House of Quality“ containing six matrixes. This method is adaptable to
various needs, with the possibility to use all the matrixes or only some of them depending
on the desired results. (Opruta, Dragan, Dragomir, 2008)
Figure 1. Basic components of the House of Quality
Correla tio
n matrix
Technical
characteristics matrix

matrix
h

Client evaluation
matrix

Requirement

?
W

Relationship
matrix

Technical
evaluation matrix

(Source: Crişan, Popescu, Brad, Lemeni, 1999)
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The client requirements matrix contains the customers’ requirements regarding the
product/service being analyzed and the importance factor assigned to each individual
requirement. The steps necessary for filling out this matrix are: determining these
requirements trough different investigation methods; hierarchizing these requirements
and assigning the importance factors for each requirement.
The technical characteristics matrix contains the characteristics of the product or
service offered by the producer/supplier. The relationship matrix points out the
correlation between the customer requirements and expectations and the technical
characteristics of the product/service being analyzed. (Crisan, Popescu, Brad, Lemeni,
1999).
Customer requirements are being translated into technical characteristics in this
matrix. The structure of this matrix is that of a table with two inputs: customer
requirements and expectations on the rows and producer/supplier technical
characteristics on the columns. At the intersection between rows and columns there is the
correspondence between customer requirements and technical characteristics of the
product/service. This correspondence is a numeric one (needed for the matrix calculus)
but it is usually represented trough symbols. This research uses the following symbols for
expressing the correlation degree: strong=; medium=O; weak=Δ. For filling out the
correlation matrix the following steps are needed:
a.
The customers requirements are selected starting with the first one up
and ending with the last one down
b.
The technical characteristics are selected starting left and ending right
c.
Each row is filled out at the intersection with each line with the
correlation between the requirement of the customer and the technical
characteristic of the product/service
d.
If there is no correlation than the intersection is left empty
The evaluation matrix is filled out with the difficulty degree for each technical
characteristic. Specific matrix calculus is performed either manually, or using specialized
software. (Crisan, Popescu, Brad, Lemeni, 1999).
The next stage would be the interpretation of the results based on the prior identified
correlation degree. If there is more than one QFD analysis that refers to the same
product/service, it is possible to do a concatenated analysis of all the QFD’s using
statistical calculation programs.
2. THE RESEARCH
First step was to question a group of five SM Es in Cluj-Napoca using a questionnaire
established due to the criteria of the EFQM business excellence model. Within this analysis
only the criteria „Social Responsability” was chosen to be relevant. Then the authors have
chosen a set of management practices, whose fulfillment could contribute to a certain
level of performance within the criteria „Social Reponsability”.
In order to establish a performance level of the criteria within the EFQM model,
following affirmations were made:
�
The organization is involved in sustaining and promoting cultural, scientific,
artistic activities;
�
The organization sustains and getts involved in maintaining a pleasant and
unpolluted environment;
�
The organization is known by the population;
�
The organization already proceeded in diminishing the damages on the
environment (reducing energy consume, recycling etc.)
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The management practices that were of interest within this research and that could
have an impact in obtaining good performance results within the criteria „Social
Responsability” were:
�
The organization implemented an environmental management system;
�
The organizaton implemented a quality management system;
�
The organization implemented a social responsability manage ment system;
�
The organization has a multi-annual strategic planning;
�
The organization has a system of continuous measurement of customers’ demands,
needs, expectations and satisfaction;
�
The organization implemented a performance management system.
In order to establish a correlation degree betweeen each management practice and
each question form the criteria „Social Responsability” of the EFQM business excellence
model, following scales have been defined:
Table 1. Scales for establishing the fulfillment degree of the criteria of the EFQM
Excellence Model and the use of management practices:

1
2
3
4
5

Scale-Criteria „Social
Responsability” of the
EFQM Excellence Model
Not at all
little progress
some progress
good progress
very
much/entirely.

Scale-M anagement
practices
Does not
Does not, but wishes to
Within imple mentation
Imp lemented for less than
3 years
Imp lemented
for more
than 3 years

The management practices were introduced as being characteristics within the
„Technical characteristics matrix” and the questions regarding the criteria of the EFQM
business excellence model were introduced within the „Requirement matrix” in order to
establish which management practices have a significant contribution in leading to a very
good performance regarding this particular criteria of the excellence model.
Questionnaires regarding each SM E were filled out, regarding both management
practices and the fulfillment of the EFQM criteria. An average for each question was then
established, average that was introduced within the QFD analysis, using „Qualica”
software. The averages obtained when measuring the performances within the EFQM
criteria were introduced within the client evaluation matrix, as „Importance to customer”,
using the scale previous defined.
The averages obtained when measuring the degree in implementation of a certain
manage ment practice were introduced within the technical evaluat ion matrix as
„Difficulty index”. Because the scale of the importance index goes from 1-10, it was
necessary to normalize the scale in order to do the graphical representation. By
normalizing we mean that the obtained averages were doubled.
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Figure 2. The House of quality

The QFD analysis points out following results:
There are two management practices pointed out by the two bottleneck situations:
„The organization implemented a social responsability manage ment system” and „The
organization imple mented an environmental manage ment system” that show great
importance in achieving good results within the EFQM criteria and show a low and a
moderate difficulty index. The management practice „The organization implemented a
social responsability management system” shows an importance of 34% and a difficulty
degree of only 2 and the management practice „The organization imple mented an
environmental management system” shows an importance of 28% and a moderate
difficulty of 3,6. The easyiest way in succeding to respond to the demands of the society
due to the EFQM model, would be in this case fullfilling these two management practices.
Next management practices, that show a number of significant relationships but also
show lesser importance in achieving this goal are : „The organization has a system of
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continuous measurement of customers demands, needs, expectations and satisfaction”,
showing an importance degree of 11,4% and a moderate difficulty index of 3,6 and ” The
organization has a multi-annual strategic planning”, showing an importance degree of
10,9% and a high difficulty index of 5,6%. Figure 3, the bottleneck analysis shows a
detailed representation:
Figure 3. Bottleneck analysis

As can be seen, there are two CTQs (critical to quality) reprezented by the two
manage ment practices that show great importance and low to medium difficulty index.
�
The management practice „The organization implemented a performance
manage ment system”, shows low importance and a low difficulty index having therefore a
small contribution in gaining good performance within the criteria of the EFQM model;
�
The management practice „The organizaton imple mented a quality manage ment
system”, shows low importance and a moderate difficulty index;
�
The management practice „The organization has a multi-annual strategic
planning” shows moderate importance and moderate difficulty index;
�
The management practice „The organization has a system of continuous
measurement of customers demands, needs, expectations and satisfaction of their
customers” shows moderate importance but medium to high difficulty index.
However, some negative correlation points were identifies within the correlation
matrix:
�
First negative correlation was identified between the management practice „The
organization implemented an environmental management system” and the management
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practice „The organization imp lemented a performance management system”, pointing
out the possible existance of a conflict when imple menting them.
�
Second negative correlation was identified between the management practice
„The organization implemented a social responsability manage ment system” and „The
organization implemented a performance management system”, pointing out the possible
existance of a conflict when implementing them.
In order to solve these two conflicts, addopting innovative techniques are necessary.
CONCLUSIONS
This research points out that organizations should focus on that management practices
that show a low difficulty index in implementing them, but also show a high importance
degree and could lead to very good performance regarding the EFQM business excellence
model criteria. The averages shown by the SM Es regarding the fullfillment degree of
manage ment practices and the criteria of the EFQM model are mediocre, none of the SM Es
showing good results on the defined scales. However, if SM Es wish to gain good
performance with little effort redarding „Social responsability”, they schould focus on
these two management practices „The organization implemented a social responsability
manage ment system” and „The organization implemented an environmental management
system”.
This reasearch sample could serve as a guide for SM Es that wish to excell within the
context of the current financial crisis, focusing on that points that could lead to
performance improvement with little effort.
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ABSTRACT
The world economic crisis started in 2008 badly influenced Romanian SME’s. In this context,
highlighting the impact of national/international economic recession on the activity of Romanian
SMEs has a special significance. In order to achieve this objective, we lead a research on a sample of
1099 SMEs - micro, small and medium size – from all branches of activity, age categories and
development regions, being considered representative for one of the objective of the researchmeasurement of impact of economic crisis on Romanian SME’s.
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INTRODUCTION
Small and medium-sized enterprises represent the most numerous and important
category of enterprises, with multiple economic, technical and social functions. This point
of view is supported by several arguments that may surprise many people. SM Es:
�
generate most of the GDP in every country, usually 55%�95%;
�
provide employment for most of the population;
�
generate a major part of the technical innovations applicable in the economy;
�
in the recent years, in almost all countries in the world, including the
European Union, the SM Es have been the only ones to generate employment;
�
are the most dynamic in a free market economic environment, as attested by
their evolution in point of number, turnover and workforce, considerably
higher compared to large enterprises;
�
represent the key component of an economic background favorable to the free
market economy, characterized by flexibility, innovation and dynamism;
�
the knowledge revolution and the transition to a knowledge-based economy
are accompanied by an increase in the number, impact and economic,
scientific, technical, educational, environmental and cultural performance of
the SM Es.
In this context, is important to understand the impact of crisis on Romanian SM E’s,
because this will generate a chain effect, propagated to the whole economy.
1.1. DYNAM ICS OF THE ACTIVITY OF SM ES DURING OCTOBER 2008 - M ARCH 2009
The world economic crisis started in 2008 was also felt in Romania. M ost
specialists believe that it is a major international economic crisis, with multiple negative
effects on the world economies. In this context, highlighting the impact of
national/international economic recession on the activity of Romanian SM Es has a special
significance. The research shows that during October 2008 - M arch 2009, more than half
of the SMEs (57.58%) reduced their activity, 23.39% of companies operate at the same
parameters, 14.80% of companies went bankrupt, and 4.23% of economic agents had
an ascendant evolution. See figure 1.
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It can be drawn the conclusion that a significant part of small and mediu m
Romanian enterprises deal with special problems. Like in other countries in the world,
they have hardly dealt with the economic crisis until now, which can be explained by the
fact that SMEs are generally more vulnerable at contextual turbulences than big
companies.

SMEs that w ent bankrupt

57,58%

SMEs w hich reduced their
activity
23,39%
14,80%

SMEs w hich operate at the
same parameters
SMEs w hich had an
ascendant evolution

4,23%

Figure 1-Dynamics of the activity of SMEs during the period October 2008 March 2009
The analysis of companies by regional localization, shows that the economic
agents in the North West region have the highest share of companies that went bankrupt
(19.02%), those situated in the Centre register an increased share of SM Es that diminished
their activity (72,63%), companies in the North East register a superior percentage of
organizations functioning at the same parameters (27.84%), and the enterprises in
Bucharest are pointed out by the large number of economic units that developed during
the October 2008 - M ach 2009 (8.07%). Details can be seen in table 1.
Table 1- Dynamics of the activity of SMEs based on the development regions they
belong to

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Dynamics of
the activity
of
companies
during the
period
Oc tober
2008 March 2009
SMEs that
went
bankrupt
SMEs that
reduced
their
ac tivity
SMEs
operating at
the same
parameters
SMEs that
intensified
their
ac tivity

SMEs grouped by development regions:

North
East

South
East

South

South
West

West

North
West

Centre

Bucharest

15.68%

16.73%

18.64%

9.51%

17.45%

19.02%

17.89%

12.40%

54.88%

51.84%

53.64%

65.12%

62.98%

58.36%

72.63%

53.57%

27.84%

23.67%

24.55%

21.71%

18.72%

19.67%

9.47%

25.96%

1.60%

7.76%

3.18%

3.66%

0.85%

2.95%

0.00%

8.07%

The classification of SMEs by size categories (table 2) shows the following:
Bankrupts are registered inversely proportional to the size of the companies,
and the percentage of SM Es that restricted their activities increases
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

simultaneously with the increase of their size. Somehow surprising at first
sight, this situation is explained by the fact that, usually, the increase in the
size of the organization leads to the diminution of its vulnerability to
nefarious contextual evolutions, as well as to the reduction of flexibility, of
its capacity to quickly adapt to the changes of the business environment;
Small enterprises hold an increased weight of companies that developed
their activities (5.03%) and register an inferior percentage of units
functioning at the same level (21.50%).

Table 2- Differentiation of the activity dynamics of companies by their size
Size of companies
Dynamics of the activity of
enterprises during the period
MicroSmall
Medium
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
October 2008 - March 2009
SMEs that went bankrupt
15.15%
14.87%
12.75%
SMEs that reduced their activity
55.98%
58.61%
63.19%
SMEs operating at the same
24.63%
21.50%
22.03%
parameters
SMEs that intensified their
4.24%
5.03%
2.03%
activity

The analysis of economic agents by their field of activity highlights the
following important aspects: SM Es in the tourism sector hold the highest share of
companies that restricted their activity (72.31%); organizations in the industrial sector
register an increased share of enterprises that went bankrupt (17.71%); companies in the
transport sector register a higher percentage of entities functioning at the same
parameters (28.82%), and enterprises in the services sector contain more economic agents
that developed their activities (7.01%) Additional information is contained in table 3.
Table 3- Dynamics of the activity of SMEs by activity sectors

No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Dynamics of the
ac tivity of SMEs
during the period
Oc tober 2008 March 2009
SMEs that went
bankrupt
SMEs that reduced
their ac tivity
SMEs operating at
the same
parameters
SMEs that
intensified their
ac tivity

SMEs by ac tivity sectors
Industry

Constructions

Trade

Tourism

Transports

Services

17.71%

10.15%

14.96%

15.38%

11.18%

15.04%

58.47%

60.60%

58.23%

72.31%

54.12%

54.16%

20.61%

24.78%

23.81%

9.23%

28.82%

23.80%

3.21%

4.48%

3.01%

3.08%

5.88%

7.01%

1.2. PSYCHOLOGICAL IM PACT OF ECONOM IC CRISIS ON ENTREPRENEURS
Taking into consideration the fact that the psychological dimension of the crisis
has a major impact on the performance of economic activities, it is important to have a
view on the extent to which Romanian entrepreneurs are psychologically influenced by the
recent drastic recession. The research showed that 42.92% of entrepreneurs are
threatened by the crisis to a medium extent, 27.26% of them are affected to a small
extent, 24.22% of businessmen feel the economic decline to a large extent, and 5.60%
of persons are not afraid. See figure 2.
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42,92%
High
Medium
Low

27,26%
24,22%

With no impact
Figure 2- Psychological impact of the economic
5,60%crisis on entrepreneurs

Analyzing the psychological dimension of the crisis by the regional localizat ion of
SMEs, we mainly notice the following:
the largest number of entrepreneurs that feel threatened by the recession to
a large extent is registered at companies in the Centre region (47.37%);
enterprises in the North West hold the highest percentage of businessmen
not affected by the crisis (8.65%) and afraid of the recession to a medium
extent (50.96%);
economic agents in the South West region include more persons on which the
impact of the crisis is reduced (31.98%).
See additional information in table 4.
Table 4-Psychological impact of the economic crisis on entrepreneurs by
development regions the SMEs belong to
Psychological
impac t of the
crisis on
entrepreneurs

North
East

South
East

South

South
West

West

North
West

Centre

Bucharest

1.

High

26.09%

27.27%

27.42%

20.24%

24.32%

15.38%

47.37%

23.36%

2.

Medium

45.11%

41.56%

48.39%

42.91%

41.89%

50.96%

31.58%

39.75%

3.

Low

23.91%

27.27%

19.35%

31.98%

27.03%

25.00%

17.54%

30.33%

4.

No impact

4.89%

3.90%

4.84%

4.86%

6.76%

8.65%

3.51%

6.56%

No.

SMEs grouped by development regions:

Taking into consideration the size of companies, it is mainly noticed that:
medium enterprises hold the highest share of decision factors that do not
feel affected by recession (5.74%);
the frequency at which entrepreneurs are affected by the crisis on average
gets higher proportionally to the size of enterprises;
micro-companies register the highest percentages as regards businessmen
that see the economic crisis as a major impediment (25.30%) and those that
are psychologically affected to a small extent (28.92%).
Details can be seen in table 5.
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Table 5-Psychological impact of the economic crisis on entrepreneurs by the size
of SMEs
Size of companies
Psychological impact of the crisis
No.
MicroSmall
Medium
on entrepreneurs
enterprises enterprises
enterprises
1.
High
25.30%
22.86%
22.95%
2.
Medium
40.10%
46.29%
46.72%
3.
Low
28.92%
25.43%
24.59%
4.
No impact
5.68%
5.43%
5.74%
As it can also be seen in table 6, the classification of SM Es by the field of activity
mainly highlights that:
SM Es in the tourism sector have an increased percentage of entrepreneurs
that are a little poor-spirited by the crisis (40%) and a lower weight of
persons affected by the economic recession to a medium extent (32%) and
not at all affected (4%);
Companies operating in the industry sector have higher shares of
entrepreneurs that feel the economic recession more intensely (26.98%);
enterprises in the transport sector register the highest percentage of
companies within which businessmen feel threatened to a medium extent
(49.12%);
organizations in the services sector register an increased number of persons
who are not at all psychologically influenced by the economic decline
(6.70%).
Table 6- Influence of economic crisis on entrepreneurs by the activity sectors of
Psychological
impact of the
crisis on
entrepreneurs

Industry

Constructions

Trade

Tourism

Transports

Services

1.

High

26.98%

25.23%

24.45%

24.00%

19.30%

23.66%

2.

Medium

44.19%

48.60%

41.08%

32.00%

49.12%

41.96%

3.

Low

24.19%

21.50%

28.61%

40.00%

26.32%

27.68%

4.

No impact

4.65%

4.67%

5.87%

4.00%

5.26%

6.70%

No.

SMEs by activity sectors

SMEs
The analysis of the way in which the crisis is affectively perceived, by the
performances obtained by SMEs in 2008 as compared to 2007 (table 7), shows the fact
that the entrepreneurs with superior results feel the severe economic decrease to a
smaller extent as compared to those with inferior and identical performances, which can
be explained by the safety due to a better financial situation.

No.
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Psychological impact of the crisis on
entrepreneurs

Performances of the company in 2008 as
compared to 2007

1.
2.
3.
4.

Superior
Identical
Inferior
High
20.95%
21.25%
39.36%
Medium
44.49%
43.60%
38.30%
Low
28.94%
27.79%
20.21%
No impact
5.62%
7.36%
2.13%
Table 7- Differentiation of the influence of economic crisis on entrepreneurs by
performances obtained in 2008 as compared to 2007

1.3. ENTREPRENEURS’ OPINIONS REGARDING THE PEAK OF THE CRISIS
As it is already known, national and world economic evolutions have a cyclic
character, the increase/expansion periods alternating at various time periods with
stagnation, recession and sometimes even crisis periods. Economic crises often evaluate in
“U” shape, which means that after a decrease it takes a certain period until the economic
increase begins. As regards the current economic crisis, there are many opinions of
specialists regarding its peak, internally as well as internationally. Taking into
consideration the entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the crisis peak in Romania, the
situation is as follows: 58.40% of businessmen estimate that the maximum level of the
crisis will be reached in 2009, 34.09% of the researched persons believe that the peak
will be in 2010, and 3.85% of them forecast a maximu m point in 2011. Detailing the
opinions by quarters shows that 24.70% of entrepreneurs forecast that the highest
intensity of the crisis will be in the 3rd quarter of 2009, 21.25% of the persons believe
that the recession peak will be in the 4th quarter of 2009, 16.40% of businessmen
anticipate a maximu m level in the 1st quarter of 2010, and 11.17% of the researched
persons consider that the peak will be reached in the 2nd quarter of 2010. Most
entrepreneurs are considered quite optimistic as regards the duration of the economic
decrease in Romania, due to internal evolutions as well as to economic forecasts of the
International Monetary Fund, World Bank and other international famous bodies, according
to which the economies of the USA and Europe will recover in 2010 after the strong
decline in 2009. Additional information is presented in figures 3 and 4.

60,00%

58,40%

40,00%

34,09%

20,00%
3,85%
0,00%

2009

2010

2011

1,88%
2012

0,89%
2013

0,40%
2015

0,30%
2008

0,20%
2014

Figure 3- Entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the peak year of the crisis
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0,00%

24,70%
21,25%
16,40%
11,46%
11,17%

0,00%
0,00%

Trim I
2009
Trim II
2009
Trim III
2009
Trim IV
2009
Trim I
2010
Trim II
2010
Trim III
2010
Trim IV
2010
Trim I
2011
Trim II
2011
Trim III
2011
Trim IV
2011
Altă
perioadă

0,00%

4,25%
2,27%1,19%1,48%0,49%0,69%3,66%

0,99%

Figure 4-Detailing the entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the crisis peak by years
and quarters
The examination of companies by regional localization shows the following:
SM Es in Bucharest register the highest number of persons believing that the
crisis peak in our country will be in 2009 (67.23%);
Enterprises in the South area register the highest percentage of
entrepreneurs believing that the peak will be in 2010 (45.61%) and the
lowest percentage of those who forecast the peak for 2009 (49.12%);
entrepreneurs in the West more frequently indicated year 2011 (8.82%), and
those in the North West more often estimated that the maximu m level of the
decline will be after 2011 (7.53%).
Details can be seen in table 8.
Table 8-Differentiation of entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the year when the
crisis will reach its peak, by the development regions the SMEs belong to

No.

Year
when
the
crisis
will
reach
its
peak

SMEs grouped by development regions:

North
East

South
East

South

South
West

West

North
West

Centre

Bucharest

1.

2009

57,71%

51,32%

49,12%

54,44%

61,76%

56,99%

54,55%

67,23%

2.

2010

39,43%

39,47%

45,61%

34,27%

27,94%

26,88%

41,82%

28,15%

3.

2011

1,71%

2,63%

3,51%

4,84%

8,82%

8,60%

1,82%

2,10%

4.

Other
period

1,14%

6,58%

1,75%

6,45%

1,47%

7,53%

1,82%

2,52%

If we group the SM Es by size categories (see table 9) we mainly notice that:
businessmen estimating that the recession will reach the highest level in
2009 are more frequent within medium companies (60.17%);
micro-enterprises hold the highest weight of persons who estimate that the
crisis peak will be reached in 2010 (35.84%);
small enterprises register more entrepreneurs believing that the maximu m
level of the crisis will be in 2011 (6.51%) and after 2011 (6.21%).
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Table 9- Differentiation of entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the year when the
crisis will reach its peak, by the size of SMEs
Year when the
Size of companies
crisis will reach its
MicroSmall
Medium enterprises
peak
enterprises
enterprises
2009
59.32%
55.92%
60.17%
2010
35.84%
31.36%
33.05%
2011
2.51%
6.51%
2.54%
Other period
2.33%
6.21%
4.24%
The analysis of the companies by fields of activity (table 10) shows the following:
SM Es in the tourism sector registered the highest percentages of persons
believing that the peak of recession will be in 2010 (36.36%) and after
2011 (9.09%), the lowest percentage of those believing that the maximum
level will be in 2009 (54.55%) and does not register any entrepreneurs
estimating that the crisis peak will be in 2011.
An increased number of entrepreneurs operating in the transport sector
believe that the recession will be more intense in 2009 (63.16%) and 2011
(8.77%), but a smaller number estimates that the crisis peak will be in 2010
(26.32%) and after 2011 (1.75%).
Table 10- Entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the crisis peak, by the fields the
SMEs operate in

No.

Year
when the
crisis will
reach its
peak

SMEs by activity sectors
Industry

Constructions

Trade

Tourism

Transports

Services

1.

2009

58.45%

61.90%

56.36%

54.55%

63.16%

58.04%

2.

2010

35.75%

32.38%

34.29%

36.36%

26.32%

34.82%

3.

2011

2.90%

3.81%

3.38%

0.00%

8.77%

4.91%

4.

Other
period

2.90%

1.90%

5.97%

9.09%

1.75%

2.23%

1.4. OPINIONS REGARDING THE GOVERNM ENT’S CAPACITY TO COMBAT THE ECONOM IC
CRISIS
During the recession/economic crisis periods, the government of every country
has a major role in combating the negative effects and in the economic reinvigoration, by
elaborating and applying firm programs based on internal and external economic realities.
The Romanian anti-crisis program, containing a large package of fiscal measures to reduce
specific, budgetary expenses etc. aims at re-launching the economic growth and
supporting the business/investment environment in order to create jobs and protect the
population/social categories disadvantaged by the effects of the economic crisis.
The analysis of the entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the government’s capacity
to contribute to the quick exit from the crisis (figure 5) shows the following:
43.97% of entrepreneurs believe that the state body exercising the
executive power has a reduced power to deal with the crisis;
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About a quarter of (25.86%) them believe that the Government has a
medium potential;
22.51% of SM Es estimate that the government does not have the possibility
to quickly combat the economic decline;
only 7.66% of the researched persons declared that the government had
increased capacity to combat the recession;
It can be noticed the reduced share of entrepreneurs who trust the government’s
potential to contribute to the economic recovery, which can be explained by the
insufficient coverage of the anti-crisis measures adopted and by the fact that the most
famous economists in the world have not yet managed to find solutions to exit the world
crisis.
-

High

43,97%

Medium
Low
25,86%
22,51%

It does not have an efficient
fighting capacity

7,66%

Figure 5- Entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the Government's capacity to
contribute to quick exit from crisis

The examinations of opinions by development regions the enterprises belong to,
shows the following:
SM Es considering that the government has reduced possibilities to contribute
to the economic reinvigoration are the most numerous in the North-East
region (50.27%) and the lowest in the West region (35.14%);
Companies in the Centre region have a larger number of entrepreneurs
believing that the state body exercising the executive power does not have
the capacity to quickly combat the recession (36.21%), they register a
reduced number of those who assess that the government has a medium
potential (15.52%) and do not register persons that evaluate the
government’s capacity as being increased;
Enterprises in the South West region register the highest number of
companies believing that the government has an increased potential of
dealing with the crisis (15.83%) and have a lower number of entrepreneurs
showing total mistrust in the Romanian supreme executive body (15.44%);
See table 11.
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Table 11- Differentiation of opinions regarding the Government’s capacity to
contribute to quick exit from the crisis, depending on the regional localization of
companies
Government’s
capac ity to
contribute to
quick exit from
the crisis

North
East

South
East

1.

High

4.37%

6.58%

2.

Medium

24.59%

3.

Reduced

4.

No c apac ity

No.

SMEs grouped by development regions:
South
West

West

North
West

Centre

Buch
arest

4.84%

15.83%

5.41%

5.56%

0.00%

6.07%

22.37%

16.13%

29.73%

29.73%

18.52
%

15.52%

30.77
%

50.27%

50.00%

43.55%

39.00%

35.14%

46.30
%

48.28%

42.51
%

20.77%

21.05%

35.48%

15.44%

29.73%

29.63
%

36.21%

20.65
%

South

Differentiation of the analysis by the size of SMEs (table 12) highlights the
following aspects:
the number of entrepreneurs estimating that the government has a reduced
capacity to quickly contribute to the economic re-launch increases
proportionally to the size of organizations;
the percentage of companies that see the government as lacking the
potential to combat the recession varies inversely to the size of companies;
small SM Es register the highest weight of companies estimating that the
government has the power to quickly combat the crisis (9.60%), and register
a lower percentage of entrepreneurs believing that the executive power has
a medium potential (23.16%).

o.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Table 12-Entrepreneurs' opinions regarding the Government’s potential to
contribute to the fast combat of crisis, by the size of SMEs
Size of companies
Government’s capacity to
contribute to quick exit from
MicroSmall
Medium
enterprises
enterprises
enterprises
the crisis
High
7.26%
9.60%
4.84%
Medium
26.35%
23.16%
31.45%
Reduced
42.23%
45.20%
46.77%
No capacity
24.16%
22.03%
16.94%

Taking into account the entrepreneurs’ opinions by the field of activity of
economic units, we notice the following important aspects:
- SM Es developing their activity in the field of tourism register the highest share
of companies believing that the government has an increased capacity to deal
with the crisis (20%) and the lowest percentages of entrepreneurs estimating
that the government has a medium (16%) and reduced (40%) power to combat
the recession;
- Industry enterprises register an increased weight of companies believing that
the state body exercising the executive power has a medium potential (28.38%);
- businessmen in the services sector estimate that the government does not have
the capacity to quickly combat the crisis (24.35%), and those activating in the
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transport sector believe that the government has reduced possibilities to stop
the decline (51.72%).
Additional information is presented in table 13.

No.

Table 13- Entrepreneurs’ opinions regarding the Government’s capacity to
contribute to quick exit the crisis, by the sectors enterprises activate in
Government’s
SMEs by activity sectors
capacity to
contribute to
quick exit
Industry Constructions Trade Tourism Transports Services
from crisis

1.

High

5.41%

9.26%

8.52%

20.00%

5.17%

7.83%

2.

Medium

28.38%

25.00%

25.06%

16.00%

20.69%

27.39%

3.

Reduced

44.59%

45.37%

43.31%

40.00%

51.72%

40.43%

4.

No capacity

21.62%

20.37%

23.11%

24.00%

22.41%

24.35%

Conclusions


During the period October 2008 - M arch 2009 more than half of the SM Es (57.58%)
reduced their activity, 23.39% of the companies operate at the same parameters,
14.80% of the companies went bankrupt and 4.23% of economic agents intensified
their activity



Enterprises that went bankrupt register higher percentages within SM Es younger
than 5 years (15.85%), companies in the North West region (19.02%), microenterprises (15.15%), limited liability companies (15.20%) and companies in the
industry sector (17.71%)



The frequency of SMEs that restricted their activity is higher within companies of 1015 years (67.73%), enterprises in the Centre (72.63%), medium companies (63.19%),
joint stock companies (68.46%) and tourism organizations (72.31%)



The shares of the enterprises that intensified their activity are higher within SM Es of
5-10 years (5.64%), economic agents in Bucharest (8.07%), medium companies
(5.03%), limited liability companies (4.44%) and services companies (7.01%)



42.92% of entrepreneurs feel threatened by the economic crisis to a medium extent,
27.26% of them are affected to a small extent, 24.22% of the researched persons are
affected to a large extent, and 5.60% of businessmen are not afraid of the recent
severe recession



Percentages related to entrepreneurs affected by the economic crisis to a large
extent are higher within younger companies (27.27%), companies in the Centre
region (47.37%), micro-enterprises (25.30%), joint stock companies (29.55%), SM Es
activating in industry (26.98%), organizat ions with inferior performances in 2008
(39.36%) and female persons (25.23%)



58.40% of entrepreneurs estimate that the maximum level of the crisis will be
reached in 2009, 34.09% of the researched persons anticipate that the peak will be
in 2010, and 3.85% of them forecast a peak in 2011



24.70% of businessmen estimate that the highest intensity of the crisis will be in the
3rd quarter of 2009, 21.25% of persons believe that the peak of recession will be in
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the 4th quarter of 2009, 16.40% of businessmen anticipate a peak in the 1st quarter
of 2010, and 11.17% of the researched persons believe that the peak will be reached
in the 2nd quarter of 2010


43.97% of entrepreneurs believe that the Government has a reduced capacity to
quickly deal with the crisis, about a quarter (25.86%) of them think that the
government has a medium potential, 22.51% of the researched persons assess that
the Government does not have the capacity to quickly combat the economic decline
and only 7.66% of the researched persons declared that the state body exercising
executive power had increased power to combat the recession



The entrepreneurs estimating that the Government has high capacity to quickly deal
with the economic crisis are more frequent within the units established during the
last 5 years (9.04%), SM Es in the South West (15.83%), small companies (9.60%),
companies with another form of legal organization (9.21%), tourism enterprises
(20%), persons with higher education (8.53%) and women (10.68%)
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GREEN ECONOMY IS A PRIORITY FOR THE CONSUMER AND THE BENEFIT OF THE
ENVIRONMENT?!
Daniela VIRJAN
Academy of Economic Studies Bucharest
Faculty of Economics
E-mail: daniela_virjan@yahoo.com
ABSTRACT
Green Economy, is not yet a priority for the Romanian consumer in the benefit of the environment.
Although some of us realize the importance of healthy eating and the need for a less polluted
environment, we are not able to give up our lifestyle, less healthy habits and try to do something
for ourselves and why not even for all mankind. Eating organic products will outcome in a lower use
of resources in the production process, and manufacturers will find solutions for recycling and
reusing produced goods. Consuming green products TO SA VE THE PLANET!
KEY WORDS
Green economy, ecological products, environmental protection, eco consumer

Green Economy is the modern world economy, for labor market, human needs,
materials and how they are all intertwined in an ingenious way, as to create harmony
between human needs and environmental needs. Green Economy focuses on the use and
reuse of values and not on changing them, on quality of products and less on the
quantitative side, on regeneration, recycling, reuse and less on the accumulation of
money or material goods 37
Green Economy involves reordering of current economic activity, taking into account
other economic processes than those used before, so that the economic system to
harmonize with natural systems and to work as sailboat, pushed by ecological processes
rather than non-renewable or depleted natural resources.
Green Economy and green policies, emphasizes creation positive alternatives in all
areas of life and every sector of the economy. Green Economy does not prioritizes public
sector nor private sector, since both sectors must be transformed so that markets express
social and environmental values. For that to happen new economic processes must be
established, new rules, so that incentives for environmental conduct will be built
gradually in economic life.
Green Economy is the solution for a healthy, prosperous and clean life, economic
policies should establish a market for the very clear environmental framework aimed at:
reducing drastically our emissions that deteriorate the climate, preservation of rural
landscapes, protecting diversity the biological world, halting production of nuclear waste,
etc..
The transition from a society of waste to a recycling economy will provide new jobs
will replace the extraction industries, will create economic and social stability will ensure
a healthier and cleaner environment; energy will come from wind turbines instead of coal
mines and the cities will be for people not cars. Green Economy will not be in conflict
with the system, the planetary ecosystem will be able to sustain economic progress for a
long future.
Operating Green economy depends on changing attitude and people's concern of
environment and their own lives. Consumption of organic products is, unfortunately, very
low because information about the 'eco' products is not well targeted; consumers buying
these products occasionally or accidentally.
37
Brian Milani, What is green economics? (2005), available on-line www.greeneconomics.net,
accessed on 15.10.2008
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It is true that these products are about 10-50% more expensive than other products,
and to some organic products have access only certain categories of people. Some 'eco'
buyers do not necessarily think the of the environment nor are all-knowing regarding
environmental issues. In this respect, the Green Living Pulse 38, a survey on consumers to
keep us abreast of trends, changes and eco consumer attitudes on the environment and
energy. The study concluded that those considered eco consumers do not necessarily
consume eco products to save the planet, but to reduce costs or just to save. At the
question of which is their main priority, 59% responded savings and only 8% answered
environment, when asked what their main reason for reducing energy consumption is, 73%
responded to reduce the cost of bills and only 26% to minimize environmental impact, only
20% of respondents with children said they were encouraged by children to the trend
towards eco, promoting recycling and reducing energy consumption.
Green Living Pulse study shows that the simple fact of knowing does not necessarily
lead to attitude and behavior accordingly, participation in environmental activities is
reduced or none at all.
In order to demonstrate that we have respect for the environment we need to
purchase food to a specific standard or products that help mitigate the impact on nature
and animals. How to recognize: these products should look organic, the labels inform that
the food was produced in a respectful way toward the animals (LEAF label); we need to
buy from retailers who are trying to improve how their output affects nature - for
example a label with their own standard of nature protection, to buy directly from
farmers who give priority to farm animals, etc..
Food packaging plays an important role in conservation, but packages have a high
environmental cost because energy is consumed to produce them, and they also require
transport. What can we do: to avoid expensive and unnecessary packaging, we should buy
food in biodegradable packaging-they will decompose quickly instead of remaining in
nature for years.
Approximately one third of all the garbage thrown in people's homes is composed of
food and organic waste that will reach the landfill and produce methane, a gas that is
approximately 23 times more powerful and more toxic than CO2. Methane has a negative
influence on climate change, locally, but even globally. Also, methane gas production
depends on the food that is thrown away, so milk and meat production have a much
greater effect on the environment than the production of seeds or fruits and vegetables
grown naturally outdoors. a solution is proposed: transforming food scrap in compost.
We M ust be aware that by consuming these products, either as individuals or as a legal
person we can exercise great influence on the future of Earth. Each purchase you do,
whether it is a piece of paper or a computer, contains hidden costs to the environment
and Earth's population. M any products require large amounts of water, wood, energy,
metals and resources that are not always renewable, and these materials often contain
toxic chemicals that when they reach the environment they endanger human health and
ecological systems on which we depend.
Corporations, schools, universities, state institutions and other large institutions have
a significant purchasing power, and many companies just do not buy just finished products
but also raw materials, packaging and other goods required for their production process.
In this respect, for things to flow normally in the environment, greening of supply is
proposed. Greening supply contracts requires that supply agencies would require:
products that display more positive environmental attributes, products that generate less
waste, with more durable less bulky packaging that is reusable; products that meet
certain criteria of environmental protection during manufacturing or production, suppliers

38

EcoMagazin.ro (07.09.2009), Destroying the stereotype of consumer eco, available online
www.stopco2.ro , accessed on 15/09/2009
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sould recover or accept electronic equipment or other property at the end of it’s
utilization; suppliers should present environmental safeguards, etc.39
Buying organic products can increase savings, for both entrepreneurs as well as for any
other person, and some organic products are even cheaper than conventional products,
and even if when buying organic products does not lead directly to savings, they may lead
to general benefit for all. Purchasing organic products can improve the health of the
population. Although we are not aware, many of the products you purchase (eg paint for
walls and furniture, pesticides for maintenance of land. cleaning detergents used for
maintenance of buildings, heavy metals and volatile organic compounds, etc..) Can
pollute the air inside buildings and hazardous emissions emitted can accumulate in living
tissue, thus jeopardizing human health and the environment.
An important mean of institutionalizing environmental supply is the establishment of
written rules or laws that support the work. Examp le : the strategy adopted by the City of
Copenhagen in 1998, stating that all the effects of two years in office should be without
PVC, all photocopiers should use 100% recycled paper, all printers should print on both
sides and all boxes should be used. 40 However, who ensures that these activities will take
place? Nobody, because organizations do not set strict targets and because there isn’t a
system of well-formed; so if an institution sets more specific and measurable goals it’s
more probable to buying organic products.
Higher demand from all institutions for organic products can play a major role in
establishing a larger market sales of environmental goods and services, and producers will
be more motivated to design and produce them, and if these products will be on the rise,
propelled by competition and innovation, the markets will decrease prices, making it
accessible to purchase organic products.
Presently, some manufacturers are looking to bring more competitive and more
modern new goods on the market, but in their chase after profits will unbalance other
spheres of social life and especially the environment. Given that companies are
responsible for making profits and are in relationship with associations and suppliers, in
some cases it may be that certain competitive disadvantages prevent them from going to
a green economy.
Consumer economy makes the individual to focus attention and energy consumption
because it’s a fashion, thus remaining a prisoner of that need, which in fact is
physiological, not longer having time to think at other spiritual needs that might improve
or even change the social condition nor to think about environmental consequences. And
so it appears as an over-fish limits needs, the goods which are useful but less used, even
harmful to consumers, that produce artificial needs.
The mass production and mass consumption is an economic necessity as modern
economies are able to produce huge quantities of goods at very low prices, which makes
both producers and consumers to look more and more products as single goods that can
take be dispose off relatively easy and not as articles incorporating energy and valuable
materials. Cheap raw materials are the consumer’s paradise. M ajor producers seek to
produce in countries where labor is cheapest, being in constant competition in terms of
maintaining a very low income to workers. China is one example, so that its trade surplus
with the United States reached 103 billion in 2002. 41
To support the orientation towards an economy that consumes less energy, consumers
and producers should pay attention to product life cycle, from materials and production
methods to how these products are biodegradable and undergo the process of recycling,
39

Brian Halweil & Lisa Mastny (2004), State of World 2004, Worldwatch Institute report on progress
toward a sustainable society, Technical Publishing House, Bucharest, p. 162
40
Brian Halweil & Lisa Mastny (2004), State of World 2004, Worldwatch Institute report on progress
toward a sustainable society, Technical Publishing House, Bucharest, p. 175
41
Lester R. Brown (2005), The state of the world 2000, Technical Publishing House, Bucharest,
pag.230
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use and reuse. For that process to be sustainable a number of measures should be taken:
suspension of subsidies from the state (fuel, metals and minerals, wood, etc.) encourages
lower prices and stimulates the consumer, tax transfer is a measure that causes producers
to reduce use of fossil fuel and waste emissions, however, imposing eco-taxes is limited so
far (eg tax for environmental protection in OECD countries averages about 6-7% of total all
taxes, environmental supply can lead to technological innovation and establish green
markets through regulatory instruments, product standards and labeling programs to
inform consumers in choosing non-aggressive products towards the environment, goods,
etc..
Since resources are limited to the potential of our planet, you must use them wisely
and find ways to recycle and reuse them in order to become less necessary to extract
from the wild.
Producers should try to provide the same given volu me of goods and services, a
contribution of materials ten times lower, so prices are the lowest cost per unit,
encouraging increased use of these products and consumers can satisfy their many needs
at the same price. The activity of consumption of resources will be minimized if the
companies recover after the use of products. If manufacturers will consider this then
useless parts will eliminated such as unwanted packages and products that can be easily
disassembled, recycled, or reused.
Sustainability, reparability, and the capacity of modernization are key factors in
lowering the environmental impact of consumption. For some companies these factors
may mean lower sales, but there will be more opportunities for maintenance, repairing
and remanufacturing products, and therefore a greater potential for business and jobs
over the life of a product. This will make producers to rethink the product and to provide
consumers with products that satisfy a real need, and so consumers will not buy products,
but will take lease or rent them, and manufacturers will support the maintanence. But
unfortunately there is more to do in reducing the environmental impact of products and
services supplied to consumers.
Currently, investors are divided into two categories: eco-skeptics and eco-optimistics.
Skeptics proclaim that capital will take a step backwards because it will be very long
growth period of investment, but also because of the crisis, while optimists are based on
the need for companies to optimize business in accordance with environmental and social
responsibility. Optimists are also based on venture capital type funds invested in green
businesses, such sums amounting to 572 million U.S. dollars worldwide, up 73% from the
previous quarter, according to a study Ernst & Young 42
In Romania, green businesses are only just starting - investing in wind farms and plants
using solar energy is just starting. For renewable energy, energy efficiency and organic
farming, European Commission allocates funds through the Sectoral Operational Program
on boosting economic competitiveness. To support investments in upgrading and building
new generating capacity for electricity and heat by turning biomass, hydropower
resources, solar, wind, geothermal, etc.. have been allocated 263 million for 20072013 43(see Figure 1.).

42

Aurel Dragan, Investment in green business, profitable long-term, Capital magazine, October 2009,
article published in the magazine supplement entitled "Romania in the threshold green revolution",
pag.30
43
Mona Scărişoreanu (2009), Organic farming receives 180 million euros, Capital magazine, October
2009, article published in the magazine supplement entitled , Romania in the threshold green
revolution, pag.6
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Source: Supplement of the magazine Capital, in October 2009, p.6

Fig.1. Romanian potentioal in producing eco-energy(%)

Also, a number of projects are funded through the Environment Fund, set up under the
European principle of "polluter pays". For 2009 will be allocated 45 million incentive
program of fleet renewal, 74,000 euro for the program to replace or supplement
conventional heating systems with systems that use solar, geothermal, wind, etc.. and
47.6 million euro for environmental quality improvement program. Project Green House
"is intended to improve air quality, water and soil, by reducing the pollution caused by
burning wood and fossil fuels used to produce thermal energy used for heating domestic
hot water and also stimulate the use of systems that use renewable clean energy. The
amount allocated for 2009 is 310 million lei, 80% of eligible project costs will be covered
by the state and the money will be managed by local authorities.
Romania must speed up implementation of these programs because, starting 2020 will
have to produce 24% of consumed energy from renewable resources, with six percentage
points more than the present hydropower and biomass. The European Parliament also
determined that since 2019, any new building constructed in the European Union to be
"green", so according to Romanian Council for Green Buildings (RoGBC), a building is
considered green if by design, materials construction and technology can reduce both
energy consumption and negative environmental impacts both during construction and
operation. Developing a green building design implies project costs and performance and
equipment increased by 10% -20% compared with traditional buildings, but operating costs
decline with a minimum of 10-15% for green building, energy costs are lower, and people
can live in a healthier environment.
According to European Automobile M anufacturers Asociation (EAM A), about 12% of
total carbon dioxide emissions in Europe are due to cars, and 26% derived from other
types of transport, 39% of the factories producing energy, industry 16% and 19% the homes.
The European Commission decided nine years ago to impose pollution standards
throughout the automotive industry so until next year, CO2 emissions should be a
maximum of 140 g / km, and in the year 2012, the target is 130g / km, to reach the
threshold of 130 g / km the necessary costs will be about 2500 Euro / vehicle. In fact,
most green cars have small engines as well as small dimensions, not having at all an
attractive design; this is unlikely to bring enough customers so that production will grow.
CONCLUSIONS
In Romania, consumers do not pressure manufacturers to change their purchasing,
unlike as in developed countries where there is an increasing number of large consumers,
participants and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) encouraging the boycott and
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other actions to put pressure on companies to adopt such practice change.44 Even if some
of us realize the effects of pollution do nothing to change it, accept and consume
whatever is offered us free to think that these products can harm our health, but also the
environment. If we consume more organic products if we stimulate the green economy
and entrepreneurs should be encouraged to produce environmentally friendly, and some
of their profits would invest in the research and development, design, implementation and
operation to imple ment new and techniques and technology to green the economy
functioning.
To consume the products 'eco' must change our attitude and lifestyle habits and
unhealthy practices of consumption, to ask to organic produce, to participate in
environmental actions, to refuse to consume products that affect our health, therefore
encourage the green economy.
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ABSTRACT
Wind energy is one of the renewable energy types along with solar energy, water energy, geothermal
and biomass derived energy. A nnual global investments in renewable energy were in a constant
increase in recent years but it is now estimated that due to the fund crisis, this year the investments
in renewable energy on a global scale will fall by 38% compared to last year. Because of the relief,
Romania has potential in terms of wind energy. Given the small number of wind farms established in
our country, we did a case study on steps to establish a wind farm and also the necessary funds of
such an investment. We began by analyzing the type of turbines, in terms of power and propellers,
that would fit in such a park, and the maximum number of wind turbines that can be placed on a
given area. Finally we estimate an amount to invest, only in terms of wind turbines costs on the area
considered.
KEYWORDS
Renewable energy, wind power, wind farm, investment, costs, prices

INTRODUCTION
An acute global problem and also of very high importance is that of renewable energy.
Given the complexity of energy issues, one of the main objectives is to develop new
alternative energy sources. The purpose of these new renewable energy sources is to be
able to undertake the current requirements for a longer timeframe. In the medium term it
is necessary to think of transition to other, alternative, energy sources than conventional
ones and for the long-term, the heavy use of renewable resources. Unlike the energy mix,
new energy sources have the capacity to be renewable, because of natural cycles which
can renew themselves continuously.
This paper aims to examine one of the steps to achieve a wind farm, which consists in
designing turbines on land and the cost of this investment.
1. RENEWABLE ENERGY
Renewable energy refers to energy forms produced by energy transfer of energy from
renewable natural processes. Thus, the energy of sunlight, wind, flowing water, biological
processes and geothermal heat can be captured by people using different procedures.
Non-renewable energy sources include nuclear power and energy generated by burning
fossil fuels, such as oil, coal and gas. These resources are limited to the existence of these
deposits and are generally considered non-renewable.
Renewable energy sources include:
• wind
• solar energy
• water energy
- hydropower
- tidal power
• geothermal energy
• energy derived from biomass: biodiesel, bioethanol, biogas
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Annual global investment in renewable energy has increased in recent years from 39
billion in 2005 to 55 billion usd in 2006. For 2007 it was expected that investments will
reach a level of 100 billion usd. For 2009, the prediction is that investments in renewable
energy globally will fall by 38% compared to last year, 2008, due to the financial crisis.
[international energy agency (iea), 2009]
With regard to how the crisis affects the energy sector, first is obtaining credit, which
is now more difficult due to the need of finding financing for new projects, but also by the
existence of lower prices which generate less cash flow. All investments are affected, but
not in the same way everywhere, including investments in renewable energy. The
necessary investments in energy sector would amount to 26 trillion USD by 2030, or around
one billion USD per year. More than half of these investments would go to industry.
In 2030, renewables will contribute 40% of global electricity. Also, nuclear power will
play a more important role, in 2030, given the increased level of CO 2 emissions.
Table 1. Reference values for electricity generated from renewable sources (1997,
2010 respectively)
1997
2010
Country / year
RES (%)
RES (%)
Belgium
1,1
6,0
Denmark
8,7
29,0
Germany
4,5
12,5
Greece
8,6
20,1
Spain
19,9
29,4
France
15,0
21,0
Ireland
3,6
13,2
Italy
16,0
25,0
Luxembourg
2,1
5,7
Netherlands
3,5
9,0
Austria
70,0
78,1
Portugal
38,5
39,0
Finland
24,7
31,5
Sweden
49,1
60,0
United Kingdom
1,7
10,0
European Union
13,9
22,0
Romania
29,0
32,0
Notes:
1). RES - Renewable Energy
2). Romania: including electricity produced in hydroelectric power plants
Source: INCDIE ICPE-CA, contract 45/2007, "Electric power generators between 10 and 200
kW with permanent magnets"
2.

WIND ENERGY

Harnessing wind power began in the '70s, with the first world oil crisis. In the 90s it
returned to the foreground because of concerns arising from environmental impacts of
pollution generated by fossil fuels.
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Fig.1 Wind turbines
Wind power is generated by the transfer of wind energy to a wind turbine. This energy
is formed due to uneven heating of Earth's surface by radiant energy from the sun
reaching the surface of our planet. The variable heating of the layers of air produces areas
of different density air, which creates different movements of the air. The kinetic energy
of wind can be used in moving propeller turbines, which are capable of generating
electricity.
Some wind turbines are capable of producing up to 5 M W of electricity, although they
require a constant wind speed of about 5.5 m / s, or 20 kmh. [Agency for Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy Ploiesti-Prahova ]. Only in a few areas of the Earth we
can find constant wind speeds of that value, although the strongest winds can be found at
higher altitude and ocean areas.

Fig.2 Installed wind power and predictions on 1997-2010, Source: World Wind
Energy Association
From Fig 2 we observe increasing importance and concern in this area. In late 2006,
global wind generators capacity was 73,904 M W; this means they produce slightly more
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than 1% of world electricity. So by 2010, the global capacity is expected to reach around
160,000 M W, double than year 2006, which shows a rapid growth worldwide.
Although still a relative ly minor source of electricity for most countries, wind energy
production has increased almost five times between 1999 and 2006, and in some
countries, the share of wind energy in total energy consumption is significant: Denmark (
23%), Spain (8%), Germany (6%).
3. STEPS TO MAKING A WIND FARM
Romania has a significant potential in terms of wind, due to the varied landforms,
existing production quota at present (marginally covered) or the interest of international
companies to implement large projects in areas with high potential. ( Fig 3).
For the location of wind turbines, coastal areas, continental plateau, Moldova and
mountain ridges have the greatest potential. There may exist, however, areas with good
potential even in areas marked as unpromising on the map of wind potential.

Fig.3 Map of wind power in operation
Representatives of the Association for Wind Energy in Romania (APEER) argue that
investors in this area face many obstacles however: lack of professional and accurate
national maps of wind speeds and direction, non-existent or underdeveloped
infrastructure in locations with good potential, current state of national roads that
prevent access to transport heavy gauge for higher capacity modern turbines, the
relatively high cost of turbines, and insufficient financial resources or lack of financial aid
from the state.
To achieve a wind farm, the investor must go through several stages. [Blue Line
Energy, 2009, private company active in renewable energy and is a founding member of
APEER]
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First, the land area to be searched according to the size of the park design. It
will then perform measurements of wind speeds on location, which takes less
than one year, at a height as close to the future turbine tower height.
After completing required readings, an analysis of data collected is required to
establish the conditions under which the turbines would operate and the pattern
of future turbines to achieve an optimal balance between delivery and
production costs achieved.
Next, the wind farm owner must obtain all necessary notices and authorizations
to imple ment the wind farm, to secure funding and enter into a contract to
acquire the turbines.
The next step would be to provide access road construction and network
connection of the wind farm to the National Energy System, construction of
substations and construction of foundations. (See Table 2)
Table 2. The cost structure for a medium size turbine

Turbines
Foundation
Electrical installation
Connection to the network
Consultancy
Land (soil)
Financial costs
Road construction

Percentage of total costs
[%]
74-82
1-6
1-9
2-9
1-3
1-3
1-5
1-5

Source: Wind energy - costs and prices - Volume 2



The last step is to supply and install turbines, testing and putting into service.
The investor will also sign a contract for the energy produced, a service and
maintenance agreement, and get licensed as an energy producer.

4. CASE STUDY - BUILDING A WIND FARM
This is the proposes a case study for a wind farm. It is assumed that we have an area
of 5 ha in Dobrogea region, where wind speeds are at an average of 7 m / s. This area of 5
ha is a square.
We began by dividing the wind turbines in three categories of power: low, less than 1
kW, average, between 1 kW to 10 kW and higher, between 10 KW to 100 KW. The average
powers are generally for home users and those with high power are used for wind farms.
They in turn will be connected to a network.
To find out how many wind turbines would fit in the available area of the proposed 5
ha, we calculated according to the radius or more precisely the turbine pellets, which is
one of the most important components of wind turbines. Depending on the components
making up the wind turbine, but especially the capacity of the electrical generator of the
turbine, several categories of blade dimensions have been taken into account, ranging
from 1.5 m to 15 m. The distance between two wind turbines has been considered to be
twice the pellet radius, to avoid incidents and aglommeration.
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Table 3
Radius
(propeller)
1.5 m – 3 m
3m–5m
5 m – 10 m
10 m -15 m

Power
<= 1 KW
1 KW – 10 KW
10 KW – 100 KW
10 KW – 100 KW

Distance
6 m – 12 m
12 m – 20 m
20 m – 40 m
40 m – 60 m

Number of
turbines
1389 – 347
347 - 125
125 - 31
31 - 14

Then we calculated the maximu m number of turbines that can be installed on one side
of the area, depending on radius and proper distance. Side plot is 223.6 m. For example,
on the side of the plot of 223.6 m for the radius of 1.5 meters and a distance of 6 m
between the blades of wind turbines it may be possible to install up to 37 wind turbines.
Under these conditions, throughout the whole area, 1389 wind turbines can be installed.
In this way we obtained results for the other categories of turbines of different radii and
corresponding distances. The calculations were done considering the same essential
factors, such as a total area of 5 ha for each category, and wind speeds at an average of 7
m / s.
Based on these results a conclusion is reached: we can identify the type of wind
turbines, in terms of power and blades, most suitable for this availab le land area and also
the maximu m number of turbines that can be placed on the land.
In this case, the best outcome would be to install wind turbines in the high power class,
between 10 kW and 100 kW, and the maximu m number of turbines that can be placed in
the area of 5 ha is about 31 turbines. It was expected that this would be the most
effective variant showing the biggest power production because this category is used in
principle to build a wind turbine park. As the number of turbines that can be placed on
the area of 5 ha is approximately 31 turbines, this would be the most attractive
investment, because it is most effective; it would be pointless to invest in a large number
of turbines (~1400), such as low power turbines because it would not be cost-effective
investment. So about 31 turbines would be the optimal number for the area of 5 hectares,
and the investment would prove to be profitable.
Investment costs of wind turbines on the perimeter of a 5 ha
Given the determination of category and the number of wind turbines on the proposed
land surface it is still needed to know the scale of investment. So in the following table an
estimation of prices of wind turbines is given, making comparison of prices of various wind
turbine manufacturers, starting with low power turbines up to 1 kW, medium and large up
to 100 KW.
Table 4 Prices from different manufacturers
Powers
Price EURO including VAT
<= 1 KW
1593 - 2356 [Sc M anoliu Trust Srl] 45 - 2765.75[Klyos Logistic Srl] 46 – 3700
[Craviorserv Srl] 47
2 KW
3131 - 3912 [Sc M anoliu Trust Srl] - 9900 [Craviorserv Srl]
3 KW
7384 – 13100 Sc M anoliu Trust Srl]
5 KW
13123 - 16420 [Sc M anoliu Trust Srl]- 26950
10 KW
23144 [Sc M anoliu Trust Srl] - 35000
30 KW
75800
100 KW
Over 150000
45

http://www.energysave.bizoo.ro/vanzare/cat/6697/Sisteme+Eoliene - Sc Manoliu Trust Srl
http://klyos.bizoo.ro/vanzare/74569/Turbina-eoliana-Whisper-100---900-W - Klyos Logistic Srl
47
http://www.bizoo.ro/firma/lusan/vanzare/121370/Turbine-eoliene-1-KW-25-KW-Craviorserv Srl
46
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From the table above we can see that prices for wind turbines vary widely from
manufacturer to manufacturer. For an investment for 31 wind turbines with a radius of 10
m and with power between 10 kW and 100 kW, on a perimeter of 5 ha, the amount of
money required to purchase the wind turbines range from 464 Euro 717 - 1 085 000 Euro,
plus foundation, electrical installation, networking, financial costs, etc.
CONCLUSIONS
The estimated costs for the construction of a wind farm are very high, reaching
millions of EUR, proving quite difficult to get investments in these parks, but to this
extent a series of European funds and funds from the national budget exist to support such
renewable energy projects.
In order to achieve a wind farm, as illustrated in the existing table No. 2, the most
money, at a rate of 74-82%, go on wind turbines and the remaining costs for foundation,
electrical installation, networking, financial costs, etc., are the rate of 26-18%. This case
study focuses only on costs for wind turbines, ie, that rate of 74-82%, the highest
percentage in the costs of building such a park.
With prices of various Romanian producers, we could estimate the amount required to
purchase wind turbines ranging from 717,464 euro to 1,085,000 euro, plus foundation,
electrical installation, networking, financial costs, etc. In order to achieve such a wind
farm on the given land area (5 ha), wind turbines with power of 10 kW and 100 kW were
chosen, as being the most viable investment, the wind farm procuding energy between
310KW and 3100 KW (3.1 M W).
REFFERENCES
International Energy Agency (IEA). 2009
Asociţia Wind Energy Manufacturers in Romania, 2009
Blue Line Energy, 2009, private company working in the field of renewable energy and is a
founding member of APEER, 2009
Wind - Costs and prices - Volume 2
Romsir, company that sells alternative energy systems, 2009
INCDIE ICPE-CA, contract 45/2007, "elecrtic with power generators between 10 and 200 kW
permanent magnet"
http://www.ewea.org/ - EWEA (European Wind Energy Association)
http://www.wwindea.org/home/index.php - World Wind Energy Association
http://www.ae3r-ploiesti.ro/index.php/Pagini/energie-eolian.html - Agency for Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy Ploiesti-Prahova
http://www.energysave.bizoo.ro/vanzare/cat/6697/Sisteme+Eoliene - Sc Manoliu Trust Srl
http://klyos.bizoo.ro/vanzare/74569/Turbina-eoliana-Whisper-100---900-W - Klyos Logistic Srl
http://www.bizoo.ro/firma/lusan/vanzare/121370/Turbine-eoliene-1-KW-25-KW - Craviorserv Srl
http://www.energie-verde.ro/
http://solar-magazin.ro/scadere-cu-38-a-investitiilor-in-energii-regenerabile-in-2009.html
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ABSTRACT
The work highlights a part of the questionnaire based research, performed among the small and
medium-sized businesses (SMEs) in Romania, between 2007 and 2008, within the national research
program IDEA S 856 „The Increase of Competiveness of SMEs from Romania by Implementing an
Evaluation and Improvement Performance model according to the European Quality Management
Model”. One of the objectives of the research was to emphasize the concerns of the Romanian SMEs
regarding the evaluation and monitoring of the requirements of the society on environmental
protection from the perspective of sustainable development. The research showed that the data
obtained by the SMEs during the evaluation and monitoring of the fulfillment of the society
requirements regarding the environmental protection are mostly used for setting up corrective
actions, as a result of the complaints and less for defining continuous improvement programs for the
fulfillment of these requirements, in the line with the principles of the sustainable development. On
the other hand, there has been noticed a clear difference between the SMEs which are more
advanced in implementing a quality management system and those which are at the first steps of
such a system in the view of using the data obtained during the evaluation and monitoring process of
the society requirement fulfillment, for the purpose of setting up corrective and preventive actions.
KEY WORDS
Requirements of the society, environmental protection, sustainable development, SMEs

INTRODUCTION
In the current economic environment, characterized by globalization of the
phenomena, of acknowledged interdependency between environment and development,
the principles of sustainable development are increasingly promoted by the business
sector.
Following the trend of these orientations, the new UE strategy on sustainable
development, adopted in 2009 is focused on attaining long term objectives related to
imp lementation of efficient actions, fully in the line with the principles of sustainable
development (The Committee of European Communities, 2009, p. 16).
This strategy contains evolutions related to the production models, in comparison with
the consumption patterns, that have an unfavorable situation (The Committee of
European Communities). Good results have been obtained in eco-innovation measurement
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activities and in the implementation of the action plan for ecological technologies (Olaru,
M . et al., 2009).
Thus, at the EU level there is an action plan focused on sustainable consumption and
production and a similar industrial policy is promoted, aimed to “contribute to the
improve ment of the environmental performances of the products, to increase the demand
for more durable goods and production technologies, as well as to stimulate the
innovation” (The Committee of European Communities, 2009, p. 7).
The same document states that within EU, criteria have been established regarding the
public ecological acquisitions “for ten categories of priority products and services (like
transportation, food, constructions and office equipments)” that should be taken into
account by the member states.
It is estimated that the EU sustainable development strategy may contribute towards
the attainment of the long term objectives, by providing a stimulus "towards economies
with low carbon dioxide emissions and low consumption", imple menting the environmental
actions, the actions designed to counter-react to global poverty phenomenon and
initiating the efforts on social inclusion (The Committee of European Communities, 2009,
p. 16).
Thus, taking into account that the SM Es are a determinant of the economic increase, it
is important to establish the extent of the concern of these enterprises in the evaluation
and monitoring of the requirements of the society for the environmental protection from
the perspective of the sustainable development principles (Olaru, M et al., 2009).
1. THE PERCEPTION
DEVELOPMENT” CONCEPT

OF

THE

BUSINESS

SECTOR

ON

THE

“SUSTAINABLE

The approach on the sustainable development, as well as the definition of this idea
were for the first time mentioned in the report "Our common future", drawn up in 1987 by
World Commission on Environment and Development – WCED, also known as Brundtland
Report, Gro Harlem Brundtland being the chairman of the commission. This commission
was created in 1983 by the United Nations (UN), thus admitting the increasing global
problems related to the deterioration of the environment and of the natural resources. As
stated in the report, the purpose of the sustainable development is to meet the needs of
the current generation without affecting the capacity of the next generation in doing the
same thing.
This definition is only a general one, so there is a need to clarify the aspects it refers
to. For example, the extent of the term “needs” or the time dimension mentioned in the
definition should be explained. Therefore, there have been attempts to provide details for
the sustainable development concept, one way of doing so being to define its dimensions,
of which we mention the economic and political ones (Redclift, M ., 2003).
More orientations can be highlighted while defining the economic dimension, starting
with the one that says that the natural resources must be protected against a
disproportionate (population) increase, which belongs to the British economist John Stuart
M ill (1806-1873) and concluding with the one created by the American ecologist Garret
Hardin (1915-2003), a new-M althusianism follower, namely the ethics of the population
and the Ricardian Theory, that was prevalent in most of the 20th century and had an
optimistic view on the economic development, population and resources, due to the
human ingenuity and scientific progress.
The political dimension on the sustainable development has two aspects: the one
determining the political processes that can be used for the management of the
environment, and the other one dealing with the relation between knowledge and power
from the perspective of the population's reticence about the global prevailing theories on
environment and resources (Shepherd, D. A., et al., 2009).
There are different opinions in the business sector concerning the significance of the
sustainable development (Laine, M ., 2005), starting from three aspects that represent the
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basis of this concept – economic growth, environmental balance and social progress
(Stigson, 2000), of which we mention the following:
�
There is a certain tendency of promoting the interpretation of the business sector
on the sustainable development issue in a similar way with the one that says the
society can provide solutions to the ecological problems. Here we are able to
identify similarities with the weak nature of the sustainable development.
�
From the point of view of the managers, this term deals especially with the ecoefficiency (Springett, D., 2003 in Laine, M ., 2005, p. 399). The eco-efficiency is
the synergy between the environmental performances and the economic ones, in
order to generate value for organization and community, thus resulting a lower
negative impact (Stigson, B., 2000).
�
Another approach states that the sustainable development can be achieved by
creating open and competitive markets, adequately shaped at international level
(Laine, M ., 2005, p. 399).
�
The organizations use this concept from the perspective of a commit ment that
can be undertaken and observed (Springett, D., 2003 în Laine, M ., 2005, p. 399).
2. THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH ON THE EVALUATION AND MONITORING OF THE
SOCIETY REQUIREMENTS FULFILLMENT REGARDING THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
BY THE ROMANIAN SMEs
2.1 The Research Methodology
A questionnaire-based study on the Romanian SM Es was performed during 2007 and
2008, in order to fulfill the objectives of the study. 3100 questionnaires were distributed
and 1127 filled in questionnaires were sent back, of which 830 in the field of services (698
SM Es and 132 large companies).
A scale with five evaluation levels was used for the evaluation of the answers, starting
with “not at all” and up to “very much”/ “fully” (as the case may be) and there were two
answers for a part of the questions, namely affir mative or negative answer.
In this work we show the results of the obtained data on the effects of the society
requirements evaluation and monitoring on the issue of environmental protection by the
Romanian SM Es, in correlation with the sustainable development principles.
In order to establish these effects, the questionnaire included the following question,
with proper answer possibilities:
„The evaluation and monitoring of the society requirements observance led to (more
choices can be used):
a) A new design of the products, based upon the requirements of the society
concerning the protection of life, health and environment;
b) Establishment of corrective and preventive actions, as a result of the complaints
formulated by the community;
c) Setting up and implementation of a continuous improvement program of the
ecologic and sanogetic performances of processes and products;
d) Others (please, specify)”.
2.2 Processes and products redesigning based on requirements of the society on
environmental protection
The research showed that the data obtained during the evaluation and monitoring
of the society monitoring on the environmental protection are “much” or “very much”
used for the redesigning of products and processes by 29% of the questioned SM Es in the
services field (Figure 1). The percentage was of only 15% in a previous study, this being a
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sign that the SMEs from Romania are increasingly taking into account the requirements of
the society regarding on the environmental protection when they redesign the processes.
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Figure 1. SMEs utilization of the results and monitoring of the society
requirements fulfillment on the environmental protection for the redesigning of
products and processes
Note: The following codification system of the given marks has been used for the graphic
representation of the answers from Figure 1: 1 - not at all, 2 – a little, 3 – satisfactory, 4 –
much, 5 – very much.
As it can be noticed in Figure 1, the companies that use in the greatest extent the data
obtained from the evaluation and monitoring of the society requirements are the big
companies in the production field (68% of them use the “much” and “very much”
performance indicator).
Therefore, when speaking about SM Es, especially those involved in services, it can be
noticed that there is a limited response capacity from the signals received from the
society on its requirements regarding the environmental protection.
We think that the financial problems encountered by most of the Romanian SM Es have
a negative influence on this issue (Olaru M . et al. (2008)).
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Figure .2 SMEs usage of the data obtained during the evaluation and
monitoring process of the society requirements fulfillment on the environmental
protection in order to set up corrective and preventive actions
Note: The following codification system of the given marks has been used for the
graphic representation of the answers from Figure 2: 1 - not at all, 2 – a little, 3 –
satisfactory, 4 – much, 5 – very much.
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2.3 Setting of corrective and preventive actions as a result of the community
complaints
According to the performed study, 65% of the questioned SM Es in the field of services
and 69% of those with businesses in production initiated corrective and preventive in
“many” or “very many” cases as a result of the community complaints on the deviations
noticed in fulfilling the environmental protection requirements (Figure 2).
In Figure 2 it can be noticed that the number of the companies that did not initiate
corrective actions following the received complaints is still relatively high. Thus, 25% of
the SM Es in the field of services and 69% of those with businesses in production initiated
no corrective action, based upon the received complaints.
This situation can be also caused by the fact that the SM Es, especially those
involved in services are still in an early phase in implementation of an environment
manage ment system or of an integrated management system quality – environment –
health and occupational safety (Suditu, C. et al., 2009). A part of the questioned
companies justified the negative answer by not having complaints from the community
concerning the fulfillment of the environmental protection requirements. Whereas the big
companies that were questioned, with activities in production, 15% of them did not
initiate corrective or preventive actions as a result of the complaints received from the
community, while 22% of the companies with activities in services were in the same
position (Figure 6).
As a result of the research, a clear difference could be noticed between the SM Es
which have a more advanced quality management system and those which are still at the
first steps regarding the usage of the data obtained during the evaluation and monitoring
of the fulfillment of the society requirements in order to initiate corrective and
preventive actions (Stoleriu, G., 2009).
2.4 Setting up and implementation of a continuous improvement program of the
society requirements regarding the environment protection
While the society exigencies regarding the environmental protection are increasing, on
the economic field it also an obvious fact that in order to meet these requirements and
the pressure caused by the competition, the management of the companies must provide
the continuous improvement of the environmental performances of the processes and the
result of these processes (Olaru, M . et al., 2008a).
Analyzing the data obtained inform the questioned SM Es during the study, it was clear
that these companies are less preoccupied to establish continuous improvement programs
of the environmental performances of the processes and products compared to the big
companies (Figure 3).
Thus only 38% of the questioned SM Es in the field of services and 53% of those with
businesses in production use “many” or “very many” of the evaluation and monitoring
cases in fulfilling the environmental protection requirements of the society for setting up
and implementation of continuous improvement programs of the environmental
performances of the processes and products (Figure 3).
In the case of big companies, it can be noticed that that 62% of those with activities in
production are ”much” or “very much” preoccupied in setting up and implementing such
programs. Likewise, 29% of the big companies in the field of the services that were
questioned do not use at all the obtained data during the evaluation and monitoring of the
society requirements fulfillment for the improvement of the environmental performances
of processes and services.
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Figure 3. SMEs usage of the data obtained during the evaluation and monitoring
process of the society requirements fulfillment on the environmental protection in
order to set up a program of continuous improvement of the processes and products
Note: The following codification system of the given marks has been used for the graphic
representation of the answers from Figure 3: 1 - not at all, 2 – a little, 3 – satisfactory, 4 –
much, 5 – very much.
The performed study also showed that a big number of the questioned SMEs in the filed
of activities do not use these data for identification of solutions in order to reduce and
prevent the negative impact of the processes upon the environment (Figure 4).
Thus, 26% of the SM Es in the field of services and 10% of those from the production
sector do not use at all those data in order to reduce and prevent the negative impact of
the processes upon the environment. A relatively similar situation has been noticed in the
case of big companies that show less interest for the improvement of the environmental
performances, especially those from services.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the Romanian SM Es in the services sector are less
interested to use the data obtained from the evaluation and monitoring of the society
requirements fulfillment regarding the environmental protection.
We consider that the lack of financial resources for the fulfillment of the
environmental performances is an important obstacle for these companies in drafting and
imp lementation of proper programs in this field.
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Figure 4. SMEs usage of the data obtained during the evaluation and
monitoring process of the society requirements fulfillment on the environmental
protection in order to reduce or prevent environmental impact of the processes
Note: The following codification system of the given marks has been used for the
graphic representation of the answers from Figure 4: 1 - not at all, 2 – a little, 3 –
satisfactory, 4 – much, 5 – very much.
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CONCLUSIONS
The questionnaire based research showed that in the case of the Romanian SM Es,
which are at the beginning of implementing a quality management system, the data
obtained during the evaluation and monitoring process of the society requirements
fulfillment for initiating corrective and preventive actions is less used. In this field there is
also an important gap in relation with the big companies, which are more advanced on the
field of quality management system, compared to the SM Es. (Olaru, M ,, Stoleriu, G., 2008).
On the other side, the performed research showed that the data obtained by the
SM Es during evaluation and monitoring of the society requirements observance
regarding the environmental protection is mostly used for setting corrective actions, as
a result of the complaints and less for defining programs of continuous improvement
for the meeting of the requirements.
Taking into account the results of the performed research, it can be concluded that
the expansion of the implementing process of a quality management system can facilitate
the improvement of SM Es capacity of meeting the needs of sustainable development. In
such a case, the data obtained after evaluating and monitoring the observance of the
society requirements regarding the environmental protection could be mostly used for the
project whose purpose it to improve the current processes or that implement new
processes (Olaru, M . et al., 2009).
In the long run, such an effort should be integrated within a promoting and
development process of an organizational culture, integrating the principles of sustainable
development, emphasizing the improvement of SM Es communication with all interested
parties, by developing informatics systems, able to meet the needs of the external
environment and of the community at large.
We also consider that SM Es should be supported in their effort of imple menting the
integrated management systems (quality, environment, security, occupational health,
security of the information etc.) that, by the means of long term global strategies, based
upon innovation and continuous improvement, can contribute to their sustainable
development.
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ABSTRACT
Small and medium-sized enterprises represent the most numerous and important category of
enterprises, with multiple economic, technical and social functions. Starting from this hypothesis, a
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1. EVOLUTION OF EMPLOYMENT AND AVERAGE WORKFORCE IN SMES

The results of the survey indicate an ascending trend from 2007 to 2008 in point
of both employment and average workforce in SM Es. On average, 4.93 people were hired
per company and 3.66 persons left the organization (which means an average increase of
employment by 1.27 persons per company) and, considering the average number of
employees, an increase in employment by 1.16%. Most SM Es hired less than 5 people
(81.09%), 7.39% of the enterprises hired 6 to 10 people, 7.68% of the companies hired 11
to 20 people and 3.84% of the organizations hired more than 20 people. This demonstrates
that the SM E sector in Romania continues to contribute to offering new jobs in the
national economy. See Figure 1

7,68%

3,84%

7,39%

Less than 5 persons
6 - 10 persons
11 - 20 persons
Over 20 de persons

81,09%

Figure 1-Persons newly employed by SM Es in 2008 compared to 2007
Considering the distribution of companies by development regions (Table 1) the
companies in the Central Region have the highest average number of new employees
(9.24), while the companies in the Southwestern region have the highest average
workforce increase (2.82). The SM Es in the Western and Central regions had a negative
personnel turnover (-0.41 and -0.88, respectively), which means that the number of
employees leaving the company exceeded the number of newly-hired employees.
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Table 1-Evolution of employment and average turnover of SME personnel by
development regions
No.

1.
2.

Index
Average number of
new ly -employed
persons
Average personnel
turnover

North
East

SMEs grouped by development region
South
South
South
North
West
Center Bucharest
East
West
West

4.57

4.44

3.00

5.75

3.17

3.55

9.24

5.31

0.96

2.06

1.26

2.82

-0.41

2.05

-0.88

1.41

Analyzed by company size the average number of new employees and the
average personnel turnover are directly proportional to the size of companies. In point of
average personnel increase expressed as percentage, on the contrary, micro-enterprises
are in the leading position, with 17.56%, followed by small companies (7.97%) and
medium-sized enterprises (5.16%). This situation is illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
Medium-sized companies

21,09

Small companies

5,34

Microenterprises

1,53

0

5

10

15
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Figure 2-Average number of newly-employed persons depending on company size

Medium-sized enterprises

5,24

Small enterprises

1,83

Microenterprises

0,63

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 3- Average personnel turnover depending on company size

0%

5%

10%

Microenterprises

20%
17,56%

Small enterprises
Medium-sized enterprises

15%

7,97%
5,16%

Figure 4-Percentage of increase of the average number of employees depending on
company size
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The analysis of SMEs by sectors of activity (Table 2) show the following
significant aspects:
in point of average number of new employees, industrial companies are in
the leading position (8.25), while the companies in the sector of services are
in the last position (3.29);
the average personnel increase is higher in tourism (3.48) and lower in the
trade sector (1.06);
if we consider the evolution of the average number of employees expressed
as percentage, the trade companies are in the leading position (16.49%),
while industrial companies are in the last place (4.36).
Table 2-Evolution of employment and average turnover of SME personnel by sectors of
activity
No
.

1.

2.

3.

SMEs by fields of activity

Index
Average
number
new ly employed
persons
Average
personnel
turnover
Evolution
average
number
employees
expressed
percentage

of

Industr
y

Construction

Trade

Tourism

Transportation

Service
s

8.25

7.38

3.68

6.68

5.00

3.29

1.44

2.91

1.06

3.48

2.26

1.57

4.36%

10.79%

16.49
%

15.69%

15.77%

16.21%

of
of
as

1.2. Criteria of rating the employees in small and medium-sized enterprises
With regard to the features of employees that the entrepreneurs/decision-makers
in SM Es consider to be most important, the survey results indicate that most companies
emphasize the importance of experience (57.51% of the companies), responsible
attitude (56.87%) and knowledge and skills (53.69%). Other criteria considered include:
commitment to the company (52.50% of the SM Es), professional competence (48.59%),
consciousness (42.13%), intelligence (27.48%), resistance to effort (26.57%), le vel of
education (16.65%), proper conduct (15.38%), foreign languages (11.83%) and references
(9.92%). This situation is illustrated by the chart in Figure 5.

27,48%
26,57%
16,65%
15,38%
11,83%
9,92%
0%

20%

57,51%
56,87%
53,69%
52,50%
48,59%
42,13%

40%

60%

Experience
Responsible attitude
Knowledge and skills
Commitment to the company
Professional competence
Constientiousness
Intelligence
Resistance to effort
Education
80% Proper conduct
Foreign languages

Figure 5- Frequency of SM E employee assessment criteria
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In point of importance (rated on a scale from 1 to 5), the survey shows that the
most important criteria in the assessment of SM E employees include: professional
experience (2.62), knowledge and skills (2.11), intelligence (1.90), responsible attitude
(1.77), professional competence (1.71) and education level (1.59). See the chart in Figure
6.

2,11
1,9
1,77
1,71
1,59
1,57
1,49
1,43
1,39
1,33
1,25
0

1

2

experience
2,62

knowledge and skills
intelligence
responsible attitude
professional competence
education
commitment to the company
who referred him/her
conscientiousness
foreign languages
3
resistance to effort

Figure 6-Importance paid to the criteria of employee assessment in SM
The analysis of the employee assessment criteria by regional distribution of
SMEs (Table 3) reveals the following deviations from the average values of the sample
group:
professional experience, references and the level of education were
indicated most frequently by companies in the Southwestern Region (67.91%,
21.27% and 29.10%, respectively);
SM Es focusing on the knowledge and skills of the employees are more
frequent in the Western Region (61.33%) and less frequent in the Central
Region (40.68%);
references were mentioned more frequently by companies in the
Southwestern Region (21.27%) and less frequently by companies in the
Northeastern Region (2.67%);
intelligence is more frequently appreciated by SM Es in the Southern Region
(32.31%) and less considered in the Southeastern Region (22.08%);
the responsible attitude is a requirement in 66.10% of the enterprises in the
Central Region and in 48.18% of the companies in the Northwestern Region;
the companies that stress the importance of commitment are more frequent
in the Central Region (64.41%) and less numerous in the Western Region
(45.33%);
the level of education is considered more important by SM Es in the
Southwestern Region (29.10%) and less important by the companies in the
Southern Region (6.15%);
conscientiousness is a feature required more frequently by companies in the
Northeastern Region (48.66%) and less frequent by companies in the Western
Region (36.00%);
resistance to effort is mostly required by SM Es in the Southern Region
(43.08%);
a proper conduct is more frequently sought for by companies in the
Northeastern Region (23.53%) and less frequently by SM Es in the
Southeastern region (9.09%).
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Table 3-Differentiation of employee assessment criteria by development region
Features of
employees
considered by
No.
entrepreneurs as
being most
important
1
Experience
2
3

Knowledge
skills
References

4

Intelligence

5

7

Responsible
attitude
Commitment to the
company
Level of education

8

Foreign languages

9

Professional
competence
Consc ientiousness

6

10
11

and

Resistance
to
effort
Proper conduc t

12

SMEs grouped by development region
Northe
ast

Southe
ast

58.29%

49.35%

56.15%

55.84%

2.67%

5.19%

29.41%

22.08%

61.50%

55.84%

48.13%

57.14%

10.16%

14.29%

5.88%

5.19%

48.66%

54.55%

48.66%

37.66%

25.13%

36.36%

23.53%

9.09%

Sout
h
56.9
2%
50.7
7%
6.15
%
32.3
1%
55.3
8%
53.8
5%
6.15
%
7.69
%
47.6
9%
40.0
0%
43.0
8%
9.23
%

South
west
67.91%
52.24%
21.27%
23.13%
52.99%
46.27%
29.10%
16.04%
48.88%
39.18%
22.01%
9.33%

West
41.3
3%
61.3
3%
14.6
7%
24.0
0%
50.6
7%
45.3
3%
12.0
0%
14.6
7%
52.0
0%
36.0
0%
17.3
3%
21.3
3%

Northw
est
51.82%
50.00%
12.73%
28.18%
48.18%
53.64%
19.09%
19.09%
46.36%
46.36%
24.55%
16.36%

Cent
er
61.0
2%
40.6
8%
5.08
%
28.8
1%
66.1
0%
64.4
1%
6.78
%
5.08
%
37.2
9%
44.0
7%
38.9
8%
11.8
6%

Buchar
est
55.12%
55.91%
4.33%
31.89%
62.20%
59.45%
14.17%
12.60%
49.61%
41.34%
25.59%
17.72%

Considering the size of SM Es (Table 4), the following aspects were identified:
the proportion of companies that do not require experience, knowledge and skills,
commitment to the company and resistance to effort increases in direct proportion to
the size of the company;
the percentage of companies that require conscientiousness and a proper conduct
from their employees is in reverse proportion to the company size;
small companies require more frequently references (12.22%), intelligence (29.17%),
responsible attitude (62.78%), education (18.06%), foreign languages (12.50%) and
professional competence (56.39%).

-

-

Table 4-Employee assessment criteria
Features of employees considered
No. by entrepreneurs
as being most important
1
Experience
2
Knowledge and skills

depending on company size
Size of the company
Small
M icroenterprises
nterprises
56.72%
57.78%
50.34%
58.61%

Medium-sized
enterprises
62.99%
60.63%

3

References

9.31%

12.22%

6.30%

4
5

Intelligence
Responsible attitude

28.28%
54.48%

29.17%
62.78%

20.47%
53.54%

6

Commit ment to the company

49.31%

54.72%

64.57%

7

Level of education

16.90%

18.06%

12.60%
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8

Foreign languages

11.90%

9
10

Professional competence
Conscientiousness

44.31%

56.39%

51.18%

11

Resistance to effort

45.00%
26.38%

41.11%
26.39%

34.65%
29.92%

12

Proper conduct

20.34%

9.44%

8.66%

12.50%

11.81%

The analysis of companies by sectors of activity (Table 5), reveals the following
significant aspects:
the decision makers in tourism companies require to a greater extent a
responsible attitude (60.00%), commit ment to the company (60.00%), education
(20.00%), foreign languages (32.00%), professional competence (60.00%) and a
proper conduct (24.00%), but the companies in this sector require least
frequently conscientiousness (36.00%) and resistance to effort (24.00%);
construction companies require more frequently professional experience
(61.95%), but less frequently knowledge and skills (44.25%), education (13.27%)
and foreign languages (2.65%),
companies in the trading sector are less frequent to require commit ment to the
company (49.52%) and more frequent to consider references (14.35%);
SM Es in industry have the highest rates of companies that take into account the
knowledge and skills of the employees (60.96%) and the resistance to effort
(31.58%);
organizations in the sector of services stress the importance of intelligence
(33.61%).
Table 5-Employee assessment criteria depending on the sector of activity
No. Features
of
employees SMEs by fields of activity
considered by entrepreneurs as
Industry Construction Trade Tourism TransportationServices
being most important
Experience
58.33% 61.95%
55.50% 60.00% 47.54%
60.08%
Knowledge and skills

60.96% 44.25%

49.52% 56.00% 59.02%

References

6.58%

14.35% 8.00%

Intelligence

19.74% 29.20%

27.03% 24.00% 32.79%

33.61%

Responsible attitude

57.46% 58.41%

56.94% 60.00% 57.38%

53.36%

Commitment to the company

57.89% 54.87%

49.52% 60.00% 52.46%

52.10%

Level of education

14.91% 13.27%

18.66% 20.00% 19.67%

15.55%

Foreign languages

8.77%

10.05% 32.00% 9.84%

21.43%

Professional competence

53.51% 44.25%

47.85% 60.00% 42.62%

47.48%

Conscientiousness

39.04% 49.56%

41.63% 36.00% 59.02%

36.97%

Resistance to effort

31.58% 30.97%

24.64% 24.00% 26.23%

24.37%

Proper conduct

10.53% 12.39%

19.62% 24.00% 13.11%

12.61%

9.73%

2.65%

3.28%

56.72%
7.56%

1.3. Evolution of average salaries in SM Es in 2008 compared to 2007
The analysis of the evolution of the average salary in SM Es in 2008, reveals the
following facts: in 24.66% of the companies, salaries remained the same, in 22.69% of the
SM Es salaries increased by 5-10%, in 18.37% of the companies salaries increased by 10-15%,
in 14.24% of the companies wages increased by only 1-5%, while in 11.20% of the
companies salaries increased by 15-20%. Furthermore in 6.48% of the companies the
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average salary was raised by more than 20%, and in 2.36% of the companies wages were
reduced. It should be mentioned that a significant number of SM Es increased the salaries
at rates that exceeded the level of inflation 48. See Figure 7.

decreased

6,48% 2,36%

11,20%

24,66%

remained the same
increased by 1-5%
increased by 5-10%

18,37%
14,24%
22,69%

increased by 10-15%
increased by 15-20%
increased by over 20%

Figure 7- Structure of SM Es depending on the evolution of average salary in
2008/2007
Considering the development regions where SM Es are based (Table 6), there are
considerable differences exist in point of salary evolution from the average of the overall
companies surveyed:
the greatest proportion of companies that maintained the salaries at the same
levels is in the Southeastern Region (32.00%), while the smallest proportion is in
the Southern Region (18.64%);
the companies that increased the salaries by 1-5% and 5-10% were most
numerous in the Northeastern region (19.21% and 30.51%, respectively);
most of the companies that increased the salaries by more than 20% were on the
Southern Region (20.34%) and the smallest proportion of such companies was in
the Southwestern Region (2.87%);
the companies in the Central Region have the smallest rates of SM Es that
increased the salaries by 5-10% (10.91% of the SM Es).
Table 6- Evolution of SM E salaries by development regions
No.

Evolution
average salary

of

SMEs grouped by development region
North
East

South
East

South

South
West

West

North
West

Center

Bucharest

decreased

1.13%

1.33%

1.69%

2.87%

4.35%

2.11%

1.82%

2.92%

remained the same

20.34%

32.00%

18.64%

27.05%

24.64%

24.21%

20.00%

26.25%

19.21%

10.67%

16.95%

16.39%

13.04%

10.53%

7.27%

12.50%

30.51%

18.67%

15.25%

20.08%

23.19%

28.42%

10.91%

22.92%

17.51%

20.00%

16.95%

16.80%

13.04%

16.84%

40.00%

17.08%

5.65%

8.00%

10.17%

13.93%

18.84%

10.53%

12.73%

11.67%

5.65%

9.33%

20.34%

2.87%

2.90%

7.37%

7.27%

6.67%

increased by up to
5%
increased by 5-10%
increased by 1015%
increased by 1520%
increased by more
than 20%

The analysis of SM Es depending on size (Table 7), reveals the following aspects:
48

Inflation rate in Romania was 6.4% in 2008.
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medium-sized companies have higher proportions of SM Es in which salaries
increased by 1-5% (19.01%), 10-15% (28.93%), 15-20% (14.05%) and over 20%
(7.44%);
a higher proportion of micro-enterprises maintained salaries at the same levels
(32.85%) or decreased the salaries (2.55%);
a salary increase of 5-10% is more frequent in small enterprises (25.21%%) and
less frequent in medium-sized enterprises (19.83%).

Table 7- Evolution of average salary depending on company size
Size of the company
No.

Evolution of average salary

M icroenterprises

Small enterprises

decreased
remained the same
increased by up to 5%
increased by 5-10%
increased by 10-15%
increased by 15-20%
increased by more than 20%

2.55%
32.85%
14.05%
21.72%
13.14%
9.31%
6.39%

2.29%
17.19%
12.89%
25.21%
22.92%
13.18%
6.30%

Mediumsized
enterprises
1.65%
9.09%
19.01%
19.83%
28.93%
14.05%
7.44%

Evolution of salaries by activity sectors (Table 8):
the companies that maintained the same level of salaries were less numerous in
industry (15.09%) and more numerous in the sector of services (28.54%);
salary increases of 1-5% were more frequent in transportation companies (24.53%)
and less frequent in tourism companies (4.17%);
salary increases of 10-15% were more frequent in tourism (33.33%) and less
frequent in transportation companies (9.43%);
15.57% of the industrial companies increased the salaries by 15-20%, while
20.83% of the companies in the tourism sector reduced the salaries.
Table 8- Evolution of average salary depending on activity sector
No.

Evolution of
average salary

SMEs by fields of activity
Industry

Construction

Trade

Tourism

Transportation

Services

1.

decreased

1.89%

0.98%

3.54%

20.83%

3.77%

1.38%

2.

remained the same

15.09%

20.59%

28.54%

16.67%

28.30%

28.11%

3.

increased by up to
5%
increased by 5-10%

17.45%

9.80%

13.64%

4.17%

24.53%

11.98%

21.70%

23.53%

25.00%

16.67%

15.09%

21.66%

21.23%

27.45%

17.42%

33.33%

9.43%

15.67%

15.57%

11.76%

7.07%

8.33%

15.09%

11.52%

7.08%

5.88%

4.80%

20.83%

3.77%

9.68%

4.
5.
6.
7.

increased by 1015%
increased by 1520%
increased by more
than 20%

1.4. Personnel training
The analysis of companies in point of average number of working days per employee
allotted for training during the last year (Figure 8), reveals the following facts:
36.61% of SM Es conduct training activities 1-5 days a year;
35.25% of the companies do not implement any training activities;
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15.87% of the companies allot 6-10 days for personnel training;
12.27% of the companies implement training programs of more than 10 days.
In almost two thirds of the surveyed companies, the entrepreneurs and/or managers
are interested in improving the training of their employees.

40%

36,61%

35,25%

30%
20%

15,87%
12,27%

1-5 days
zero
6 - 10 days
ov er 10 days

10%
0%

Figure 8- Structure of SM Es according to the extent of training activities
The analysis of SM Es by development regions reveals the following deviations from
the average values of the overall samp le group:
the proportion of companies that do not conduct training activities is
greater in the Southeastern region (49.32%) and smaller in the Northwestern
Region (28.43%);
the Northwestern Region has the greatest proportion of companies that allot
to the training of employees an average number of 10 days per year
(18.63%);
the Northeastern Region has the greatest percentage of companies that
allot 1-5 days/emp loyee/year for personnel training (47.73%).
For additional information, see Table 9.
Table 9- Frequency of training in SM Es by development regions
Average
SM Es grouped by development region
number of
business
No. days
NorthwestCenterBucharest
allotted byNortheastSoutheastSouth SouthwestWest
SM Es
for
training
none
33.52% 49.32% 46.43% 35.57%
30.99% 28.43% 28.57% 34.32%
1-5 days
47.73% 35.62% 35.71% 29.64%
36.62% 38.24% 28.57% 37.71%
6-10 days
10.80% 9.59%
7.14% 22.53%
19.72% 14.71% 35.71% 11.44%
over 10 days7.95%
5.48%
10.71% 12.25%
12.68% 18.63% 7.14% 16.53%
Considering the size of SM Es (Table 10), the following aspects were identified:
microenterprises have the greatest percentage of companies that do not
imp lement personnel training activities (39.45%);
small companies represent the greatest proportion of SM Es that allot 6-10
days a year for personnel training (24.54%);
medium-sized companies are the most numerous to allot 1-5 days a year
(54.06%) and over 10 days a year (15.38%) for personnel training, but also
the least numerous of the SM Es that do not imple ment any training activities
(20.70%).
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Table 10- Frequency of training by company size
Average number of business Size of the company
No. days allotted by SM Es for
Small
M icroenterprises
training
enterprises
none
39.45%
22.20%
1-5 days
35.63%
40.69%
6-10 days
12.14%
24.54%
over 10 days
12.78%
12.57%

Medium-sized
enterprises
20.70%
54.06%
9.85%
15.38%

The distribution of companies by sectors of activity reveals the following facts:
companies that do not conduct any training activities are most frequent in the trade
sector (42.17%) and least frequent in the sector of services (26.01%). SM Es in industry are
the most frequent to conduct training for 1-5 days/employee (45.02%), while tourism
companies are the most frequent to allot 6-10 days a year for personnel training (30.43%).
For additional information, see Table 11.
Table 11- Frequency of training in SM Es by sectors of activity
Average number of
business
days
No.
Industry
Construction Trade Tourism Transportation Services
allotted by SM Es
for training
none
31.28%
34.62%
42.17% 34.78% 38.18%
26.01%
1-5 days
45.02%
37.50%
34.34% 30.43% 43.64%
31.39%
6-10 days
11.37%
16.35%
14.90% 30.43% 10.91%
21.08%
over 10 days
12.32%
11.54%
8.59% 4.35% 7.27%
21.52%

-

-

-

-

-

-
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CONCLUSIONS
Compared to 2007, SM Es increased the number of employees in 2008 by 1.27 persons
per company, on average, which represents an increase in the average number of
employees per company by 1.16%.
Over 80% of the companies employed less than 5 persons and only 3.84% of the SM Es
hired more than 20 persons
The most substantial increase in the number of employees is seen in SM Es that have
been active for more than 15 years (20.00%), companies in the Southwestern Region
(21.08%), micro-enterprises (17.56%) companies with other forms of incorporation
(40.37%) and trade companies (16.49%)
The average number of persons employed in 2008 has the highest value in companies
that have been active for more than 15 years (8.18 persons), companies in the Central
Region (9.24), mediu m-sized companies (21.09), joint-stock companies (16.08) and
SM Es in the industrial sector (8.25).
The average personnel increase is higher in newly-established companies (2.05
employees), companies in the Southwestern Region (2.82), medium-sized companies
(5.24), limited liability companies (1.81) and tourism companies (3.48)
The most frequent personnel assessment criteria applied by SM Es include: experience
(in 57.51% of the companies), responsible attitude (56.87%), knowledge and skills
(53.69%), commitment to the company (52.50%), professional competence (48.59%)
and conscientiousness (42.13%)
In 2008, compared to 2007, 22.69% of the SM Es increased the salaries by 5-10%,
while18.37% of the companies raised the salaries by 10-15%
In 4.24% of the companies, the salaries rose by only 1-5%, while in 12.87% of the
companies the average salary increased by more than 20%
Salary rises of over 20% were more frequent in companies that have been active for
more than 15 years (8.06%), companies in the Southern Region (20.34%), medium-

-

sized companies (7.44%), limited liab ility companies (6.81%) and companies in the
tourism sector (20.83%)
Around two thirds of the SM Es surveyed are interested in providing training
opportunities to the personnel
36.61% of the SM E imple ment annual training activities for 1-5 days, while 12.27% of
the companies allot over 10 days to personnel training
Training activities of more than 10 days a year are more frequent in newlyestablished companies (14.36%), companies in the Northwestern Region (18.36%),
medium-sized companies (15.38%), SM Es with other forms of incorporation (16.67%),
companies in the sector of services (21.52%), organizations managed by university
graduates (14.44%) and companies managed by persons trained abroad (33.85%)
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ABSTRACT
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are a major player in the markets of Central and Eastern
Europe, they play the role of major employer and largest contributor to Gross Domestic Product of
countries in the region. SMEs are an integral part of the European economy is therefore of great
importance for them to play their respective role in increasing the sustainability of the European
economy. Environment protection is the main goal of humanity in XXI century. Performance, the
management dimension of management, is a state of competitiveness, achieved a level of efficiency
and productivity and ensure that sustainable presence in the market in terms multiform and complex
interaction of many factors. The performance is created by reference to an enterprise environment,
aimed at how to create value.
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INTRODUCTION
SM Es have always played an important role in economic and social life of any country,
being based on economic development. The dynamism, flexibility, adaptability, mobility,
innovation potential are some of the features that SM Es have and are considered essential
for the harmonious development of economy of any state. Such cohesion can ensure
economic structure, economic growth is healthy and of course create new jobs.
1. GENERAL CONTEXT
Since the second half of the twentieth century, all industrial countries have increased
their market power by creating large industrial groups. Industrial reorganization based on
the concentration and development continues today. But, just like large companies, SM Es
have their role, well defined, especially due to their structural simplicity that gives to
them a strong capacity to adapt to environmental fluctuations, and to the
microenvironment they operate, the reduced size allowing them to avoid the danger of
dehumanization and the existing bureaucracy in large companies, but also because they
easier to control.
During the recent years, small and medium enterprises (SM Es) have come to play a
key role in the increasingly important global economy. As predicted by Zimmerer and
Scarborough (1994), these years saw the highest number of businesses. They said that
worldwide, each country chooses its economic system based on small highly productive
SM Es.
For the EU, enterprises are an important factor of economic growth. To build a strong
economy, the EU has proposed to strengthen entrepreneurship in Europe and to create
conditions for the development of innovative practices that lead to the creation and
development of enterprises. Achieving these goals is vital to ensure economic the
sustainability needed to support social progress and environmental protection.
The EU policy on business addresses the entire business environment and aims to
encourage and facilitate the establishment of new businesses, to establish a dynamic
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business environment in which each firm has effective access to markets for products and
services in Europe and outside Europe .
Legal basis of policy on SM Es is the Article 157 of the Treaty establishing the European
Community, which provides encouragement to the initiation and development of
companies in the Community focusing in particular on SM Es.
2. DEFINITION OF SMEs
2.1. SMEs in Europe
Definition of SM Es in Europe is easier because the EU legislation on small and mediu m
enterprises is the same for all M ember States. Thus, under current legislation, the main
criteria considered for the classification of an enterprise in one of three categories (micro,
small or medium) are staff and turnover.
The European Commission definition on SM Es selects three categories of small and
medium enterprises:
� M icro enterprises - companies with fewer than 10 employees and an annual
turnover or capital that must not exceed 2 million Euros.
� Small enterprises - companies with a number of employees between 10 and 49,
and with an annual turnover or capital that must not exceed 10 million Euro.
� Medium-sized enterprises - businesses with a number of employees between 50
and 249, and an annual turnover not exceeding EUR 50 million (or a share capital
that must not exceed 43 million Euro).
Table 1. Classification of SMEs

(Source: White Chart of SMEs, 2008)
2.2. SMEs in Romania
In Romania, as in many other Central and Eastern European transition to market
economy has meant, in essence, the evolution has two components: the transfer of
ownership of enterprises from state to private, the so-called process of privatization,
regardless of the method that was applied, and the emergence of new private enterprises,
as a result of private initiatives, independent, which arose due to changes in units that
are still in the property of the State. These two paths of development have come more or
less simultaneously but at different rates. Both had great repercussions on the labor
market, however. While privatization has reduced the number of jobs with increased
unemployment, particularly in long term, new private sector has created most new jobs.
Given that most new businesses are small and medium enterprises (SM Es) and that this
sector has absorbed most of the labor force, and contributed at the same time, and the
formation of a new generation of entrepreneurs and employees.
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In addition to the merit of having contributed to the emergence of the private
sector becoming more powerful, some of these companies are characterized by great
flexibility and ability to adapt to change, manifesting themselves as a driving force behind
the remarkable economic progress in Romania.
Romanian Government recognizes and appreciates the importance of the SM E
sector as the basis for modern economic development, dynamic, knowledge-based. The EU
experience shows clearly that the SM E sector can make a substantial contribution to
achieving the GDP, create jobs and boost export growth. SM Es have the ability to flexibly
respond to market highly competitive and rapidly adaptation to structural change and
cyclical global economy. A well-developed SM E sector can therefore support macroeconomic stability and growth. In order to create an enabling regulatory environment,
both in terms of legal and tax point of view, the Romanian Government adopted the
National Strategy of SM Es. Among the priorities we find the provision of aid for
development and support SM Es, improve competitiveness and stimulate the development
of entrepreneurial culture.
According to the statistics of National Agency for SM Es, measures have resulted in
a significant number of results, such as: increasing to 60% of the contribution of the SME
sector in GDP and the contribution of SM Es in total exports increased by 24.4% and
provision of 50.5% of total employment.
By applying standards, SM Es can demonstrate that the products and services
offered are competitive on the market. Thus, by application of harmonized standards
reduce technical barriers to trade thereby facilitating access of SM Es within the common
market and the environmental standards SM Es can manage responsible business.
Annually, over 1,000 European standards are adopted by the European system.
Although standardization process allows participation and involvement of all stakeholders
through national standardization organizations through their participation, often SM Es and
craft workshops are not aware of what is happening in standardization and the importance
of this process. The majority of SM Es think that the standards are reserved for large
companies and they are not required.
In the EU, participation of SM Es in the standardization process is very low in
terms of accessing relevant information, the use of standards in their business and
participate in technical committees to work to develop standards.
EU supports SM Es. Thus, the European Commission has substantially increased
financial support for European coordination of SM E representation in standardization. The
Commission introduced the proposal for a Small Business Act provisions to consolidate the
commitment of Member States to include SM Es in standardization at the national level,
which is the most accessible context for most SM Es. December 2007 European Council took
note of this initiative, and the Commission made recommendations on SM Es, such as
better rules for SM Es, recognizing the role of entrepreneurs in society and its acquisition
of necessary skills, support for SMEs accessing new markets and maximize benefits to the
single market, facilitating access of SM Es to public procurement, access to finance and
innovation at national and EU responsible management of enterprises based on
information in the fields of standardization, quality and environment.
3. ROMANIAN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY IN THE EUROPEAN CONTEXT
The Romanian Environmental Policy is to ensure a clean environment for the
health of inhabitants of the country, breaking the vicious circle of poverty and
environmental damage, providing a regenerative growth and innovative for the benefit of
current and future generations, harmonization of specific environmental legislation with
the European Union to accelerate integration into European structures.
Without environmental protection, we cannot ensure sustainability. Sustainable
development integrates environmental protection and environmental sustainability
condition. Existing requirements in the European Union describe that a new approach to
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global environmental problems, in terms of impacts and pressures on the environment and
all socio-economic consequences is necessary.
The key issue for sustainable development is the reconciliation between two
human desires: the need to continue economic and social development, but also the
protection and improvement of environment, the only way for the welfare of present and
future generations. The European policy is intended to stop environmental pollution and
to prevent harmful influences of chemicals on the environment. The impact of European
environmental policy on SM Es is a challenge not only for today but for the future, given
the importance of implementation of European environmental policy in the economic
activities they currently carry. SM Es may lose economic benefits by the non-integration of
the environmental issues in the daily activities, therefore, although most companies think
that their activities have no or only little impact on the environment, it is better to apply
environmental management and eco - innovation. European Commission understands the
pressure faced by small enterprises and therefore it helps them.
The European Union has included on its agenda relatively late the environmental
law. Only on acceptance of the unified European Act of 1987 that they added a paragraph
on the environment EEC Treaty (Article 130 A - 130 T, now Article 174 to 176), and the
word "environment" was explicitly mentioned in Article 100 A (now Article 95). The Treaty
of Amsterdam of 1999 changed Article 2 TEU. It now contains the requirement for a
"harmonious, balanced and sustainable", and "a high level of protection and improvement”
of environmental quality.
EU environmental legislation is based on the following principles: the principle of
provision (stewardship), the principle of correct environmental policy, the principle of
integrated environmental protection, the principle of state responsibility, the principle of
cooperation at all levels, the principle of involving civil society and the principle of
"polluter pays"(the polluter pays).
3.1. Financing SMEs in environmental protection
To help companies comply with environmental legislation, there are used a wide
range of European funding sources. European Commission runs several funding sources
directly, but more often they are managed by national and local authorities.
To access the European market global, firms will be required more and more to
be concerned about the environment and to follow good management of resources. It will
also be insisted on that they increasingly have more and more responsibilities in
environmental protection but also to adopt the precautionary principle (stewardship). In
the future, they will be allowed the entrance only to those companies who can prove that
their products are environmentally friendly.
Already in some sectors (eg. Textile industry), the entrance is conditioned by the
labels. Companies are encouraged to organize their management structure in accordance
with environmental principles, particularly in sensitive environmental areas, such as
suppliers for the chemical industry. Companies will have to adopt the requirements of EU
Assessment System or DIN ISO 14001 Environmental M anagement.
To motivate SM Es to include environmental protection among their activities,
there must be identified tangible benefits and opportunities that will materialize in short
term. Any company can use "The record of materials and energy" (in / out records). That
is the only way a company can submit facts and figures.
Compliance Assistance Program with the environment (ECAP) is a set of measures
that are designed to help SM Es to minimize the impact of activities on the environment
and facilitate compliance with current legislation. The program provides tools and policies
to integrate environmental concerns into the core activities of SM Es, such as supporting
regional and national networks, development of local know-how and funding opportunities,
case studies on best practices and materials training.
In the new millennium, collective environments are changing. Businesses are
becoming more competitive and that is a challenge to keep on surface. Every opportunity
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to increase profits must be considered - since the introduction of operational efficiencies
to reduce capital expenditures on a large scale or choosing some simple solutions to
complex exchange. An important example of such efficiency is a waste reduction program.
From the implementation there resulted increased corporate savings, but also for SM Es,
all relatively small investment of time and energy, even in large organizations,
multinationals, such programs increase economic efficiency without affecting quality.
Imp lement a waste reduction program is an important step towards improving
environmental performance. Because of the numerous ways that businesses affect the
environment (buying, manufacturing, resource consumption) reduction of waste is just
one of the measures with high ecological potential. They are those that reduce waste 90%
of the base. This involves a variety of measures to reduce solid waste and generally to
reduce energy and water. M any have found that these measures are very profitable,
because they reduce operational costs and avoid overusing. However, protecting the
environment extends beyond the physical boundaries of a particular business. By focusing
efforts resulting initiatives will prepare a company for future needs, while increasing
efficiency in the market today.
Increased economic competitiveness of SM Es can be achieved by attracting
funding for the environment. These may be obtained through structural instruments, the
National Program for Rural Development Programs and Funding from State Budget
(Administration of Environmental Fund).
In the Structural Instruments (Structural Funds and Cohesion Fund), the
objectives are to obtain funding for the Regional Operational Program for Human resource
development and economic competitiveness. The need is to develop sustainable tourism
while being promoted. The values for projects in this area may be from 200,000 euros to
25 million euros, the percentages of funding for these projects taking values between 50%
and 70%. In addition to activities undertaken in the SM Es in tourism, it is necessary to
increase the adaptability of workers and companies through training and support to
businesses and employees to promote adaptability. The values of the grants for these
projects are smaller, from 15,000 euros, while funding may be of 60% - 70% or even 100%
for non-profit organizations. In addition to these actions, particular importance is placed
on improving economic competitiveness through productive investment and prepare for
competition in the market enterprises, especially SM Es. The values of the grants in this
area range from EUR 10,000 to EUR 1.5 million and the funding is up to 70%.
However, besides improving the performance target in human resources and
economic need, SM Es need to improve the environment needs. For example, improving
energy efficiency and sustainable energy sector is a priority, and recovery as renewable
energy is a solution. These actions help reduce the negative environmental impact of
energy system operation.
Another solution for SM E financing can be the National Program for Rural
Development (PNDR). It aims to modernize agricultural holdings and to add value to
agricultural and forestry products. Promoting traditional processing of agricultural
products is at direct marketing firm and their view of the existing measures aimed at
protecting the environment. The percentage of funding for projects under this program is
50%, and values range from 5000 euros and 2 million euros.
The State Budget contributes to financing SM Es through their own funds by the
M inistry of Environment and Water - Environment Fund Administration. Projects funded by
the M inistry of 50% concern municipal and industrial wastewater treatment, prevention,
reduction and integrated pollution control and management of wood waste from forestry
and fruit and wood processing industry. Total projects funded under this project amounts
to over 200 million lei.
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CONCLUSIONS
As the SM Es are an integral part of the European economy, there is a great
importance for them to play their respective role in increasing the sustainability of the
European economy. SM Es in Romania will not meet single the wave of the unknown.
Improved environmental performance is essential. For an Environmental
M anagement System to be effective, there is required that existing management practices
to be reviewed. You can find out how simple, practical, sensible, which can be supported
to reduce production costs, increase overall productivity, and reduce environmental
impact.
These practices refer to a number of measures related to prevention of loss of
raw materials, reducing waste, conserving water and energy and improving operational
and organizational procedures. Implementation of these practices is relatively easy and
cost is typically low.
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ABSTRACT
This article reflects the relationship between globalization and environment and aims to examine
how globalization affects the environment and at the same time the environmental effects of
globalization. The Globalization has both positive and negative environmental impacts. It may
exacerbate environmental problems, but it can also provide new means to meet them.
Environmental choices can shape the path to globalization, but also the government strategies may
act as barriers to the liberalized trade, or to trigger a convergence towards higher standards.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
The Globalization is seen as an inevitable process of human evolution, a positive force
that unites the various companies, integrating them into a global "whole" and enriches
them. The phenomenon has as essential components innovation policy, international
finance, corporate management, operating at a world scale in real time. The
Globalization imp lies increasing interdependence and linkages in the modern world,
following the development of unprecedented flows of goods and services, capital,
information, and the high mobility of people.
1. THE GENERAL CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION
Globalization is a process of expansion of transactions between people beyond the
borders of each country and the deepening of interdependence between global entities,
which can be private, public and government. This process is driven by economic forces
(trade liberalization), technology (communications and information) and political (the fall
of communism).
Globalization implies a process of quality, based mainly on a consolidated global
market production, distribution, consumption, only autonomous national markets. It also
imp lies, increasing both risk and opportunities for individuals and communities in
transforming traditions and consumption pattern, focusing mobility, simultaneity,
pluralism and alternatives for meeting increasing needs.
Economic globalization is boosted by the integration process, a complex process of
global economy based on a higher level of specialization and interdependence of national
economies. Economic integration is a concept that emphasizes "cooperation" between
national economies through outsourcing and with strong objectives. In fact, talking about
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globalization we are talking about a movement towards an increasingly interfering
extensive and deeper, as natural barriers or establish policies start to be removed,
increasing the impact of economic changes in a specific area of the world over another.
However, they still found a secessionist manifestation of global integration in the sense
that, although theoretically it is the process that favors the participation of all national
economies into the world economy through the various forms of cooperation, it is
practically limited to industrialized States of North America, Europe and Pacific Asia. The
participation in the global economy of the States belonging to other regions is not
complete, this fact being recognized indirectly through discussions and analysis conducted
on trade and investment (not global), by protectionist measures still in force, mainly
through capital movements between and within certain regions. Economic globalization is
therefore an evolving process, whose overall achievement is not yet defined in time,
where it will do. However, economic globalization, inclusive, is more than an
internationalization that involves interaction between the different world countries and
not between states of the world. The capital is looking for, even in a lower proportion, to
penetrate even seemingly unattractive areas, rules of market economy is expanding,
albeit a sluggish throughout the world throughout the state is challenged in its economic
functions of other actors, and, not least, the risks and threats are global in nature
requiring, therefore, solutions of the same type.
Globalization has both positive and negative environmental impacts of economic,
educational and cultural. For developing countries, globalization accelerates technology
transfer and as a result of liberalization in international trade. Facilitate capital
injections, reducing corruption, stagnation and bureaucracy, poverty reduction are
considered to be among the benefits of globalization. Widening gaps to rich countries is
another shortcoming of globalization. Although trade liberalization, internationalization of
production and information revolution have given a considerable impetus to economic
activity in all countries, those who can not keep up with these gains are not able to
capture the beneficial effects of these phenomena. For countries with high costs it is
impossible to switch to mass production and thus benefit from economies of scale that are
forming a venture of globalization.
International economic environment is characterized at present, by important changes
in the structure, functioning and development of companies regardless of field of activity,
type of organization or size. The largest fluctuations are felt by the multinationals that,
within a very short time, manage to convey the effects, especially negative ones, in each
economic system. This influences the sector of small and mediu m enterprises (SM Es), in
terms of limiting development opportunities, difficulties occurred in the financing or even
loss of market segments.
Globalization, the economic process, is feeling the competition in terms of growth,
raising competitiveness of market acceptance and lower rates of efficiency throughout the
business area. Similarly, the most important issues become strategic investment, the
speed with which a company can cope with changes so as to differentiate the market,
developing a competitive advantage out of this situation.
Development for competitiveness of organizations and civil society as a whole depends
on the ability to respond flexibly and proactively to frequent changes and constant
environment. Free movement of people worldwide influence their degree of importance in
economic, human capital and practical knowledge held by him became the most relevant
to other categories of resources.
Globalization is in an era of contrasts: the extremely rapid movements and persistent
problems. This imp lies a high degree of interdependence among economies and societies
in terms of flow of information, ideas, technology, goods, services, capital, finance and
human capital. Globalization has changed the traditional ability to control national
governments. The rapid pace of economy led to global markets and economies
interdependent requiring synchronization of national policies in a number of issues. One
dimension of this coordination relates to the environment. From natural resources such as
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fish and biological diversity, the potential transboundary pollution of soil, water and air,
now we know that no single defined governance can protect us from environmental
threats found globally. An effective response to these challenges will require good
strategy in place and new mechanisms for international cooperation.
2. RELATIONSHIP GLOBALIZATION - ENVIRONMENT
This article reflects the relationship between globalization and environment and aims
for proper response to a fundamental question: how globalization affects the
environment? ; In parallel, how can national policy environment affect globalization, and
especially the efforts of economic input? ; Which is the logic of collective action on a
global scale? Or in other words, what are the challenges facing national governments a
degree of international cooperation is useful or even necessary?
Globalization has both positive and negative environmental impacts. It may exacerbate
environmental problems, but also provide new means to meet them. Environmental
choices can also shape the path to globalization, but also government strategies may act
as barriers to liberalized trade, or to trigger a convergence towards higher standards.
2.1. The effects of globalization on the environment
Globalization is creating, on the one hand, new opportunities for cooperation, but also
the tensions and problems. For example, free trade can generate economic growth,
which, on the other hand, can translate into increased pollution, here including the
unsustainable consumption of natural resources. It also supports the economic integration
of cross-border competitive pressures that can help consumers by lowering prices, by
improving services and by increasing supply. But all these pressures constrain the ability of
national governments to regulate and require intergovernmental coordination of internal
policies, but also cooperation in global manage ment. Without an effective global
governance, globalization may increase negative environmental consequences wherever
settlement structures are inadequate.
Reflected in economic theory that free market can produce an efficient level of
utilization of resources, production, consumption and environmental protection when
prices of resources, goods and services include all social costs and benefits used.
However, private costs, which are market-based decisions, deviate from social costs, a
problem may occur, resulting in inefficient allocation, but a sub-optimal use of resources
and different levels of pollution. The international trade which intensifies more and more
has a significant adverse impact on environmental quality as a market’s problems are a
hallmark of the environment. M any critical resources such as water, wood, oil, fish,
charcoal, etc. are too low while others, such as ecosystem services as flood prevention,
water deductions, the supply of oxygen, are never evaluated. A further concern is that
trade liberalization can lead to competitive pressures which would decrease
environmental standards. Since there is very little evidence of falling standards, the real
concern is the possibility that economic integration to create a dynamic regulatory
standards are set so that jurisdictions relating to pollution control are limited. These
effects involve not only a soft law in environmental policy, but more importantly, a loose
constraint of existing rules or standards are not improved so as it would be necessary.
The diversity of circumstances generally make uniform standards to be less attractive
than the standards established for existing heterogeneous conditions. However, differing
standards across jurisdictions may impose costs on goods traded in excess of any benefit
obtained would be achieved if each jurisdiction would maintain its own requirements.
Where international environmental standards are in place, such as the Montreal Protocol
on substances that deplete the ozone layer, trade rules should be interpreted to improve
standards already established.
Economic growth and trade can be viewed in light of four factors: effects of scale,
technical effects, effects in terms of income and composition effects. These include:
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pollution becoming more and depletion of resources due to increased economic activity
and consumption increasingly larger trend towards cleaner production processes as
revenues increase. Effects in terms of income are reflected in the investment
environment and create applications for increased attention to environmental impact.
Environmental impact on growth depends on the net result of these four effects. If
technical effects, the income and composition overcome the negative effect of scale of
activity, then the final effect will be positive.
2.2. Environmental effects of globalization
As environmental protection efforts will be shaped by the development of
globalization, the choices regarding the environment can affect the course of
globalization and, particularly, efforts to liberalize trade and investment flows. At one
extreme is found harmonize approaches to environmental policies and standards. At the
other extreme are found environmental policies that are not coordinated, and they may
become trade barriers impeding efforts to open markets to liberalize.
Since many domestic regulations could act as barriers to trade, nowadays trade
agreements contain market access rules and disciplinary regulations. Public health
standards, regulations regarding food safety, limitations on emissions, waste and
destruction of their rules and policies for labeling can give a form of trade flows. The
difficulty in terms of trade and environment debate on environmental standards is to
separate legitimate protectionist regulations under the guidance of advanced
environmental protection. Soundness and efficiency of international economic system can
not be maintained unless clear rules of commitment in international trade, including
provisions regarding the environment.
The relationship between environment and globalization, often overlooked, is critical
for both. The environment itself is comprehensive, containing eco-systems and water
sources that frequently cross borders of countries, air pollution that migrates over
continents and oceans and atmosphere that gives us an unique climate protection against
ultraviolet rays. Monitoring and addressing the environmental problems cause a need for
global or regional governance. Moreover, the environment is intrinsically linked to
economic development, providing natural resources that fuel growth and the ecosystems
that support life and community.
The environment and globalizat ion are interdependent. We cannot refer to global
environmental challenges without understanding how negative and it affects the dynamics
of globalizat ion. Dominant discourse on globalization has tended to emphasize the promise
of economic opportunity. On the other hand, there is a global discourse on environmental
responsibility.
2.3. Globalization and environmental effects
Perspectives on Globalization relationships - are both liberal and institutional
environment, and environmental and socialist - green. Global problems are complex
phenomena that occurs worldwide and whose solution requires a comprehensive approach.
There are many approaches and classifications that discover issues and global priorities.
Among the global issues we find: population growth, energy and material resources,
underdevelopment, environmental protection etc..
The problems requiring global community in volve ment are: climate change, loss of
biodiversity and ecosystems, fisheries depletion, water scarcity, deforestation, maritime
safety and pollution. While social issues such as fighting poverty, but also in natural
disaster prevention need a global commit ment.
The relationship globalization - environmental, we can see that the liberal perspective
translates into fostering economic growth, a process that creates higher incomes, which
then generate funds and political will for improving environmental conditions. As proof of
this assertion, we see that in developed countries have made most progress in
environmental protection, unlike the poor quality of environmental factors which continue
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to deteriorate. In the short term may be accentuated inequalities, but long term they
usually subside.
Of institutional perspective, are necessary training and institution building and legal
framework. Thus, to drive the global political economy is necessary to increase
institutional and regulatory capacity, both global and national institutions are essential for
technological transfer of funds to poor countries. Scarcity of resources, population
growth, social-economic inequalities may become critical, but can be managed.
From the ecological perspective, we can say that the solution would be curved and
demographic growth. Globalization promotes economic growth but also contributes to
environmental degradation and the growth of Western media consumption, as happens in
some Asian countries such as India and China. Production processes in poor countries do
not comply with environmental legislation, legislation that is still underdeveloped. The
vectors of environmental damage, in light of this approach are unlimited population
growth under the limited nature of resources, but unlimited growth can be sustained by
increasing consumption above their carrying capacity of the planet.
Finally, a solution is needed and the socialist perspective - the relationship
globalization green - environment. This could be the strengthening of local community
autonomy. Environmental and social problems are inseparable. Globalization weakens the
local communities and imposes the domination of customs, traditions and Western
knowledge, inadequate local ones.
Environmental regulations have produced different effects in the globalization of
trade. Among these effects we find concern for the environment, which translates into
regulations that restrict imports based on environmental criteria. The buyers require that
the suppliers or exporters of products to be certified with integrated management systems
based on environmental (ISO 14000, EM AS) or organic products may bear.
CONCLUSIONS
Economic and environmental interdependence requires national policies and effective
collective international action. The world is experiencing a globalization increasingly
large, making international cooperation on critical environment, both in terms of its own
and that of future economic integration. A great mix of pragmatism and idealism
necessary to coordinate policy on pollution control and natural resource management
policies worldwide, involving countries, peoples, political perspectives and traditions,
levels of income and development, beliefs and priorities.
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ABSTRACT
The article dwells on the problems of the environmental movement at the end of the XXth century.
The environmental science and the books treating global problems have been used by
environmentalists as theoretic sources for their doctrine. Characteristics of environmental parties as
well the originality of these parties compared with the “classical” parties are shown in this article.
The criticism of the environmentalists towards the growth type of the industrial society,
productivism and consumism are also shown. A main characteristic is that the environmentalists
were supporters of the sustainable development, and of a third type of human rights: the right to a
clean environment, to a quality life. The environmental movement is seen as a new style of political
action and organization.
KEY WORDS
Values Party, Les Verts, environmentalism, environmental movement, sustainable development,
values, citizenship, productivism, consumism, clean environment rights

The seventies have seen the emergence of a global phenomenon: the coming out of
the environmental movement and of the first environmental party, Values Party, from
New Zealand.
Although there is no automatic link between the environmental science and the
environmental movement, as social doctrine, we think that the emergence of this science,
the publication of several books, such as: „Limits to Growth”, „M ankind at the Turning
Point”, „Beyond the Age of Waste”, all of them reports to the Club of Rome, the trilogy of
A. Toffler: „Future Shock”, „The Third Wave”, „Powershift” and others had a contribution
to the forging of a global awareness concerning the danger of self destruction by the
destruction of the environment. Whereas the environmental science studies the complex
relationship between the vital units and the environment, from the point of view of the
scientific detachment, the environmental doctrine assimilates, appreciates and interprets
the raw material provided by science on the basis of values that assume ideological
options. The leaders of the environmental movement think that the environmental science
offers to their doctrine not only the scientific aspect, but also a powerful glue. However,
they are aware that the transposition and the application of the scientific concepts into
the doctrine cannot come without ambiguities and errors.
The last decades of the XXth century have seen the emergence of new groups of the
political and social pluralism, focused on specific goals: the struggle for peace, the
environment, the preservation of wild flowers, the maintaining of the agricultural
subsidies, the limitation of modern giant retailers or the banning of nuclear tests in
remote islands of the Southern Pacific. M any of these groups stated they struggled for the
survival of future generations and against a new barbarism. The force of these groups was
due not only to the number, but also to the unique goal. As a rule, the task of such group
was not to build, but to stop, to prevent, to immobilize something, and usually they
blocked the action they didn’t approve. These groups didn’t want political power, and
didn’t consider themselves as political organizations, as they saw themselves as „initiators
of actions with moral objectives” 49. The social contestation of the sixties, known as the
„new left”, had as objectives not only the criticism of the establishment, the awakening
49
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from the consumism hibernation, but also the change of the value system, the supremacy
of the spiritual values, the development of the personality within a healthy social and
natural environment. Moreover, the American new left fought against the war in Vietnam
that had devastating consequences not only for the life and environment of that country,
but also for the American soldiers fighting there.
The book “Les Verts”, written by French author Guillaume Sainteny, is a synthesis of
the most important works concerning the environmental movement. Given that, for the
Romanians, “the greens” are the members of the “Legion” (Romanian extreme right
move ment of the twenties and thirties), we shall avoid using this symbol.
Even before the emergence of the environmental parties, some “classical” parties leftwing, center, rightwing – adopted some of the environmental issues, getting by this a
quasi-environmental image. During the eighties and the nineties, many European countries,
including Romania, saw the birth of one or even two environmental parties.
All the historical and cultural differences left aside, the environmental parties have
some common features: „a non-conventional action style, participative structures, no
bureaucracy and hierarchy, direct democracy, imperative mandate, collective decision, a
homogeneous background (young professionals, middle class elements), the support of
autonomy, civil rights, preoccupation for the environment, the third world, the
disarmament, the control of scientific options, the autonomy of the civil society, the
avoiding of the professionalization of the political life, the disparagement of market, state,
and pro-growth policies”. 50
The Political Science has two concepts of the party: the wide one – trends, options,
orientations and political factions -, and the narrow one – relatively homogeneous political
group with a certain organization and life expectancy. Some political scientists insist on
the concept of interest, on ideological, doctrinal aspects, while others have in mind the
organization, the electoral objectives, the guidance of society in line with a program. A
definition of the party, invoked by G. Sainteny, is given by political scientists La
Palombara şi Weiner. According to them, a party needs four preconditions: 1) a longlasting organization (i.e. an organization with a life expectancy longer than the life
expectancy of its leaders; 2) a stable and long-lasting local organization with periodic and
various relations with the national level; 3) the clear will of the national and local leaders
to win and exert power, alone or in coalitions, or to influence it; 4) the concern to obtain
the people’s support during elections or during other periods.” 51 The environmental
parties do not fulfill these criteria.
The environmental theorists, at the beginning, refused the partisan and political
differentiation. G. Sainteny refers to the idea of M . Weber, that the emergence of the
modern state and of the social division of labor creates a differentiated political power
that gives birth to a specific and relatively autonomous „political field” 52 . The
environmentalists reject this „differentiation and professionalization of the political field,
the partisan and political actions different than the ones of the civil society and of other
social activities” 53. They support a combination of the political activity and of a convivial,
experimental associative activity. They also have in mind a party that animates the
associative activities, that knows the needs of the civil society and tries to find a solution
to them.
Initially, the environmental parties used the elections more as means of pressure, and
not as ways to win the power. After a long period of time of rejecting elections, the
electoral system, and the expectations to get office, the eighties finally saw the
environmentalists as political contenders. Nonetheless, they „kept on considering the
voting and the campaigns as privileged means to inform the public and to express
50
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themselves, as good opportunities to obtain reforms or partial improvements, lobby
behavior rather than political behavior” 54 . Also, the environmentalists rejected the
coalitions, keeping the opposition between “us and them”, with the result of a certain
weakness of the parties. Some parties had a decentralized structure. The local
organizations only seldom followed the central lines of action. The real decision maker
generally was the whole body of the party.
The emergence of the environmentalists makes G. S ainteny to write about the
consequences of the actions of such new type of parties: 1. The mass parties can be
fought back with certain success. 2. The environmental parties embody a potential of
change of the mainstream system of interest brokerage between the state and the civil
society, based on the organizations of mass parties and the hierarchical interest groups. 3.
The progress of the environmental parties has consequences on the leftwing and rightwing
parties. 4. The development of the environmental parties makes only relative the idea of
the decline of the political parties, supported mainly by the promoters of the depolitization and de-ideologization theory. 5. The development of the environmental
parties kills the thesis of the convergence of all parties into a mass party or into an
„attrape-tout” party or a „trap-party” that has a platform that prompts a great variety of
electors. 6. The development of the environmental parties can show the historical limits
of the progress of the mass parties as a permanent and desirable feature of democratic
regimes and also tends to indicate that the future political conflicts will not be channeled
through the current party patterns shaped throughout the centuries55.
The environmental doctrine has a severe criticism against the industrial world, with its
growth type, its productivism and its consumism. The unchecked growth makes the Earth
poorer every day, by the disappearance of the nonregenerable resources, by the
destruction of the nature and of the ecosystem. We should not think that the
environmentalists are against the fruits of productivism. They criticize the fact that
society makes us feel the imperious need to rapidly replace the objects we perceive as
obsolete. A. Toffler underlined the fact that business people intentionally seek to
decrease the useful lifetime of products. „The consumer is frequently caught in a well
designed trap – an old product, with a hasty demise, wished for by the producer, and the
simultaneous emergence of an enhanced model, shown by commercials as the last word of
the most advanced technique” 56 . This swiftness of the replacement rate of products
entails the increase of the necessary quantity of products. The induction of the idea of
status consume makes a lot of people work overtime hours in order to afford those status
goods necessary for a desired and relative distinction. Strangely enough, the productivity
growth does not increase the leisure time, but it decreases it.
We can find, within the platform of the environmental parties, the idea that the
industrial development is responsible for the environmental crisis reflected in the
diminishing of the rainforests, the destruction of the ozone layer, by the pauperization of
a large part of the mankind, by the risks of the technology, by the pollution. The authors
of „Limits to Growth”, as early as 1972, called our attention to the exponential evolution
of the five interacting trends, namely: accelerated industrialization, the disappearance of
nonregenerable resources, a deteriorating environment, the rapid growth of population,
and large scale malnutrition. Open to criticism because it advocated „zero growth” for all
the areas in the world, the work had the merit to draw our attention to the need of
changing our approach on the nonregenerable resources, on the economical growth seen
as a goal in itself, on the danger of widespread pollution.
The danger of nuclear energy is another focus of the environmental awareness. They
demanded the abandon of nuclear energy, both for peaceful and defense goals. In their
work, „M ankind at the Turning Point”, the authors point out that the use of nuclear
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energy is a new and very dangerous “Faustian pact”, as we shall „sell not only our soul,
for an immediate comfort, but also the wellbeing and the very existence of the unborn
generations”57.
The environmentalists endorsed the necessity of a sustainable development compatible
„with the environmental balances, without the exhaustion of resources, affordable for all,
allowing the strengthening of solidarity and taking into account the needs of future
generations”58. They thought that such a model of development is morally acceptable,
blending economical, spiritual and social aspects. Their preoccupations are in agreement
with the way experts understand the objective of the sustainable development, as being
„the discovery of the most advantageous interaction of four systems: economical,
technological, environmental and human”. 59 Within the political platforms of the
environmentalists there were many ideas concerning the necessity of restructuring the
investments in order to preserve the environment and the landscape, to develop an
environment-friendly agriculture, to favor the railway and fluvial transportation, to render
profitable the waste, to promote quality urbanism, to favor the social sector, to
harmoniously develop communities and humans, seen not only as producers and consumers.
The emergence of the environmental parties, especially in Europe, reflected the
increased preoccupation with the environment and the frustration concerning the way in
which the governments and the classical political parties addressed the issue. The
development of such parties, their action and address style, reflect „a loss of confidence
and a general dissatisfaction with the political parties and the political system, a lack o
legitimacy of the party system.” 60
The environmentalists consider that the creation of their parties is the expression of
new social cleavages that oppose post-materialists and materialists, the antiestablishment people and the pro-establishment ones, that oppose the paradigm of
„security, growth, income, distribution to a new paradigm focused on autonomy and
identity.” 61 They state that their parties modernized the party system, created a new
relationship between parties and voters, a more open, a more democratic one.
Through their platforms, organization and action, the environmental parties are
supporters of democracy, of decentralization, of participation, of the democratization of
science and technology options.
The environmental parties have a new concept of citizenship: in time, because they
act for the following generations; in space, because they act for the greater equality of all
members of society; in width, because they act for a new citizen awareness; for the
creation „of a third generation of rights, after and beyond the political ones (liberal
citizenship), the economical and social ones (the economical-social citizenship), i.e. the
right to have a clean environment, a quality life, and a proper information concerning the
science and technology options” 62. This is a conception about a global citizenship that
defines the citizen not only as a voter or a worker, but as a totality of economical, social,
political, cultural and spiritual attributes.
Because they support values such as autonomy, equality, participation, democracy,
the integrity of life, solidarity, peace, human rights, some consider that the
environmental movement is a past-ridden one, a neo-traditional movement. But the
environmentalism does not oppose old and new values. Its originality stays in the doubt
that the values can come to life in the current social environment. Thus, the autonomy, as
hallmark of environmentalism, is not a new value. New is the doubt that this value can be
obtained in the conditions „of the dominant institutions of the industrial society: property,
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market, nuclear family, mass culture” 63 . The support for decentralization of the
environmentalists does not come from a „irrational nostalgia for the small pre-modern
communities, but from a vision of the perverse effects of some aspects of centralizat ion
and from a decentralizing potential provided by new information and communication
technologies.”64
There are very different analyses of the environmental movement. Some consider it a
spontaneous movement, a transient one. Having a unique focus – the environment - , the
move ment shall disappear as soon as the problems of the environment shall be solved.
Other analysts address the position of environmentalism on the rightwing – leftwing axis,
seeing the environmentalism as a new version of the center, or a new leftism, or a new
anarchism. Others say that this movement is an expression of the frustration of
unemployed young professionals. G. Sainteny thinks that environmentalism is an original,
long-lasting phenomenon, irreducible to others, a movement for universal goods: air,
water, calm, peace, civil rights, a clean environment and against the nuclear armament.
There is, in the environmentalist doctrine, some criticism against the “obese” state,
confiscated by technocracy. The state suffocates the autonomy of the individual and of
the civil society, „destroys the communities, – neighborhood, village, family, association –
that should come back to life” 65. We don’t agree with the assertions of environmentalism,
that the nation-state is an obsolete and noxious structure, whereas the national
sovereignty is a principle that should be abandoned. For them, the only bodies apt to fight
against cross-border pollution are the supranational entities, while the regions, as big
units, are more fit than nation-states to manage the ecosystems. We think that
cooperation between states should manifest itself, in order to solve the severe problems
of the environment, because the political border is not a border against pollution.
Far from limit ing itself to protecting the environment, the environmental movement
suppose „a new style of political action, a new type of political organization, another
conception of citizenship”66, the support for conviviality, as a capacity of society to favor
tolerance and communication between persons and groups, the promotion of solidarity,
the development of the personality, the defense of the future.
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ABSTRACT
European Union’s key objective is sustainable development which aims to continually improve the
quality of life and well-being for present and future generations. The problem of the actions with
the greatest impact on solving environmental problems are: minimizing waste and recycling, buying
products produced by eco-friendly production, buying energy-efficient home appliances, traveling
less and adopting sustainable modes of transport, making efforts to use less water. The EU citizens
consider that the most important aspect of products when they deciding which ones to buy is the
quality of the product, followed by the price of the product, the product’s impact on the
environment and the brand or the brand name of the product.
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European Union’s key objective is sustainable development which aims to continually
improve the quality of life and well-being for present and future generations. In July 2008
the Comission presented to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions the Sustainable Consumption and
Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan. Thus, the way we produce and
consume contributes to global warming, pollution, material use, and natural resource
depletion. “The impacts of consumption in the EU are felt globally, as the EU is
dependent on the imports of energy and natural resources. The need to move towards
more sustainable patterns of consumption and production is more pressing than ever. The
core of the Action Plan is a dynamic framework to improve the energy and environmental
performance of products and foster their uptake by consumers. This includes setting
ambit ious standards throughout the Internal M arket, ensuring that products are improved
using a systematic approach to incentives and procurement, and reinforcing information
to consumers through a more coherent and simplified labelling framework, so that
demand can underpin this policy. The approach will address products that have significant
potential for reducing environmental impacts”67.
The standard Eurobarometer was established in 1973. It is an interactive search system,
which consists in a social survey with studies, both quantitative and qualitative.
European’s attitudes towards the issue of sustainable consumption and production are a
survey who examined:
�
citizen’s awareness of the environmental impact of products bought or
used;
�
environmental impact and energy efficiency as deciding factors when
buying products;
67
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the importance of ecolabelling in purchasing decisions;
citizen’s preference for the information provided on environmental
labels – including a product’s carbon footprint;
�
citizen’s awareness of the EU Ecolabel and its flower logo;
�
the trust in the claims made by producers about the environmental
performance of their products and trust in companies` environmental
and social performance reporting;
�
citizen’s support for a voluntary environmental “code of conduct” for
retailers;
�
the preferred ways of promoting environmentally-friendly products –
the retailers` role and taxation systems.
The first problem of the present Eurobarometer is the influence of environmental
impact on consumption habits. In this sense, the actions with the greatest impact on
solving environmental problems are: minimizing waste and recycling (selected by 30% of
respondents), buying products produced by eco-friendly production (selected by 21%),
buying energy-efficient home appliances (19%), traveling less and adopting sustainable
modes of transport (15%), making efforts to use less water (11%). It remaining 4% of
respondents who doesn’t answer for various reasons: maybe they aren’t thought to this
problem or maybe they didn’t want to answer.
The most significant percentages of persons who are buying products produced by ecofriendly production are in Lithuania (32%), Latvia (29%) and Denmark (28%) and the less
significant are in Portugal and Finland (both 12%). On the other hand, Romania is in the
first ten countries, being ranked on the nine place, having the same percentage (26%) with
Bulgaria, Poland, Italy, Germany and Estonia. The favorable answers to the problem if the
buying energy-efficient home appliances will have the greatest impact on solving
environmental problems were given by respondents from Slovakia and Poland (both 27%)
and the less proportion of respondents are in Sweden, Cyprus and Greece (8%).
Romanian’s respondents to this question are very opened to this option, 24% of those
surveyed considering that this is the action who will have the highest impact on solving
environmental problems (Romania occupies the fourth place; the same percentage have
Czech Republic and Germany).
The next question in this field research is to establish the awareness about the
environmental impact of products bought or used. From this point of view “a slim majority
(55%) of EU citizens claimed that, when buying or using products, they are – generally –
fully aware or know about the most significant impacts of these products on the
environment”. The lowest degree of knowledge, as you can see below, is in Cyprus,
Lithuania and Bulgaria.
In the same time, the EU citizens consider that the most important aspect of products
when they deciding which ones to buy is the quality of the product (67% of the
respondents say this is very important and for 30% is rather important), followed by the
price of the product (47% of the respondents say this is very important, for 42% is rather
important, for 8% is rather not important and for 2% is not at all important), the product’s
impact on the environment (34% of the respondents say this is very important, for 49% is
rather important and for 12% is rather not important) and the brand or the brand name of
the product (14% of the respondents say this is very important, for 25% is rather important,
for 37% is rather not important and for 23% is not at all important).
�
�
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Awareness about the environmental impactof products bought or used
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The question: Which statement best reflects your view on current reporting by
companies of their own environmental and social performance? had the following results:
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Trust in companies' environmental and social performance reporting
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30% from the EU citizens said they trust companies’ own environmental and social
performance reporting, but a considerably higher proportion (47%) said they do not trust
companies’ reports on this topic. Roughly a fifth (19%) of interviewees said that
companies’ reports on their environmental and social performance do not interest them.
The highest rate of trust is in Portugal (52%), M alta (47%), France (36%), Slo vakia (36%),
Italy (36%) and the lowest rate is in Romania (21%), Cyprus (21%), Poland (20%), Lat via
(18%) and, finally, Bulgaria (13%). Trust in companies’ reports on environmental and social
performance was the highest among 15-24 year-olds and those still in education. “For
example, slightly over a third (34%) of the 15-24 year-olds said they trust companies’
reports on this topic, and only 36% said the opposite (i.e. that they do not trust such
reports). By comparison, only 26% of over 54 year-olds expressed trust in companies’
reports on environmental and social performance and almost twice as many expressed
distrust (49%)” 68.
The concept of sustainable development imply „ the idea of development without
waste the resources by passing over the limits of ecosystem regeneration. The essence of
this concept is the necessity to integrate the both objectives: economical and
environmental protection”. 69 The economic growth is not possible today in absence of
68
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environmental protection measures. In specialized literature a central idea is to integrate
the economical and ecological objectives. That’s why the constituent parts of sustainable
development take into consideration:
- re-dimension of economical growth, on the strength of an equitable resources
distribution and emphasize of the production qualitative aspect;
- to erase the poverty in the conditions of satisfying the essentials necessities for jobs,
food, electric power, drinking water, houses and good health;
- to provide at an acceptable level the population growth (controlled demographical
growth);
- to preserve and increase the natural resources, to maintain the ecosystem diversity,
to supervise the impact of economical activity on environment;
- to reorient ate technologies and control the risk problem;
- to decentralize the systems of government;
- to integrate the national strategies for environment and development into
international policies and programs. 70
The concept of sustainable development imply „ the idea of development without
waste the resources by passing over the limits of ecosystem regeneration. The essence of
this concept is the necessity to integrate the both objectives: economical and
environmental protection”. 71 The economic growth is not possible today in absence of
environmental protection measures. In specialized literature a central idea is to integrate
the economical and ecological objectives. That’s why the constituent parts of sustainable
development take into consideration:
- re-dimension of economical growth, on the strength of an equitable resources
distribution and emphasize of the production qualitative aspect;
- to erase the poverty in the conditions of satisfying the essentials necessities for jobs,
food, electric power, drinking water, houses and good health;
- to provide at an acceptable level the population growth (controlled demographical
growth);
- to preserve and increase the natural resources, to maintain the ecosystem diversity,
to supervise the impact of economical activity on environment;
- to reorient ate technologies and control the risk problem;
- to decentralize the systems of government;
- to integrate the national strategies for environment and development into
international policies and programs. 72
From the point of view of environment’s essentials elements protection it was
prepared, in the international level, a series of principles of whom objectives are to
prevent the destruction of his fundamental elements:
� The rational administrate of natural water resources; avoid the dissipation;
� Penalization of all the economical agents who’s activities conduce to natural water
pollution;
� Diminution of deforestation and excessive grazing field, premises of waste land;
� Rational use of wood resources and increase the rhythm of afforest land;
� Avoid the excessive use of chemical sources of land pollution, particularly the one
used in agriculture, in extractive and heavy industry;
� Avoid, as far as possible, the phenomena of radioactive substance pollution.
One of the measures implied by the concept of sustainable development is considered
the development of service sector, vital for any modern economy. „The potential for the
development and upgrading of the service sector, with its favourable financial, economic,
social and environmental effects, is illustrated by a comparison to the situation in other
70
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EU Member States. The contribution of the Romanian service sector to the gross domestic
product is approximately 50%, way behind the performance of Bulgaria’s (59%), Poland
and Hungary (61-65%), Slo vakia, Sweden, Austria, Germany (67-69%), Italy, Portugal, the
United Kingdom, Greece, The Netherlands (71-74%) and France (77%). The EU average is
around 70% of GDP.” 73 . The services in question are: research, development and
innovation activities, information technologies, transport and communications, continuous
training and professional improvement of the labour force, expansion of financial
intermediation and other services.
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ABSTRACT
In order for the the entities of the public sector to accomplish the obligation of guaranteeing
the quality of the services offered to the public, they combine several factors of production,
among which the human capital is of significant importance. Through the fundamental research
taken, we try to structure the problem of performance measurement within the public sector
entities through human capital in order to ensure a sustainable development. The carrying-out
of the research considers a synthesis of materials published by national and international
accountants, by institutions of accountancy, works which had been put forth to debate on the
matter. We thereby explain the concept of human capital, define the concept of performance
and identify the implication of human capital in measuring the performance of the entities from
the public sector and,by this means, in assuring a sustainable development.
KEY WORDS
human capital, performance, sustainable development, public sector, health, public administration

INTRODUCTION
The nature of the services provided by the entities of the public sector and
actors which interact within this sector represent the premises of the human capitalperformance approach, in assuring a lasting development. In this sense, through the
fundamental research carried out, we define the concept of human capital and of
performance and identify the implication of human capital in measuring the
performance of the entities of the sanitary public sector and of public administration
and, of course, in assuring a lasting development. The carrying-out of the research
targets a synthesis of the materials published by national and international
accountants, by institutions of accountancy, works which had been put forth to
debate in the matter.
This research is
supported financially by the national Council of Scientific
Research of Higher Education (CNCSIS) through the research project PNCDI II – Programme
IDEAS, code ID_1827, contract nr.955/19.01.2009, Panopticon on the conotations of
the concept of performance in entities of the public sector in Romania-creation
versus dissemination..
1. APPROACHES ON THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN CAPITAL
The concept of human capital appeared in the 1960s, through the theories of
the researchers Schultz T. şi Becker G., which are based on elements such as ability,
education and training.
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In economy, the concept of human capital represents the stock of proffesionrelated knowledge, skills, abilities and of health, which can lead to a higher rate of
creative capacities and therefore to foreseeable income (Angelescu et al, 2001). Heyne
(1991) defines human capital as being the knowledge and professional efficiency
which people achieve through education, training or experience and which enable
them to provide valuable to others and productice services.
Fayol (quoted by Roşca et al, 2005 ), promoter of the administrative and managerial
current, is a supporter of the idea that an entity can only function at its best
when the relations between employees, human groups and hierarchical levels are as
accurate as possible. According to him, the entity incorporates six functions: technical,
financial, commercial, security-related, when dealing with the protection of goods and
of people, accountancy-related and proper administrative, and the administrative one
is fundamental and belongs to the person in charge.
Other authors (Roşca et al, 2005), belie ve that the theories contributed to the
development of the role of the human capital within entities and bring forth the
following arguments: the merit of making people aware that work does not
represent
a homogenous variable; the shift of economical analysis towards social
institutions, the acknowledgement that, by investing in people, by spending money on
their education and health, the outcome does not reside solely in mere effort, but
also in a source of wealth.
The analysis of the human capital emphasizes the interdependent relation
between the efforts and the effects it generates. The human capital is a vital
resource in all domeigns of activity, its carrying-out having a great influence in the
achievement of goals, which are different according to the branch in which the
activity takes place. Although the human capital appeared within the entities of
the private sector, this concept is nowadays of major importance to the public
sector, because it is within this sector that the services are done by people, and
the amount of the performance of the human resource is therefore of
overwhelming importance.
2. HUMAN CAPITAL, FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENT IN MEASURING OF THE PERFORMANCE
OF ENTITIES FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND IN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
In the public sector, the human capital is the main factor the outcome of
which is performance. From the multitude of entities from the public sector, recent
research shows that public hospitals and public administration entities are
components in which the human capital imp licitly measures the performance of the
entity. Specialised literature in this sense does not provide a definition of the
concept of performance in the entities of these sectors.
The process by which performance in public hospitals is explained has as
underlying support the definition of the concept of performance of the health
system in the acceptance of the Worldwide Organization of Health. Therefore, the
performance in a hospital resides in the extent to which, through the services
provided, it contributes to the improvement of the pacients` state of health, it
meets the pacients` demands and assures the division of healthcare responsibilities
among workers, irrespective of the way of payment and the amount of
contributions to social healthcare. (Ţurlea et al, 2009).
The research of performance in public hospitals in Romania reveals that the
performance is measured through the evaluation of hospital managers` performance.
The assessment model includes two categories of criteria : the first one implies the
reporting to the pre-established performance indicators, the value of which is
proposed by managers when the management contract is closed; the second category
includes general management performance criteria, leveled on a scale from 0 to a
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total of 5 points. The results of both evaluation criteria are assessd through the
giving of grades: very good, good, satisfactory, unsatisfactory.
The model of evaluation for the managers’ performance including the
performance of the hospital itself is presented below:
Table no.1 The model of evaluation for the managers’ performance including the
performance of the hospital
Indicators
Degree of achievement as compared with the
indicators assumed by contract
Given score
A. Indicators of human resources management
1.Doctors percentage of total Over
9181716141below
employees
100%
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
40%
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
912.M edical staff percentage of Over
81716141below
100%
100% 90%
80%
total hospital employed staff
70%
60%
40%
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
Over
9181716141below
3.Percentage of medical staff
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
40%
with high studies of total 100%
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
medical employees
Over
9181716141below
4.Average
number
of
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
40%
consultations
/doctor 100%
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
without keeping a patient
B. Indicators of using the services
8171655550below
1. Average period to keep a Over
80%
70%
64%
54%
40%
patient per hospital and per 100% 100%
0
4
3
2
1
0
5
each ward
Over
91716151below
812. Ratio of using the
100%
80%
70%
60%
50%
beds per hospital and per 100%
90%
each ward
0
5
3
2
1
0
4
101100%
9180sub 80%
3. Complexity indicator of Over
110%
99%
90%
cases per hospital and per 110%
4
3
2
1
0
5
each ward
Over
9181716140below
4. Percentage of patients
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
40%
with
surgeries of total 100%
5
5
4
3
2
1
0
number of patients externed
from surgical wards
C.
Economico-financial
indicators
910
81716140below
1.Budgetary operation in
90%
80%
70%
60%
40%
comparison
with
the 100%
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
approved budget of expenses
9181716140below
2.Structure
of
expenses Over
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
40%
divided on service types and 100%
0
5
4
3
2
1
0
in accordance with the
income sources
91816150below 50%
3.Percentage
of
owned Over
100%
90%
80%
60%
incomes of the hospital total 100%
5
4
3
2
1
0
incomes
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4.Percentage
of
human
resources expenses of the
hospital total expenses
5.Percentage of the expenses
for medicines of the hospital
total expenses
6. Percentage of capital
expenses of total expenses
7. Average cost/day of
hospitalization per each ward
D . Indicators of quality
1. Mortality rate per hospital
and per each ward (due to
complications
during
hospitalization)
2. Infection rate per hospital
and per each ward
3. Indicator of conformity
between intern indicator and
extern indicator
4.Number
of
patients’
complaints /claims

Over
100%
0
Over
100%
0
Over
100%
5
Over
100%
5

81100%
5
91100%
5
91100%
5
81100%
5

7180%
4
8190%
4
8190%
4
7580%
4

6570%
3
7180%
3
7180%
3
7074%
3

6064%
2
6170%
2
6170%
2
6569%
2

5559%
1
4060%
1
4060%
1
4060%
1

below
55%
0
below
40%
0
below
40%
0
below
60%
0

Over
100%
5

91100%
5

8190%
4

7180%
3

6170%
2

4060%
1

below
40%
0

Over
120%
5
Over
100%
5
Over
100%
0

110120%
5
91100%
5
91100%
1

101109%
4
8190%
4
8190%
2

100%

7099%
2
6170%
2
6170%
4

3
7180%
3
7180%
3

below 70%
0
4060%
1
4060%
5

below
40%
0
below
40%
6

Performance criterion
Specific dimensions of the analyzed criterion
1. Planning
a) establishing a real view and mission;
b) drawing up general and specific objectives in accordance with the management
planning;
c) compliance with the established stages within the management planning.
2. Organization
a) establishing and communicating the organizational priorities and monitoring o
appropriate solution implementation;
b) capacity of identifying, prioritizing and solving the public hospital problems;
c) capacity of connecting with local and central authorities, local community and
mass media in order to promote the hospital interest;
d) capacity of accepting errors or, if the case, deficiencies within personal activity,
of being responsible for them and correcting them;
e) capacity of communicating and connecting with the hospital employees,
collaborators, patients and owners etc.;
f) drawing up organizational norms and methodologies, internal proceedings of
evaluation and control, internal protocols, devolving tasks etc.
3.Coordination
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a) establishing schedules for activities and meeting the assumed terms;
b) ability in mediating and negociating a common solution accepted for the hospital
benefit;
c) evaluation of decissions effects on the entire hospital and performing modifications
if necessary;
d) decission making by involving all the members of the hospital managerial team and
departmental chiefs (their appraisals).
4. Control
a) monitoring and involvement into the hospital activity;
b) control of activity at strategic and objective achievement level;
c) ability in detecting deficiencies and ways of correcting them in due time;
d) trying to use rationally all the financial resources of the hospital, regardless of the
financing source
Source: Order of Public Health M inister no.112/2007
The examination of the performance of the hospitals reflects that they are
based on human capital and therefore on the abilities of this capital of interacting
with material, informative and financial resources, in order to meet the demands of
the pacients.
Similar to the public health sector, as well as the one of the local public
administration, the transparent assessment of performance is hindered. In this sense,
the arguments are the following: the multitude and diversity of stake-holders;
differences in values and in the acceptance of the concept of performance that
the different stake-holders bear; the inexistance of a competitive atmosphere in
which certain services are provided due to controlling position that certain public
institutions or administrative authorities have as far as some services are concerned;
the nature of the public service provided; the complexity of the social/political
environment which generates a series of risks with direct influence upon the
obtaining of performance; the influence of political values.
Decentralization, the ground rule of the functioning of the public administration
involves a
growth
in the
responsiblity
of
the public
decision
factors
provided that there is not only a growth in the funds that they administrate but
also a growth of the risks, lack of ethics in public money spending, and lack of
abilit ies in local resource administration-governing. In this context, the assessment of
employees` performance has a fundamental role and represents an important
element of performance management all the more that the means by which the
organizational objectives
become individual objectives, are
of performance
assessment. Therefore, a strong interdependent relation is to be found between
proffesional performance of public sector employees and the quality of services
provided by a public institution. The quality of a public service can be assessed on
account of the following criteria: the obtained results, the adaptability to the
complexity of work, the bearing of responsibility, the interaction capacity and work
discipline. The assessment model of local public sector workers` performance is as
follows:
Table no.2. Evaluation model of the performances of employees from public
administration
Criteria
Given score
Results obtained
The quantity
and quality of
-1
1 2 3
accomplished works and tasks
The degree of accomplished tasks
-1
1 2 3
and works within the time limit
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Criteria

Adaptability
to
the
complexity
of work

Responsibility
bearing

Capacity
of
interaction
and
work discipline

The efficiency of work and of
accomplished tasks, in the context
of reaching the
in-advance
established targets
Adaptability to the notion of
alternation, change or new solutions
(creativity)
The analysis and synthesis of
assessed risks, influences, effects
and consequences
The evaluation of works and
routine(habitual) tasks
The intensity of implication and
speed
of
feedback
in
accomplishment of tasks
Evaluation of the level of decisionmaking risk
The capacity of avoiding conflicts
and hierarchical relations
Adaptability to the unforseeable

Given score
-1
1 2

3

-1

1

2

3

-1

1

2

3

-1

1

2

3

-1

1

2

3

-1

1

2

3

-1

1

2

3

-1

1

2

3

Source: Romanian Government Decision no. 611/4.06.2008 to approve rules for the
organization and development of public sector employee career
The research of the evaluation model of the performance of public sector
employee within local public administration entities emphasizes that performance
itself depends on the human factor, on the abilities, skills and proffesional
experience of the public sector employee.
Public sector entities, by definition, are entities that carry out objectives and
functions of public interest, therefore they are entities for humans. In the specialised
literature, the entity for people define the concept of sustainable developement (Calista
& Karolewicz, 2005).
This concept had as the starting point the World Commission on Environment and
Development of UN, found under the title of Brundtland Report, under which the
humanity has the capacity to achieve sustainable development to ensure current needs
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Sterner (1995) believes that sustainability is presented as a unit with three dimensions:
economic, social and ecological, combined as follows: the economic and ecological
influences the economic growth process by affecting natural resources and biodiversity;
the social and ecological ensure a rational use of resources, a natural biodiversity
conservation, a respect for nature through culture and education. In another sense,
sustainable development is made explicit by the trinomial: social progress, environmental
effectiveness and economic performance. Addressed in terms of duality of human capital performance in the public sector, research carried out shows that, in human capital is
measured and develop performance of the entity and its social responsibility. Moreover,
reported to sustainable development, the performance can not be separated from the
responsibility, because it represents the qualitative dimension of development.
CONCLUSIONS
Research conducted shows that in the public health sector entities and public
administration, the performance is subject to the quality of human capital. Thus, the
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performance of these entities is measured indirectly, based on models for performance
evaluation of managers and the public sector employee, which points both the way of
allocation and the identification of resources needed to achieve the proposed objectives,
according to entity for humans principle.
In the current context, characterized by the inverse relationship between resources
and the public requests,we believe that the entities should develop new models of
measureing performance, which has to highlight deeper the relationship between human
capital-performance-sustainable development.
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ABSTRACT
The post-1950 economic and social changes imposed by the political factor placed the heavy industry,
steel in particular, as primary element in a “trophic chain” meant to supply tools and equipments to
the national economy. This economic policy was not in any way new or specific to Romania alone. It
was the haulmark of economic development for all the former East-European communist countries.
The setting up of industrial units within urban structures, insufficiently developed to assimilate
them effectively, engendered severe dysfunctionalities in the industrialised towns themselves and
throughout the urban system. The work discusses a few consequences of planting some mammoth
steel industries in three towns with a different demographic pattern: Galaţi, Târgovişte and Oţelu
Roşu.
KEY WORD
industrialisation, urban space organization, steel industry, Romania.

1. POLLUTING INDUSTRIES IN ROMANIA
By its dynamic character and exchanges with the environment, industry represents a
factor of great and almost continuous pressure on the geosystem it is part of. An industrial
unit shows a cyclic evolution: it appears, develops, reaches maturity, declines and goes
bankrupt, establishing a multitude of relations which become more complicated over the
time. The cumulative effects of intensified industrial activity are population growth,
environmental degradation in areas where raw materials are exploited, increased
concentration of compounds and microelements in the atmosphere, in waters and soil, etc.
The level of industrial pressure depends on the size, profile and density of the respective
units. For exemple small units, though more numerous, being dissipated in the territory
and having low input fluxes can more easily become integrated with the anthropic
geosystem (Ianoş et al., 1988).
It is the big enterprises which create economic and ecological imbalances, directly
affecting the social situation and the population’s health condition. The industrial
mammoths built up during the overcentralised communist regime had from the very
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beginning put great pressure on the geosystems, and their present dramatic decline
continues that pressure on the social component, in particular (von Hirschhausen, 1998).
This is the case of such towns as Galaţi, Hunedoara, Reşiţa, Târgovişte, Călan, Oţelu Roşu,
Câmp ia Turzii, Zlatna and M ioveni in which huge industrial estates presionly been planted
or developed on their territory.
After the resizing, reprofiling and retechnologising of these units is completed,
industrial activities are expected to register positive evolutions. However, they will
continue to be a pressure factor for all the components of the geosystem, but less
dramatic than in the over centralised economy. As economic activities have been slowing
down and programmes of retechnologisation and modernisation of the industrial sector
have been put in place and the Environment Protection Inspectorates have been more
active lately (more numerous inspections to economic agents who impair the quality of
air), it appears that things have slightly improved. Romania’s
integration
into
the
European Union requires the observance of the EU Seveso II Directive 96/82 on the
manage ment of major accidents caused by dangerous substances. In order to comply with
this requirement, the Romanian Government issued a Decission (95/2003), which came
into effect on August 25, 2003, where by industrial units using dangerous substances fall
into two classe of risk: major and minor.
Under Seveso II Directive, Romania has 332 industrial units which pose technological
risks (2003), 240 represent a major risk and 92 a minor risk. Potential technological
accidents are likely to occur especially in the steel industry, chemical, petrochemical and
mining sectors.
The
main
air
polluters are the industries producing solid and liquid fuels, metallurgical, ite ms, units
involved in the production, transport and distribution of electrical and thermal power, gas,
as well as cellulose and paper, glassware and cement factories (M anzacol, 1980).
Large cities housing manufacturing units on their territory are also a major source of
pollution, because of the fuels used by these units; e.g. coal in iron metallurgy, thermal
power stations and for household needs, crude-oil, oil gases and methane gas (Groza,
2003).Iron metallurgy is another pollting source because its basic raw materials are iron
ores, metallurgical coke, refractory materials, oxygen and complement metals:
manganese, chrome, molybdenum, vanadiu m, wolfram, etc; apart from ferrous metallurgy,
non-ferrous metallurgy has been using such raw materials as salt, pyrite, sulphur, blende,
galena, etc. for a diversity of products.The petrochimical industry is a high environmental
polluter, in particular its refineries in Piteşti, Râmnicu Vâlcea, Năvodari, Oneşti, and
other towns.The chemical processing of salt yields caustic soda, ammonia soda, chlorine
and hydrochloric acid. In Baia M are, Turda, Ocna Mureş etc. the air is permeated with
chlorine and hydrochloric acid.Sulphuric acid, produced from pyrite and used in industry,
is extremely toxic, sometimes affecting the plants, animals and inhabitants of Baia M are
and Zlatna.A wide range of soil fertility-enhancing chemical fertilisers are manufactured
by the chemical works of Turnu M ăgurele, Târnăveni, Târgu Mureş, Făgăraş and other
localities which suffer from emissions of ammonia, nitrogen acid and nitrogen oxides
(Dumitrescu, 2008).Also polluting is the manufacturing of varnish, dyes and pigments
based on mineral pigments, zinc monoxide (Copşa M ică), lead monoxide (Baia M are),
carbon black and dichromate, all highly dangerous substances for man and plants.
The industry of building-materials resorts to numerous connex branches, e.g. binders,
ceramics, glassware, concrete prefabs and azbestos cement. Towns like Bicaz, Turda and
Câmpulung M uscel are polluted by cement and lime manufacturing units, while in
processing azbestos cement, azbestos particles are released endangering the life of all
living beings.
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In Romania some of the critical urban areas in which environmental quality standards
are systematically overlooked and exceeded are the following: Galaţi, Reşiţa, Hunedoara,
Târgovişte (steel industry); Bacău (Sud industrial estate); Oneşti (petrochemical estate
Borzeşti); Iaşi (Pǎcurari and Railway St at ion areas); Suceava (polluted by producer of
cellulose and paper); Constanţa (Central, Port and Palas Areas), Medgidia (polluted with
fine dusts by Lafarge-Romcim Company); Rompetrol Navodari; Tulcea (polluted by nonferrous metallurgy); Slobozia, Turnu M ǎgurele, Râmnicu Vâlcea, Târgu Mureş, Copşa M ic ǎ–
Mediaş Area (chemical industry); Ploieşti, Câmpina (petrochemical industry); Rovinari,
Motru (mining exploitations) etc (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Industrial units presenting technological risks
(SEVESO II Directive, 2003)
In terms of pollution levels urban areas fall into the following groups (Dumitrescu,
2008):
 Low-polluted urban areas (Piatra Neamţ, Sfântu Gheorghe, M iercurea Ciuc, Alexandria,
and Anina) where annual average concentrations stand around or below the sanitary norm.
Sporadic excess is due to local industries and road traffic;
 Moderately-polluted urban areas: Bucureşti, Suceava, Bacău, Târgovişte, Galaţi, Craiova,
Tulcea, and Reşiţa, where annual average concentrations in excess of the sanitary norm
are recorded only with certain pollutants;
 High-polluted urban areas: Zlatna, Baia M are, Copşa M ică, M ediaş, Hunedoara and Călan,
where annual average concentrations in excess of the sanitary norm are recorded with
most indicators.
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2. ROMANIAN SIDERURGY AT THE BEGINNING OF THE THIRD MILLENNIUM.
EVOLUTION TRENDS
Since ancient times, metal-working on the present territory of Romania has relied
on local ore and coal resources. Metallurgy in this country kept steadily progressing until
1989, and more than one million people earned their livelehood from this industrial
branch. After 1990, the national economy in general, and obviously this sector, too,
suffered a steep decline. Nevertheless, it continued to make an important contribution to
the country’s overall industrial output, currently meeting 75% of the domestic demand for
steel and non-ferrous metals, and boosting the economy of all metal-consumers (Popescu,
2000). In 2007, the metallurgical industry numbered 56,000 emp loyees.
In 1989, the total capacity of the iron-and-steel sector was around 18 million tons
of steel/year, and the equivalent annual output produced by its 33 units was of 13.4
million tons of steel 74 . Out of a workforce of some 150,000 people, one-fourth were
employed by the Iron-and-Steel Works in Galaţi ǎgeat
(S
ǎ et . al., 2009). Subsequent
evolutions registered a steep decline, by far steeper than in other Central-European states
embroiled in the economic difficulties of the transition-period, so that the 1995 output
was less than half the 1989 one. That situation was engendered primarily by a reduction in
the domestic demand for metal products. Concomitantly, the number of employees (Table
1) dropped almost by 50% in 2000 (76,800 people) 75 , and to some 40,000 in 2006,
entrailing an overall productivity fall.
Conformable with the European labour productivity norms in the steel industry,
each worker should produce around 500 tons of steel/year, instead, at the biggest ironand-steel unit in Romania, in Galaţi, a worker produces only 263 tons of steel/year.
Table 1. Numerical evolution of the workforce in the main iron-and-steel centres
of Romania
Iron-and-steel
unit
M ittal Steel
Galaţi
M ittal Steel
Hun edoara
M echel
Târgoviş te
M echel Câmpia
Turzii
TM K Reş iţa
Ten aris C ǎl ǎr aşi
Ductil Steel Oţelu
Roş u

E
M
P
L
O
Y
E
E
S

1993
37,800

1998

1999

Y e ar
2001
2004
19,000

17,000

2,280
6,768

1,520
388
3,050

2008
16,500

4,000
5,300

3,125

2007
17,000

2,250

5,400

9,000
5,200
4,900
4,100

2006
18,000

614

4,800

1,450
350

4,700
1,350
402

700

Source : Data found in the Romanian mass-media and the Internet sites of the respective units.

A directly proportional correlation between the number of employees and the
population of the country’s main iron-and-steel centres over 1988-2008 has revelatd
substantial demographic decreases due largely to a negative migratory record (Table 2).
Table 2. The population of the main iron-and-steel centres in Romania.
Evolutions (1988-2007)
Iron-and-steel
centre
Galaţi
Hunedoara
Târgovişte
74
75

1989
307,376
89,755
100,426

Po pu latio
1992
326,141
81,337
98,117

n [i n h.]
2002
298,861
71,257
89,930

2007
293,523
71,207
89,773

Evolutions/inh.
(1989-2007)
13,853
18,548
10,653

Data in this chapter were supplied by the Ministry of Industry and Resources.
35% of the Romanian iron-and-steel workforce is employed by the Galaţi profile industry.
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Iron-and-steel
P o p u l a t i o n [i n h.]
Evolutions/inh.
centre
(1989-2007)
1989
1992
2002
2007
Câmpia Turzii
29,949
29,307
26,823
26,377
3,572
Reşiţa
110,260
96,918
84,026
84,678
25,582
Călăraşi
76,240
76,952
70,039
73,823
2,417
Oţelu Roşu
14,485
13,056
11,749
11,902
2,583
Sources: Population censuses (1992, 2002) and statistical yearbooks (1990, 2008) and National
Institute of Statistics, Bucarest.

At present, Romanian siderurgy has seven integrated iron-and-steel Works, out of
which only one is based on converter flow and six on arc furnace (Mittal Steel Galaţi,
Mittal Steel Hunedoara, Mechel Târgovişte, Mechel Câmpia Turzii, TMK Reşiţa, Tenaris
Cǎlǎraşi and Ductil Steel Oţelu Roşu)76, plus four seamless pipes companies, welded pipes
five, rolled steel thirteen, siderurgic equipment and castings two, ferro-alloys one,
smaller units manufacturing nails, steel wire mashes and metal braids six, and R&D
institutes four. Some of these enterprises are the property of big international metallurgy
groups: Arcelor Mittal, the biggest steel producer in the world, owns the iron-and-steel
works in Galaţi and Hunedoara, the pipe plants in Roman and Iaşi; Mechel – Russian group,
holds the iron-and-steel works in Târgovişte and Câmpia Turzii; TMK – Russia, the Reşiţa
Works and Artrom pipe plant in Slatina; Tenaris – Argentina, has the iron-and-steel Works
in Cǎlǎraşi and Silcotub pipe factory at Zal ǎu.
While most of the steel manufacturing technology commonly used in the world
relies on oxygen convertes with low energy consumption, a similar technology in Romania
exists only in Galaţi, but equipments correspond to those in use elsewhere 15-20 years ago.
Moreover, most installations have no safety pollution control devices.
The technology in use is characteristic of two types of production units:
� with an integrated production cycle based on two technological steel production
variants: by processing hot iron (Reşiţa, Hunedoara and Galaţi), and the processing of iron
(Târgovişte, Cǎlǎraşi and Câmpia Turzii );
� with a production cycle based on the processing of semifabs and the manufacturing of
finite goods (seamless pipes, long and flat rolled products) – Bucureşti, Focşani, Târgovişte,
etc.
The main goals of restructuring the siderurgy sector, see the Strategy of Restructuring
the Iron-and-Steel Industry elaborated by the M inistry of Industry and Resources, have in
view the following:
- to correlate the production capacities with the structure of products and semifabs on
demand in the domestic and foreign markets (that is, produce more pipes, hot rolling
metal-tapes and reduce the output destined to the mining and oil sectors);
- to update the production capacities by using new, more efficient and less polluting
technologies;
- to reduce the specific consumption of raw materials and energy;
- to increase labour productivity and improve working conditions;
- to succeed in exporting iron-and-steel products efficiently by risig the share of highlyprocessed items;
- to further reduce the workforce to 53,500 – 54,850 employees in 2010.
Bearing in mind domestic demand and export availab ilities, the optimal structure of
Romanian siderurgy would look as follows:
� two integrated iron-and-steel works (manufacturing a distinct set of products; location
close to the Danube (which is the cheapest transport route for raw materials and
processed items), basically in Galaţi (6.96 mill. tons/year) and Cǎl ǎraşi (1.7 mill.
tons/year) to cover 72.2% of Romania’s overall steel production;
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Source: www.cmnm.icem.ro/indmet.html.
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� an integrated works located in the centre of the country, close to the only iron and
coal resources: at Hunedoara (1.55 mill. tons/year) supposed to yield 12.9% of the
national steel output,
� four iron-and-steel works, kind of mini-plants, spread out in the territory: the Special
Steels Plant in Târgovişte, the Wire Industry at Câmpia Turzii, the Iron-and-Steel Works at
Reşiţa and the Oţelu Roşu Works, totalling 1.78 mill. tons/year and 14.9% of the overall
output.
In addition, there would be six more plants dispersed in the territory and processing
the semifabs supplied by the above-mentioned steel producers.
3. CASE STUDY 1 :
A NEW INVESTMENT IN AN OLD URBAN CENTRE: TÂRGOVIŞTE
In the 1970s, iron-and-steel metallurgy opted for medium and small-sized units
capable to adjust more readily and efficiently to the use of modern and less polluting
technologies and manufacture superior alloy steels. This economic context, associated
with a policy of relative detachment from the Soviet Union prompted the construction of a
modern, superior alloy steel works in Târgovişte.

Figure 2. Târgovişte. Functional areas
1. Residential area: 1 a. New blocks-of-flats, 1 b. Old (one-family) dwellings, 2.
Industrial areas, 3. Ad ministrative and services area, 4. Historical area (Princely Court), 5.
Transport areas, 6. Areas of special destinations, 7. Commercial areas, 8. Agreement and
verdure areas, 9. Empty terrains, 10. City wall, 11. Highways, 12. Railways, 13. Bridges,
14. Water courses.
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Choosing Târgovişte, the old capital of Wallachia, was not a random option, because
of all the new country-seats (re-established in 1968), Târgovişte had one of the poorest
industrial and demographic development level. Therefore, turning this predominantly
historical and cultural town into a powerful industrial centre, liable to polarising the
whole zone, was meant to justify its administrative centre status. And indeed, this goal
was attained, the 1977 census figures showing twice as many inhabitants (62.4% more)
than in 1992, due largely to immigrat ion. This trend, which went on until 1994, was a
confirmation of the fact that the Special Steels Works had a good economic-financial
situation, without any financial blockage, banking credits, debts to the state budget or to
other suppliers (S ǎgeat ǎ, Dumit rescu, 2004).
The demographic increase, often at explosive rates, was obvious also in the
residential sector. So, nearly 225 out of all the apartment-blocks registered in 1992, had
been built in the 1971-1980 period. Most of the new buildings, raised in a hurry and at as
low costs as possible, fall short of modern comfort and safety norms. Since these
constructions were of the residential type, services spaces were neglected and planned
for the second enlargement phase of the new distrcts. But, more often than not, this
programme would be abandoned for lack of money. In this way, specialised services could
be found mainly in the central city zone (where the necessary infrastructure was in place,
while the new districts - M icro III, V, VI, XI, XII, which were the most heavily populated
ones, had to do without them (Figure 2).
The year 1995, marked a downturn in the economic-financial situation of the Works,
materialised in ever greater financial blockage and an ever lower possibility to meet its
payment obligations.
One-third of its employees were laid off, especially under a succession of Governmentissued emergency orders, so that on June 1998, only 31% out of the overall employees
(2,098) had remained in the production sectors. The unsatisfactiory productive and
economic activity was the consequence of substantial reduction in the use of production
capacities (under 50%) because of fewer orders coming from domestic users, whose
production was also depleted, and from foreign users, who opted for other markets;
besides, production technologies and labour failed to be updated (Mocanu, 2008).
Privatised in 2002, the Works enjoyed massive in vestments, with positive results in
turnover, production volume, and especially in productivity which doubled in a lapse of
three years of privatisation. Since 2006, Mechel Târgovişte Works have been producing on
profit, which afforded modernisation to go on 77. In 2007, the Works had 4,000 emp loyees,
one-fourth of which were directly involved in updating the entreprise.
Since in early 2009 the economic recession hit this sector, too, the employees have
been facing technological unemployment by turns, with a peak in March (over 1,700
people). The Works are currently functioning again.
4. CASE STUDY 2 :
TRADITION AND CONTINUITY. THE “OŢELU ROŞU” IRON-AND-STEEL WORKS
The “Oţelu Roşu” Works belongs to the first generation of industrial nuclei, its
construction being connected both with existing raw materials (iron in the Poiana Rusc ǎ
Mts and coke in the Banat Mts) and with the German and Austro-Hungarian industrial
traditions, outstanding in Banat and Transylvania rather than in the Extracarpathian space
whose economic model was distinctively different. The iron-and-steel branch led to the
development of a settlement that, in time, would develop into a town (1960). Like in
other situations, the communist authorities invested heavily in the Works, also turning the
settlement into town and changing its name into “Oţelu Roşu” (1948) 78 to erase its
“capitalist” past (Sǎgeatǎ, 2006).
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Moldovan, Al. (2007), A facerile Mechel Târgovişte au prins gustul profitului, in Companii, 23 Febr.
The Oţelu Roşu settlement appeared after the Second World War when Ferdinand Village, founded
by German colonists, merged with Ohaba-Ponor, a Romanian village. Until June 8, 1948 the name of
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The first iron-processing shops, which German colonists from Reşiţa and Borşa were
working in, appeared in 1795 in the Ohaba-Bistra Village area at the foot of the
Ferdinandsberg Hill, forming the groundwork of Ferdinandsberg settlement (documented
in 1806). Between 1924 and 1945 the settlement, known by the name of Ferdinand, was
the only one situated in the Bistra Corridor to have been founded by German colonists; it
is also their recentmost foundation and the one that developed at the fastest pace. The
expansion of production capacities at the Iron-and-Steel Works, as well as the location of
the settlement in the centre of the Bistra Corridor, stimulated the rural population to
move in (Sǎgeat ǎ, 1998).
Oţelu Roşu is a one-industry town as the industrial zone itself shows: 77 out of the 79
hectares occupied by industrial buildings, used to belong to the siderurgical plant
(currently known as Ductil Steel). In terms of population structure, out of an overall 5,610
industrial workforce, 4,415 (78.7%) were employeed in the ferrous metallurgy 79.
The industrial site developed on one bank of the Bistra, and the residential site on the
other bank, is a typical exemple of the parallel location of industrial zones (Figure 3).
The post-1990 privatisation (and a new name “Socomet”) led to fluctuating evolutions
in the development of the Works. Thus, in 1996, investments were earmarked to
improving rolling technology; in 1999, 70% of the stocks were bought up by an Italian
investor (who changed the name Socomet into Gavazzi Steel). He had committed himself
to paying the debts and invest 20 million USD. However, not meeting contract obligations
had a negative impact on the activity of the Works, the number of employees dropping
from 3,125 in 1998 to 3,050 in November 1999 and to only 614 in September 2002 80, who
remained only in the strictly necessary sectors. After two years in which all activity had
ceased (2003-2005), the profitable sectors of the company81 filed for liquidation and its
assets were sold off to Ductil Steel, a company located ǎu
in Buz
(Romania), who
succeeded in relaunching the production process in the steel-melting shop; prospectively,
the rolling plant was to be reopened and the workforce planned to reach 800-900 persons.

Figure 3. Oţelu Roşu. Functional areas
1. Residential area, 2. Administrative and services area, 3. Industrial area, 4. Bridges,
5. Water courses.

the new locality was Ferdinand-Bistra (Ghinea, D., 1996, Enciclopedia geograficǎ a României, I, Edit.
Enciclopedicǎ, Bucureşti, p. 149).
79
Data cover the 1980-1990 interval, the peak period in the town’s industrial development.
80
Source: Antohe, C. (2009), Statul român executat de fraţii Gavazzi, in Ziua, No. 4,517, April 22.
81
The rolling plant, the electrical steel-melting shop, the foundry and the utilities.
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What had contribruted to the decline of the Works was also a slowdown in the mining
sector, one of the main customers of the Oţelu Roşu Works. There is no doubt that the
evolution of the Works will influence the future of the homonymous town, the urban
ecosystem being particularly fragile. Thus, over 1997-2007, 115 of its dwellers chose to
move elsewhere. Specialist crafts in the iron-and-steel area, and the absence of a modern
infrastructure make it difficult to retrain the workforce. Like in many other cases, a longterm alternative would be tourism, inclusive of industrial tourism, provided the outdated
industrial capacities are put to account as they should.
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ABSTRACT
Increasing environmental concerns have started to be raised more often since Earth’s natural
resources are depleting more and more. In order to stop this tendency, states from throughout the
world have designed and implemented different policies aimed at preserving the environment.
However, these policies proved themselves to be ineffective and incapable of stopping the
exhaustive consumption of environmental resources. The objective of this paper is to investigate the
determinants of this ineffectiveness and to discover possible measures that can be undertaken in
this respect. I will start by analyzing the causes of environmental degradation and I will further on
use a qualitative research approach by working on the case study of the European Common Fisheries
Policy, case that is representative for showing why interventionist measures don’t have the desired
effect. I will conclude by arguing the case for the establishment of a well-defined system of private
property rights.
KEY WORDS
environmental preservation, Pareto optimality, Pigouvian social cost theory, Tragedy of the
commons, sustainability.

INTRODUCTION
The pressures that are put over the environment in an ever-globalising industrialising
world economy are more and more severe. As a response to the problems of
environmental degradation and threats of depletion, activist groups started advocating
more severe than ever before for extensive environmental regulation and governmental
interventionism. They have come so far such that to prefer the preservation of the
environment to that of the human species in its entirety as far as the latter’s existence
has a great contribution towards deteriorating the former.
The notion of sustainable development thus came into existence, being defined as
development that does not threaten the peaceful existence of generations that are to
come. This paper aims at analysing the sustainability argument in the context of no
clearly defined private property rights. In the first chapter I will present the neo-classical
approach to environment in contrast with the Austrian economists’ approach. By means of
a purely qualitative analysis I will show why the neo-classical approach fails to offer a
solution to the environmental problems, despite being advocated by governments
worldwide.
I further on continue with an empirical analysis of the environmental problems in the
context of the common fisheries policy of the European Union, policy aimed at preserving
the common waters and their fish stocks. By studying the main pillars of this
interventionist environmental policy I analyse the determinants of its ineffectiveness and I
argue that the poor results that it had over time are justified by its neo-classical
theoretical ground. In the end, I make an inferential extension from indicators to the
wider construct and I thus generalize the conclusions to the entire framework of
environmental problems. This paper ends with concluding that the polluter pays principle
and the first come first serve principle do nothing else than enhancing the tragedy of the
commons problem and I suggest as a viable solution the privatisation of natural resources.
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1. ENVIRONMENTAL RUIN IN A WORLD WITHOUT PROPERTY RIGHTS
The scarcity of the natural resources and their closeness to depletion gave birth to a
huge environmental move ment in the entire world. The new tendencies intensively
promote being “green” in order to achieve long-term sustainable development and
environmental protection. As Walter Block explained “Environmentalism may be noncontroversially defined as a philosophy which seeks great benefit in clean air and water
and to a lower rate of species extinction”82.
Due to the fact that environmental economics has become an important branch of
economics as a whole, various interpretations have been given to it over time. The
interpretation that is predominantly used today as an excuse for market interventionism is
the neoclassical approach. Neoclassical economists propose an efficiency approach based
on both the Pigouvian theory of social costs and on the Parettian equilibrium.
The Pigouvian theory of social costs states that environmental ruin comes as a result of
the fact that social costs are not included in the production costs of the products and
services being bought, while the Pareto optimality characterises a market where
production and consumption are arranged such that supply exactly matches demand. Thus,
neoclassical economists suggest that the current environmental chaos is due to the fact
that pollution costs fail to be included in the prices of the final products. They advise for
governmental intervention through “environmental taxes” in order to regulate this
“market failure”.
In fact, from a neoclassical perspective this “market failure” occurs as a result of the
fact that people fail to consume until the point where the marginal personal benefit
equals the marginal social costs and thus they involuntarily cause the depletion of the
scarce resources. In theory, the neoclassical position seems logical. Even though, in
practice, the costs and benefits are relative to individuals and cannot be mathematically
quantified.
Moreover, even a mathematical quantification of this equality would fail: in the lack of
property rights for each individual the benefit will exceed the cost as long as that
resource still exists. Why is this happening? First of all, the marginal benefit of an
individual represents the satisfaction brought by one additional unit of a certain resource
and this is definitely positive. Otherwise, that individual would no longer consume the
resource. Secondly, the marginal social cost represents the cost that the consumption of
that additional unit brings to the society and thus the individual will mathematically
support only a fraction of that cost (equal to the marginal social cost divided by the
number of citizens that belong to that society). Thus, no matter how small the marginal
benefit of the individual will be, the marginal social cost will be much smaller due to the
fact that it is supported by a larger number of people.
This is what it is usually called “the tragedy of the commons” 83. In the lack of private
property rights, the public property cannot be appropriated in another manner than by
depleting it. If the individual does not take the resource as long as it is available, another
individual comes and takes it because that resource is “common” property. Thus, the
neoclassical theory offers just a reason for the environmental ruin, not an excuse for
interventionism as it is currently being used.
Another interpretation of environmental economics has been given by Austrian
economists. They believe and promote the economic freedom, consisting in the idea that
people own themselves, their assets and the assets they acquire through voluntary
exchange. Their also called libertarian philosophy considers that the only improper human
action is the one that threatens or violates the private property rights of other individual
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and thus the legal institutions should exist only in order to protect the infringement of this
fundamental ground.
Looking through the Austrian eye from a praxeological perspective, the environmental
problem is a problem of intra- and interpersonal conflicts that would have never been
born in a world in which the institution of private property rights would have been clearly
defined. “Pollution is therefore not about harming the environment but about human
conflict over the use of physical resources”84. Environmental problems then reside when
different individuals plan to use the same “common” resource for conflicting purposes.
Thus the “market failure” becomes a governmental failure – the state authorities fail in
solving the interpersonal conflicts in the absence of enforceable private property rights.
In line with Menger’s way of thought, “The only practical solution to conflicts that
arise over the economic aspects of these otherwise non-economic resources [natural
resources] is private property”85. Whenever private property is replaced by the public one,
the externalities are supported by all the individuals while the benefits incur to only a few
(those that arrive first and manage to appropriate more of that resource). In the absence
of private property rights, no economic calculus for internalising the externalities can
possibly be made 86.
2. DO CONSERVATION MEASURES CONSERVE? THE CASE OF THE COMMON FISHERIES
POLICY
As it was shown above, the protection of the environment is a very difficult goal to
achieve as long as private property rights do not exist and thus there is no incentive for
conserving the environment. Further on, the Common Fisheries Policy of the European
Union will be analysed in order to underline its long-term effects in terms of achieving the
sought end.
A first form of the Common Fisheries Policy came into existence in 1970 having as main
aim to promote equal access to Member States Waters and to create a free trade area in
fish within the European Economic Community. The first measure undertaken by the
participants to this convention was to enlarge fishing waters from 12 to 200 miles (1976).
In 1983 the Common Fisheries Policy was created as such and represented the European
instrument for managing fisheries and aquaculture. In 2002 an important reform of the
Common Fisheries Policy took place by establishing more complex goals – to ensure the
sustainable development of fishing activities from an environmental, economic and social
point of view.
Nowadays, the Common Fisheries Policy aims at progressively implementing an ecosystem based approach to fisheries management and at providing a fair standard of living
for those who depend on fishing activities, taking also into account consumer preferences.
In order to achieve its goals in the best manner possible the Common Fisheries Policy has
been structured on a four pillar basis: conservation of fish stocks, structural policy,
relations with third countries, and the common organisation of the markets in fisheries
and aquaculture products.
84
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The impossibility of economic calculation in socialism was underlined by the Austrian school
economists; they prove the fact that as long as the government manages the money of the population,
money that are obtained through constraint, the efficient allocation of resources towards their most
productive usage cannot be achieved. Similarly, environmental protection does not allow the
efficient allocation of rare natural resources due to the fact that they are governmentally managed.
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infringer.
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The European Union has tried to improve the environmental conditions and to promote
equality among me mber states by using conservation measures imposed through excessive
governmental regulation. The environment was to be protected mainly through the
imp lementation of strategies in order to prevent by catches, to eliminate discards and to
remove destructive fishing practices.
Instead of introducing a clearly defined system of private property rights in order to
protect both the environment and the interests of fishermen, the European Union used
the neo-classical approach to environmentalism as an excuse for using interventionism in
order to match supply and demand and to protect the interests of member states. Far
from taking liberalisation steps, the EU matched the problems that have arisen with the
need of more powerful regulations. The degree of interventionism in the market had an
overall increasing trend, while the environmental problems in terms of fisheries and
aquaculture were themselves increasing at an amazing pace.
The control and enforcement of the CFP was strictly supervised by both a fisheries
control commission and the EU Inspectorate, in order to encourage compliance, to deter
fraud and to ensure “sustainable” fishing. In 2007, The Community Fisheries Control
Agency (CFCA) has become operational; it represents a permanent body of the European
Union responsible for ensuring compliance and uniformity with the rules of the Common
Fisheries Policy among member states.
Besides this, the fishing industry is also highly subsidised in the European Union. The
European Fisheries Fund, the financial instrument of the CFP, has a budget of 3.8 billion
EUR and it is designed to support the fishing industry in the period 2007 – 2013.
Support is given to fish producers mainly through guaranteeing a minimum price on the
market. This minimum price, also called withdrawal price, guarantees the producers that
once this price is reached their merchandise is withdrawn from the markets at the
expense of the European Union tax payers. The merchandise is afterwards destroyed or
processed, stored and returned to the market when the prices rise again. Moreover, total
allowable catches are defined at the beginning of the fishing year and fishermen have to
comply with this maximu m quantity to be extracted from the community’s waters.
Taken together total allowable catches and the set up of a minimu m price exercise a
negative influence on the environment. Far from granting sustainable development, these
measures offer an incentive to producers to reach the total allowable catch without taking
into consideration the ability of the market to absorb the supply. Due to the fact that the
fishermen do not incur losses because the European Fisheries Fund buys the excess supply
at the minimum price, they are practically determined to deplete the existent natural
resources.
In the same time, the Common Fisheries Policy provides financial aid for diminishing
the fishing capacity of the European fleet. This measure appeared to be a necessity after
different policies were applied worldwide. For example, as an alternative to total
allowable catches, the Alaskan authorities diminished the length of the fishing season. As
a response Alaskan fishermen made innovations in their fleet fishing capacity and thus
despite the considerable reduction in the length of the fishing season, no considerable
differences were seen in the amount of fish caught. By supporting the decrease of the
fishing capacity of the European fleet, the Common Fisheries Policy aims at reducing
destructive fishing practices. Moreover, the long-term objective is to shift to less fuelintensive methods for fishing in community’s waters.
Further on, the Common Fisheries Policy promotes the existence of producer
organisations. Only the members of producer organisations can be subsidised through the
European Fisheries Fund, while the other fishermen have to obey the regulations despite
their non-membership status. Thus, special interests groups have been created at the
European level and they will certainly make pressures in case steps will be ever
undertaken towards liberalisation. In the absence of sole proprietorship for the
community’s waters, the fishermen will gain more today by catching more. Unlike the free
market conditions, their gains are protected irrespective of the capacity of absorption of
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the market due to the fact that their excess supply is bought through the European
Fisheries Fund and thus their inefficiency is financed by the European tax payers.
Overall, the interventionism on the European market managed only to put fish stocks
under even greater pressure and to maintain an artificial price for the fish. Despite the
fact that the quantity of fish destined for human consumption has more than tripled in the
last century, the supply of fish has increased at an even higher pace. Nowadays, stocks of
important commercial fish are severely depleted and they fail to recover even though the
regulations imposed at European level have been intensified over the years. For example,
tuna, the most fecund fish (1 female has 1 million eggs) is close to commercial extinction
(that point where there is no longer economically viab le to catch the existing fish) 87 .
Moreover, total allowable catches failed to offer sustainability and the Common Fisheries
Policy proves itself to be a total failure over time.
As M ichael De Alessi Points out, “experience shows that when people are given the
opportunity to conserve marine resources, they generally do so” 88. The success of the
South Pacific in protecting marine fisheries and aquaculture through instituting a stronglydefined system of private property rights should have been an example for the European
institutions. At European level, the Common Fisheries Policy has to be essentially revised
by decreasing the interventionism in the market to a minimum and by instituting an
enforceable system of private property rights in order to attain the desired goals –
environmental protection and sustainable development in aquaculture and fisheries.
3. ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION UNDER A PROPERTY RIGHTS BASED SYSTEM
The overwhelming importance of private property rights for protecting the
environment was once again demonstrated in the late 1980s, when the former socialist
economies began to open up. Their environmental problems were crucial – tremendous
waste energy, air pollution, depletion of resources. The absence of private property rights
and free markets were thus enough in order to devastate the environment.
During socialism, due to the Marxist labour theory of value the land has been exploited
and depleted and far more negative externalities were supported by citizens as compared
with the situation taking place under a regime of laissez-faire capitalism and free markets.
Despite this clear evidence that the socialist doctrine fails to protect the environment due
to the lack of private property rights, contemporary “environmentalists” still suggest that
government interventionism under a system of common property represents the solution
to the environmental problems. In fact, the socialists that survived the transition period
to a free market capitalism disguised themselves into “environmentalists” – they advocate
for the blatantly intrusion into private property rights and they believe wholeheartedly
that the state should offer the “right to pollute” in exchange for an “environmental tax”.
These environmentalists are what Walter Block suggestively described as being
“watermelons” – “green” at the exterior but still deeply red inside89.
Under this “common property” environmental system, what is known as the “tragedy
of the commons” uses two main principles for protecting the environment: “The polluter
pays principle” 90 and the “First come first served principle” 91 . The former principle is
inefficient because the polluter has to pay an amount equal to the social costs that he
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brings about to the society in order to gain the “right to pollute”. However, the amount to
be paid is subjective and cannot possibly be quantified. Thus, the impossibility of rational
economic calculation does not exist only in the case of socialism, but also when we are
talking about environmentalism. Under a system of private property rights this principle
would have been adequate due to the fact that if a person’s activity causes by products
that violate the private property rights of another individual than he can be made
responsible for this through juridical procedures. In this kind of system the individual can
either eliminate the emissions either confine them to his own property or pay a
compensation for the costs incurred by the person whose private property has been
violated.
For example let’s take the case of a vessel that pollutes the waters by disposing traces
of chemical substances. Under a system of common property rights the owner of the
vessel cannot be made responsible for the damages caused, but under a private property
system he can be sued and thus decide either to continue paying the compensation or to
internalise the negative externalities caused by his own private property.
“The first come first served principle” is applicable only through a system of common
property rights and leads to conflicts between individuals and to a permanent competition
for consuming the scarce resources, competition that on the long run leads to depletion.
These kinds of conflicts exhaust the environment due to the fact that it cannot be
legally decided who has the right to use the resource. For example, if water property
would be passed to private individuals, the owner would no longer deplete the fish stocks
as long as in the future they will bring him a higher benefit. Taking into account that the
infringement of the property is punished through law, he will adopt a sustainable
behaviour in order to maximise both his current and his future welfare without being
threatened with the depletion of his stock due to over-fishing by other individuals. If
others would violate his property right and would catch fish from his private property he
could action them into justice and demand a compensation that he considers sufficient in
order to cover the costs that he supported.
The privatisation of natural resources by selling them through open public auctions to
the highest bidder will not only solve the existing environmental conflicts but also bring
about high contributions towards state revenues. Thus, instead of spending on
“unsustainable” interventionist measures, the transition to a system of clearly defined
property rights would also bring about governmental income. While government decisions
regarding the allocation of natural resources are short-run based, influenced by agency
problems and biased by the pressures exercised by special interest groups, the private
owners would thoroughly allocate the resources they own to their most-valued uses. As
previous experiments show, there is no real conflict of ideas between economic and
environmental goals and environmental preservation can be achieved by approaching a
simpler strategy than the ones that are currently being applied throughout the world.
Of course the shift to a property rights-based system is a long and painful transition
process. The first that may oppose to that shift are in fact the governmental officials. In
the case of a public property-based environmental system, the appointed “managers”
receive their remuneration irrespective of the results they have. As long as tax revenues
are coercively collected regardless of the manner in which the management of resources
is done, there will still be conflicts of interests. And politicians know better that
renouncing at the common property system means to give up to special interests
protection that offers plenty of room for bribery and corruption. These agency problems
cannot be solved otherwise but through shifting the economy towards a point where the
natural resources would be completely privately owned. Then the conflicts of interests
between the appointed environmental managers and the citizens they represent will no
longer exist.
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CONCLUSIONS
The restoration or instauration of private property rights is a crucial matter for
granting sustainable development. As Andrew Pack pointed out, “only property rights can
instil the necessary desire to be respectful and resourceful with environmental assets”.92
A private property-rights based system would offer an incentive to the owners to
appropriately use the resources they own and to maximise their value due to the fact they
can be compensated in case some other individual infringes their private property.
There is a certainty that private property rights are more expensive to define and
enforce than struggling in a state of complacence, but they bring the biggest benefits to
the environment, to the individuals and to the society as a whole. The private property
rights system metamorphoses the game from a zero-sum game (individuals fighting to
obtain a larger piece of the pie) to a positive sum-game (the entire pie is enlarged at the
benefit of the society as a whole).
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The eco-globalizing, this challenge for the humanity, have a profounder structure. We are today the
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1. GENERAL ASPECTS CONCERNING GLOBALIZATION
Globalization represents the process by which the geographical distance becomes as
much important factor in establishing and development of the trans-border relations of
economic, political and socio-cultural nature. The networks of relations and dependencies
acquire an even increasing potential to become international and world.
The process of globalization din not start – as we would be tempted to believe – at the
middle of the last century, but with the beginning of the first world war, this not being
but a fight for resources. The first wave has been followed by the second wave, respective
the second world war in 1945 year. The main actors of international life became
transactional enterprises in the detriment of big or small states, except for USA. Today, it
is not put the problem of new political – ideological conquests, but only economical.
Decisional vectors are found today in the monetary institutions, respective the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank. They are actors which consider that
globalization brings indubitably major economical advantages. The great transactional
enterprises take this way the place of states, becoming the main actors of social
economical life, this phenomenon bringing big prejudices to environment. This economical
globalization of new-liberal type cannot put its print, also on ecological problems.
After 1970’s, there have been identified the new problems: decreasing of the ozone
layer, climatic changes, poverty of bio-diversity, the desertification and, not least, the
greenhouse effect. All these led to the concept of eco-globalization, taking into account
the status and the role of human, and of the unity to the level of species. Today, 20% of
the globe population consume 80% of the resources of Terra. It is imposed the passing
from the classical industry to the lasting industry; this way, it appeared the conception of
lasting adaptability. For this solution to be sustainable, it must that all economical
activities, and not only, to re-orientate to the market of environment to which formation
an important role will have the taxes of environment.
The globalization contributed to the deterioration of nature and depletion of nonmanageable resources. But it also created the possibility of world companies and offered
concepts and methods, as for example the lasting development, recognized quasiuniversal. The civil societies have a fewer efficiency in front of the global factors that
cannot be made responsible, like governments and companies anchored in the territory,
visible and approachable. But they prove a high propulsion to globalization, which they
use in the aspiration to a civil global society, already emergent.
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The identity of individual or of the group is threatened by the flow and rhythm of
globalization. But it also exists the new horizon of an identity of reflexivity, offered by
the chances of globalization. Finally, the knowledge is advantaged by the flow of
information, its production and unlimited circulation, and the thirst of knowledge of the
contemporary civilization.
The chorus of those who are against globalization becomes more and more powerful.
The globalization, some persons state, creates a world of winners and of prouder.
Globalization is not in the opinion of all a kind of panacea, able to heal all diseases by
which our planet suffers. From this point of view, the sponsors by which some persons
suffer is not entirely justified. M oreover, numerous observers of the economic
international life consider that it is maintained artificially just by those who benefit on it,
and less by those who registered losses or have been just marginalized.
Today it is hard to speak about globalization, especially when the requests in domain,
certified to Rio de Janeiro in 1992, have been sabotaged by the American – Australian
block. In 1997, USA, by its president, did not sign the Protocol from Kyoto, which had as
purposes the reduction of gases with greenhouse effect (GES), to EU, which is the best in
matter.
2. ECO-GLOBALIZATION AND THE RIGHT OF ENVIRONMENT
The appearance of eco-globalization constitutes a strategy of survival of the human
race as a species of species. The right of environment cannot stay passive and frame
convention began to increase. Thus, appeared the Convention regarding the ozone layer
at Viena (1986), Convention regarding the climatic changes at Rio de Janeiro (1992),
Desertification – Paris (1994). All these led to the birth of the Commission of Lasting
Development. After the summit at Rio de Janeiro, the right of environment was major
influenced, approaching new linear laws, new conventions which provided the civil and
penal responsibility, for the ecological damages, Convention at Lugano (1994), Convention
at Strassbourg (1998), regarding the environment protection by penal law. The
eco/globalization supposes the transformation of the environment right.
The European Union did not make less, and issued a series of normative acts in matter.
The majority of normative community instruments in the environment mater are
directives, according to the fact that, on basis of art. 100 of the CE Treat, the community
instances cannot adopt but this kind of documents, and not regulations, which are
compulsory in all their elements and applicable in all the member states.
The first directive concerning the environment is the one with number 67/548,
adopted by the Council in 1967, regarding the classification, labeling and packaging of
dangerous substances.
According to certain estimations, of the around 300 community legislative texts in
matter of environment, around 250 are directives and over 30, regulations.
The regulations that take into account the environment protection cannot intervene
when their disposals refer to external trading of communities, as for example, Regulation
no. 348/1981, referring to the commune regime applicable to the imports of products
resulted of cetaceans. From technical point of view, the directives may be transversal or
vertical.
The transversal directives concern procedures without taking into account the activity,
as for example, the Directive 337/1985 concerning the study of impact that obligatorily
makes the evaluation of incidences on the environment of public or private projects.
The vertical directives include regulations referring to the technical norms of
manufacturing, of production or development of an activity. For more than twenty years,
the directives have been constituting the main instrument of the community policy in the
domain of environment. The community defined thus the objectives, norms and
procedures, letting the states the fineness for the incorporation of these disposals in their
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national institutions of law. So, into practice, depending on case, if it already has
disposed of a legislation, it may adopt the amend of regulations according to the directive.
As sometimes it had to pass many years for some of the directives to be fully applied,
and as the member states do not understand always one to each other on the putting of
the directives in national legislation. The European Union began in the last years to recur
to the adoption of regulation concerning the environment, because they produce much
faster effects and directly applicable in the assembly of Community.
Referring to the applicable procedure concerning environment, art. 130 (6) of the
Treat at Roma (introduced by Sole Act in 1986) establishes a complex system: in the first
phase, a decision must be taken, in normal conditions, on the action which will be
introduced: proper Commission, Parliament and Economic and Social Committee are
consulted, and the Council decides with unanimity. But, after this decision, the one which
consists in adopting of the measures provided may be adopted with qualified majority, in
case that Council decided this way.
The same time, the disposal that completed art. 100 of Treat, respective art. 100 A,
inserted in the sub-section of internal community market, after it recognizes the priority
conferred to be taken into account within the process of establishing of internal
community market, so that this not contradict the free circulation of dealers, but,
contrary, to stimulate it.
On this perspective, the advantage of recur to the procedure of harmonization of
national legislations (towards that established in art. 130 S) is that here the Council takes
decisions not with unanimity, but with a qualified majority. It may be previewed that
measures regarding the environment protection will be founded, from legal point of view,
mostly on art. 130 E, and the practice will have to determine which are the criteria that
will allow he choice of one or other procedure. In certain cases, The Justice Book could be
called to solve the problem.
The problem truly presents also an important practical interest. The rule in force is
that it is not possible a community decision to found on a cumulated application of more
articles of constitutive Act. In the domain of environment, there are two articles in
concurrence: art. 100 and 100 A regarding the completion of the internal market, art. 130
RT concerning environment, including the economic, social, esthetic one or biotechnologies. If art 100 A allows the adoption and disposals regarding the commodity and
services, contrary, articles 130 R and 130 T do not contain any legal element of circulation
of commodity. For example, the EU Council based its community directives regarding the
polluting emissions of vehicles with motor on the disposals of art. 100 A. The Law Court,
by a decision in June 11th 1991 (Commission Council, no. 300/89), confirmed this position,
estimating that the “objectives of environment protection may be followed in an efficient
by the measures of harmonization adopted on basis of art. 100 A”. It is correct to be
added the fact that delimitation between art. 130 A and 130 S is susceptible of the legal
control, which implies the issuance of objective criteria in this respect.
So, in the specialization literature, it admitted that art. 100 A serves as base for the
community dispositions, viewing the establishment of norms for common products to all
member states, these make possible the circulation of commodity and services without
national restrictions. In political plan, the norms of products, of sound emissions,
pollutions devolving from chemical products, waste in case that they make the object of
trading transactions, are the treats depending on art. 100 A; contrary, protection of faun
and flora is more close to the preoccupations of environment to the free circulation of
commodity, even if the animals and plants are considers objects (commodity), from legal
point of view.
Currently, the European Community is part to over 30 conventions referring to
environment; these documents refer to the most diverse aspects of the domain: the four
traditional sectors, respective protection of seas, continental waters, air and wild flora,
as well as the transversal problems, as for example those referring to wastes and
protection of ozone layer. Also, the community taxes take over many disposals contained
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in international conventions, to which the member states adhered (as for example,
Directive of April 2nd 1979, relative to the preservation of wild birds, which take over
disposal of the Convention of Berna, on September 19th 1979, concerning the preservation
of wild life in Europe and in the Convention at Bonn on 23rd June 1979, concerning the
migratory species preservation.
Among the important conventions to which EC is part in present, we mention, with
exemplificative title: Convention in Paris, on June 4th 1974, for the prevention of marine
pollution of ground origin, Convention at Barcelona, of February 16th 1976, for the
protection of Mediterranean Sea against pollution, Convention at Geneva, of November
13th 1979, on the trans-order atmospheric pollution on long distance, Convention regarding
the cooperation for the protection and lasting usage of Danube river, on June 29th 1994
etc. The European Community also adhered to treats established beside it, like the
Convention in 1979, concerning the cooperation in fight against the pollution of waters of
North Sea, by hydrocarbons (Decision of Council in June 28th 1984).
In this external hypothesis, EC behaves like any of the contracting states (parties) and
stay linked by the international law rules, which make an integrant part of the community
legal order, as established also in CJCE jurisprudence. The international agreements to
which EC is part may have even direct effects in the internal right.
Also, the trading agreements concluded with third countries often provides, outside
the strict context of trading relations of which is concerned with principal title, elements
of the cooperation in matter of environment.
The transactional character of environment phenomena and European integration
tendencies make that the community right of environment to close its extra-territory
phenomena that produce effects in European Union.
In institutional plan, this kind of reality expressed by insurance of access to the
European Agency for Environment and third countries that participate to the fulfillment of
objectives of the agency.
Concerning the regulations, the Directive no. 75/440 of June 16th 1975, regarding the
quality of surface waters designed for the production of drinking water, which imposes to
member states, taking necessary measures for it to obey certain quality conditions, is
applied to the national waters, as well to those which circulate through borders.
Concerning the jurisprudence, the Law Court of CEE condemned Germany for defects in
transposing of this directive, in the respect that it did not take any measure of drying up,
in what concern waters coming from ex Czechoslovakia.
At the international law level, the common law is formed as consequence of a lent and
complex process, which often stays imprecise in its contents. In addition, the probe of
permanence, uniformity and acceptance of practice as right may be difficult. It is hard to
talk about “a general practice accepted as right”, in the domain like of the International
Law of Environment, of which surpasses a little 30 years.
If in the respect of the international general law, the example is represented by the
Convention of the law of sea (which encoded a series of an already existent rules, and on
basis of the consent upon new problems formed an international practice), in what
concerns the International law of environment, the situation is complex. In this last case,
one may talk mostly about common law rules, being in different stages of evolution.
Expression of declarative principles, non – compulsory, the frequent take over of some
rules in numerous conventional texts, or encoding of new rules in a fast manner, based on
a consent, represents the characteristic elements.
The Cernobil business and its legal consequences, in the first time, the two
conventions at Viena, in 1986, upon the quick change of nuclear accidents and respective
of assistance in case of a nuclear accident, or in radiological emergency situation are
significant in this respect. This way, the conventional dispositions encoded, with a rapidity
explained by circumstance (a nuclear accident), a series of rules came from the practice
of states, first the obligation to inform in emergency other susceptible states to be
affected by any situation or event, which could suddenly cause negative effects.
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M any other common law rules came from practice or are in course of constitution and
affirmation, like the obligation of state not to cause damages to environment of other
states or not to allow this, resulted from the international jurisprudence and expressed by
the Statement at Stockholm (principle 2), resumed and affirmed also by numerous legal
European instruments in matter, the obligation of cooperation (expressed by principle 24
of the Statement at Stockholm), that of prior information and consultancy between states,
of evaluation of consequences that could have negative effects upon environment, access
equality of resortisants of all susceptible countries to be affected by an ecological damage
to the administrative and judicial procedures of the state where it is situated the origin of
damage of environment (real or possible) etc. and to expression of which the European
countries substantially contributed.
3. CONCLUSIONS
Today, the eco-globalizat ion supposes the transformation of environment’s right,
within this generation, as well as between generations. So, we need an encroachment,
which to manifest penal. This expresses the rights of national and international
communities to intervene in the name of species, to put an end to serious infringements
of the rights of environment and to damages of irremediable breakages of ecological
equilibriums. Today, more than ever, it is necessary new strategies, common plans, to
have as purpose the increasing of a new right of environment, a global right.
The law of environment is characterized by a normative unity of contents,
independently of the fact that its norms are national, international, regional and as
branch of law ends its specific identity, makes the passing from the human right to the
species right; towards eco-globalization, it is expressed a tendency of globalization of law,
within a new ecological law, global, so the appearance circle, evolution, affirmat ion of
right opened and will close in a reasonable perspective, by and with the law of
environment.
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ABSTRACT
Representing almost 99% of whole firms, small and medium-sized businesses cover a significant
quote of the economical activity in the European Union. This means that even if, individually, the
companies can have a reduced effect on the environment, the combined effect of all these
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INTRODUCTION
The small and medium-sized businesses represent the engine of the European economy
and the most important generator of new workplaces and economical growth. According
to the official definition of the European Union, the SM Es are the businesses with less than
250 employees and maximu m turnover of 50 million € (Dinca V., 2008). This definition is
essential in understanding the needs of SM Es and in establishing the programs and ways of
supporting and encouraging their development.
There has been an important development of SM Es in Romania, especially starting in
the '90s. Nowadays, the weight of this business category is considerable, not only from the
point of view of their number, representing almost 99% of all businesses but also from the
point of view of the value of the main economical indicators. This is why the SM Es are now
assuring two thirds of the whole working places in the private sector in Romania
(Eurobarometer Team of the European Commission, 2008) (table 1).
Table 1. Number of SMEs and number of employees in SMEs in Romania –
comparison with the European Union average
Company type

Companies number
Number of employees
%
Media for
Value
%
Media for
UE-26
UE-26
364,359
88.4
91.8
813,516
20.1
29.6
37,187
9.0
6.9
747,499
18.5
20.6
8,989
2.2
1.1
902,400
22.3
16.8
410,444
99.5
99.8 2.463,425
61.0
67.1
1,860
0.5
0.2 1.574,932
39.0
32.9
Source: Eurostat SBS data base, 2007 data

Value
Micro
Sma ll
Middle
SMEs - total
Large

Noteworthy is the fact that in the services sector, these businesses are predominant.
In this way, according to the same sources, 86% from the whole SM Es in Romania, deve lop
an activity in various services sectors (construction, sales, hotels and restaurants,
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transportation and telecommunication, financial intermediation, real estate, health care,
etc).
The small and medium-sized businesses can encounter difficulties in abiding demands
imposed by the environmental law and in taking measures in order to improve their
ecological efficiency. Generally speaking, there is a lack of resources and appraisal in the
small businesses which determinate them to get involved in environmental or judicial
matters. SM Es tend to have short periods of planning and a more limited access to capital
than big companies or corporations because direct investments in ecological technologies
are less justified, economically speaking, or they are even impossible to realise in some
cases. In addition to that, nowadays, there is little commercial stimulation or limited
recognition of the ecological attitude (European Commission Web Page, 2009).
Taking into consideration these aspects, in this work piece, it is presented a part of
the results, meaning those related to the environmental problems of a research made
within the national research project INOVEX „Increase quality performance within
cooperative process in SM Es through expert systems in innovation’s engineering and
manage ment” , developed between 2007 and 2008 (Stoleriu, Olaru, Nedelcu, 2008).The
main purpose of this project consisted in promoting the benefits of innovation in business
communities, by developing a software application which can provide the users
information related to the advanced ways of innovation and innovative resolutions in
order to solve all kinds of various problems (Olaru, Dinca, Sandru, 2009).
1. RESERCH METHODOLOGY
In order to achieve the research objectives, a questionnaire-based research was made,
between 2007 and 2008, on a representative sample of 200 SM Es from Romania, in which
126 businesses from the services sector (tourism, construction, transportation,
telecommunication, trade).
The questionnaire was divided in the following categories of processes: leadership;
strategy, policies, marketing; human resources management; resources management
(beside human resources); basic processes: employees satisfaction; clients satisfaction;
performance in business. Each category of processes is also divided its own subcategories
and this offered opportunities for the detailed analysis of the companies’ activities (Olaru
M . et al., 2008).
The research has been made at the headquarters of the SM Es in question, with the
participation of a person from the board, in order to provide greater relevance to the
study. The researchers proposed resolutions for the identified problems, starting from
innovation-based methods: TRIZ (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving), ARIZ (Algorithm of
Inventive Problem Solving), USIT (Unified Structured Inventive Thinking), ASIT (Ad vanced
Systematic Inventive Thinking), which have eased an algorithm and scientific
argumentation-based approach (M ocan, Brad, Fulea, Duca, 2008).
From the 126 questioned businesses, 20 of them indicated difficulties in the
elaboration and update of the environmental policy, which represents 16% from SM Es total.
The distribution by activity sectors of those 20 enterprises is the following: 6 are part
of the category called other services, 5 of Trade Services, 4 of Construction, 3 develop
their activity in the category of Hotels-restaurants and 2 in Transportationtelecommunication. The weighting in percentages, by activity sectors, of SM Es related to
the total number of SM Es which met difficulties in developing and/or updating the
environmental policy is described in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Repartition between activity sectors of SMEs which have encountered
difficulties concerning the elaboration and update of the environmental policy
Furthermore, we will analyze the difficulties for the elaboration and update of the
environmental policy and environmental objectives, regarding the SM Es, focusing on the
sector of each business in order to be able to analyse the differences which appear in
each field of activity.
Therefore, following the analysis of results of the questionnaires we can say that the
majority of SM Es which encounter impediments concerning the environmental policy, 30%
to be precise, belong to the Other services category. In the next chapter we will present
the problems identified by SM Es during the interview build within the research, specifying
for each company its main activity.
2.RESEARCH RESULTS
This work piece contains the results obtained afterwards the research within the
INOVEX project regarding the SM Es from the following sectors: construction, trade sector,
hotel sector, transportation, telecommunication and „other services”.
Taking into consideration the knowledgebase observed as a result of the collect and
analysis of the dates obtained, there were ascertained some similarities between the
difficulties encountered by businesses from the same sector.
For the businesses belonging to the trade sector, the main difficulties encountered
during the activity are presented as follows:
�
One of the businesses has mentioned obstacles regarding the lack of waste
manage ments programs. This fir m which has been studied has not concluded any contract
with any waste collection company, even though the quantity of waste following their
activities was significant.
�
Another firm outlined the fact that they did not establish short or medium term
objectives concerning the environmental policy.

�
One of the questioned firms, which has as main activity the sale of materials such
as paints, varnishes, rubber has encountered difficulties during the process of updating
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the environmental objectives because this kind of activity has special demands for
environmental point of view. This firm has to confront modernization problems in order to
respect these requirements and this aspect takes place as a result of the lack of financial
resources for modernization that it should realise.
�
Other businesses have mentioned difficulties in defining aspects referring to
environment and the impact their activity can have on the environment.

�
For one of the companies, which deals with processing and preserving fish and
fish products, the fact that the discharge of water, full of impurities, from the fish tank is
made directly over the city channel, lacking their own wastewater treatment plant, is
considered a problem of major severity, adding to it a very high frequency of appearance.
The same firm has also mentioned the absence of a coherent environmental policy, which
should also be adapted to the environmental problems with which the company confronts
itself.
For the businesses belonging to the category „Other services”, the most important
impediments are described as follows:
�
For one of the questioned businesses, which has as main activity canine dressage,
an important difficulty is represented by the inexistence of some regulations concerning
the limitation of the pollution through the evacuation of animal manure.
�
Another problem encountered by firms with the main activity represented by
woodworking is the lack of feasible resolutions to reduce wood dust pollution, a pollution
factor of high risk for workers health.
�
A company developing its main activity in the consultancy services domain and
at the same time in cars rental field has mentioned that the environmental policy remains
a neglected aspect by most part of the organizations and that there is not enough
information about this matter. This firm has outlined the fact that the investments which
have to be made in the environmental issue have to be very high and that the most
indicated financing way would be the non refundable one, which is very hard and
complicated to obtain.
�
Another example of impediment in settling the environmental policy has been
emphasized by another business, which is dealing with production of electronic tubes and
other electronic parts. This firm says that the improvement of the monitoring system of
the quality of the used water, discharged in the collection system and the compliance
with legislation in force represent a pitfall in the efficient development of activities.
�
For a firm set on the IT field, having as their key products printing
multifunctional equipments and consumables, added to maintenance and services of
fluidizing information, the main obstacle is marked by the lack of a well-defined
procedure for recycling. Recycling cannot be done due to the shortage of space for the
storage of consumed cartridges, due to the non-conclusion of a contract with a specialized
firm, and due to the lack of specified training for the service engineers and operators.
�
A firm dealing with protection services mentions that the used electronic
equipment isn’t recycled by the distributor company.
For the companies activating in the construction field, the major problems they
encountered are:
�
For a company specialized on rental and sale of tower crane and formwork
systems, a major problem is constituted by the lack of proofs of the environmental policy
communication. The company says that there is no proof regarding the environmental
policy communication to the interested parts. In addition, they mention that there have
been some isolated cases in which the environmental policy was not communicated to all
posts and relevant levels of the organization.
�
For a company with the main activity the manufacture of carpentry and joinery
construction, it is hard to elaborate and actualize the environmental policy as a result the
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human factor, which is difficult to educate and determine to respect demands related to
environment protection.
�
For another company with tradition in marble processing, the marble dust
pollution is an aspect they don’t neglect when it comes to the evaluation of the general
environmental policy.
For the firms belonging to the Hotels-Restaurants category, the most frequent
difficulties are:
�
Two boarding houses from Vrancea have mentioned that the firm hasn’t a defined
environmental policy. This leads to problems concerning collection of garbage disposal by
local authorities because this process is made with major
�
Another difficulty mentioned by a restaurant prom Prahova was the breach the
legislation in force.
For the business from the Transportation and telecommunication category, there are
the following significant problems:
�
For two companies with their main field in call centre-client service, one of the
most important problems is determined by the fact that the companies in general don’t
have an environmental policy and they didn’t have their objectives established. They
consider that the activity of the organization doesn’t influence the environment. The
firms see the ecology and the environment issue as artificially created matter in order to
restrict the freedom of movement of the entrepreneurs and to make the profits clear
custom.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this research present a special interest for SM Es from Romania in
facilitating rapid access through the created knowledge base to innovative resolutions for
the encountered problems.
M any SM Es from Romania are not aware of the impact their activities and processes
have on the environment or they do not know the regulations which should be applied in
these cases.
Therefore, a strength of this developed software application is his flexibility, which
allows the active participation of the users, who can add business-related problems in
order to obtain technical assistance. Given tha fact that the data base of the application
is continuously fed with problems and solutions, users can find multiple solutions at some
of the problems they are dealing with.
In the conditions of increasing demands in environment protection area, it is vital for
Romanian SM Es to adapt themselves to new conditions by developing and updating their
environmental policy, correlated with set processes and activities and by finding financial
resources in order to implement it.
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ABSTRACT
The lifetime of electrical and electronically equipment is relatively short and decreases due to
changes of their characteristics and capabilities, in this way create a large flow of old waste,
historical, eliminated by traditional storage methods. These methods present some disadvantages
both from the economic and environmental point of view. To solve this problem, it must be created
a solid infrastructure for recycling them in advantageous conditions in all respects. This paper
presents a collection system, transportation and storage for recycling of electrical and electronic
waste, system that is organized and executed since 2005 in Iasi city successfully. It also relates to an
evolution of WEEE quantities and their structure regarding their composition in different types of
materials that can be recovered and valorized. (MOF 910 of 12.10.2005).
KEYWORDS
Waste, electrical equipments, recycling, infrastructure, WEEE composition

INTRODUCTION
There are a few companies which have organized a takeover system of household
waste electrical and electronic equipment and generally bulky equipments. It is indicated
to develop a centralized system for collecting such waste. The responsibility over these
wastes being to the producers and / or importers of electrical and electronic household,
this system should be funded by them. Due to the content of materials and/or hazardous
substances of this type of waste, the potential for contamination of household waste and
the landfill where they get, if they are collected mixed with household waste is very high.
It is therefore absolutely necessary to collect these wastes separately, regardless of size.
[MOF 910 of 12.10.2005].
1. GENERAL DATA
1.1. Infrastructure
In previous years, the collection of WEEE was made considering the amount of
recyclable materials they contain. Throughout the country are about 300 economic
entities authorized to collect steel scrap from individuals and companies, distribution
being at least 1 operator in each county. These operators collect also waste electrical and
electronic equipment, especially large waste and which have a significant metal content
(such as refrigerators, washing machines, waster heaters). There were no items
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specifically designed for selective collection of WEEE, they being created with the advent
of specific legislation in this area. [Draft transposing Directive 2002/96/CEE, Romanian
Government]
1.2. Specific legislation
Regulation procedures for the management of electrical and electronic equipment are
on 2002/96/CEE Directive which lays down measures aimed at:
− creation of systems that allow to the final holders and distributors to deliver waste
electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) for free to the collection points;
− ensuring collection by electrical and electronic equipment’s distributors of waste
electrical and electronic equipment of the same type and same amount of
machinery/equipment provided;
− ensuring a selective collection rate of at least 4 kg per inhabitant and year of waste
electrical and electronic equipment from households population;
− ensuring the availability and accessibility across the country of necessary collecting
points, particularly in view of population density;
− achieving of some valorizes targets in 80% of the average weight per equipment and
75% material valorization for:
o Large household appliances
o Automatic dispensers
− achieving of some valorizes targets in 75% of the average weight per equipment and
65% material valorization for:
o computer and telecommunications equipment
o consumer equipment
− achieving of some valorizes targets in 70% of the average weight per equipment and
50% material valorization for:
o Small household appliances
o Lighting equipment
o Electrical and electronic tools (except large stationary industrial tools)
o Toys, sports and leisure equipment
o Monitoring and control instruments
− for gas discharge lamps, material valorizat ion rate will be 80% by weight.
EEE Directive forecasts the following objectives:
− the prevention of waste electrical and electronic equipment and reuse, recycling and
other forms of recovery of such wastes to reduce in the largest size the amount of
eliminated waste;
− the improvement of environmental performance of all operators involved in the life
cycle of electrical and electronic equipment (manufacturers, distributors and consumers)
and especially of operators directly involved in the treatment of waste electrical and
electronic equipment. [Directive 2002/96/CEE]
2. TYPES OF OBSOLETE EQUIPMENTS
The number of the producers of electrical and electronic equipment (according to the
National Institute of Statistic) is shown in the table below:
Table 1. Number of producers of EEE in Romania in 2002, 2003, 2004
Product Name
Refrigerators

Number of Producers
2002

2003

2004

6

6

8
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Washing machines

5

5

6

Vacuum

3

3

4

Boilers

3

3

3

Electric appliances for house heating

12

11

12

Electric ovens cooking
Automatic data processing machines
containing in the same housing at least a
central processing unit
Fluorescent lamps

6

6

5

30

21

22

1

1

1

11

10

11

5

5

5

Electrical appliances for phone and
telegraph lines
TVs

(Implementation Plan for Directive 2002/96/EC on waste electrical and electronic equipment,
2004, Romanian Government)

Not occur: microwave ovens, air conditioning devices, fax machines, video cameras.
Number of companies having as main activity the manufacture of computers and other
electronic equipment in 2002 was 353.
According to G.D. 448/2005 on the waste management of electrical and electronic
equipment, the selective collection of these wastes from the population or economic
agents is made by the following main categories:
1. Large household appliances
2. Small household appliances
3. Computer and telecommunication equipment
4. Consumer equipment
5. Lighting equipment
6. Electrical and electronic tools
7. Toys, sports and leisure equipment
8. Medical devices
9. Monitoring and control instruments
10. Automatic dispensers
The treatment for the metal recovery is made by cutting, dismantling and then baling.
Since 2005 exists an installation for chopping/shredding (shredder), located in Bucharest,
with a capacity of about 8000 tons per month which can treat certain categories of WEEE
with a high metal content (refrigerators, washing machines, boilers etc.). [M acoveanu M .,
(2006), En vironmental Policies and strategies, EcoZONE Press, Iasi, Romania]
2.1. Structure WEEE collected worldwide
A study of Industry Council for Electronic Equipment Recycling shows that Great Britain
produces annually, from private households, WEEE over 1 million tones, over 90 million
pieces respectively. In quantitative terms, over 90% of WEEE collected came from three
categories:
Large household appliances (Cat. 1, Annex 1A), such as washing machines, cookers,
refrigerators, constitute 70% of the total weight of WEEE collected;
Consumer equipment (Cat. 4, Annex 1A), such as TVs, video and audio equipment,
represents 13% of the total weight of WEEE collected;
Small household appliances (Cat.2, Annex 1A) represents 8% of the total weight of
WEEE collected, but 30% of the total number of items;
The rest of 10% of WEEE collected from private households is composed ITC
equipment, tools, toys, lighting equipment, monitoring and control instruments.
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Another stage of the research showed that, in quantitative terms, the WEEE level
derived from business and institutional environment tends to surpass that of private
households. WEEE derived from business and institutional environment have a different
structure than those from private households, the ITC equipments having a higher share.
ICER research has highlighted three factors that influence the level of waste which gets to
the WEEE’s processors:
The equipment’s size – over 45 million articles of those collected from private
households have a weight of maximu m 2 kg; for this reason, they can be disposed
together with household waste. ICER estimates that only 50% of these items will be
collected separately. Also, only 20% of lighting equipment derived from private
household will reach to the designated sites;
Number and location of collection sites;
The equipment’s destination – many of the equipments brought to the collection
points will be reused. [Ilie D. M ., Peiu N., Gavrilescu M ., (2005), Ecological footprint
– an instrument of sustainable development, Bulletin of Polytechnic Institute of Iasi,
Fasc. 1-2]
2.2. Issues related to international initiatives on the collection of WEEE
Despite the fact that overall costs of WEEE management have increase and the
revenue collection and their recovery have collapsed, especially producer’s organizations
have assigned the major responsibility for managing WEEE Forum, which represents over
55% of collection points and which was established more than 6 years ago and still have
the power to manage the collection, transport and processing electronic waste.
[Gavrilescu M ., Nicu M ., (2005), Source Reduction and Waste M inimization, EcoZone Press,
Iasi, Romania]
Table 2. Comparative analysis of global strategies
Appearance
logistics

Collection

Variables

United states of America

Europe Union

DHARL

EPR 2 Pilot

Massachusetts

WEEED

UK

No
products/categories

4/1

10/5

2/2

61/10

6/5

System

“Take-back”
obligatory

Voluntary
mixed
collection

Voluntary
mixed
collection

Regulated
mixed
collection

Regulated
mixed
collection

648000

291

460

1500000

419240

Unknown
Unknown
50 - 80%
40 - 50%
435 – 875
420 - 805

5 - 10%
25 - 80%
Over 75%
5 - 10%
300
280
Local
authorities
-

5-10%
25 - 40%
60 - 75%
5-10%
180
Local
authorities
-

4 - 45%
≥ 80%
≥ 80%
≤ 20%
170 - 340
9 - 425

4 - 45%
0 - 63%
1 - 63%
≤ 20%
95 – 165
55

Quantity
(tons/year)
Repair
Reuse
Destinations
Recycling
Remove
Collection (€ / t)
Recycling (€ / t)
Costs
Financing
Recycle
system

Japan

Targets

Methods

Consumers
50 - 60%

Manufacturers Manufacturers
50 - 80%

50 - 76%

With/without
With
With
With
With
disassembly disassembly disassembly disassembly disassembly

(Ministry of Economy and Finance direction of recycling materials, 2005)
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Since 2005, with the arrival G.D. 448 on waste electrical and electronic equipment in
Iasi M unicipality we start the project selective collection from the population of these
types of equipment. S.C. Salubris S.A. was established three points for WEEE collection
sites in the city of Iasi, provided by the concrete, drain, weighing system and continuous
surveillance. These points are marked according to the relevant laws and the collection is
on the 10 main categories listed in Annex 1 to G.D. 448/2005. The main objective of this
action is the production prevention of waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)
and the reuse, recycling and other forms of recovery of them, in order to reduce the
amount of waste disposed of in landfills. [Gavrilescu M ., Nicu M ., (2005), Source Reduction
and Waste M inimization, EcoZone Press, Iasi, Romania]. To reduce the amount of WEEE
disposed unsorted with municipal waste and to achieve a high level of collection, owners
should return WEEE in their possession, under the provisions of section (1) of G.D.
448/2005 to collection points set up for this purpose. Since 2005 a project was started for
the information on citizens of Iasi, follow by the weekly presence of equipment collectors
and specialists from the Salubris organization in each district separately. "The WEEE
collection cars” (hereinafter referred to as the" door to door ) is present in every week, in
each district of the city, while being presented selective collection and importance of
these types of equipment.
Another regular action with the WEEE collection sites (action imposed by E.M . and EPA
Iasi) is the action that month, one day where WEEE are retrieved to the population in the
36 collection points set out the municipality Iasi . The 36 points were established to ease
population and also the transfer of WEEE collection operator workload and optimize their
transport to the each point of recovery.
Regular shares were carried out in 3 stages during November 2007 - October 2009.
Table 3. The 32 places of selective collection of WEEE
Center number
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Center name

1

Center zone

2

Păcurari District

3

Copou District

4, 5

Tătăraşi District

6

Industrial and
Podu Roş Area

7

Bucium, Nicolina
2, Frumoasa
Districts

Collection points
Sports Hall
„Hala Centrală”
Theologic Seminary
„Vama Veche”
„Independenţei” Market
„Păcurari” Market
Păcurari
Polyclinic
Rond Copou
T. Cozma street, T. Maiorescu
district (near the „C. Negruzzi”
High school)
„Trei Salcâmi”
TEPRO sports ground
T. Vladimirescu area
Metalurgie (Sport hall Grădinari)
Ciurchi area
Oancea area
Chemistry Faculty
Bularga area
Avram Iancu street
„1001 article”
„Nicolina” Factory
„Trei
Sarmale”
parking
Restaurant
Frumoasa Monastery parking

Time frame
08:00-11:00

08:00-11:00

08:00-11:00

08:00-11:00

12:00 – 15:00

12:00 – 15:00

8

9

„Libertăţii” park
CUG Market
„Buna Vestire” Cemetery
Hlincea street
Împăcării street
Nicolina 1,
“ D. Cantemir” High school
Cantemir,
Mircea cel Bătrân area
Galata Districts
Cicoarei street
„Almira” Restaurant
Naţională street
Al. Cel Bun,
Tabacului street
Dacia Districts
Dacia Market
Dacia
(S.C. Salubris S.A., Statistics for EPA, Iasi, 2009)

12:00 – 15:00

12:00 – 15:00

From October 2009, M inistry of Environment comes with legislative initiative that in
every first Saturday of every month to be a campaign organized local collection of WEEE
from the population. [Gavrilescu M ., Nicu M ., (2005), Source Reduction and Waste
M inimizat ion, EcoZone Press, Iasi, Romania]. In Iasi, SC Salubris SA Iasi in with the City
Hall and ECOTIC Association has raised significant amounts of waste, while observing the
one less.
Table 4. WEEE collection from E.M. action
Month

Year

October
November
December
M arch
April
M ai
June
July
August
September
October

2008
2008
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

Collecting
quantities (kg)
4300
2000
1000
420
100
60
110
1420
860
1040
660

(S.C. Salubris S.A. Internal Statistics, 2009)

The results of the collection „door to door "are satisfactory observing an increase in
the amount of electronic waste collected from the public.
Table 5. WEEE quantities from the population with „door to door” system
Month
January
February
M arch
April
M ai
June
July

Collecting quantities (kg)
Year 2008
Year 2009
1240
2250
5060
1565
15660
2160
12080
695
880
3415
4080
5460
7310
3040
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Month
August
September
October
November
December

Collecting quantities (kg)
Year 2008
Year 2009
760
2280
1100
9030
9340
5760
2340
-

(SC Salubris SA Iasi, Internal statistics 2009)

CONCLUSIONS
In case the equipment population is considered as 30 kg / capita (maximu m under
estimation) and the average use of 8 years, the amount of waste electrical and electronic
equipment collected from households population is 3.75 kilograms per inhabitant and year.
In fact, considering the economic, geographic and demographic, these ideal conditions are
not met. In addition, because the economic situation (the net average salary in Romania
was in February 2004 for about 140 Euro), and electronic equipment used by more than
the average indicated by the manufacturer. Therefore, the potential of WEEE collected is
much less than 3.75 kilograms per inhabitant and year. [Gavrilescu M ., Nicu M ., (2005),
Source Reduction and Waste M inimization, EcoZone Press, Iasi, Romania].
Forecasts indicate we maintain (or even decline) the amount of WEEE collected in the
next period and therefore compliance with European legislation and the Romanian
legislation in the field. It also reduces the amount of hazardous substances (contained in
electrical equipment and electronics defects) that could reach landfills.
Table 6. Annual statistics for WEEE collection
Total amount of WEEE
collected
2005
960
2006
9500
2007
48983
2008
65610
2009 (January – september)
29880
(SC Salubris SA Iasi, Internal Statistics, 2009)
Year

Iasi City has developed the management of WEEE by setting the hall for temporary
storage of WEEE collected (up to taking them to recycling / recovered) and two fixed
points where the population can bring, through voluntary contribution electrical
equipment
disabled.
In terms of management of WEEE, Iasi has taken steps to reach recovery targets imposed
by EU. [Directive 2002/96/EC on waste electrical and electronic equipment], [M acoveanu
M ., (2006) , Environmental Policies and Strategies, EcoZONE Press, Iasi, Romania]
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ABSTRACT
Foreshadowing the future makes crucial arguments for a better organization of the present, in an
area in which the future of the mankind is involved. Maintaining the uinity of a whole depends on
maintaining the refional balances. The human species, no matter the area of the planet, they are,
has the responsibility towards the biosphere’s equilibrium, in the social – economical development.
What is the most important is that this thing should be acknowledged on a planetary scale. The
already perceived global changes, of climatic order and other related to the global pollution,
correlated with a demographical and economical boom of population, affect the entire biosphere
and disturb balances, for some of them, at an alarming manner.
KEY WORDS
Greenhouse Effect, Ecosystems, Conventional Resources, Biomass, Biosphere, Economical Systems,
Soil Degradation

The man has always practiced trades like agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishing
and animal breeding. But this thing was seen to be local accomplished. The management
of the actions that take place in the biosphere, at a planetary level, is a necessity which
became objective for the human survival in a biosphere in which the balances become
increasingly poor, constitutes a challenge to the human species, in the 21st century.
the already perceived global changes, of climatic order and other related to the
global pollution, to the deforestation, the rural modifications correlated with a
demographical and economical boom, in human population, affects the entire biosphere
and disturbs the balance for some of them, in an alarming manner.
Some aspects concerning the administration of the biosphere – a highly topical issue
of the 21st century directly or indirectly, the man continues to exercise pressure on the
biosphere that has lead to:
- Changing landscapes, which has made over the past ten years to grub up
to 600.000 hectares of forest to increase to 200.000 hectares of sand surfaces
and reduce soil fertility by 35 %;
- The disappearance of the species. In the danube delta, in romania, in
the last 15 years, have disappeared over 30 species of plants, birds and animals;
- The release of substances in the environment, that change, in turn,
ecological balances in water and soil;
the future of humanity is marked by 3 threats, thing already highlighted
by both researchers and politicians, namely:
1. The demographical explosion;
2. The prospect of a climatic crisis;
3. Soil erosion;
1. Some aspects of population growth
Given the global perspective which continues to keep the humanity divided into
two(developed and about to be developed), regional analyses show that in different areas
on earth exist in certain situations called “critical” which offer enough “material concern”,
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but, especially in issues of profound reflection, become the numbers, annual growth rates
and especially the cultivated area per person, are very different depending on the areas
considered for the study. (table no. 1)
M ain parameters characteristic for the current demographical situation of several
countries taken as a reference to illustrate the disparity of the regional situations in the
world
table no 1.
Country

The effective
achieved
in
1995

demographic
growth rate
(annually) (%)

The
rate
of
doubling
the
effects (years)

The cultivated
surface
per
person (ha)

Kenya

20.2

4.1

17

0.11

Algeria

22.2

3.3

21

0.32

Nigeria

91.2

3.1

22

0.33

Bangladesh

101.5

2.8

25

0.09

Mexico

79.7

2.6

27

0.3

India

762.2

2.2

32

0.22

Indonezia

168.4

2.2

32

0.11

China

1042

1.1

65

0.1

Cuba

10.1

1.1

65

0.32

Urss

278

1

71

0.8

Usa

239

0.7

100

0.78

France

55

0.4

198

0.34

Sweden

8.3

0

0

0.37

Germany
Developed
countries
Developing
countries

61

0.2

0

0.12

1174

0.6

118

0.56

3761

2

34

0.22

We can emphasize the fact that, in developed countries, the population remains
relatively stable self-regulation, conscience – driven phenomenon, generated by
civilization and comfort. In undeveloped countries or in about to be developed ones, on a
background of stationary relative mortality; it was kept a very high birth rate. The
solution for the adjustment of human population seems to consist in “ the prevention of
development”, of the awareness of human community about the necessity of selfregulation of their own population.
dealing with this subject, brown r.l (1997) said: “ population growth slowdown
becomes a priority issue, considering the fact that ,every year, it increases by 88 million
people. In countries such as bangladesh and zaire, where it is estimated that the
population will double in the next two decades, this growth threatens social and
economical sustainability of the entire nation.”
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2. Some aspects of the threat of a climate crisis
Recently, climate changes have led to so- called “greenhouse effect” which, in the
environment, in the biosphere is manifested by essential climatic and ecological changes
as:
- The increase of temperature;
- The change of the rainfall regions;
The change of geographical situation;
Changes in dynamics and population structure of ecosystems;
Calculations show that a doubling of carbon dioxide content would be possible at
every 50 years that follow.
In accordance with the same calculations, biosphere temperature will increase with
4-5 ºc.
The chemical modification of the atmosphere and its effects will be hindered by the
thermal inertia of the oceans and polar frost.
There are also gases whose atmospheric concentration increases in an alarming way
and which contribute more and more to the greenhouse effect. In this way they can
highlight the nitrogen oxide produced by natural degradation that occurs in the nitrogen
cycle in increasingly large amounts, in the same time with the increase of nitrogen
fertilizer applied; methane, primary hydrocarbons also correlated with the development
of farming and others.
Changes in temperature lead to changes in frequency of rainfall which contributes
to drought spreading in africa, europe and other areas. The last four years emphasize also
in romania the abandonment of the rule distribution of rainfall. They are very abundant in
unstable, random periods bringing out landslides and floods which are repeatedly 1-3
times per year on long periods of drought which lead to compromised agro-systems and to
natural ecosystems. Romanian specialists put this phenomenon on account of
deforestation of large areas of forest and trees over 400.000 hectares in ten years.
The climat ic behavior of Romania’s 1999s reinforces the fact that the fluviometric
regime, which is very rich in some areas like banat, maramures, bihor and others from
moldavia, is linked to a strong flow of gas from yugoslavia to romania, circulation at
higher heights, which caused strong warning through the greenhouse effect followed by
water concentrations with fluviative values very abundant. Phenomena have led to
landslides and erosion, unprecedented in romania, to the death of thousands of people
and to the destruction of important regions of the ecosystem. Two were the causes of the
disaster:
1. The yugoslavia war, which destroyed the entire chemical industry of this county
throwing into the air hundreds of thousand of tones of toxic gases;
2. Poor management of the country, abandoning the works of art, destroying forests and
plantations of trees and the beef-of-living on the slopes, leading to the establishments of
conditions for the production of large organic disorders.
In a world with higher temperatures is likely to increase the amount of rainfall and
drought and also to include much higher areas. Scientists say that many continental
regions will become drier and wet regions will become more and more wet. In this way,
major imbalances would be created, which există ill almost totally change the structure
and the dynamics of ecosystems and also the behavior of the biosphere.
3. Some aspects regarding the erosion of the soil resources. Human population growth,
as well as increasing demands of its development has created increased pressure on
resources. It is clear that existing resources will run out soon or sooner, depending on
their management.
The end of the 21st century will find humanity with conventional resources
exhausted. Hydrocarbons needed for that end of the century will have to be produced
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from biomass through technological elevated conversions. From the natural resources
extremely important, one is decisive for the future of humanity. It is the resource of soil
which provides in the future both necessary elements and energy needed to maintain
ecological systems.
The greatest threat to soil resource comes from a less obvious source, namely land
degradation. The damage caused, or agricultural or human activities were manifested and
are still manifesting by erosion, salinisation, compaction, contamination, degradation of
the soil due to higher temperatures, drought, the degradation of soil due to a higher
quantity of rain etc. The collapse of the sumerian civilization, 3800 years ago, and then
the mayan in the ix century were due, mainly, to the loss of soil quality especially through
intensive processes of salinisation.
Erosion is the main form of soil degradation. It kidnaps the world’s one of the most
valuable natural heritage, the soil which is formed very slowly. In romania, soil
degradation by erosion affects 40% of the agricultural areas of the country.
Other causes of degradation are constituted from the soil demineralization with
the tendency to get a dessert of 1.5 million hectares until 2050, in the absence of
stopping the phenomenon.
Salinization is another form of soil degradation appeared on smaller spaces.
Although some steps have been made to conserve the soil in some regions, the damages of
the agricultural areas, mainly due to erosion, is a serious problem on all continents.
Romania is in great danger of losing one of its most valuable wealth, the soil. Almost 40 %
of the fertile land was already lost in the long run, being impossible to bring this resource
to its parameters from the beginning of the century.
Conclusions
The nature, which is about to be destroyed can not provide the same services to
humanity. The production of oxygen reserves was significantly reduced the reserves of
natural food, the ability to stabilize the climate and soil. Biodiversity conservation it is
absolutely necessary for the sole fact that it is threatened. The logic of evolution have
often recalled the man who “denied the danger” that among species which disappear with
great rapidity could meet at a time when maximu m conflict between and the biosphere
occur.
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ABSTRACT
This paper illustrates that the concepts of sustainable development are compatible with the business
excellence mode of European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM)l. Values and principles
ofthe EFQM model and sustainable development are examined, discussed and integrated. The EFQM
Excellence model citeria can be used to diagnose the sustainability of the organization. The
objective of this work is the identification of compatible tools that organizations can used to
respond sustainable development and describe the strengths and weaknesses of these instruments.
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INTRODUCTION
The vision of building a business excellence sustainability is based on the
organization’s contribution to the sustainable development of economy and society, on
the one hand, and it is aimed to achieve social, financial and environmental objectives of
the organization, on the other hand. Sustainable development, seen from the perspective
of limits to global growth and from having a main focus on limits of economic activities of
the organizations, is regarding a balance between business excelence and ecological
sustainability. Successful experience of organizations that had implemented an integrated
manage ment system, indicates promising perspectives for sustainable development.
Unlike the quality system and the environmental system, in the field of sustainable
development, there is no standand to describe a systematic approch and the basic
imp lementation concepts. Especially when dealing with this diffuse concept
‘sustainability’, only clear standards and instruments can guarantee for content
clarification and quality implementation. This paper aims to present a managerial
approach of ,,excellence sustainability’’ based on the EFQM business excellence model, so
that improvements on sustainable development become more efficient und effective.
1. DESCRIBING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Sustainable development is a dialectical concept based on balance between the need
of economic growth and the need for environmental protection and social equity93. The
concept has been made public in 1987 by the World Commission for Environment and
93
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Development (WCED) and it has been defined as ‚a development that needs of present
generations without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their needs’. 94
Achiving sustainable development is not addressed only to governments, authorities or
policy makers. Industrial organizationes have an important role because they have always
been the engines of economic development. They must play a proactive role in achiving
the balance between social equity and environmetal protection, particulary because they
have access to the resources needed to address this issue. The first sign in supporting the
sustainable development came from the International Chamber of Commerce in 1990,
when it has been published the ‚Business Charter of Sustainable Development’, where the
authors argued that supporting sustainable development is as much an economic nececity
as it is an environmental and social necesity95.
Since then, many organizations have expressed interest and support for the priciples of
sustainable development by determining areas on which the organizations should focused:
environment, social, economic and business excellence.
The vision of economically viable development integrated with social responsibility
and conservation of environmental resources has increased in the organizations. An
important aspect has been provided by the European Union, which sees the integration of
environmental and social responsibility into business activities of the organization as an
essential condition for competitivity, excellence and sustainable development.
2. VALUES AND PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
As mantioned before, sustainable development requires an excellence balance
between social factors, environmental issues and economic activities. The aim of this
balance is to meet the needs of organization by protecting the environment. For achiving
this, clear standards and appropriate tools are necessary to lead social and economic
transformations which optimize the production as well as the distribuiton of outcome,
without jeopardizing the potential for similar benefits in the future, because the critical
elements affecting sustainable development are: industrialisation, foos production,
population, pollution and consumption of non-renewable natural resources. The major
issue regarding sustainable development is the translation of its principles and values from
the global level to the organizational level. So the first stept in this way, is the strategy of
the organization, which should reflect and commit to all aspects of sustainable
development. The improvements activities started by the organizations should support the
sustainable development of society on the regional level and on the global level too.
The International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) has issued the definition
of sustainable development for the organizational level: ,,for the business enterprise,
sustainable means adopting business strategies and activities that meet the needs of the
enterprise and its stakeholders today while protecting, sustaining and enhancing the
human and natural resources that will be needed in the future’’. 96
Sustainable development requires business excellence, but with limits imposed by the
environment (polution and non-renewable resources) and by the social issue (unequal
distribution). Conversly, for business excellence, the values and priciples of sustainable
development are fundamentally.
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Raine Isaksson has identified in his work, five core values which reflect the
organizsations’ efforts in suporting excellence sustainability 97:
a) sustainable stakeholders balance between all stakeholders forms a basis for
sustainable
development;
b) learning excellence - continuous individual, organisational and societal learning is
needed to reach sustainable development; good learning creates a climate of
improve ment and innovation.
c) process performance conducts by managing the processes effectively and efficiently
to a result that maximises the integrated stakeholders value in the long perspective while
maintaining a balance between the interests of all stakeholders
d) integraty and respect of all stakeholders -everybody has the right on opinion,
participation by everybody is based on democratic values. Respect and formal authority
are earned through competence, maturity, responsible stewardship and faithfulness to
core values for sustainability.
e) transparency - open and equal information is vital for long-term balance between
interests of all stakeholders. Open information of compliance with performance standards
for management and employees leads to fair and transparent competition.
From this perspective, the first step for organizsations in adopting sustainable
principles is to conduct a self-assessment 98. M anagement sgould know the degree to which
organization’s activities line up with sustainable development. This requires evaluating
the organization’s overall strategy, the performance of specific operations and the effect
of particular activities. The self-assessment results should compare the organization’s
current performance with the expectations of the stakeholders for determining the ability
of actual system to respond to sustainable development. M easuring performance through
assessment of the organization’s vision and mission statements is the foundation of a
sustainable effective performance measurement system 99 . Various self-assessment
devices and models are available to help this process, but in this paper the role of EFQM model in achieving excellence sustainability is emphasized.
3. EFQM-Model and Excellence Sustainability
EFQM -model is used a diagnostic model and serves as a basis for an expansion to
include aspects of social and environmental responsibility. Using this model, rganizations
learn to evaluate themselves, to measure their own progress for continually further
development.
Excellence organizations are commited to satisfy the interests of stakeholders by
achieving the expected results. This is difficult to be done in goos times. It’s more
difficult to maintain this commit ment in a time of rapid technilogical innovation cycles,
rising international competition, fundamentally changing processes and frequent changes
in the economic, social and customer environment. In the light of this challange, the
European Foundation for Quality M anagement has been created to publicize the
manage ment approaches of european organizations that lead to sustainble excellence.
The EFQM -model has been introduces as a basic structure for evaluating and improving
organizations, asking them to base such a sustainable advantage.
The model is based on the fundamental concepts describes below:
A. Focus on results:
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Excellence means achieving the results expected by all stakeholders of the
organizations. In today’s rapidly changing environment, excellent organizations behave
agile, flexible and responsive in accordance with the needs and expectations of the
stakeholders. Excellent organizations measure and forsee the expectations of the
stakeholders, monitor their experiences and perceptions, monitor and evaluate the
performance of other organizations. Information are collected and used on short-,
medium- and long-term aspects regarding requirements, imple mentation and evaluation
of policies, strategies, operational goals and plans. These information will help the
organization to plan for the stakeholders and to achieve balanced results.
B. Focus on the customer
Excellence creates sustainable customer value. Excellent organizations know their
customers’ needs and understand them. Customers are seen as the ultimate decisionmaker on product and service quality. Excellent organizations know that the focus on the
needs and expectations of the currect and potential customer will increase their loyalty
and engagement and will maxime the organizational’s market share. If necessary, they
form groups of customer to respond more effectively to their needs. Excellent
organizations observe and follow the activities of competitors and identify their
competitive advantage. They are able to forsee the future needs and expectations of
their customers and they act no to meet and exceed, if it’s possible, these expectations.
When problems occure, the excellent organizations react quickly and effectively. Thex
create and maintain excellent business relationships with their customers.
C. Leadership and strategy
Excellence means visionary and inspirational leadership. Excellent organizations has
leaders who set up a clear direction for the organization and communicate this to the
stakeholders. In this way, they can convince other executives to motivate their employees
for achieving the goals. They will develop for the organization values, principlesa and a
control structure to ensure the stakeholders an unique identity and attractiveness.
M anagers at all levels of the organizations will pursue excellence and will encourage
others to follow the performance. In turbulent times, they exibit persistance and
constancy on goals and this strengthen the confidence and commit ment of stakeholders.
At the same time, the leaders will show the ability to adapt the organization to the
rapidly and constantly changing environment, to direction and to lead the people for
following this new alignment.
D. Process management
Excellence means to steer the organizations through a network of interdependent and
interrelated systems, processes and facts. Excelent organizations have a management
system based on needs and expectations of all stakeholders and it geared towards meeting
them. The systematic implementation of policies, strategies, operational objectives and
plans is ensured and accomplished through a clear and integrated network of processes.
These are effectivelyimplemented in daily opreations, managed and continuously
improved. Decision are based on facts and reliable information regarding the current and
foercasted performance, process and system capacity needs, expectations and experience
of stakeholders, including the performance of other organizations, even the competitors.
Based on reliable indicators, risks are identified and managed effectively. In this way, the
organization is controlled in a highly professional manner. Appropriate preventive
measures are developed and implemented, which create and maintain confidence among
the sakeholders at a high level.
E. Personal development and involvement
Excellence maximizes the employees’ contribution through their development and
involvement. Excellente organizations identify and understand the present and the future
competencies needed to implement the policies, the strategies, the operational
objectives and plans of the organization. They create these competencies by developing
and supporting consistenly and actively their employees. Personal development is
encouraged and supported, thus creating the opportunity for employees to achieve their
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personal potential and to fully participate in the organization. The excellent organizations
empower their employees to adapt and to imple ment the necessary changes in the
activity or in personal development. They recognize the growing importance of the
intellectual capital in their employees and use their knowledge and know-how for the
benefit of the employees and the organization. They develop a reward system for the
employees in order to create commit ment and loyalty to the organization. By creating
collective values, a culture of trust, by supporting the personal iniative, the excellent
organizations maximize the potential and the active participation of their employees and
they use this equity to generate and to implement the improvements ideas.
F. Continuos innovation and improvement
Excellence uses the creation of innovative learning and imrpoving opprotunities for
challenging the status-quo. Excellent organization analyse continuously their activities and
achievements, compare themselves riguously, both internally and externally, in order to
maximize their improvement capacity. Thex rely on the knowledge and know-how of their
employees, they implement their ideas, they encourage the employees to look beyond
their capabilities. They are trying to protect and o benefit from their intellectual property.
By analyzing continuously the actual status quo of the organiazations, the employees are
looking for opportunities to increase the number of innovations and improvements.
G. Social responsibility
Excellence means to exceed the minimu m requirements of the apllicable lowa and
rules for the activities of the organization, to understand and to respond to all efforts and
expectations of the social environment. Excellent organizations face a high ethical
standards by making their actions transparent and accountable. Social responsibility and
environmental sustainability are actively pursued. The social responsibility of the
organization is reflected in its values and it is an integral part of the organization.
Through a transparent and open engagement of the stakeholders, the excellent
organizations are able to meet and exceed the requirements and expectations of regional,
and, where applicable, the global society. The society is operating operate pro-active
with risk management, on the one hand, and search and follow the opportunities for
mutually beneficial projects with the organizations. In this way, a high level of trust is
created and maintained through all stakeholders. The society is aware of the current and
future influence of the organization and look for minimizing the negative influences.
Figure 1. EFQM-Business Excellence Model

Source : Olaru M., 1999 :115
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H. Partnership development
Excellence develops and maintains value-adding partnerships. In a world of continuous
change and growing demands, the excellent organizations realize that their success may
depend on the partnership that they build up. The excellent organizations look for
partnerships with other organizations (like customers, suppliers or even competitors) and
they develop these relationships based on clearly defined mutual benefits in order to
optimize their market share. To achive the common goals, the organizations cooperate
ans assist each other with experiences, ressources and knowledge. They build up a
sustainable relationship based on tmutual trust, respect and openness.
The EFQM -model is a tool that may be used successfully to integrate sustainable
development principles in the organizational’s strategy100.
The EFQM model is based on the following criteria: results in terms of key performance,
customers, people and society are achieved through leadership, policy and strategy, which
are implemented through people, partnership, resources and processes.
This model is aholistic view of the organization, where the four criteria (people,
policy&strategy, partnership&resources, leadership) are in a casual relation with
the ,,enables’’criteria in order to examine what the organization does and how it goes.
The ,,results’’ of people, customer, society and key performance show what the
organization did. These ,,results’’ are arised from ,,enablers’’, which are goinf to be
improved based on the results. The ,,enablers’’ are divided in four-five subcrieria, and
the ,,results’’ are divided in two subcriteria. Indicators and reference points are listed for
all subcriteria in order to explain what make sense to be considered.
The EFQM model is not a list of demands, but it considers the whole organization. For
the evaluation of organizational maturity level based on this model, the RADAR-EFQM
evaluation methodology has been developed. This means, the maturity level of the
organization is measured in ,,results’’, ,,approach’’, ,,deploy’’ and ,,assess and review’’.
Figure 2. RADAR - EFQM Methodology

Source : www.efqm.com

This individual evaluation of 32 subcriteria can be combined in an overall assessment
between zero and 1,000 points. Usually the first assessment take place as a selfassessment, which provides goal-oriented statements about the maturity level of the
organization, on the one hand, and the strengths and improvements of the organization,
on the other hand. Then, the major improvements projects ae defined. If the organization
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achieve a high level of maturity, then an external evaluation can provide important
feedback for further development of the organization. The external evaluation allow the
comparison with other organizations that have been evaluated with the same RADARmethodology. The best result of these comparisons based on EFQM model is the EQA preis
(European Quality Award).
CONCLUSIONS
Excellence sustainability can be built on the triangle ,,personal – organization –
society’’. The international standard ISO 9001:2000, revised in 2008, follow the customer
satisfaction, process improvement and the reducing costs of poor quality. This standard
represents very weak the principles of sustainability. The other international standard ISO
14001:2000 requires a continuous improvement in environmental performance not only
adherence to define limits. It could be said that this standards contributes to strong
sustainability.
The EFQM model is an approach that fully meet all the challenges of sustainable
development. However, their integration is not completed, since both are constantly
evolving. Sustainable development criteria, such as responsibility to society, rights and
interests of future generations, improving the product life cycle, equality and cultural
diversity have been already integrated into EFQM model.
When applying these standards in practice, there is always a risk to emphasis the
improve ment on specific issues of the organization, without follow and review the
imp lementation of sustainable development principles. Integration of quality manage ment
with environmental management and with core values of sustainable development can
become for some organizations like an adventure, because the multitude of activities on
quality, environment and sustainability are carried out simultaneously and without a
systematic link between them. This can lead sooner or later to abandon those good
intentios.
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ABSTRACT
The public system pensions record a continuous decline in all European Union member states as a
consequence of recent demographic evolutions. One of the minimum pension social categories is
represented by agriculturists, especially if we consider the important role the state has on
accumulating the needed amounts. The worldwide social security finds itself in different stages,
depending on remarkable demographic evolutions but also related to the population’s age structure.
From this point of view, Asia plays a privileged role, that can be revealed even for the prior
mentioned social category. Additionally, we don’t have to overcome the possibility that the private
pensions represent a solution for the relieve of public budget, no matter the development stage for
the first pillar of pensions.
KEYWORDS
multi-pillar system, agriculturists’ pension, contributions, life expectancy.

INTRODUCTION
The pensions public system aspire to become a real problem no matter the region we
are referring to, the main stimulus being the ageing population, but also the decrease in
natural increase, that makes the contributors’ number fall down steady on an yearly basis.
The continuing aging process of the population and also the negative natural increase
recorded for Romania are only a few of the causes that overturned this system. Even there
was a period of time when a few employees sustained a retired person, nowadays the
ratio is unfavorable to workers, consequently forced to bear higher contributions. So the
revenues are insufficient to accomplish the proposed reforms. In addition, we must not
miss out the continuous transfer possibility of the incomes in order to reduce the tax
burden. In this case we may discuss about even an disloyal tax competition.
The causes that made this system to breathe so hard are related to the way it was
designed (effective at that time), but total opposite of the actual structure for the age
population. According to the data provided by INS (National Institute of Statistics), the
average life span has continued to increase, leading to over 75 years for women and
almost 68 years for men. This mechanism was conceived as a „Pay-as-you-go” system, i.e.
the contribution currently is charged when incurred also the pension right, but money
becomes income for current retirees, because the latter have contribute at that time for
people who were entitled to pension.
Faced with declining interest in the state pension (there are no such indicators, but
the continued growth of interest in Pillar II, before the promulgation of the law, is a
proof), it resulted in speeding up reforms in this area. Thus was conceived a new pension
scheme based on a relatively simp le structure to understand:
�
a state pension;
�
a mandatory private pension;
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�

an optional private pension.

The fact that the state pension is not so "transparent" as the other two, meaning that
private pension account is clearly visible in terms of financial information, while the state
pension is the result of a complex mechanism, long from the computing basis point of view,
makes the last two pillars an interesting alternative.
Regarding agriculturists’ pensions, they differ from the classic by some defining
elements such as the contribution and mutual principles.
The public system of pensions shall be granted the following categories:
�
old-age pension;
�
early retirement;
�
partial early retirement;
�
invalidity pension;
�
survivor's pension.
In contrast, agriculturists’ pension do not include early retirement pensions. Also there
are major differences in terms of standard retirement ages, because their values are
already at a high level (63 years), but what is more interesting, there was an equalizat ion
of them for both sexes.
However, in terms of other social insurance rights, insured pension system for farmers,
have, in addition to pension, only the spa to prevent illness and aid recovery of work
capacity and death.
1. ASIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Asian market pension systems remained a mystery for most people in Europe. Asian
countries are perceived as high population (such as China, India, Indonesia or South Korea),
export of crude oil (OPEC member Asian countries) or with developed economies (Japan,
Taiwan, Singapore, etc.). This can be considered initially a good thing if we consider high
labor, but on the other hand, we must not forget the life expectancy is very high, which
makes it very difficult to establish retirement age based on performance criteria.
M ilken Institute in Los Angeles, founded by renowned businessman and philanthropist
M ichael M ilken, hold an annual conference on economic issues with the participation of
international business leaders to assess prospects for the global market. The conference in
April 2006, M ilken himself has provided a re-adoption in the near future global status as
Asia was held in early nineteenth century.
By 2030, Asia will achieve 58% of global gross domestic product. By 2050, China will be
the best developed country economically, achieving 44.5% of global GDP, unlike the U.S.,
which will produce 35%. India will achieve a rate of 28%. China and India's economy was
more developed relative to other countries in 1820 than now. At that time, China
produced 29% of P.I.B. Global and India 16%. Since then, the U.S. is a success story
unbelievable 101.
2. ANALYSIS OF FARMERS' PENSION SCHEMES IN SOME ASIAN COUNTRIES
China has a long tradition in matters of security. After World War II, this country did
not have a pension system for farmers. Only after the development of China from the late
70 it was necessary occurrence and development of social security systems, especially
agricultural (Chinese farmers are the predominant population at that time). After 2000,
the coverage of pension insurance in China has expanded steadily, extending from state
enterprises to public institutions. The rights of employees of private companies are
insured. By the end of 2000, 36,080,000 of 11,120,000 employees and pensioners were
101
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included in this type of insurance. At the end of 2003, the number of participants in the
pension insurance system was 154,900,000, with 7,530,000 more than the previous year.
Among them are 116,380,000 and 38,520,000 persons - retired. In 2008 over 400,000,000
Chinese are enrolled in the system102.
It was logical that the Republic of China to launch a pension scheme for farmers, which
would be expanded in coming years, so that it will hold the 800 million farmers. Since
August, Chinese peasants who have reached 60 years will receive from central government
55 Yuan, equivalent to eight U.S. dollars. The pension system is financed by farmers who
still work, every person between 16 and 60 years working in rural areas contributing an
amount between 100 and 500 Yuan. The system will be implemented in 10% of the
country's regions, and then be gradually extended to the whole country by 2020, officials
announced in Beijing. In terms of rural-urban segmentation, 53 million Chinese over 60
years living in rural areas of the country, their number representing 11% of the population
of
this
country.
After a period in which the number of children up to 14 years increased to 205.48 million
(1953) to over 320 million (in 2000), ad ministration of Beijing has begun a policy of
encouraging couples to marry as late and families have only one child. As such, the
number of children began to fall.
Such demographic policy finds more applicability in urban areas. Applicability in rural
areas is more difficult because farmers want to have as many offspring that help them in
their old age. In the same period (1953-2050) e volution of the number of persons 65 years
and over that age knows a massive increase from 4.41% to 20.7% (ie more than 5 times).
M assive increase in older population will be reflected primarily in lower labor pool and
direct effect on economic growth and secondly by a great difficulty in securing funding
necessary medical insurance for pensioners and the elderly. In parallel, many U.S.
insurance companies, Japanese and European offers private pension products, including
farmers.
India is the second country in the world in number of population (after China in M ay 5,
2009, include 1.338.156.000 inhabitants), in which over half of whom live in rural areas so
that we can discuss a major concern for farmers' pensions. Indian population increased
from 361 million as it was in 1951, at 1.163.000.000 inhabitants in M ay 2009. In almost
half a century, India's population has tripled. Simultaneously the number of elderly people
has increased from 19 million (4% of the population) to over 77 million (7.5% of total
population) in 2001. India does not have a pension scheme for farmers and has no financial
capacity to support such a system. However, many insurance companies in Europe (e.g.
General Insurance) has obtained advice to enter the Indian market, including private
pension products for farmers.
Unfortunately this type of product addresses mainly be those very high financial power
(and they do not generally found in rural areas) or those who would be helped if the
public system could be considered after participating in second pillar.
CONCLUSIONS
Even if pension schemes in the region does not excel in a high length to prove their
long-term sustainability, staff belie ve that the biggest barrier is due to very large
demographic changes. However if we keep on to the current structure of urban-rural
farmers' pensions could be created by the Romanian system, even if it encounters many
difficulties.
Even private pensions may be a solution, but success is closely related types of
insurance that each state and further promotes the potential tax benefits that may be
granted.
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ABSTRACT
Romania is on 5th place in the European Union in terms of arable land (9.4366 million hectares).
Despite of this privilege, the importation of agricultural products exceeds exports, a phenomen
which I will analyze hoping to identify vulnerable points that led to this scourge. Imported agrifood
are much bigger and look better and this is the reason why local producers can not face the
competition with their own products and they being forced to adapt the trend. While we are
importing better looking and “tasteless” products, the countries with mature agrifood market, are
more interested in organic products. At the same time, the EU tries to sensitize the population to
protect the environment. This method led to the traditional way of producing vegetables and fruits
without introducing pesticid and fertilizers, for a cleaner nature and healthy products for the human
consumption. In order to transform the conventional agriculture to an ecological agriculture, it must
undergo a conversion period.
KEY WORDS:
organic culture, organic products, import-export, tillable land, conventional agriculture,
environment.

1. THE ROMANIAN AGRICULTURE BRANCH
The Romania agriculture branch is in a latent state, local producers are at the limit
of surviving the market. This aspect is very well known and proved by all statistics data,
which are indicating our current state, only if we refer to statistical data regarding the
lower exports and the massive imports of agricultural products.
Romania is still forced to import, being not currently able to produce as much as the
demand asks, the demand which is anyway falling and registered on agricultural products
market.
Therefore, Romania has imported in the first three months of 2009, with 43.6% fewer
/ less - 27,728 tones, up from 49,184.9 tones in the same period of previous year,
according to data from M inistry of Agriculture, Forestry and Rural Development (M AFRD).
According to the the same sources, from January to M arch the import of tomatoes
decreased by 76.3%, cucumbers by 28%, carrots by 22% and garlic by 79%.
Import-export balance for vegetables shows that, even if we have a significant arable
land (9.4346 million hectares), being on the 5th place in the European Union, however, we
have imported about 185,000 tones vegetables in 2008, but we have exported 13 times
less, that is 13,970 tones of vegetables, according to data of “M arket Policy Directorate of
103
the M inistry of Culture Horticultural Agriculture” .
In order to investigate the trend that Romania is crossing since 2007 in terms of
volume of imports compared to exports, we will remark some change for the better, that
is, our country has imported 185,467 tones of vegetables last year, decreasing by 4, 4%,
compared with 2007, while export volume has increased by 9.6% to 13,970.
Puting the agricultural potential of our country in balance, we will find out that we
are only proving weakness and lack of will. "In 1989 we had one million hectares under
cultivation, and now we have only 200,000, according to Stefan Niculae, President of the
103
Market Policy Directorate of the Ministry of Culture Horticultural Agriculture, Forestry and Rural
Development (MAFRD).
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Federation Agrostar. This is reflected best in the offer of merchandisers, in the markets
and grocery stores. "Over 80% of vegetables and fruit come from import", according to
Frumosu Dragos, President of the Federation of Trade Unions of Food Industry.104
Romania is on 5th place in terms of arable land, after Spain, France, Germany and
Poland. The agricultural area of the country is 14.7 million ha representing approximately
62%, 9.4 million hectares beeing arable land of the total amount of Romania, 23.8 million
hectares. In this context arable land area occupies about 64% of agricultural area, one
third of the area, 4.8 million ha is occupied by pastures and meadows and vineyards and
105
orchards is about. 3%.
For the Romanian agriculture branch to become an emblem to justify its increased
potential, more concrete steps are urgently needed, including solving the land problem, in
terms of their proprietary system.
The abolition of CAP has occurred a general phenomenon of fragmentation (in 3h) of
agricultural area. This phenomenon has caused a significant decline of productivity in this
sector.
Another deficient branch in our country, is the national irrigation system,
insufficiently sized. This aspect leads to the impossibility of planning the hectar
production, due to weather conditions and to prolonged drought.
2. ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE
Following my presentation of the romanian agricultural branch and an increased
arable potential, I intend to analyze the ecological farming market, which involves its
application, the underlying principles and vision of local producers in the last years as well.
Ecological agriculture (or biological or organic agriculture as we also call it ) is a
modern method of plant cropping, animal growing and food production through
technologies that do not affect the environment.
The use of the following is prohibited: synthetic fertilizers and pesticid, stimulants
and growth regulators, hormones, antibiotics and intensive farming systems for animal
106
growing .
2.1 Principles of ecological agriculture
Ecological agriculture is so fundamentally opposed to the conventional agriculture.
Practices for obtaining organic products are governed by acurate rules and principles of
production. The strictness starts with the quality of the land and ends with the
achievement of the final product.
The target of the agricultural system is to produce more cleaner food, much more
proper for human consumptio, but in complete correlation with conservation and
107
environmental development. In a "healthy" ,, word and genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) and their derivatives are prohibited in organic farming.
Certification needed to exemplify the producing for the ecological agriculture, come
out from the strict application of rules of national law in line after the legislation and the
principles behind it. The hole procedure from the ground to the final product is followed
108
up.
2.2 Steps to get certified the ecological agriculture
The transformation of conventional agriculture in an ecological agriculture can not
be done suddenly, but by covering a transitional period, called ”conversion period”.
104
105
106
107
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This is the period which the farmers have for adapting farm management to organic
production rules.
Duration of the conversion period in plant cropping, animal growing and beekeeping
is: 2 years for annual field crops, 3 years for perennial crops and plantations, 2 years for
meadows and forage crops, 12 months for beef cattle, 6 months for small ruminants and
pigs, 6 months for animals for milk production, 10 weeks for birds for meat production,
bought at 3 days, 6 weeks for poultry to produce eggs, 1 year for bees if the bee family
was purchased from a conventional apiary.
3. DIFFERENT VIEWS IN RECENT YEARS ON THE AGRICULTURAL MARKET
Within the local system for agricultural products, a few years ago our country was
producing much more healthy, but not products of interest, being thus, not competitive
with much more aspectuos products from other markets (Turkey and imports of EU
Common M arket, etc.).
They certainly could not be competitive regard imported products.So that romanian
producers, trying to maintain themselves on the market, have done all the steps in order
to change their vision regarding the production, most of them using newer methods but
not necessarily healthier.
This aspect has led to a reorientetion of some romanian producers to a more
aspectuous and quickly obtained production, through the contribution of substances and
methods which can accurately control the quality, look, but also the perishable period.
The current that many romanian producers passed through, was to align their own
production to imports derived from various markets, to cope with competition and profitdriven.
While the local market was invaded by agricultural products from abroad, much
better presented and with a competitive price, the exporting countries was promoting
organic products, much more healthy and tasty.
This products are currently in great demand in more developed countries, with much
higher prices than conventional prices.
There were founded whole networks of such shops with specific products with labels
indicating that they are "bio", is considered much healthier and leading another trend of
the market. The change on these markets took place for years, while the local market was
forced to align their production with a decreased demand than the mature markets.
4. BENEFITS OF ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE
• Air, water and less contaminated food products. Through the expansion of
ecological agriculture, air quality have been improved mainly by the fact that the are no
spray chemicals used anymore.
• Safe working conditions for farmers who practice ecological agriculture, they being
less exposed to risk of contamination by pesticid. It is known that many farmers die every
year or have various serious diseases, which are caused by pesticid.
• Biodiversity, rotation of cultures used in organic farms maintain the sustainability
of the soil, generate a smaller number of problems caused by diseases, harmful agents
and wild-growing plants. Organic agriculture contributes towards realising a much more
varied landscape and ensures a greater biodiversity.
Fertil and healthy soil, the conventional agriculture has determined the decrease of
organic substance and toxic compounds accumulation of soil.
• The reduced loss of nutrients through leaching.
• Reduction soil erosion, which is determined by low soil organic substance content
that occurs in conventional agriculture using chemical fertilizers synthesis, leading them
and destroy soil structure.
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• Nutrient quality of organic products. Organic products are characterized by a
higher content of dry substance, as amino acids, vit amins, salts minerals, trace elements.
Organic agrifood are free from heavy metals.
• Environment protection. Ecological agriculture pursues to keep the environment
untained by using organic fertilizers and less soluble minerals, compost, green fertilizer,
vegetable preparations.
• The reduced use of non-renewable resources.
• Ecological agriculture is based on practices that require more manual labor. The
same quantity of food can be produced in organic farming by using 19% less energy,
compared with conventional farming system.
• Reducing risks to farmers, agricultural land cropped in environmental system are
more resistant to weather changes.
• Protection of future generations, children are more exposed than adults to the
harmful effect of pesticid which are used in conventional agriculture.
• Economic, the market of organic products is in expansion.109
5. ROMANIA CAN DEVELOP FASTER ON THE ECOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE MARKET
Taking into account that Romania belongs to the group of emerging countries,
population is far from mature mind even today. Although manufacturers of organic
products have emerged also in Romania, this market sector is not to its full potential
improved.
M any local companies are triyng to enter the market for organic products. It is well
known that there is strong potential in this market, because they can change romanian
consumers mentality, as regards the demand for organic products.
M any of us have been used to the taste and natural quality of the romanian
agricultural poducts. Today, many companies are tring to seduce customers by
advertising on food products they market and claim to have an authentic taste Big and
better looking fruits have all the same size, are very presentable and can be bought from
any super-market. But the majority consumers opinion notes that fruits and vegetables
aspect have nothing in common with their natural taste. To to go back to reintroduce an
agriculture that doesn´t use artificial agents it is neccessary that the consumers become
increasingly demanding.
Hereby, the European Union invoke the method of obtaining vagetable or animal
products through ecological procedures.
Regulation that such measures are taken, is to severe to reach a final 100% organic
product. This personal statement is supported by an positive example of 15 farmers from
Tulcea County who managed to practice ecological agriculture to European standards.
They can be found in M acin Mountains National Park area, and they export their
organic products at double prices.
Park Administration started a project with limitrophe farmers, presenting them the
benefits of ecological agriculture. Following this action, farmers from M acin, Greci and
Cerna areas who confirmed, have signed contracts with companies from the Netherlands,
Denmark and Germany. 110 "Since 300 years, people are traditionally cropping, but
however, in order to be able to sell the products with ecologic label, they have to convert
crops.
The hardest part was to convince people that, doing the same thing that I make for
many years, they will be able to sell their products at double prices. Our success was
when we found sales market for them ", mentioned the Park manager, Mr.Viorel Rosca.
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CONCLUSIONS
Ecological agriculture can play an important role in long-term economic development.
This will improve the condition of the environment, water quality, will protect
biodiversity and nature.
Ecological agriculture will develop the rural communities, whose prospects are not
the most optimistic, being very well known that in the last two years the migration from
village to city has taken an alarming turn in our country.
Labeling is also very important, being a mandatory condition for quality assesment.
The labels must contain information about quality certificate and the supervising
organization. This will help costumers to know what they are consuming.
As a production process may supplement the capacity food processing need, and
processing grapes in the vineyard sector, which may arouse increasing the exports in these
sectors.
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ABSTRACT
In the context of multiple pressures arising from changing the social and economic system, of
planning and implementation of the development and distortions and different needs both in the
rural area and in the urban environment from the county Iasi is required a deep analysis and
outlining the possibilities for sustainable development of this county. The diagnostic analysis of
SWOT type of the Iasi county economy is conceived as a series of reviews focused on the main factors
that influence the development of this territory in order to achieve important strategic objectives
for the next period. Presented separately on categories of economic activities, this type of analysis
illustrates the internal state different of external strength and weakness. It can be indicated that
the elements of strengths, by a proper capitalization, is transformed in opportunities, and some
elements of the weakness, by chronic, are becoming threats.
KEYWORDS:
sustainable development, regional development, diagnostic analysis

1.

ANALYSIS OF THE STATISTICAL INDICATORS

1.1. Analysis of the synthetic indicators for the demographic environment
The global demographic balance reflects the natural movements of the population and
can be characterized by the following instruments of measure: birth rate, mortality,
natural increase of the population and net migration rate (Table nr. 1).
Table nr. 1. Demographic balance – 2008
Specifi catio n

Ro mani a

Iasi co unty

Birt h rates
M ortalit y r ate
Nat ur al gro wth
Net migr at ion r ate

10,5
12,0
-1,5
-2,8

13,8
9,9
+3,9
-5,5

Source: County Directorship of Statistic Iasi, 2008

The average birth rate was of 13.8% in the period 1990 – 2008 is higher than average
birth rate (10.5%). In 1996 the birth rate decreased to 10% which means a lower level then
the recorded one in EU of 11.1%. Unlike the urban areas, where the birth rate reduced
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significantly (from 15% to 8, 7%), in rural the birth rate had in the same period a slight
regression (from 16.9% to 11.5%). In present the birth rate in the rural area exceeds1.4
times the rate from the urban areas.
Thus, in many rural areas there is a potential for renewal and of rejuvenation of the
population.
The communes situated in the county Iasi is located in communes with high power of
renewing the population where the birth rate is over 14.0% (represents approximately 25%
of the total of the existing communes at national level), in this perimeter being persistent
a traditional pro-natal model, through which the young population in the area is
maintaining still at high levels.
The indicator is below the national average – 12% and around the EU average of 10.0%.
This indicates a younger population in the county Iasi. The growth of morality rate was
generalized as a trend, and equal as intensity, both in the rural and urban area. The
growth in rural areas (from 13.9% to 15.5%) is less serious, justified primarily by higher
proportion of elderly, than in urban (from 8.2% to 9.3%) where the population being much
younger, means a worsening of the living conditions.
The natural growth rate of the population in the rural area (the difference between
the average birth rate and the average mortality rate) has, at the level of county Iasi,
positive values +3.9% compared with the national average , which is negative (- 1,5%).
The net rate of migration from the rural area – although in the last 2-3 decades the
migratory move ment in our country, on the east-west direction was clearly in the favor of
the counties in the western country since 1992 have seen a change in the flow by turning
the left ones in the native localities, encouraged by the legislative measures regarding the
ownership of the lands and stimulated by the deterioration of the economic and social
conditions in towns. However, during this period the county migration balance remained
negative (-5.5% per year).
Calculating the evolution index (increase) of the population as a rapport between the
number of present inhabitants (or the year for which the analysis is made – ex: 2008) and
the number of inhabitants from the year considered as a base of calculation (ex:
1996=100.0) is found that in the most communes in the county (80%) and on county total
in 1998 lived fewer inhabitants than in 2008 (-4%). This signifies that the dissatisfaction of
the inhabitants towards the living conditions offered in the rural area was widespread.
The evolution of the number of inhabitants of a territory is the most synthetic
expression of the quality of living conditions – materials and spirituals – in that territory
(Băcanu B., 2006).
The average level of the population density in the county Iasi is higher with 54.8%
compared with the average density respective of 148.2 inhabitants/ km2 compared to 95.7
inhabitants/ km2. From this perspective is identified tow model of distribution of the
population in territory, respective, two types of areas: an area more intensive populated,
situated in the southwestern county (over 150 inhabitants/ km2) and a less populated area
in east, where the population falls below 50 inhabitants/ km2. As a trend, the population
density will be modified continuously, increasing even more the gap between the east and
west side. Distributing the population by age – the age pyramid built for the case of
county Iasi shows that the young population represents 30.8%, adult population 53.5%, and
15.7% elderly, this shows that the county has a high demographic potential.
Given the age structure of the rural population, the current level of the mortality
appears to reach a maximum. In the next period, would follow a relative trends of
stagnation and then of slightly decrease of the value of mortality rate. Although it seems
paradoxical, however the current level of the mortality, will lead to a rejuvenation of the
population over 10 -15 years, by which time the population will be reduced, naturally, at
least by 10% due to higher share of elderly who are over 60 years today.
Under demographic report, the post-December period marled:
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- Increase of the permanent mobility volume of the population in the rural
communities; accentuate the distortion of the demographic balance bye age groups and
sex group;
- Decrease the natural growth rate of the population on the background of the general
and infantile mortality increase;
- Emphasizing the gap in what concerns the instructive, educational level of the rural
population compared to the urban population;
- The trend of demographic aging of the rural population and pressure exerted by the
contingents of old age leads to the increase of the working population;
From territorial perspective, it highlights the most numerous critical areas in the
eastern half of the county. The elderly population share of the total population of the
county Iasi can be assessed as: the aging process of the population covered only certain
rural areas (East County) and it isn’t present in the urban environment.
In renewal index of the labor calculated as a ratio between the population from the
group ages of 15 – 29 years and the population of age group of 30 -40 years at the level of
the population of county Iasi is presented as follows: mature population (30 – 40 years) is
replaced by a large contingent more numerous with 136% the renewal index being of 2.36.
The vale of this ratio means – for now – the existence if a pressure on the labor market,
unprepared to absorb the young people, and for the future 15 years not even, the local
contingent of the mature population.
Nationally, the difference between the contingent of 30 – 40 years and that of 15 – 29
years is smaller (90.1%) the renewal index of the labor being of 1.91.
Doubling the contingent (30 – 40 years) in the next 15 years will mean the return to a
balanced demographic structure, to the normalization the age structure of labor.
Remaining in the rural area of a higher proportion from the young population would be a
decisive factor for the rural revitalizat ion (Ioncică M . coord., 2004), for economic
diversification, to restore the demographic balance, especially in the areas with serious
deficiencies. This contingent of population is the main beneficiary of the rural
development policy that must be developed.
1.2. Analysis of the statistical indicators for the economic environment
Agriculture and forestry
The contribution of the region for total agricultural production at national level is
17.7%.
Table nr. 2. The contribution of the agriculture (+ hunting, forestry, fishing and fishery)
to GDP expressed in billion lei current prices
Annual growth rate
%
(%)
% sector/
Specifi
sector/
2004
2005
2006 2008
2004/ 2005/ 2006/
PIB 2008
cation
PIB 2006
2005 2006
2008
North
9749
13134.9 16477 26819.9
-8.8
-13.0
18.4
17.10
18.70
Est
Romania 53772.9 72805.2 89015 156179.2
-8.4 -15.2
27.6
11.07
13.37
Source: County Directorship of Statistic Iasi, 2008. (Observation: the growth rate was calculated
using the GDP deflator communicated by B.N.R.)

The sector is experiencing a similar evolution with that at national level during 2004 –
2008, registering a decline period during 2004 – 2008 due tot the adverse climatic
conditions.
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Vegetal sector
Although Iasi County has a large area of agricultural land – 380.997 ha, this source can
be effectively harnessed, the productivity being low to all the types of cultures, due the
influence of the following:
�
the terrain quality with a pronounced diversification, the alternance of the soil
categories, their fragmentation, in comparison with other similar surface units from
country;
�
exploitation of agricultural surface is carried on small lots (1-3 ha), due to the
fragment of land fund of the country, as a result of putting in private property of the
surfaces an the low level of mechanization, knowing that a rentable exploitation is done
on lots of at least 50 ha/tractor;
�
aging labor (more than 28% of the rural population is over 60), and the youth
migrates to the urban centers;
�
the high degree of poverty of the owners, which faces great difficulties in
achieving crops and livestock;
�
lack of capital of restructuring and modernization of agriculture;
�
instability and soil erosion, numerous landslides.
Following the destruction of installations of collection and pumping within the
irrigation systems, the surfaces fitted with irrigation installations is totaling for Iasi county
50.433 ha, the areas effectively irrigated being in fact even smaller.
Table nr.3. The land fund by the way of use
County
Total surface
Agricultural surface
Of which: Private sector
Arable
Pastures
Meadow
Vineyards
Orchards
Forests
Waters
Other surfaces

on 31 December 2008 –hectares
Iaşi
547558
380997
370233
253491
88109
19651
11706
8040
99022
12589
54950

Source: County Directorship of Statistic Iasi, 2008

The private agriculture is characterized by an excessive fragmentation of the lands, to
each owner coming surfaces comprised between (1-3 ha). Of the total of agricultural
surface from the private sector, the association degree of the land owners is approx. 3 –
5% at the level of county Iasi.
Zoo-technical sector
Regarding the evolution of the zoo-technical sector, from the analysis of the
presented data is noted a reduction of the number of heads of cattle, a growing of the got
heads and a significant decrease of the number of pigs and sheep.
Table Nr. 4. Livestock (at the end of the year) -HeadsIasi county
2002
2003
2004
2005
2007
2008
Cattle
192700
126876
114453
112320
115548
117710
Pig
349900
284769
111532
98646
119767
139161
Sheep
543200
433662
364751
336321
321218
320286
Goats
6221
5245
6125
7219
9102
10847
Source: County Directorship of statistic Iasi, 2008
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The reported data showing that over 90% of the number of animals is in the possession
of the private producers, and the state sector, which had an industrial zoo-technical
system is now totally destroyed due to the abolition of poultry complexes and the
breeders and farms.
Forestry
Loggings have an important contribution by the volume of timber extracted from the
region. Due tot the lack of investment programs and of the poor refurbishments of the
woodworking and furniture rather than selling-off at export finished products, which
would contribute at the profitability and revitalization of this economic sector, is
recorded in the large quantities of gross raw materials at export (timber and profiles),
which will lead in the near future to the irrational exploitation of the forests and a
degradation of the environment (Rojanschi V., coord., 2004).. As noted, the county Iasi
contributed with a share of wood mass putted in the economic cycle in 2008, of 278.4
thousands cubic meters. County Iasi has and surfaces of forest reserves, fauna and floral,
as well as and natural monuments specific to the mountain sector, the most important
being: Iasi country – Valley of David (flora reserve with a beautiful forest of durmast and
oak situated at 8 km of Iasi) and the Forest High Hill, near Deleni, with a secular forest of
beech.
Industry
In the year 2008, the North-East region contributes to the national industrial
production with 12.67%. The share of industry’s contribution is of 28.55% close value of
the sector’s contribution in national value (27.66%)
The industrial production declined in the decade 2004-2008 due tot the following
factors:
�
low capacity to adapt at the interfered changes in the market structures;
�
of internal and external selling-off;
�
of intense capitalization due to the inflation rising, accentuated devaluation of
the national currency, reduced volume of investments;
�
slow rhythm of privatization and restructuring ;
�
unstable and incoherent legal framework, which hasn’t stimulated the foreign
investments and autochthon
After the industrial decline in 2004, similar to the trend at national level has been a
revival of the sector in 2005, recording an increase of 11%. The growth continued and at
the level of the year 2008 with 16.4% net superior of that recorded nationally (7.1%). Even
in the conditions of an industrial decline in region, the turnovers and the employees
number are having a high share within the enterprises with majority capital of state with
more than 250 employees. They operate almost exclusively in the large cities (Iasi,
Pascani.)
2.

GLOBAL SWOT ANALYSIS FOR IASI COUNTY
Strengts

Weaknesses

•Regional real GDP growth by 8.3% compared
to the national (5.73%) - 2001
•increase the regional real gross added value in
industry is double compared to the national one
-2001
•Existence of the European road E85 that runs
through the are on the north-south direction
and of the airport Iasi
•The turnover in the hotel and restaurant
domain is provided only by the SMEs and microenterprises – 2008;

•Real GDP per inhabitant is 71.7% of the
national one (the lowest value;
•High poverty rate
•Labor productivity is lower on all the sectors
of activity on the national one (1998-2001);
•Reduced number of SMEs per thousand
inhabitants (2000 - 2008);
•51% of the occupied population (agriculture) is
making only 21% of the regional GDP;
•Low level of the modernized road
infrastructure - % of the road infrastructure of
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•Positive natural growth area
•The existence of three universities centers
that have in the basic concerns and the
scientific research, inventions, technological
innovation, computerization and information
and promotion of the informational society;
•The existence of cultural center, monasteries,
historical
monuments
of
national
or
international importance (patrimony UNESCO)
The existence of the European road E85 that
runs through north-west direction and of the
European roads E577 – 576 on the direction SWNE
The existence of the international airport an
of the rail network which ensure the connection
with other regions;
The density of the railway network;
Construction within the PHARE program the
industrial parks, business incubators and
business centers;
Important contribution to the national
agricultural production values – 19.52% in 2008;
The important contribution of the forestry,
logging and of hunting economy, fishing and
fishery at the regional gross added value;
The turistic, historical, landscape potential
raised in the rural area ;
The existence of excellence centers in the
region in the fruit and wine domain;
The existence of the areas of water surface

the region is under the minimum acceptable
standards– 2008 year;
•Potable water network, sewerage and gas is
insufficiently developed (quantitatively and
qualitatively) in rapport with the surface and
the county’s population;
•Insufficient capacity of waste water treatment
in the cleaning station and of the storage heps;
•The reduced index of utilization of the
accommodation capacity depending on the
average duration of staying in the region in
relation with the existent touristic potential;
•Low degree of the occupied population in
services;
•The high share of the concentrated population
in the rural area(59.23 %);
•High unemployment rate in the region - in
2008.
• The education and health infrastructure
insufficiently modernized;
The low percentage of the superior quality
water surfaces;
Non-selective collection of the wastes and lak
of the collection systems of those in the rural
areas;
 Lack o sufficient potable water resources for
the county Iasi

Opportunities

Risks

•The possibility of developing the commercial
changes due to the location of the county on
the future eastern border of the European
Union;
•Forecasted reducing of the inflation rate and
implicit decrease of the credit cost;
•Encouraging new forms of tourism and
capitalization of the historical, cultural,
spiritual and traditional heritage;
•The possibility of developing the business
environment as result of the construction of the
industrial parks and business incubators;
•The availability of raw materials: construction
and wood materials (see Natural Resources)
able to attract the foreign investors;
•The possibility that through
the airport
modernization, this to sustain the regional
business environment and to become a starting
point for the regional tourism itineraries;
•The possibility that the social services
infrastructure existent by modernizations and
rehabilitations to serve as spaces for the
integrated services development destined to
the disadvantaged categories;
The possibility of reducing the pollution due to
the restriction of great industrial pollutants and
staring to replace hem gradually with SMEs
(flexibility and greater adaptability at the
environmental requirements)
 The development of the Regional Plan of

•Lack of cohesion measures of economic and
social development on the background of the
lack of trust of the population in the economic
revival of the country;
•Weak competitiveness
of the profile
companies in the county with those from the
member states after the Romania’s accession in
EU ;
•The continuation of the exodus “grey
material” to other regions and in abroad;
•Further increase of the poverty degree of the
population in the region;
•The existence of areas liable to natural
disasters (landslides, floods);
 The low capacity of the population from the
county to take specific costs of using and
maintaining of the rehabilitated infrastructure,
modernized or newly built due tot the existent
poverty level;
 The legislative framework that maintains the
state monopoly to provide to certain types of
services from the utilities infrastructure;
Low productivity of the variety in the
neighboring areas of the industrial objectives;
The danger of appearing the eutrophication of
the lakes phenomenon ;
 Insufficiency of the destined funds for
environmental protection;
Continuing of uncontrolled deforestation with
effects on the air pollution, erosion, soil
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Action for the Professional and Technical
Education (PRAI 2004 - 2011;
The existence if the Regional Center of
Continuous
Training
for
the
Public
administration in Iasi;
Establishment of the North East regional
Consortium for developing the professional and
Technical education – TVET and technical
university

Uncontrolled waste storage in the rural area
Uncontrolled deforestation with implications
in generating the landslides
Accentuated phenomenon of soil erosion;
The migration of qualified labor to other
regions or in other states;
The large number of employees in the big
enterprises which through restructuring could
exert pressure on the labor market;;

CONCLUSIONS
In the spirit of previous showed there can be identified several possibilities for
sustainable development of the county Iasi:
- Development and modernization of the productive sector and of the logical
associated with: mean supporting the modernization and innovation of the existent
enterprises and creation of existent ones, especially SM Es in the productive sectors and of
services for business
- Capitalization the potential of the Technology of Information and Communication
(TIC) and its application in the public sector (administration) and the private (citizens,
enterprises): is in exploiting the qualified human resources and of know how and
improving the infrastructure
- Modernization of the transport infrastructure by connecting the local/county
transport network to the national transport network that will lead at improving the
accessibility, having as result the quicker access at the network of national roads and
increasing the volume of goods and number of people that are transiting the area
- Improving the traffic safety aims ensuring some transport services at European
standards of security, quality and costs. This requires the implementation and systematic
respect of the specific standards of safety, security, quality and costs in the transports
domain
- Improving the social services (health, education, social) aims creating the
prerequisites for ensuring the population with essential services , thereby contributing to
the European objective of the economic and social cohesion , by improving the
infrastructure , health services, infrastructure, education and social
- Improving the environmental quality aims, especially, the compliance with the
relevant Directives of the European Union: improving the water quality by proper
treatment of the used waters, improving the soil quality by effectuation of municipal
deposits of wastes and the rehabilitation the contaminated terrains with high degree of
pollution, protection the air quality in the most vulnerable areas by upgrading the heating
systems from the public sector from the localities with high degree of pollution
- Promotion of territorial cooperation meets in The National Plan of Development of
the specific objective referring at the social and economic integration of the border areas
and the increase of the attractiveness and accessibility of the Romania’s regions within
the European territory
- The neighboring policy envisaged by Romania at the external boarder of EU will
contribute significantly at ensuring the stability, security and welfare of the region
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ABSTRACT
This article deals with marketing green developments, the way developers in US succesfully creeate
and sell green residential product-buildings for over 40 years now. The projects profiled take
advantage of the classic “3 L’s” of real estate: location, location and location; but they also use
green building features and branding approaches to stand out in a crowded, competitive market for
residential real estate. The purpose of the paper is to promote USA ’s history example, in building
green solvable residential, to the local developers and buyers, as Romania has yet a lot to learn in
ecomarketing from our US colleagues. Mentality is not an easy thing to change, but documented
information distributed to the public such as this, along with the power of sucesfull image example,
hard sales with more benefits, the marketing way to obtain it, should convinge investors and buyers
in Romania of the great green development advantage. The methodology used is documentation.
KEY WORDS
Ecomarketing, Green Marketing, Green Building, Green Engeneering, Green Residential Development

INTRODUCTION
Continued challenges with the availability of fossil fuels and the impact of global
warming are pushing building owners and developers toward projects that have a much
higher level of energy efficiency.
Buildings consume nearly a third of America's energy — much of it wasted by
inefficient design — while land-use decisions influence another third used in
transportation. (Rocky Mountain Institute, 2007-2008 Annual Report, Buildings,
http://www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid124.php). Real-estate development therefore offers
abundant opportunities for saving resources, not to mention reducing waste and restoring
damaged land.
The challenge is that this efficiency needs to be provided, while at the same time
supporting the overall building project goals including architectural, operational and
occupant comfort. The result is the need for a “high performance” building where the
building systems are pushed to deliver more, without necessarily costing more.
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The green building movement in the U.S. and Canada has grown dramatically in the
past few years, with projects registered under the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) system of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) growing
more than 50 percent in 2006, on a cumulative basis, and more than 75 percent in 2007
(Figure 1).

Source: U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)

Figure 1: Growth of U.S. Green Buildings, 2002-2007,
seen as LEED-NC Project Registrations, Certifications and Registered Project Area
New LEED registered projects in 2008 appear to be continuing the growth rate in 2007,
with more than 4,438 new commercial construction projects registered in the first seven
months of 2008 alone, suggesting more than 7,000 such projects will choose to begin
pursuing LEED certification in 2008. At an average size of about 100,000 sq.ft. and an
average cost of $150 per sq.ft., such projects represent a new construction value of about
$45 billion, close to 20 percent of the projected U.S. commercial and institutional
construction market.
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Source: Ecomarkets Report 2008i

Figure 2: Purchasing Expertise by Product Category (2009)
1. SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
There are a variety of single-family residential green building developments. One of
the earliest in the United States was a 240-home (20 attached and 220 detached units)
development called Village Homes, developed by M ichael and Judy Corbett in the late
1970s on 70 acres in Davis, California, a university town about 15 miles from the state
capitol, Sacramento. Village Homes developed passive solar home designs, bioswale-based
stormwater management, narrow streets to lessen urban heat islands, integrated
bikepaths and walkways through the development, a community garden and many other
amenities. It was not duplicated for nearly 15 yearsii.
One of the new variety of specifically green developments was Civano, an 820-acre,
2,800 home development in Tucson, Arizona (www.civano.com), developed beginning in
1996 as a master development and currently served by four separate homebuilders. In
2005, Sunset Magazine named Civano the “Best New Community” in the West. The
community connects people to each other and their surroundings by creating a pedestrianfriendly layout.
They use drought-tolerant landscaping with native desert plants such as Palo Verde
and mesquite that reinforces a sense of place. There is efficient use of resources including
water conservation through rainwater harvesting and xeriscaping, energy-efficient
building techniques and the wide use of solar energy in homes. The homes were designed
to be 50% more efficient than the 1995 Tucson building code; a 2001 study concluded that
they saved $500 to $800 in energy costs per year. Water use was 65% below the average
local home, also from a 2001 study.
A great example of residential branding is taking place in Florida through the efforts of
WCI Communities (named “America’s Best Builder 2004” by the National Association of
Home Builders.) WCI Communities is publicly-traded (www.wcicommunities.com) and has
developed the brand “WCIgreen”, with the tagline “Educate. Innovate. Conserve.” With a
well publicized green demonstration home in 2003, the company moved ahead in 2004 to
build an entirecommunity with green building measures in Venice, Florida, near Tampa on
the west coast of the state. Venetian's green model, Casa Verde, debuted on Earth Day,
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April 22, 2004. In July 2004, The Venetian Golf & River Club earned Green Development
Design Standard certification by the Florida Green Building Coalition.
Since there was no “LEED iii for Homes” product at that time, WCI used the Florida
Green Building Coalition’s Green Home Standards as its benchmark to attaining green
status. Casa Verde demonstrates features that improve indoor air quality such as an
electrostatic filter to remove particulates and ultraviolet light treatment of circulated air
to kill mold and mildew. Products made from renewable sources are also featured,
including bamboo or cork flooring. M aterials such as tile on roofs, concrete block exterior
walls and spray foam insulation rate well for energy efficiency and durability; steel studs
rate well for being recyclable and for not using trees. WCI also added Energy Star
appliances, higher SEER- rated air conditioners and tinted windows to conserve energy. The next
project will be a “Zero Energy Home” that will further explore on-site energy production.
WCI began its journey to sustainability in 1999, with a directive from the company’s CEO, Al
Hoffman, Jr., to begin making its homes more environmentally responsible. The company hired
Karen Childress as its first Environmental Stewardship M anager shortly thereafter and began to
explore options in adding environmental features to its offering of high-end (average price about
$500,000) primary and secondary residences for upper-income consumers, both in single-family and
condominium units. Since embarking on this mission, WCI has received considerable national media
coverage for its commitment to green building and for the results. With the CEO’s support, Childress
has been able to work with designers and project managers, to integrate green features into a portion
of the current offering of homes. What’s interesting, she reports, is that there is a heightened level of
internal company competition to design ever-greener ho mes, to meet the CEO’s mandate.
As part of WCI’s commit ment, in building 10 new communities in Florida, from
conception to completion, it is following the principles of sustainability as defined by AI.
Designers and builders of these projects address water and wildlife conservation, water
quality assurance, vegetation preservation, energy efficiency, and environmental
education and outreach. (Most of these standards deal with the land development itself
and not so much with home design). In October 2003, Audubon International presented the
John James Audubon Environmental Steward Award to WCI for setting a new standard for
building green homes and sustainable residential communities. WCI was the first
homebuilder to receive this award.
In Denver, the new 27-acre Highlands' Garden Village (HGV), Denver's latest planned
“New Urbanist” neighborhood, was developed by the Jonathan Rose Companies LLC
(www.rose- network.com) on the site of a former amusement park and botanical garden.
HGV is a mixed-use community just 10 minutes' drive from downtown Denver. The
development includes singlefamily homes, townhouses, and apartment units that are
available to a variety of incomes; it also contains 150,000 square feet of office and retail
space.
HGV creates the opportunity for some residents to walk to work; the site is also
transit-linked, with its own bus stop. Moreover, all of HGV's building materials - recycled
and recyclable - exceed the standards of Colorado's Built Green program
(www.builtgreen.org). Concrete from site demolition was reused for roadbeds, the
landscaping is drought-tolerant native species, and some of the buildings run on
alternative energy sources such as windgenerated electricity. The Village's car-share
program provides vehicles fueled by compressed natural gas that can be rented by the
half-hour. In M arch, 2003, HGV received the US Environmental Protection Agency's 2002
Clean Air Excellence Award.
Table 1: CO2 Emissions in an Average Single-Family Home

Space heating
Air conditioning
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COST
$/YR

ENERGY
106 BTU/Y R

CO2
LBS/YR

CO2
PERCENT

$476
$105

68.1
13.6

8,829
1,882

33.9%
7.2%

COST
$/YR

ENERGY
106 BTU/Y R

CO2
LBS/YR

CO2
PERCENT

Water heating
Refrigerator, freezer

$202
$146

27.8
18.9

3,558
2,607

13.7%
10.0%

Cooking
Other appliances
Lighting

$46
$346
$120

6.5
44.7
15.5

825
6,182
2,145

3.2%
23.8%
8.2%

$1,441

195.1

26,028

100.0%

Total

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Household Energy Consumption and
Expenditures 2005

2. MULTIFAMILY RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS
Development of green building condominiums is beginning in larger cities of the U.S. In
Portland, Oregon, the developers of The Brewery Blocks, a five-block mixed-use
development of about 1.7 million sq.ft. in five buildings, have registered all five of the
initial development projects for LEED certification.
The first residential building, "The Henry" is a 15-story, $50 million high-rise that
includes a retail base of approx. 11,000 sq. ft. on the ground floor, with three floors of
parking above and 11 stories of 123 luxury condominiums priced from $199,900 to
$1,180,000. This project has the highest prices for any local condominiums (in excess of
$300 per sq.ft.) and was sold out seven months before completion. Initial costs were not
higher, even though the buildings are aiming at a LEED Gold certification. As for public
relations, the project was featured in a cover 6 In Metropolis magazine
(www.metropolismag.com), making “mainstreaming green” one of the ultimate goals of
project publicity (www.thehenrycondos.com). The project is expected to save 30%
annually in energy and water costs, or about $91,000 per year (about $700 per unit). The
Henry also features sustainable materials, including wheatboard cabinets, natural-fiber
carpets, certifiedwood floors and low-VOC paints and sealants (Portland Daily Journal of
Commerce magazine, M ay 2004, www.djc-or.com.).
Also in the Northwest, Unico Properties, a large property management and
development firm, has announced plans to convert the historic, 75,000 sq.ft . 1910 Cobb
Building in downtown Seattle. To better use the building’s features and to preserve the
history and beauty of this unique building, Unico and the University of Washington will
upgrade the building’s systems and redevelop it into a high-end, 90-unit apartment
community, with a renovated retail level on the first floor, with occupancy in the fall of
2006.
The
building
will
pursue
a
LEED
Silver
rating
(www.unicoprop.com/property/seattle/cobb.aspx).
On the opposite side of the continent, New York City’s Battery Park City Authority
developed The Solaire, a 27-story, 357,000 sq.ft. apartment building that has gotten
similar publicity, and which rented its 293 units quickly, at 4% to 5% above local market
rates (USA Today, M arch 31, 2005, www.batteryparkcity.org). Developed for the Authority
by the Albanese Organization, The Solaire (www.thesolaire.com) features extensive use of
solar photovoltaic (PV) units and estimates it will cut overall energy use by 35% and peakperiod electricity use by 65%, a major savings in a very high-energy-price city. The Solaire
received a LEED Gold rating in 2003 and also a “Top Ten” award from the Committee on
the Environment of the American Institute of Architects (www.aiatopten.org). The project
features an on-site wastewater treatment system, stormwater catchment to irrigate a
rooftop garden on the 19th floor, upgraded residential air filtering and a PV system that
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supplies 5% of the building’s peak electric power demand. Each year, 5,000 gallons of
treated wastewater is used for landscape irrigation.
The marketing for The Solaire included extensive local publicity around the groundbreaking in 2001 and heavy use of a web site, including a construction webcam during the
development. The project’s web site makes extensive mention of the green features,
including a focus on healthy indoor air, certainly a major concern in New York City. Tax
credits and state grants totaled $3.3 million for this $115 million project, built for a
construction cost of $247 per sq.ft. and completed in August 2007
(www.leedcasestudies.usgbc.org.). This project has a breath-taking location along the Hudson
River, with views across the river to New Jersey and New York Harbor, including the
Statue of Liberty, and a riverfront public park adjacent to the building.
2008’s M ultifamily winner in NAHB’s National Green Building Awards is Legacy Lofts, a
38-unit condominium project in downtown Louisville, Kentucky, built by Legacy
Development Corporation. The architect/ builder, M ark Isaacs, began with site
remediation—the previous structure had been a lead battery recycling center—and turned
the soil removal process to his advantage by then looping a 16,000 linear foot geothermal
heat transfer field through crushed stone beneath the building.
The structure is wood-framed, using Forest Stewardship Council certified lumber. The
roof uses structurally insulated panels, and the exterior skin uses construction panels that
combine magnesium oxide minerals and wheat straw, topped by a 15-year permanent
ceramic paint finish. Photovoltaic awnings shade the unit in the summer, and generate
electricity, and let more sun inside during the winter. The developers estimate an average
monthly energy cost of $9.71 per home for heating, cooling and hot water, and that’s
before
subtracting the contributions of photovoltaics and rooftop solar hot water heating.
While the windows are low-E argon glass with reflective film, each unit also has interior R40 panels that slide over them at night. EnergyStar® appliances, dishwashers that use 5
gallons per cycle (instead of 22), and no-duct driers are standard. The building is an
incandescent-lightbulb-free zone—most common areas are lit by LED lighting or
fluorescents. Occupancy sensors turn lights on or off in the parking garage, hallways and
stairs. LED replacement bulbs will be made availab le to owners for their floor and table
lamps. The building will use as few fossil fuels as possible—close to zero, according to
Isaacs, who will live in the building and be availab le for energy consulting for residents.
But most of this amazing technology will be invisible to passers-by, who will notice the
lively street-level commercial space and reasonable prices that attract young urban
professionals looking for a great address at an affordable price—600-square-foot studio
lofts starting at $125,000.
Table 2: LEED for Homes Pricingiv
SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING

VOLUME
PRICING

REGISTRATION

CERTIFICATION

REGISTRATION

CERTIFICATION

PROJECT
SPECIFIC

USGBC
MEMBER

$150

$225

$450

$0.035 PER
SQ FT

NONMEMBER

$225

$300

$600

$0.045 PER
SQ FT

Source: US Green Building Council
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3. KEY MARKETING PRINCIPLES
Considering all these projects and more in USA green construction development history,
the key marketing principles are the following:
3.1 A clear sense of place. The homes and communities must look like they belong to
the geographic area in which they are built. In the desert of Tucson, homes are built with
low impact landscaping, attention to solar control and water conservation, solar water
heating and smaller roads to reduce heating of roadways and the local environment during
the long hot spring and summer. In an area such as Portland, Oregon, where heating is a
large energy user (vs. the need mainly for cooling in Tucson), better insulation, more
thermally efficient windows, and more attention to indoor air quality and daylighting
mark the green residence.
3.2 Attention to detail. Site layout and orientation is often critical to long-term
energy savings, so a master developer must include restrictive covenants for individual
builders to follow. (This is the case at Battery Park City in New York, where following
LEED standards is now required for all future development, following the successful
market entry of The Solaire (see case study below), a 27-story apartment building.
M arketing green developments often follows directly from the initial master planning
studies and site layouts, all the way through setting development standards and
monitoring compliance, through marketing during a five to ten-year development period.
3.3 Business partners. Often a local utility will partner with a developer, particularly
to offer energy-efficient and solar home certifications. This is the case in Civano, with
Tucson Electric Power offering its “Guarantee Home” program with up to 35% savings on
residential electric bills (See more information at www.tucsonelectric.com.). This
program has 30 builders signed up, representing about 25% of the local new home market.
In the Portland and Salem, Oregon area, Portland General Electric offers its Earth
Advantage program to developers who agree to build a home that will test at 15% more
energy- efficient than a similar typical local new home (www.earthadvantage.com). The
home will also use low-VOC products and offer a better ventilation system. This program
currently represents more than 20% of the new home market.
3.4 Third-party certification. There are multiple certifications available for green
homes, with many parties vying to upstage or pre-empt the anticipated “LEED for Homes”
rating system. In addition to utility programs that typically certify energy performance,
there is also the federal EPA Energy Star program that applies to appliances as well as
home performance. There may also be local and state programs availab le to developers.
WCI Communities in Florida uses a statewide building industry certification program to
validate its projects.
3.5 Focus on a target customer. Typically a middle-class customer, often a “Gen X”
homeowner (25 to 40 year olds) who wants an affordable home in a community with an
environmental message, less traffic, a safer environment and a community center. The 55
million LOHAS consumers (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability -- The LOHAS consumer
study is available from the Natural M arketing Institute {www.nmisolutions.com}; more
information on the LOHAS consumer is available from www.lohasjournal.com.), or
“Cultural Creatives” is a looming target for residential green building developers (P.H. Ray
and S.R. Anderson, The Cultural Creatives: How 50 M illion People Are Changing the World,
New York: Harmony, 2000).
3.6 Differentiation through branding. The residential developer or green building
promoter engages in an extensive amount of advertising, public relations, certification
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with a local utility or other program such as LEED, visual and thematic branding and other
methods to differentiate itself to its target customer base. Since people have almost an
unlimited number of new home choices in residential development, especially in major
metropolitan areas, standing out from the crowd is essential to successful marketing.
Differentiation must take into account a number of segmentation variables such as
consumers' dynamic attitudes, behaviors, product usage, lifestyles and demographics.
CONCLUSIONS
For the last 50 years, in USA, there has been a growing number of single-family and
multi-family residential developments that have been taking some aspect of green
building into account. Green building is on the rise, spurring new technologies that save
energy and money while creating more healthful living-places. The leading product makers
are starting to rigorously assess the environmental impact of their products sending signals
up the supply chain that tomorrow’s products will need to hew to higher levels of
environmental responsibility.
When upon exeriencing green residential development for years, the conclusion is:
“We have found that when we build green homes, they sell much quicker than the rest of
the market, and they sell for higher price.”(Jonathan Rose, HGV developer, In Metropolis
magazine www.metropolismag.com, M ay 1, 2008) well, we can take this into account and
join our efforts in helping the Romanian development market to grow into a more mature
atitude regarding green development. The green marketing strategy aplied by HGV
includes not only the environmental qualities of the building, but also being in the right
location, having gardens all around; so they’re selling both community and green as one
can’t disaggregate them.
WCI, on the other site, illustrates the power of partnerships with other organizations
to create standards for communities and give the marketing of them more of an
imprimatur of respectability. In 2001, WCI teamed up with the nonprofit environmental
organization Audubon International (AI) which operates in 20 countries around the world.
AI worked closely with WCI to develop and implement new practices to enhance the
sustainability of many of the existing and planned communities.
WCI also illustrates the difference between a broad marketing strategy and just a
public relations strategy, in terms of green homes. It’s not yet clear that the link has been
made with the homeowner to explore how the marketing principles enunciated above can
be incorporated into the basic home design. Currently coastal Florida is a “seller’s
market,” with so many Baby Boomers retiring and seeking warmer climates. M any pay in
cash and so are not influenced by mortgage rates. However, they are very concerned with
future utility costs and more importantly, with health issues, so that developments that
provide information on health benefits and certification of the healthy features in their
homes can help establish themselves as the experienced and responsible choice.
Besides the success green development case-studies, marketing principles that have
proven viable on US green market development are brought to you also in this article,
both as an argument and as instruments to encourage green development in Romania,
taking the five decades of USA’s green development as an exemple.
It is true this article comes during a time of staggering turbulence in the economy, and
at the dawn of a new political era in the United States and Romania, the combination of
which is causing both uncertainty and excitement over the notion of a green economy as a
means of national economic and environmental security. We stand on the cusp of a
potential explosion of new ideas, inventions, and initiatives, but face great questions
about whether there will be sufficient resources to bring them to fruition.
We join the prognosis that ”the coming year will be a critical one for the future of
green business and, by extension, the future of the planet” (Joel Makower, Executive
Editor, Greener World Media, Inc, March 2009) and consider it to also be valid for
Romania’s general residential developmentv and trust that in case of collective efforts,
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from Romania Go vernment, imported institutions (such as Romania Green Building
Council, http://www.rogbc.org/), local specialized institutions and experts, students, we
will be able to brig home the American Green model interest within the residential
Romanian development market, in the following 10-15 years.
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ENDNOTES
i

Respondents had been asked to compare both performance and cost of “green” products in relation
to conventional alternatives across these product categories: building and construction products and
related equipment; cleaning chemicals; electronics (such as computers, printers, photocopiers, and
office machines); janitorial paper/tissue products (such as paper towels and bathroom tissue); office
furniture; packaging, containers, bags, and sacks; paper products (such as copy paper and other fine
paper); and printing products and services. Respondents who rated both the performance of “green”
products and the cost of the “green” products in comparison to conventional (or non-environmentally
preferable) alternatives are considered to have purchasing expertise within that product category.
(Respondents who skipped one or both of the questions, and/or responded “no experience / I don’t
know” are assumed not to have purchasing expertise within that particular product group).
The survey was completed by 587 professional purchasers in the United States and Canada between
April and July 2009. Conservative calculations indicate that the results drawn from mutually exclusive
questions are accurate to within plus or minus 4.04 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.
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ii

A good case study can be found at: http://www.rmi.org/sitepages/pid209.php, and the Corbetts’
own story can be found in their Designing Sustainable Communities: Learning from Village Homes,
2000, Washington, DC: Island Press
iii
LEED - Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design system of the U.S. Green Building Council
(USGBC)
iv
The LEED for Homes Rating System requires completion of on-site inspections prior to certification.
Additional Provider and Green Rater verification costs apply and are based on market
prices. Registration and Certification fees are nonrefundable.
v
See Andra Turcu, Nicu Damu prognossis on residential development crisis evolution in Romania
in ”A nalyzing the romanian residential market under the global economic crisis effect”, Romanian
Economic and Business Review, Bucharest, Nov 2009 and prognossis on the romanian social programs
on Andra Turcu, Nicu Damu, ”Economic restructure and performance within the actual mondial
economic crissis with the first home program around the world”, The International Conference on
Modern Ways of Economy and Company Management, 12-13 Nov 2009, Bucharest.
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